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"When you hear temptation call,
it's your heart that takes,
takes the fall"
- Martika, "Toy Soldiers"

CHAPTER 1
Baby Baby Baby, Let's Investigate
the Other Side of Life Tonight

Work hard. Play hard. As long as the pay is good. Ander Karl Tohr took
these words to heart. For twenty-nine years he worked hard at the local steel mill in
Clifford Falls, a small city in upstate New York. In January 1989 Ander received
recognition for his many years of strenuous effort. He was promoted to working
supervisor of his crew; the new position did not last long. By the end of his second
week as supervisor, an envious co-worker sabotaged Ander's safety gear. He fell
from a great height and was injured severely. In the weeks and months of physical
therapy following his injury Ander recovered just enough to be able to stand and
walk short distances, but his strength and endurance were crippled. The union
started paying him a disability pension because he could no longer work at the steel
mill.
Thankfully Ander was blessed to have the care and support of his nephew
Russ to help him through this difficult time. Russell Trevor Tohr moved in with
Ander three years before the injury. It started out when Ander agreed to have Russ
as a house guest for a week while his parents and siblings went on a Caribbean
cruise for vacation. Russ was grounded from going on the cruise. He must had
done something really bad to be punished so harshly, but nobody can seem to
remember exactly what it was he did. All Russ remembers is that he did do
something bad enough to deserve being grounded from the vacation. The cruise
ship vanished without a trace. It was last reported to be heading into the Bermuda
Triangle. Russ never saw his family again. Ander formally became Russ's legal
guardian.
By the beginning of 1989 Russ was a Senior at Dionne L. Francis High
School, the public high school in Clifford Falls. For the past three years, ever since
his family disappeared, Russ had been spending lots of time at the library buried in
books, researching everything he could gather about disappearances in the Bermuda
Triangle, hoping to find a way to someday bring his loved ones back. He added up
his facts, made some educated guesses, and decided upon a probable speculation.
Russ concluded that there was once a continent called Atlantis where the
Bermuda Triangle now exists. The Atlanteans were the first people in history to
experiment with antimatter. They tried to open a porthole to another dimension
composed of antimatter instead of matter. By natural law the material and
antimaterial dimensions are kept separate because when an atom of antimatter
encounters an identical atom of matter, they annihilate one another.
Somewhere around 1633 B.C. the Atlanteans breached that natural barrier
between the dimensions. They opened a porthole, and were either unprepared or
unable to cope with the dangerous consequences. In order to keep from being

annihilated they found a way to transform matter into antimatter; they lost control
of the experiment, the whole continent suddenly transformed, and disappeared into
the antimaterial dimension. The evacuated area where the continent used to be was
immediately covered over by waters which we know today as the Atlantic Ocean.
The porthole which the Atlanteans constructed is now deep below on the
ocean floor. It drifts randomly amongst the ocean currents, but usually stays within
the geographical confines of what is known today as the Bermuda Triangle.
Anyone or anything traveling through that area risks the possibility of encountering
the porthole's transformation waves, being turned into antimatter, and carried off to
the antimatter dimension.
Admittedly it was a wild hunch, but Russ was a desperate young man. He
convinced Mr. Nagelschmidt, a science teacher, and Mr. Sansone, a math teacher, to
help him in the school's science lab. With the assistance of these two teachers, and
his closest friends, John and Julie, Russ decided to try to construct a porthole of his
own, a reverse of the Atlantean one, which would bring people and things back to
the material dimension. In order to avoid the disaster which the Atlanteans
suffered, Russ designed a special particle screen for the porthole, which only
allowed certain subatomic particles to pass through, in this case photons. By
allowing only photons to pass through, he could see what, if anything, was in the
antimatter dimension, and anyone who might be there could in theory see what was
on our material side.
By early March 1989 Russ and his friends were ready to open a porthole in
the science lab and take a look at what might be out there. Excitement and
adventure permeated the atmosphere as they fired up their equipment for the first
time. Years of study and preparation were about to finally pay off! "Let's do it to
it!" Russ exuberantly exclaimed as a porthole began emerging in front of them. It
looked strange, almost like a photographic negative floating in mid air. "John,
adjust the gamma," Russ commanded, "and Julie, neutralize the reaction. Hold this
position." The view cleared up and normalized. Russ was so overjoyed he began to
lose control of himself. "First me see, then everybody see, OK?" he requested as if
he were four years old. As he looked into the porthole, he saw another science lab
with equipment similar to his; suddenly, right in front of him, he was startled to see
another face staring right back at him! This face was filled with the same joy and
wonder Russ was feeling. Her gazing eyes were glowing blue like arctic ice; her
dirty blonde hair shimmered like a smoky candle flame. She was the most beautiful
girl Russ had ever seen!
The lab was filled with cheers and shouts of excitement! Russ wanted to

confirm his discovery by making sure the girl on the other side could see him, too.
He could not talk to his newly discovered friend because sound waves could not get
through the particle screen, only light could. So Russ picked up a notebook, wrote
a note on it, and held it up to the porthole: "Hello! Can you see these words that I
write? My name is Russ Tohr. What is your name?"
The girl immediately grabbed a tablet of paper and wrote a reply: "Yes I can
see you, Russ! My name is Bex Antimat."
"That's good enough for me!" Russ chanted with joy. He had finally made
contact with the antimatter dimension and obtained evidence of his message being
received from the other side. Russ and Bex began to write each other messages,
literally comparing notes, having a written conversation. Bex confirmed Russ's
theory about the Atlanteans. They were the original people to inhabit the
antimaterial dimension. Eventually over the course of time more and more people
would stumble in through the Bermuda Triangle and other portholes constructed by
the ancients.
But then something big happened, Bex wrote. In the early 1940s teams of
scientists from various governments began to experiment with new modern
portholes to the antimatter dimension. In 1943 one team named "Project Rainbow"
concluded that it was possible for someone to pass from the material dimension to
the antimaterial dimension using the Atlanteans' method, but that it would be
impossible, even destructively fatal, for any living tissue to attempt the reverse
transferral. Based upon that conclusion, authorities around the world began using
the antimatter dimension as a dumping place for society's worst criminals, and for
anyone else they wished to eternally exile. Bex wrote with tears in her eyes how
her world had become a living nightmare overnight.
Russ asked Bex if she had seen or heard anything about his family, describing
the cruise ship and the time it disappeared. "I'm very sorry, Russ, but we have not
seen them, nor heard anything about them," Bex responded, "but trust me, you do
not want to come over here looking for them! First of all, they'd be lucky to still be
alive! It's much too dangerous here! There is a ruthless madman who terrorizes our
province called Rex the Lunatic. When I was only five years old, he brutally
murdered and cannibalized both of my parents! I quickly rounded up my sisters
and ran off. While looking for a place to hide, we found an underground monastery
run by some old Basilian monks who were exiled to this dimension by the Soviet
Union. They took us in as orphans, baptized us, raised us, and educated us. They
were so good to us, and we loved them so much! The last of the monks died this
past October. We're all alone here now, and each day Rex is getting closer to

finding us! We've barricaded ourselves in the monastery's science laboratory and
we've spent all our time desperately trying to find any possible way we can to
escape to the material dimension. We know it means risking death, but we'd rather
die trying to escape than be raped, dismembered, and eaten by that monster Rex the
Lunatic!"
"That doesn't sound good!" Russ remarked aloud to himself. He began to hum
and make noises indicative of deep thought.
"Don't do it Russ!" Mr. Nagelschmidt abruptly warned with great alarm in his
voice. He knew what Russ was thinking of attempting. "Lowering that particle
screen would endanger our whole continent!" he warned. "You know what
happened to the Atlanteans." Russ reluctantly agreed. Yet soon he resumed
thinking, re-thinking, and over-thinking any possible way of rescuing Bex and her
sisters, anything the government scientists might have possibly overlooked. All of a
sudden Russ ran off to the library and started hitting the books.
Once Russ was gone, Julie took over the written discussion across the
porthole. "Hi Bex, I'm Julie," she wrote, "we're seniors in high school. Please tell
us more about you and your sisters."
Bex wrote back, "There's five of us. I'm 18, and I'm the oldest. Let me
introduce my sisters..."
Amy approached the porthole first. Her bright, straight-cut blonde hair
glowed a fluorescent chartreuse yellow. Her smile was wide and bright. She held a
note which read "My name is Amy Antimat and I'm 17." Her note was surrounded
with hearts she drew and colored red. A real sweetheart indeed, and completely
selfless in her altruism, Amy Antimat would do practically anything for her beloved
sisters.
Next, two girls, one with blonde hair and one with red hair, skipped together
in unison and stopped in front of the porthole. Their note said: "We're Cindy and
Ellen Antimat. We're twins, we're 16, and we're best friends!" They were obviously
not identical twins, but they were nevertheless sympathetic twins. Punch one, and
the other felt pain; should one of them get lost, the other would know exactly where
she was.
Last but not least, the youngest sister appeared before the porthole, face down
at first, shyly looking up through her curly brown hair. She held up a 3x5 card on
which she wrote: "Coleen Antimat. 15 years old. The brains of the family." She
was not exaggerating. She had a four-digit IQ, and it was mostly thanks to her that
the Antimats got their side of the porthole opened.
Then they all huddled around the porthole holding a big sign which read:

"PLEASE SAVE US! YOU'RE OUR ONLY HOPE!"

CHAPTER 2
Get Berkeley On the Phone

Blueberry pie might seem like an unusual dessert with which to celebrate a
birthday, but you haven't tasted one of Ander Tohr's homemade pies. He makes the
flakiest crust from scratch using lard, fills them with real fruit fillings, and cooks
them just right, not too burnt, and not too raw. Ander made Russ a big blueberry
pie to celebrate his eighteenth birthday. It had been an extraordinarily eventful
birthday for Russ, and this was the perfect way to top it all off.
Ander's patience waned with each forkful of pie Russ shoveled onto his blue
tongue. It had been two days since Russ last came home, and he did nothing but eat
since he arrived. Ander had already asked him several times and got no response.
"Will you stop eating the blueberry pie," Ander cracked, "and start telling me what
happened?"
"OK, OK," Russ replied with his mouth still full, "I'll tell ya what happened."
He described how two days ago he discovered the Antimats and learned of the
situation they were facing. He stayed up all night long in the library looking for
answers but finding nothing but frustration instead.
John found him the next morning still in the library studying. "Have you been
up all night?" he asked with concern. "Face it, Russ. We simply cannot help them.
Snap out of it, dude, and accept the facts!" Russ refused to snap out of it, but John's
advice did snap a memory into his thoughts; that memory triggered a brilliant idea.
Suddenly Russ burst out screaming hysterically, "JOHN, JOHN, YOUR FISH
DIED!" He leaped up and ran back into the library bookshelves. John was left
standing there with a puzzled look on his face. "Fish..." he mumbled, "fish could
mean... it could mean a lot of things... I have a lot of choices...."
Mr. Nagelschmidt came into the library, followed by Mr. Sansone and Julie.
"Did you find him, John?" Mr. Nagelschmidt asked.
"Yeah, he's back there pulling books off the shelves," John answered, "I think
he wants to start studying fish or something." Soon Russ emerged with an armful
of books. He handed one to each of his lab partners and insisted they head back to
the lab at once.
On the way to the lab Russ's friends expressed their concern. They feared he
was losing his mind. "What's the sudden interest in marine biology, buddy?" Mr.
Sansone gently asked. Before Russ could answer, all four of his friends looked
down and noticed that the books they were carrying weren't about fish at all, but
rather advanced nuclear physics.
"'Snap out of it, dude, and accept the facts!'" Russ recited, "Remember when I
said that to you, John?"
"Oh yeah," John recalled, "a couple of years ago when my fish died."

"You were awfully fond of that fish, weren't ya?" Russ responded, "and
remember what I did to help take your mind off things?"
"You took me to a novelty store," John answered, "and we bought some Magic
Sand. We brought it back to my aquarium and poured it on the surface of the water.
We were fascinated for hours! You kept reaching in, and could not for the life of
you figure out why your fingers didn't get even the slightest bit wet. It was the
strangest thing."
They entered the lab and put down their books. Russ looked at the porthole,
saw the Antimats watching on the other side, and gave them a big thumbs up. Then
he turned back to his lab partners. "Look," he explained, "we can't transform living
tissues made of antimatter into matter without interrupting the life cycle and killing
them. Just no way to do it. But what if we don't have to? What if we kept them in
their antimaterial bodies and brought them through the porthole?"
"We can't do that!" Mr. Nagelschmidt replied. "They would be annihilated as
soon as they entered the material atmosphere!"
"Ah," Russ cleverly quipped, "but remember the Magic Sand? Water all
around my fingers and yet it kept my fingers dry. That's the answer! We need to
make something like that: a skintight envelope which protects them from reacting
with matter, and simultaneously transforms material things they need like air, water,
and food, into their antimaterial counterparts as they enter the body. It would be
like a personal portable porthole envelope for each of them!"
Russ picked up a book, opened it to the Periodic Table of Elements, and
handed it to John. "We're probably going to need something radioactive," Russ
commandeered, "so I want you to look up and jot down all the radioactive elements
and all their stable isotopes. Julie, you and Mr. Sansone get on the computers and
run every element John writes down through our molecular simulator program and
take notes on the results. Mr. Nagelschmidt, I need you to go get us a Geiger
counter and some standard medical equipment, and I'll search through these
textbooks with a fine-toothed comb for any information that might help us.
Teamwork people!"
"What about Coleen?" Julie suggested.
"Who?" Russ asked.
"Coleen Antimat," Julie replied. "She's pretty smart. Maybe she can help us
too."
"Good idea!" Russ remarked. He wrote down the details of what they were
trying to accomplish and showed it to Coleen, asking her to help them. When
Coleen read what Russ proposed her eyes bulged.

"Of course!" she exclaimed. "Why didn't I think of that?" She wrote back to
Russ: "I'll get right on it!"
Fifteen minutes later Coleen was back at the porthole waving for attention.
Russ saw her in his peripheral vision and ran over to see what she wanted. She
proudly held up the complex chemical formula they were looking for. "Oh my
God!" Russ shrieked. He wrote back: "Really? This is the formula? I was
expecting us to take all day long coming up with this, and you got figured it out in
just fifteen minutes?! Holy smokes you are a genius!"
Coleen was modestly embarrassed of her extraordinary ability. She soberly
replied with a note which read: "Enough with the compliments! Just copy down the
formula, whip up a batch of this stuff, and get us out of here already!"
Russ handed the formula to Mr. Sansone and asked him to run it through the
computer. Sure enough it passed the simulations with flying colors. Still Mr.
Sansone was concerned. "She wants us to whip up a batch of this stuff?" he
guffawed. "I could get you most of the elements, Russ, but the main ingredient, I
don't know where or how you'd ever get that!"
Mr. Nagelschmidt returned with the items Russ requested. Russ handed him
the formula. "Rutherfordium?" he exclaimed. "Are you out of your mind? That
element is so rare, I don't know how we'd ever get ahold of it."
Russ returned to the porthole and wrote to Coleen: "Sorry, but we can't make
this stuff. We don't have any rutherfordium. Can you come up with any other
formula for us to try?"
Coleen wrote back: "There is no other way. I've already run all the
calculations. This is the only way to do it. You must find some rutherfordium, or
we will surely die!"
"Rutherfordium," John recited from the book he was reading, "atomic number
104. Radioactive. Not found in nature. Synthetic element made by scientists at
Berkeley."
"Get Berkeley on the phone," Russ told Mr. Nagelschmidt, "explain our
situation, and ask them to overnight us some rutherfordium."
Mr. Nagelschmidt had reached the limit of his temper. "Get Berkeley on the
phone?" he shouted. "Russ, this is a simple high school laboratory! They're not
gonna send us rare elements like that just because I pick up a phone and ask them
to!" He calmed down a little, and after a short pause he interrupted Russ before he
could respond: "And even if they would, Russ, they couldn't overnight it to us
because it's gotta have such an incredibly short half-life that it wouldn't make it
through the night. The only way to make this formula would be to go there and

confect it there. And make it quickly, I might add, before the rutherfordium
decays."
Russ already had his hat on and his arm up one sleeve of his coat. "Mr.
Sansone," he asked, "Please call Berkeley, tell them I'm coming, and ask them to
get ready to make some rutherfordium for me."
While Mr. Sansone was making the call to Berkeley, Russ made a call to
Ander. "Russ, where have you been?" Ander worriedly asked. "You didn't come
home last night!"
"I don't have time to explain right now," Russ said, "but I really need your
help. I need to get airline tickets to California. I gotta get to Berkeley as soon as
possible!" Ander was outraged, but Russ reminded him, "Remember you said I
could ask for anything I wanted for my eighteenth birthday present? Well, I'm
asking. Come on, it's a life or death emergency!"
Ander was skeptical, but willing to comply. "I'll see what I can do," he
muttered, "and call you back."
Mr. Sansone got off the phone soon after Russ did. "I managed to convince
them to get the particle accelerators fired up and waiting for you, Russ," he said,
"but they want three hundred dollars for the rutherfordium and the use of their lab
to make your substance."
"Three hundred dollars?" Russ gasped.
"Cash," Mr. Sansone further informed him.
Russ didn't know where to turn. He already asked Ander for an enormous
amount of money for airline tickets. "Don't look at me," Mr. Nagelschmidt
anticipated, "I don't even have three hundred cents."
"OK guys, just wait here," Russ reassured them. "Time to do some
fundraising."
Russ first tried asking his affluent friend Hal for help. "Here we go again!"
Hal cracked, "I've helped you before with your scientific discoveries, and I can't
afford it anymore. I'm going broke!"
"Just because a couple of my ideas went a little sour before?" Russ tried to
reason.
"A little sour?" Hal interrupted. "That's the biggest understatement I've ever
heard!" Russ went all around the school to talk to other friends and got similar
results. His reputation for wild ideas and his perseverance in them was legendary.
Eventually he wound up in a shouting match with his guidance counselor, Mr.
Ascenzi, who finally relented. Russ was too persistent, and perhaps there might be
a chance this time that the whole school could become famous for this. "I give up,"

Mr. Ascenzi surrendered, "I'll go down to the bank right now and get you the
money."
Just then Russ got a call from Ander. "I got you booked on the next flight to
California," Ander informed him, "and I got you a return flight tomorrow morning
for you to come home in time for your birthday. You can pick up your tickets at the
airport. Good luck!"
"Thank you Ander!" Russ joyfully cried into the phone. Russ was exuberant.
Everything was falling into place. He went back to the lab and informed his lab
partners of the good news. "Just hold on one more day," Russ wrote to the
Antimats, "and I'll get you out of there safe and sound! I'm going to go get some
rutherfordium now!"
They wrote back on a card: "Have a safe trip Russ! Thank you so much for all
you're doing for us!"
A short time later Mr. Ascenzi walked into the lab. He handed Russ an
envelope full of money. Russ held up the formula and declared, "I hereby call my
new invention Russ's Magic Rutherfordium Dust!" He then placed the formula into
the envelope with the money and stuck it into his pocket.
"I say this calls for a toast," Mr. Ascenzi suggested as he surprised everyone
with a bottle of cola and some paper cups, "to Russ's Magic Rutherfordium Dust:
Russ Tohr discoverer, Mr. Ascenzi facilitator and financier." He was astonished
when he noticed the porthole for the first time. "You weren't kidding," Mr. Ascenzi
shuddered, "there really is an antimatter dimension! Come on, Russ, get in my car
and I'll take ya to the airport."
"I'm ready to fly!" Russ sang as they left.
The trip went smoothly. When Russ arrived in California, the scientists from
Berkeley met him at the airport and drove him to the campus. They were so proud
that one of the elements they discovered was finally going to have a practical
application. Russ reviewed the formula with them, and plans were set to make a
fresh batch of rutherfordium dust just in time for Russ's departure back to New
York. They provided a guest room for Russ to stay the night and get some sleep
before the big morning ahead of him. But Russ was so excited he couldn't sleep.
That night, the last night for Russ as a seventeen year old, seemed like an eternity.
He was so overjoyed with a sense of accomplishment and destiny. Rightly so this
should all come together on his birthday, he thought, because this is something he
was born to do!
The next morning, the process proved to be a little more complicated than
simply whipping up a batch, but they did successfully confect the rutherfordium

dust. They froze it in a container of liquid nitrogen to keep it intact long enough to
get it back to the porthole. Russ returned triumphantly to New York. Mr. Ascenzi
picked him up at the airport and rushed him back to the school.
"Here it is!" Russ proclaimed as he entered the lab with the container of
rutherfordium dust held high in his hand. "Let's do it!" he cried out. "Everybody
ready?" Mr. Sansone was ready with a video camera to capture the event, and Mr.
Nagelschmidt had a Geiger counter in his hand. Everyone was excited, but as Russ
approached the porthole, the joy turned into fear. This was all untested theory, after
all. There was a risk that one of the Antimats could die, or something else go totally
wrong. But Bex soberly reminded Russ that she and her sisters had firmly made up
their minds to take this risk. The only question was who would try first.
Amy immediately rushed toward the porthole insisting that she go first; she
was shouted down with a resounding "NO!" by the other Antimats. "I'm the oldest,
" Bex trembled to say, "so I will go first. Wait here, and if I make it through alright
and nothing happens to me, I'll signal for the rest of you to come through." Bex
was frightened beyond description! She held up a note for Russ: "Ready when you
are."
The lab was filled with vapor from the liquid nitrogen as Russ opened the
container. "John, I need you to carefully," Russ instructed with anxiety, "very
carefully, and slowly, lower the particle screen as I pour the rutherfordium dust onto
the surface of the porthole." First there was so much vapor that nobody could see
anything. At last Russ saw the shimmering surface of the porthole, the
rutherfordium dust particles randomly shining as it kept the two dimensions from
reacting with each other. It looked like a fluid porthole now, as if liquid in nature,
like the surface of a pond. Russ applied some extra rutherfordium dust just to be
safe, and then signaled for Bex to try to come through.
Bex's heart was beating so hard she couldn't hear anything else. She was
violently shaking inside! She bravely filled her heart with love for her sisters and
began to insert her trembling hands into the porthole. When she got her hands
through without incident, she tightly closed her eyes and mouth and took her first
step through. Everyone was terrified for Bex! Once Bex had finally made it all the
way through the porthole, her whole body sparkled for a moment as the
rutherfordium dust formed its molecular seal around her.
Bex was so petrified she just stood there like a statue, her arms and hands still
stretched forward. Russ was worried, but soon he noticed that Bex was breathing.
The rutherfordium dust was working! He gently grasped Bex's outstretched hands.
"Sad times bye bye," Russ whispered affectionately into Bex's ear. She slowly

opened her eyes and carefully walked around a bit; she started strutting and bopping
her head to "The Look" by Roxette, which was starting to play from a transistor
radio in the lab. Her fear had quickly returned to joy. Julie approached with
medical equipment and ran all kinds of tests on Bex. She was perfectly healthy.
The results were amazing.
"Other than a slight reading of harmless nuclear activity on this Geiger
counter," Mr. Nagelschmidt explained, "nobody would ever know her body was
made of antimatter." Once it was established that Bex was safe, she signaled the
other Antimats, and each of them emerged carefully, slowly, and safely.
After ear-shattering shouts of cheer and rejoicing died down, Mr. Ascenzi
insisted it was time for a celebration. He cried out, "In honor of our victory, and in
honor of Russ's eighteenth birthday, I say we all go out to the Golden Corral for
lunch!"
"Oh that's a great idea," Cindy blurted out, "because we're starving!"
"Yeah, good idea," Russ added, "and it will give us a chance to further test the
rutherfordium dust to see if food and drink can pass through safely."
"One moment, Russ," John interrupted, "I've been trying to raise the particle
screen again, but this lever is stuck and I can't budge it."
"How about just closing the porthole?" Mr. Sansone suggested.
"I can't!" John said in confusion. "It won't close!"
Russ was thinking only of his stomach at this point. "Well, just leave it open,"
he said flippantly, "and we'll figure it out after we get back from lunch."
The Antimats almost cried as they entered the restaurant and saw all the food
on the buffet. They never dreamed of feasting so well! Russ demanded that he and
Bex share a table alone. It was all for scientific reasons, he insisted, to observe an
antimaterial body ingesting material food, and other such brainy mumbo-jumbo. It
was really all an excuse to get closer to Bex because he was overwhelmed with
infatuation.
"Welcome to America," he said as they sat down to eat.
"You mean welcome back," Bex informed him. "My sisters and I were born
here in America. When I was five, our dad won a vacation on some game show for
the whole family to tour the pyramids in Egypt. While we were inside one of the
pyramids, dad decided to take us off the tour path and explore on his own. We
stumbled into a porthole made by the ancient Egyptians, and that's how we ended
up in the antimatter dimension."
"With a name like Antimat, I guess you were bound to end up there, huh?"
Russ let slip out as he tried to lighten the mood with an attempt at a joke.

"No silly," Bex chuckled, "Antimat isn't our original name. We didn't
remember what our real family name was because we were so young and
traumatized, so the monks just called us Antimats. It's a generic term they used for
any strangers they encountered in the antimatter dimension. We liked it and kept it
as our family name because it reminds us of them."
Meanwhile Russ's lab partners and the other Antimats were really talking
about science. They were trying to understand why the porthole wouldn't close.
"The rutherfordium dust must have jammed the grooves of the particle screen,"
John surmised, "but the porthole not closing at all I don't get."
After eating some brain food, Coleen came up with the answer. "It won't
close because our side is still open," Coleen told John. "We've tried opening
portholes before but they never worked, but this time it did because you were
opening one at the same time on this side. That's it! That's the secret to our
success!"
Ellen suddenly had a sad look on her face. "That means one of us has to go
back and close the porthole from the other side," she moaned.
"I'll do it!" Amy jumped up without hesitation to volunteer. "NO!" everyone
else shouted back.
When they all returned to the high school parking lot, a huge argument broke
out amongst them over who was going to go back to the other side and close the
porthole. Amy kept insisting that she go back; Russ kept insisting that he was going
back to stay and look for his family. It had descended into a heated shouting match
between Russ and Amy, each of them yelling louder and louder at each other, and
everyone else yelling at them to stop fighting, when suddenly there was an
enormous, ground-shaking explosion!
"That doesn't sound good!" everyone exclaimed in unison as they abruptly
turned around to see the school building in flaming rubble behind them. Because of
their heated argument, they hadn't seemed to notice that the parking lot was empty
except for them, or that the building was surrounded by emergency vehicles, or
their flashing red and blue lights which could be clearly seen from the other side of
the building. One of the math teachers was talking with the police when he noticed
the gathering in the parking lot. He came running up to Mr. Sansone.
"What are you guys still doing here?" he worriedly asked. "We evacuated the
school fifteen minutes ago, and we thought everyone was gone!"
"Why, Mr. Sczupak?" Mr. Sansone asked, "What on earth happened here?"
Mr. Sczupak narrated what he had gathered about the case from eyewitness
accounts. Soon after lunch started, Russ's friend Ron came rushing into the lab with

a fistful of money he had recently won with lottery scratch-off tickets. He had
heard that Russ desperately needed money, so he came to help. It was so typical of
Ron to be the last one to know what everybody else in the school already knew
yesterday. He was too late to help. Russ and his friends had already left for lunch.
On the other side of the porthole, however, Rex the Lunatic had finally
discovered the Antimats' hideout. Not finding them, he looked through the open
porthole and saw Ron. Rex rushed through the porthole, grabbed Ron by the throat,
and demanded to know where the Antimats were. Ron was terrified by this huge
muscular monster! He shoved all of his money into Rex's hands. "Here! Take my
money! You can have it! Just leave me alone please!" he pleaded.
"I don't want your worthless money!" Rex grumbled as he flung the cash all
across the floor. "I want the Antimat girls!"
"Who?" Ron asked.
Rex thought that Ron was playing dumb, so he gave Ron a punch in the
stomach five times as he named off each one: "Bex, Amy, Cindy, Ellen, and Coleen.
WHERE ARE THEY?"
But Ron wasn't playing dumb. He was such a self-centered pompous creep
that he really didn't know the names of his classmates. Everybody else in the
school knew his name, knew who he was, but he didn't know anyone else by name.
He really thought the Antimats must be classmates of his, so he led Rex to the
school lunchroom and called for everyone's attention, which for him wasn't hard to
get. "Hey everyone," he called out, "I got this guy here, he's looking for Bex, Amy,
Cindy, Ellen, and Coleen. Come on, girls, he wants to see you right away!" His
classmates all looked at him in bewilderment as nobody by those names were
enrolled in the school.
Rex the Lunatic was an evil genius. Conventional weapons being scarce in
the antimatter dimension, he genetically engineered a pricker bush so that each
pricker alone produced enough venom to kill a man on contact. He was enraged
when he thought that the whole school was trying to hide the Antimats from him, so
he decided to make an example out of Ron. He pulled a branch of his pricker bush
out of a holster and stabbed Ron with it. Ron instantly fell dead to the floor. Rex
then pulled out a carving knife and a fork, tied on a bib, sat down at a lunch table,
and began to carve up and eat Ron's corpse. "You're all going to die," he
threatened, "unless you bring me the Antimats!"
Everyone immediately ran from the building in a fierce panic, pulling fire
alarms, and screaming at the top of their lungs. The police soon arrived and
evacuated everyone from the building. Then one of them approached Rex. "Mmm

this guy must've had honey-roasted peanuts for breakfast," Rex was heard to remark
as he gnawed away.
"Put the corpse down!" the policeman shouted, "and put your hands behind
your back!"
Rex was defiant. "NO!" he screamed, "I want those Antimat girls! I've been
searching for them for thirteen years, and I will not give up until I find them and
finish them off!"
The policeman pulled out a pistol. "This is your last chance!" he warned.
"Put the corpse down now!"
Rex pulled out his pricker bush. As Rex aggressively lunged with the pricker
bush, the policeman fired his pistol. "He must have been wearing a bomb or
something," Mr. Sczupak concluded, "because suddenly the entire school exploded
into flames!"
"Rex never had no bombs," Bex remarked with confusion. As usual, Coleen
had deducted an answer. "When each of us came through the porthole," she
explained, "we came through slowly and carefully; Russ applied extra
rutherfordium dust on each of us just to be safe. But when Rex came through, he
rushed in, and only got a flimsy, bare minimum of the dust. He was an annihilation
waiting to happen. That gunshot was just enough stress on his thin coating of
rutherfordium dust to pierce the seal and set off an explosion of matter-antimatter
annihilation, which destroyed the school."
"But wouldn't the porthole still be there," Ellen asked, "because it was still
open on the other side?"
"No," Coleen replied, "because some of the fire from the explosion must have
gone through the porthole and burned down the lab on the other side too. With both
labs gone, the porthole closed up."
"There, so no more fights!" Bex scolded at Amy and Russ.
Russ was devastated at the loss of his school. Amy was devastated just
because she got into a fight with a friend. "I'M SO SORRY!" they both cried as
they leaped into each others' arms to apologize.
With mixed feelings, Russ's friends from school decided to go home, leaving
Russ alone with the Antimats, who didn't have a home to go to. "And that's why,"
Russ concluded to Ander, "they're here with us tonight eating blueberry pie."
"Loved your blueberry pie, Ander!" Bex couldn't help but rave to him.
Ander accepted her compliment: "Thank you Bex!"

CHAPTER 3
Bex Antimat, You May Have Won
Five Million Dollars!

Adjusting to a new lifestyle is difficult enough, but crowding seven people
into a house made for two is even more of a challenge. The Antimats had been
living with the Tohrs for a week, starting out their new lives, dreaming of what they
wanted to do next.
It was just before lunch when Russ came walking in the front door. "Hey
Russ," Ander said with surprise, "you've never come home for lunch before."
"I'm not home for lunch," Russ announced with dread, "I'm home for good."
It had been a long week for the school district. They refurbished an old school
building to use as the high school until they could rebuild Dionne L. Francis.
Tempers were flaring all around the school district. The authorities wanted to know
what in the world happened to cause such an explosion and who was at fault for it.
John and Julie had distanced themselves from Russ since the explosion. So did Mr.
Nagelschmidt, Mr. Sansone, and Mr. Ascenzi. They decided to tell everyone it was
all Russ's fault. It was his science experiment gone wrong. They suddenly knew
nothing about it anymore. Russ felt betrayed and angry that he had been designated
as the fall guy.
"The Principal was in full rage," Russ related, "shouting at me with threats of
expulsion and liability for damages. At one point he grabbed his chest. I thought
he was having a heart attack! No consideration or kindness whatsoever! He
informed me that my name has been forever blacklisted with the entire scientific
and educational communities. So basically, I'm expelled from school forever! And
then he submitted my name to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and threatened
that if I ever attempted another experiment using radioactive elements again, I
would serve time in Federal Prison!"
"So what are ya gonna do now, Russ?" Ander demanded.
Russ tried to explain himself: "I was expelled because I was doing something
I believed in: discovering new frontiers."
As Ander angrily dismissed Russ's perception of events, he noticed that Russ
was holding a piece of paper. "Let me see that," he said as he grabbed the paper
from Russ and read it aloud with outrage in his voice: "Clifford Falls Free Clinic. A
place for the high school dropout and the teenage runaway that will provide free
food and free medical attention."
"Yeah, I picked it up on the way out of the school," Russ explained, "I don't
know what all the fuss is about. They have clinics like this all over the country."
"So what are ya gonna do now, Russ?" Ander pressured.
"I don't have any idea," Russ candidly confessed.
"You're telling me!" Ander concluded.

Russ was feeling bad for himself; he began to think about his new Antimat
friends who were worse off than him. They were homeless and didn't even have a
second set of clothes to wear. A feeling of righteous indignation momentarily
flooded out Russ's self-pity to the point where he decided to be impulsive. "Hey
Antimats!" he called out. "Let's take a break and go to the mall, huh? We'll go
clothes shopping to celebrate my emancipation!"
"And how are you gonna pay for it?" Ander asked with surprise.
"With your credit card of course," Russ defiantly replied with mischievous
delight.
Russ drove the Antimats to the mall. While the Antimats were shopping, Russ
sat by the mall fountain and began to pout. He realized that he would never find his
family now. Nobody would ever let him construct another porthole again. He was
especially wounded by the desertion of his teachers and friends at school. But after
a couple of hours of deep thought, he began to realize it was all for the best. You
could hardly blame them, he concluded. John and Julie only had two months to go
until graduation, and the teachers had their careers on the line. Why should they all
risk losing their futures when one guy can take the fall for all of it? Russ was
ultimately glad his friends didn't have to be punished with him.
Russ finally got up and joined the girls in the store. He found them waiting in
line to check out. While standing there waiting with them Russ was admiring a
display of baseball hats they had on sale. "Which one's your favorite team, Russ?"
Bex asked.
"The Montreal Expos," Russ replied as he pointed out the pinwheel hat with
the familiar stylized M for Montreal containing a red e for Expos and a blue b for
baseball.
Bex immediately pulled it off the shelf and handed it to Coleen. "Ring this up
too," she said as they began to check out.
The Antimats were very happy to be getting some new clothes. "Thanks so
much, Russ," Amy said, "someday we're gonna pay you and Ander back big time
for all you've done!"
Ander was waiting impatiently when they arrived home. "OK, guys, how
much did ya spend?" he demanded as soon as they entered the door.
"Not much," Russ calmly replied, "but when we stopped for gas on the way
home, we tried to pay with your credit card, but they refused it."
"Oh great!" Ander exploded. "Now my credit card is over-extended!"
"Well they needed a few clothes," Russ insisted, "they didn't bring any
luggage with them when they came here from the antimatter dimension, ya know!"

"And which dimension are you from with that new baseball hat, Russ?" Ander
was quick to notice.
"It's just a cheap hat," Russ tried to minimize, "it hardly cost anything! You're
making a big deal over nothing!"
"Got this for ya on the way in," Ellen said as she handed Ander the mail.
"Bills, bills, bills!" Ander groaned as he looked through the pile of envelopes.
Then he read one of the envelopes aloud: "Bex Antimat, you may have won five
million dollars."
Bex was thrilled. "I've only been here a week," she gushed, "and already I
may have won five million dollars! It just boggles the mind!"
"What really boggles my mind is how someone from another dimension gets
on a mailing list!" Ander retorted. "Cindy, what is this?" he asked as he pulled a
teen magazine out her hands.
"Well, it wasn't as much as Russ's hat!" Cindy insisted.
Just then, the doorbell rang. "Package for Ander Tohr" the deliveryman
announced when Ander opened the door. He signed for the package and brought it
into the house. "Finally something for me!" he remarked as he opened the box. He
was pleasantly surprised to discover the box to be full of cigars, and not just regular
cigars, but Havana Cigars! "Holy smokes!" Ander cried out. "These cigars are the
nectar of the gods!"
"What's that paper down in the bottom of the box?" Russ noticed.
"Oh it's…" Ander paused as he read it; his mood swung the other way: "...a
bill for one hundred and eleven dollars! Russ!"
"It wasn't me!" Russ replied.
"Bex?" Ander guessed.
"Yeah right!" Bex answered, "Cuban cigars, that's all my life is missing!"
"I ordered them for you," Cindy confessed, "you've been so good to us, and I
just wanted you to have something nice in return."
"Now how am I gonna come up with one hundred and eleven dollars?" Ander
cried out in despair.
"Well, if we hadn't stopped for gas, you could have put it on your credit card,"
Russ concluded.
A few days passed, and each day Bex was anxious to get the mail as soon as it
arrived. She felt flattered over all the junk mail coming in her name. It felt like a
whole world of new friends to her naive mind. "Hey look," she called out to Ander,
"our congressman would like Bex Antimat's vote!"
"Is there anything in there that says 'We'd like you to move in with us, Bex

Antimat'?" Ander sarcastically responded.
Bex's eyes bulged. "Oh my!" she rejoiced. "Look at this! It's a credit card!"
"For me?" Ander asked.
"No," Bex enthused, "It's for me!"
Ander's eyes suddenly tingled and glowed. "I think we just stumbled onto a
major financial breakthrough here!" he said grinning from ear to ear. Ander began
to think things through. "When the bill comes," Ander thought to himself, "it will
come for Bex, not me!”
Soon Ander gathered everyone around the kitchen table to discuss what Bex
should buy with her new credit card. Each person had an extravagant suggestion,
but Ander's was biggest of all. "Why should you girls live all cramped up in this
small house?" Ander blurted out, trying to make them feel giddy. "You girls should
get yourselves your own place. Go for it, get a mansion, get the biggest house in
town!"
The girls loved the idea. Russ was a little more reserved. "Ander," he
cautioned, "where in the world are we going to find a real estate broker who could
get a mortgage put onto a credit card for them?"
"Only one man in the world, Russ," Ander confidently replied, "twenty-five
years ago when I first knew this guy from bingo he didn't have two nickels to rub
together. Now he's a successful real estate tycoon worth five million bucks!"
"Don't tell me it's Robb Pipp," Russ groaned. Most of his life Russ had heard
Ander boast on and on about knowing Robb Pipp.
"Yeah," Ander answered with delight, "Robb Pipp! I still got his phone
number. He's the biggest real estate broker east of the Mississippi!"
Ander called Robb on the phone. He explained the situation, and Robb with
his typical swagger guaranteed Ander that the girls would have the best house in
town ready to be moved into within 24 hours. Robb further suggested to Ander that
he round up their old friends from bingo so that they could have a little reunion at
the housewarming party. When Ander finished the phone call he was so elated he
nearly levitated off the ground! He was too choked up to speak, so Bex tried to
guess from what she overheard. "Ander," Bex cried out with excitement, "we're
getting a new house tomorrow? And you're having a reunion for Robb with his
friends from bingo at our housewarming party?"
"Yeah!" Ander yelled out. "It's gonna be Phyllis, Quirico, me, and the
unspeakable Robb Pipp! You know, Bex, those guys are the whole world to me!
Alright girls, get packing, we got moving to do!"
Russ, however, was filled with disappointment. He had been working up the

courage all week to ask Bex to the movies the following evening, but now she was
going to be too busy moving. But since everyone else was happy, he kept his
mouth shut and decided to bide his time. "There's always tomorrow, right?" he
thought to himself.
Ander and the Antimats spent the next day on a shopping spree with Bex's
credit card. They bought all kinds of nice furniture and appliances for the new
house. When they were done shopping, Ander drove to the address Robb had given
him on the phone earlier that morning. It was on a scenic country road just on the
eastern outskirts of town. The house turned out to be a magnificent mansion with a
huge front yard surrounded by maple trees. There was plenty of room for all five
girls to have their own rooms, with lots more guest rooms to spare!
Russ was waiting for them at the front gate. He got there ahead of them to
turn on the utilities and to accept the furniture deliveries from the department stores.
The wind came up as the Antimats got out of Ander's station wagon. They all got
such a nice feeling inside. This was more than just a set of four walls, this was the
mansion of their dreams! "Let's give a big welcome to the newest homeowners of
Clifford Falls!" Russ ceremoniously announced.
The sun went down and the night rolled in as they got ready for the
housewarming party. Ander invited his friend Quirico, and he used Bex's credit
card to get a plane ticket for their old friend Phyllis fly up from Florida for the
event. Ander introduced Phyllis to Russ. "Russ, do you remember me telling you
about Phyllis?" he asked. "Before she retired and moved away, she was always
doing something. A million laughs, Russ!"
"A million laughs!" Phyllis concurred.
"Hey, when's Robb gettin' here?" Quirico asked.
"Yeah, when's he comin'?" Phyllis added.
"Take it easy, take it easy," Ander calmly said, "he'll show."
They all sat down on one of the new couches and started reminiscing. "Hey,"
Quirico recounted, "remember that time when Robb got ahold of the church's
printing press, and he printed up all those winning bingo cards? Ha ha ha!"
"He sold so many of them cards," Phyllis recalled, "he was taking in more
money than the church! Ha ha ha!"
"But joking aside," Ander added, "Robb is the kind of guy who doesn't wait
for conditions to get good. He makes his own conditions."
"Yeah, but sometimes you can't do that, Ander!" Quirico insisted. "You know,
a friend of mine at the K of C runs a funeral home, and no matter how much he
pushes, there's no money around. They're dying, but they ain't buying!"

"Well they must be buying around Robb Pipp," Ander replied, "or else who's
he selling all that property to? Monkeys?"
At that very moment Robb Pipp had quietly entered the mansion and snuck up
to them from behind. "You show me a monkey with the cash," Robb announced,
"and I'll send him back to the zoo with a title deed!"
"HEY ROBB!" they all shouted out as they jumped to their feet.
"Hey, Ander!" Robb greeted, "Hi, Quirico! Greetings Phyllis! Where's Jim?"
There was an awkward pause.
"There's no Jim here," Ander nervously answered.
"What? No Jim Beam?" Robb laughed. "You know it's my favorite drink!"
Everyone broke out in laughter at once. Ander poured his friend a shot of Jim
Beam, and handed it to him.
"Hey, Robb," he introduced, "I want you to meet the Antimats, the girls who
will be living here."
"Why you old goat," Robb guffawed, "where do you get off consorting with
pretty girls like these? It's a pleasure to meet you all!"
"Thank you, Mr. Pipp!" Bex gushed.
"And any millionaire friend of Ander's is a friend of mine!" Ellen added.
"So tell me, what ya been up to?" Ander asked.
"Well, I just got finished with a deal in Chicago," Robb explained.
"Did you guys hear that?" Ander called out in amazement, "He flew here all
the way from Chicago to close this house deal just for us!"
"I had a little help from the plane," Robb added; the whole room burst out in
laughter. "OK," Robb said as he opened his briefcase, "it's time we got down to
business." He pulled out the paperwork, went over it with Bex and had her sign the
forms. He was a little taken aback when he discovered that Ander was really
serious about Bex paying for the house with a credit card. Robb started to sober up.
"May I use your phone for a moment?" he asked Bex, "I'll be right back."
"Sure," Bex answered. She showed him the way to the study.
In the study Robb was having major troubles with the credit card company on
the phone. Understandably they didn't want to take that big of a credit risk
mortgaging a mansion with unsecured credit. "I know it's an extraordinary
request," Robb pleaded, "but can't you do this for me just this once? It's for an old
friend of mine!"
Robb was desperate to pull this off. His ego only continued to swell as he
overheard the echoes of his friends praising him up back in the living room. "Boy,
that Robb's some dresser!" Quirico enthused. "Look at his suit! Must be worth five

hundred dollars!"
Robb came up with a plan. "Sure I know what a risk it is," Robb argued on
the phone, "I've taken lots of big risks in my life. So let me put it this way: Could
you use a little collateral? Everything I own against the charges on the card?
What'dya say?" The credit card company agreed to his offer. "Great! Thanks a
million -- or five million, right? Ha ha ha!" Robb chuckled. "I'll be there first thing
in the morning to sign the papers."
Robb triumphantly hung up the phone and rejoined his friends. They had no
idea that Robb had personally guaranteed the card. It would be a blow to his pride
if they found out. So instead he bragged that he was such good a good salesman
that he could convince them to sell a mansion on a credit card. "Wow Robb,"
Quirico remarked, "You could sell a block of ice to an Eskimo!"
"So Robb," Ander said, "that's a nice Swiss watch you got there!"
"That ain't Swiss," Robb replied, "this guy buys American one hundred
percent!"
"Well how do you like that?" Ander responded in admiration.
Robb turned to Bex and handed her the deed to the property. "Here you go
Miss Antimat," he announced, "you are now the proud owner of this beautiful
mansion!"
"And it's all thanks to you, sir!" Bex shouted out, "Hey, everyone, in honor of
Robb let's have some loud music and revelry!" As she spoke, the other Antimats
were busy setting up their fancy new stereo equipment. Russ had them turn on his
favorite power hits music channel.
As the music blasted in all of its glory, with full equalizer range of treble and
bass from the finest equipment one could find at the time, the Antimats reached an
epiphany. Since the moment they stepped through the porthole, when they heard
top forty music for the first time pouring through the transistor radio in the lab, an
intense passion began to develop. The Antimats all looked at each other and
suddenly they knew what they wanted to do with their lives. They were already
well-trained singers; the monks had brought them up teaching them how to sing
Galician Chant. Now they were falling in love with a whole new genre of music.
Due to the repetition of the top forty format the girls had quickly learned most
of the songs which played on the stereo that night. They jumped on impulse and
rushed to hook up their new microphones to the stereo. Then they dimmed the
lights and turned on a blacklight. Everyone hushed and turned to watch and listen
as Bex and the Antimats sang publicly for the first time. "Toy Soldiers" came on
the radio next. They sang the choruses all together, and they each took turns solo

singing a couple of lines from the verses, starting with Bex. By the time they
reached the bridge, softly singing in unison, "we never win," the whole house was
in tears at what incredibly sweet angelic voices they had!
Not only were their guests impressed, but the stereo was so loud that their
singing could be heard next door. Entranced by the lovely voices, their neighbor
decided to come over and join the party. When Bex answered the door, he
introduced himself. "Ma'am?" he said. "My name is Todd." Bex screamed with
delight because she recognized him right away. Todd was a famous starting
quarterback for a professional football team! "Sorry to disturb you while you party
it up," Todd said, "but I just wanted to compliment my new neighbors on their
wonderful singing!"
"Well you're welcome to join the party!" Bex invited. "Come on in!"
Ander was afraid that maybe Todd had come to complain about the noise, so
he ran up to Todd with a TV set in his hands. "Hi, I'm Ander," he said nicely,
"how'd you like a new TV set from your new neighbors?"
"A TV set? Really?" Todd answered in surprise.
"A drop in the bucket," Ander casually insisted, "right Bex?"
"Certainly!" Bex agreed. She then ran to Amy. "Amy," she whispered in her
ear, "I need to talk to you."
They went into the kitchen and sat down at the table. "I've never felt this way
before," Bex confided, "is it possible for a girl to fall in love twice in one night?"
"What?" Amy laughed.
"Well we all fell in love with pop music tonight, right?" Bex asked.
"Yeah, definitely!" Amy agreed.
"And then Todd comes through the door," Bex gasped as she held her heart,
"it's love at first sight!"
"Omigosh!" Amy chirped, "I'm so happy for you!"
"But I don't know what to say or do," Bex explained, "none of us has ever had
a crush before."
"Yeah, we've spent most of our lives just trying to survive," Amy agreed.
"Amy, you're the heart of our family," Bex pleaded, "what should I do?"
Amy was perplexed. She didn't know any more than Bex what to do. "Why
don't you bring him in here alone," Amy guessed, "and just be direct? Tell him how
you feel and see what he says?" Amy didn't sound too sure of herself, but having no
other ideas to go on, Bex decided to go get Todd.
"Hey Todd," Bex said as she approached him - and then she started to chicken
out: "How would you like to see my new ski training machine?"

"Bex!" Amy scolded.
"It's in the kitchen," Bex improvised as she led Todd into the kitchen.
Todd started to look around. "So where's the ski training machine?" he asked
in earnest, "You know, I'd love to have a ski training machine of my own!"
"Sure you would, Todd," Bex nervously said. "Look, I'm gonna make this
short and sweet. Do you believe in love at first sight?"
"It's nothing that can't wait," Todd cautiously replied.
"Ya know, Todd," Bex explained, "I could use a man like you. I wish you
were available. I've been lonely since I've come to this town, ya know, and having
a boyfriend just like you, why that would be perfect! Do you know anybody like
you who wouldn't mind going out with lousy 'ol me?"
"I, I don't know what's wrong with me tonight!" Todd stuttered. He was
blushing to be put on the spot like this.
"I know you're a famous celebrity and stuff," Bex continued, "but would you
consider dating a nobody from the bottom of the heap?"
By now Todd was completely smitten! "I'll go out with ya!" he blurted out.
"Really?" Bex pleaded with delight.
"Sure," Todd replied, "I'd really like that!"
"Then it's settled," Bex proclaimed, "we'll be the first interdimensional couple
in history!" Todd didn't understand what that meant, but he just nervously laughed
it off and suggested they join the rest of the party guests in the living room.
Word spread quickly around the room about Bex and Todd. When Russ
heard, he was devastated. He excused himself to a bathroom and locked himself in.
In solitude he cried his eyes out as he learned the hard way that there's not always a
tomorrow. He had all this time to share his feelings with Bex, but he let it pass him
by. After a while he calmed down and decided to accept it and be happy for Bex.
It's not her fault he waited too late to say anything.
"What did ya do, fall in?" Ander wisecracked when Russ finally emerged from
the bathroom. Russ gave a sarcastic laugh.
"Russ, why do you have tears in your eyes?" Bex noticed.
"Oh," Russ said with a convincing smile on his face, "I'm just so happy for
you, ya know, about you and Todd."
"Thanks!" Bex said as she tapped Russ on the shoulder. "Tonight has been the
best night of my whole life!"
Over the next month the Antimats settled into their new home. Ander was
glad to have them out of his house. He recovered his normal life of peace and quiet.
Russ came over to Bex's Mansion every day to visit, listen to music, and party

every night. Russ and the Antimats were making up for lost time. Russ was
exhausted from three years of constant study and scientific research. The Antimats
spent their entire youth in a monastery hiding from Rex the Lunatic. It was time for
some long overdue enjoyment in their lives.
It was fortuitous that the Antimats were interested in pop music, because one
of Russ's biggest passions before devoting all his time to interdimensional questions
was pop rock music and the top 40 charts. He gave the Antimats a crash course on
the greatest hits of the rock era. Anything they needed, sheet music, sound
equipment, lights, party food, it all went on the credit card, which seemed to have
no limit. Most evenings, after spinning the tunes all day, they went out bowling, or
playing miniature golf, or shooting hoops at the local park. Spirits were high,
dreams were higher; there seemed to be no end in sight.
Then one morning as Bex was fondly going through her mail she got her first
bill from the credit card company. "Oh no!" Bex gasped, "I didn't think they would
want me to pay back this much so soon!" Todd and Russ rushed right over when
they heard the news. Ander stayed home and laughed himself sore.
"Wait a minute," Todd concluded, "so you don't have the money to pay this?"
"Well maybe Ander could help," Bex wished.
"Ander Tohr is a pauper!" Todd laughed. "He can't help you with this amount!
I don't even think I have this amount!"
Russ was at a loss for words. A deep sense of remorse overcame him and the
Antimats. Now they realized why Ander had encouraged them to spend like crazy so that they could see the consequences of not being able to pay for it. It was a
harsh lesson. "I can't believe I didn't see it coming," Coleen burst out, "but I was
having so much fun, for once in my life I just wasn't thinking things through!" The
party was over. They became very frugal after that. They began eating their meals
in the soup kitchen at the Clifford Falls Free Clinic, and Todd helped out with a few
necessary expenses.
A funny thing happened, however. A couple more months passed, but no
more bills came from the credit card company. Not even a call from a collection
agency. Bex wondered what happened. "Maybe they forgot about me?" Bex asked
Todd. "Maybe I just slipped through the cracks?"
"I highly doubt it Bex," Todd warned, "not a debt that big! Why don't we just
cuddle on the couch and watch some TV for a while?"
Todd turned on the TV. The news was on. Suddenly they noticed a familiar
face on the screen. It was Robb Pipp dressed in rags! "Turn up the volume!" Bex
cried out.

"Real estate tycoon Robb Pipp lost his entire fortune today to a major credit
card company," the news anchor announced, "His estate, valued at over five million
dollars, was confiscated to pay for enormous charges racked up on a credit card
which he personally guaranteed."
The Antimats all jumped up from their seats. "That doesn't sound good!" they
shouted out in unison.
"I'm gonna get you Bex!" Robb screamed into the camera with a raised fist.
"You and the rest of your Antimats are going to feel the full wrath of Robb Pipp!"
"I don't know who Bex and the Antimats are," the news anchor remarked, "but
I'm sure we'll be hearing a lot from them as this story develops!"

CHAPTER 4
Tombstones and Treasures

"It was the summer of '89," Russ insisted as he sang along with the radio
playing a familiar Bryan Adams tune. He was in Ander's station wagon driving
home. Russ figured he could raise some money buying something cheap at an
auction to sell at a profit. When he arrived home, he opened the back of the station
wagon and showed Ander what he bought.
"OH!" Ander cried out in terror!"
"Calm down," Russ scolded, "they're just a couple of tombstones! Haven't
you seen tombstones before?"
"Yeah," Ander replied, "but not in my own driveway!"
“Come on and help me carry these tombstones into the house," Russ
suggested.
"WHAT?!?" Ander screeched. "They ain't going in the house!"
Russ carried the tombstones into the house by himself. "You make me feel
like an undertaker having tombstones in here!" Ander complained.
"Don't worry, just relax," Russ tried to reassure, "we'll have a customer for
these things before the day is over. Ya see, on the way home I stopped by all the
churches in town to spread the word."
Russ heard a knock at the door. "See?", he said, "there's a customer already!"
Russ opened the door. It was Bex.
"RUSS!" she hysterically screeched at the top of her lungs, "I'm so happy I
could die!"
"What did I tell ya?" Russ jovially remarked as he turned towards Ander for a
moment. "What's the good news?" Russ inquired as he made room for Bex on the
couch.
"Well, remember that ad we saw a couple of months ago in Cindy's teen
magazine?" Bex asked as she sat down.
Russ started to get excited. "You mean the one from Magenta Mountain
Records advertising a talent contest?" he gleefully blurted out.
"Yeah!" Bex cried out. "We just got a telegram from them today! They loved
our demo tape! They selected us as a finalist! They want us to come perform with
the other finalists at The Meadowlands tomorrow! And get this - there will be a full
panel of celebrity judges for the event!" Russ and Bex both jumped up into the air
and screamed in unison, "WHOO-HOO!"
"And it's all thanks to you, Russ," Bex enthused, "you believed in us and
encouraged us to make that demo tape. I didn't think we were good enough, but
you did! And now we got a real chance at winning a major recording contract!"
She was about to give Russ a big hug, but she abruptly halted when she looked over

Russ's shoulder and noticed the tombstones in the room. "Whoa!" Bex exclaimed.
"What's the matter, Bex?" Russ asked. Bex immediately turned and started
walking out the door. "Goodbye, Ander, goodbye, Russ!" she said as she made her
exit.
Ander and Russ followed Bex out to the driveway. "Come on back in the
house," Russ invited.
"I'm not coming back into that house while you got those things in your living
room!" Bex insisted.
"I don't want them in there either!" Ander added.
"But they won't be there for long," Russ tried to explain, "I'm gonna sell them
soon, you wait and see!"
"Hop in the station wagon, Bex," Ander offered, "and I'll give you a ride
home."
"Well let's get going 'cause we have to get up early," Bex explained, "Todd is
taking us to The Meadowlands bright and early tomorrow morning." Ander, fearful
of the tombstones, asked Bex if he could stay at the Mansion for a couple of nights.
"Ander," Russ called out, "what are you afraid of? I'll call later in case you
change your mind," Russ offered.
"Don't bother, "Ander insisted, "I'm not changing my mind. Goodnight!"
Meanwhile, down on Long Island, there was another group of singers who
were chosen as finalists in the record company contest. They were sisters also, and
nieces of Robb Pipp. Jennifer, Ruth, and Sue Pipp called themselves the Pippettes.
They were adequate singers, not exceptional, but they were able to make it as
finalists thanks to the cheating and conniving of their Uncle Robb. When Robb had
found out that the Antimats had entered the contest, he was bound and determined
to undermine and sabotage their chances of winning.
"You really think we can win, Uncle Robb?" Jennifer asked.
"Of course," Robb answered, "I got a plan all lined up. All you girls have to
do is show up at The Meadowlands tomorrow and sing your hearts out. I'll take
care of the rest."
"What are you gonna do?" Ruth asked with suspicion.
"It's best that you don't know," Robb warned as he grabbed his Luger and
walked out the front door.
"We better find another song to sing tomorrow," Sue suggested, "'cause I don't
think I could sing 'What You Don't Know Might Hurt You' with a straight face."
Later that night Russ decided to call Ander at Bex's Mansion.
"Hello?" Bex answered the phone.

"I just wanted to know if Ander was alright," Russ explained.
"He's fine," Bex groaned, "Leave us alone!"
"OK," Russ continued, "I'm going to bed. Bye."
As soon as Russ had hung up, all the lights went out! Russ hurried to call Bex
back. "Hello, Bex?" Russ called.
"What is it now, Russ?" Bex responded with annoyance.
"I called to tell you that the lights just went out!" Russ frantically cried.
"What are you telling me for?" Bex moaned. "Just go down cellar and put
another fuse in!"
"Could you ask Ander where the fuses are?" Russ stalled.
"Where do you expect them to be," Bex retorted, "In the bathroom? They're
in the fusebox!"
Bex was getting angry because she had to get up early in the morning for the
contest. "Don't you know it's rude to call someone so late?" she scolded.
"Alright, sorry to bother you then," Russ mumbled as he hung up the phone.
Russ lit a candle and started to head for the cellar when he heard a knock at
the door. Robb Pipp was at the door, but it was so dark that Russ didn't recognize
him right away. Instead he thought Robb was someone interested in buying the
tombstones. "Welcome sir," Russ said as he shook Robb's hand, "are you here to
buy the tombstones?"
Robb decided to play along in order to get inside the house without incident.
"You must excuse my cold hands," he explained, "you know, cold hands, warm
chapel. Let's take a look at them, shall we?"
"Sorry about the lights being out," Russ apologized. "Have a seat on the
couch. I just need to go down cellar and change the fuse." Russ hurried downstairs
and put a penny in the fusebox because he didn't want to keep his guest waiting.
When Russ came back, Robb stood with his back to him pretending to examine the
tombstones.
"May I ask if you know who the previous owner happened to be?" Robb asked
in a business-like fashion.
All of a sudden Russ started to recognize Robb's voice. He got in front of
Robb and got a good look at him. "A little 'ol lady from Pasadena," Russ
wisecracked back at him.
Robb pulled the Luger out of his vest pocket and pointed it at Russ. "So now
you're ripping people off selling tombstones to them I see," Robb accused.
"I, I, I didn't sell anything," Russ stuttered, "b-business is dead, I swear!"
"You're gonna be dead if you don't get on that phone and call your friend

Bex," Robb threatened.
Russ called Bex again. "Hello, Bex?" Russ asked. "You asleep yet?"
"No," Bex remarked, "but we have to leave first thing tomorrow morning!"
"Oh no you don't!" Robb threatened as he grabbed the phone. "Let's get down
to business, shall we? I got your friend Russ here under the gun. You and your
Antimats have fifteen minutes to get over here or Russ pays the price!"
Bex's anger quickly turned into concern. "That doesn't sound good!" she cried
out.
Bex woke up the other Antimats and explained the situation. "We can't let
him blackmail us like this!" Ellen insisted.
"You realize it's a trap to keep us away from the contest," Coleen added.
"Talk about walking into a lion's den!" Cindy remarked.
"But what else can we do?" Amy asked in despair.
"Let's hit the road and go pull that lion's teeth!" Bex roared.
They rushed out the door and raced Ander's station wagon back to the Tohr
residence. As they rushed into the house they heard Russ's muffled screams and
pounding from behind the closet door. Suddenly they heard the front door slam
behind them, and as they turned to look back they saw Robb standing by the front
door with his Luger. "Make yourselves comfortable, girls," Robb suggested,
"you're gonna be staying here for a while. Nobody gets hurt if you just stay here
quietly until after the contest."
"You're the lowest of the low, Robb!" Bex exclaimed. Robb pulled up a big
chair to block the front door and sat down in it. The Antimats reluctantly settled
onto the couches and easy chairs for an uncomfortable night of sleep.
"Nighty-night," Robb mischievously announced, "'cause when you fail to
appear at the contest tomorrow, the Pippettes will win by forfeit and they will get
the recording contract!"
Early the next morning Todd walked into Bex's Mansion and started calling
out for the Antimats. "Let's go girls!" he shouted. "Time to show your stuff,
ladies!" He found it odd that there was no response. He spent a half-hour looking
all over Bex's Mansion for them. The only person he found was Ander sound
asleep in one of the guest rooms.
"Ander, wake up!" Todd said as he shook him.
"Leave me alone, Russ!" Ander mumbled. "This bed is the most comfortable
sleep I've had in years!"
"Ander, it's me, Todd," Todd informed him, "where are the girls?"
"I dunno," Ander said, "I've been sound asleep since I got here last night."

"You walked all the way over here in your condition?" Todd wondered.
"No, I drove here in my station wagon," Ander responded.
"But your station wagon's not here," Todd informed him, "and neither are the
girls!"
"They must've taken it someplace," Ander yawned.
"Well I gotta go find them," Todd said with urgency, "'cause we're running out
of time to get to that contest!"
"Good luck," Ander apathetically wished as he drifted back to sleep.
Todd spent the next hour frantically driving all over town looking for Ander's
station wagon. He finally found it parked at the Tohr residence. He rushed up to
the front door and discovered it to be locked. "Bex, are you in there?" he called out
as he pounded on the door, "Come on, we're gonna be late!" Robb aggressively
pointed his gun at the girls and quietly warned them not to make a sound. But Todd
wouldn't give up pounding on the door. "Are you girls alright in there?" he kept
shouting, "Come on Bex, you're gonna miss your big chance!"
Bex started to reason that since Todd was a big muscular football player, he
probably had enough strength to break down the front door, so she took a chance.
"Help, Todd!" she spontaneously screeched out. "We're trapped in here!" Robb
immediately assaulted Bex in the face with the handle of his Luger. She dropped to
the floor with a bloody nose and started sobbing.
When Russ heard the impact of the blow and the sobbing, he was suddenly
overcome with massive rage. All night long his scrawny limbs couldn't even make
the closet door budge, but now with a huge rush of adrenaline one swift kick of the
closet door burst it open! It flew off of its hinges and landed straight on top of
Robb's head!
Robb fell to the floor unconscious. Russ and Amy went straight to their knees
next to Bex and tried to comfort her. Cindy and Ellen moved the chair Robb had
used to barricade the front door and let Todd in. Coleen picked up the Luger and
handed it to Todd. "He was holding us here with this gun," Coleen explained.
Todd was worried. "Bex, are you alright?" he anxiously asked.
"Yeah, I'm OK," Bex said as Russ and Amy helped her up off the floor. "I
guess it's too late now for us to make the contest," she worried as she wiped her face
with a tissue.
"Not if we leave right now and put the pedal to the metal!" Todd encouraged.
"It's a long shot, but if the traffic is good we might just barely make it."
"I got some maps," Russ volunteered as he pulled a handful of maps out of a
desk drawer, "I'll help you navigate the shortest route there." They all quickly piled

into Todd's SUV and sped away.
As they rode in the SUV, Ellen pulled a mirror out of her purse. "Look at us,"
she worried, "we can't go on stage looking like this!"
"You girls look great just the way you are!" Russ encouraged.
"Yeah," Todd added, "you're natural beauties!"
"But we've got to look better than the Pippettes!" Cindy feared.
"This is a talent contest, not a fashion show," Bex reminded them, "our
singing is what counts. So let's practice our singing and rehearse now, 'cause we
won't have time to practice there!"
The girls rehearsed in the SUV as they sped along. Each time they had to stop
for a gas fill up, the girls went into the mini-mart and bought makeup and clothes
and eventually designed a last-minute, unique, pop-cultural look for themselves.
But they were running out of time. As they were going along, Todd started to worry
out loud. "I don't think we're gonna make it there in time at this speed," he warned.
"The shortest distance between two places is a straight line," Russ ominously
announced as he folded up his road map and opened up a topographical map. "Turn
down this county road," Russ pointed.
"That's not a county road," Todd informed him, "that's a cornfield!"
Russ reached over and turned the steering wheel for him. "Now it's a county
road," Russ remarked, "and there's no speed limits on this one, so put it in fourwheel drive and go as fast as you can!" It was a rough ride but Todd peaked at
speeds just over two hundred miles per hour, giving them a fighting chance of
arriving in time.
Meanwhile at The Meadowlands the contest judges were bored and
disappointed. All the finalists who were better than the Pippettes either didn't show,
or performed very poorly, thanks to Robb's threats and sabotage. One of the judges
became suspicious over so many no-shows and pleaded with the record executive
for some more time for more acts to show up. He reluctantly agreed to wait another
half-hour, but after that he decided to wrap the contest up.
"We've waited long enough for our finalists to arrive," he announced on stage,
"so it's time to declare the winner. They're a talented trio from Mineola, New York.
Let's welcome on stage the..." He was abruptly cut off in mid-sentence as some
blaring music drowned him out. Immediately Bex and the Antimats came racing up
onto the stage. They had arrived just in time! They sang the Stylistics song "You
Make Me Feel Brand New," each taking turns doing solos during the verses and
singing all together on the choruses.
The judges, and even the record executive, were utterly overwhelmed with

sheer admiration at the beautiful harmony their voices blended together. Everyone
in attendance was awed. Even the Pippettes were impressed. At the end of their
song there was a huge standing ovation! The record executive then returned to the
stage and announced, "I stand corrected! By unanimous vote of the judges, our
winner is -- BEX AND THE ANTIMATS!" Everyone went wild with cheer!
After the contest was over and people started going home, the record
executive approached the Antimats. "Why don't you girls come backstage?" he
invited. "One of the celebrity judges wants to meet you." They were more than
thrilled at the offer and entered a dressing room backstage. The Antimats had to put
their arms around each others' shoulders to keep from falling over when they saw
Whitney Houston approach!
"She's the one who insisted that we wait for you to arrive," the executive
explained as he exited the room.
"Wonderful, simply wonderful, girls!" Whitney Houston applauded. "Where
did you ever learn to sing so well?"
"We learned to sing in church," Bex happily told her.
Whitney Houston was visibly pleased with Bex's answer. "I started singing in
church too," Whitney Houston remarked, "isn't it amazing how the Lord gives us
these beautiful voices to praise Him? And then He calls us in turn to cheer and
soothe the whole world with our sound!"
"Thanks so much for buying us some time!" Amy gushed.
"It was worth it," Whitney Houston insisted, "besides I suspected something
was up. You girls wouldn't just not show up for an opportunity as important as this!
So God bless you, and I hope to hear great songs from you in the future!
Congratulations!"
Meanwhile back in Clifford Falls, when Robb awoke from his blow on the
head he found himself all alone in the house, since the others had hurried off to the
contest. Being alone he decided to loot the house. Late that night when they
returned, Russ noticed the front door wide open. "OH NO!" he shouted. They all
ran into the house and discovered that everything of value which Robb could lift
into his car, including the tombstones, were gone!
"Well at least Ander can come back now that the tombstones are gone," Russ
muttered.
"Come back to what?" Todd asked rhetorically. The house was a barren mess.
Todd drove the Antimats back to Bex's Mansion while Russ tried to clean the house
up as best as he could. Then he drove Ander's station wagon to Bex's Mansion.
"Did you tell Ander?" Russ asked when he entered Bex's Mansion.

"No," Bex answered, "he was asleep when we got here."
Just then, Ander came walking into the living room. "Hey Russ, are those
things gone yet?" he asked in hope.
"Yeah, they're gone," Russ replied, "and so is everything else in the house!
We've been robbed!"
Cindy started to chuckle. "What are you laughing at?!" Russ growled.
"I'm sorry, I couldn't help it," Cindy explained, "but that was such a cute pun
-- You've been 'Robbed!' Ha ha ha!"
"I don't get it," Ander mumbled.
"We were robbed by Robb Pipp," Russ sarcastically laughed. "Ha ha, very
funny!"
"Robb Pipp?!" Ander gasped.
"Yeah, Mr. Wonderful just stole all your stuff!" Russ confirmed.
Ander slowly sat down on a couch and put his face into his hands. He
couldn't decide whether he was more depressed about losing all his stuff or about
losing a hero he looked up to for most of his life. Russ sat down with him for a few
moments of quiet mourning, while the Antimats went into the kitchen and had a
quick chat. When they came back, they sat down with Ander and Russ.
"We're really sorry about what happened, Ander," Amy tried to console.
"You know, you've given us so much," Bex proposed, "and we think now it's
our turn to share our good fortune with you. We're going to be away from home a
lot with our new music career, and we don't want this big mansion left empty all
day. We want to welcome you to move in with us. A couple of the guest rooms
have their own bathrooms, kitchens, and separate entrances, so you can have
complete privacy if you want. Think of it as a rent-free luxury apartment for each
of you. Should we become famous, your presence would be just the security we
need around here."
Ander jumped up and immediately accepted the offer! "I've never had such a
good night's sleep in all my life than I did staying here! Thank you, Bex!" he
enthused. Russ decided to accept a private apartment in the Mansion, too.
And that is how Bex and the Antimats got their recording contract, and how
Ander and Russ moved into Bex's Mansion. Oh, you believe it or not, it's the truth!
Good meets evil, pow! bam! sock! Good conquers evil!

CHAPTER 5
Marconi Plays the Mamba

Two months had passed since Ander and Russ moved into Bex's Mansion.
They brought with them what little stuff they had left, mostly things of sentimental
value, and settled in nicely. One cold September morning Russ was making
breakfast for everyone in the main kitchen. The doorbell rang. Ander decided to
answer the door. "Can I help you?" Ander asked as he opened the door. In front of
him stood a nun in full habit. She silently stood there and did not answer. Then the
pastor of the local Catholic church came walking up to the door.
"Oh, I see you met Sister Lucy," Father Macewicz said to Ander. He turned to
Sister Lucy and said, "This is Bex's Mansion, sister. This is where you'll be staying
for a while."
Bex came to the door to see who was there. "What's going on?" she inquired.
"That's Sister Lucy," Father Macewicz introduced, "she's a Carmelite. You
know the diocese shut down their convent because there were only five nuns left in
the Order. So even though as Pastor of St. Josaphat's this falls outside my job
description, I've been trying to find a place to dump them, at least temporarily."
"The bishop didn't make you Pastor of the Month for nothing!" Bex remarked.
"Anyway," Father Macewicz continued, "St. Josaphat's rectory can only
accommodate four of them, so if you can't come through, I guess I'll have to drop
Sister Lucy off someplace else."
"Of course we can help, Father," Bex volunteered, "I'm sure we can find a
place in our homes and in our hearts for sister!"
After Father Macewicz left, Bex welcomed Sister Lucy into Bex's Mansion
and introduced her to everyone. "I'm Bex," she told Sister Lucy, "and this is
Ander."
Ander whispered into Bex's ear, "How come she doesn't talk?"
"You see, Ander," Bex explained, "the members of Sister Lucy's Order take a
vow of silence, which means they only speak when absolutely necessary."
"That's stupid!" Ander remarked.
"The only thing stupid about it is that they don't take old men like you!" Bex
angrily responded.
Just before noon Bex walked into the living room. "Anyone seen Sister
Lucy?" she asked.
"She's been working out in the garden since breakfast," Amy replied.
"What's with her anyway?” Ander wondered, “I mean, every time I say
something to her she just stares at me like I'm talking gibberish!"
"Sister Lucy has been in a convent for the past twenty-five years," Russ told
Ander, "she's had practically no contact with ordinary people like us. Just be

patient and kind, and maybe see if you can bring her out of her shell a bit."
"Hey," Amy suggested, "why don't we practice our singing?"
"Yes!" Bex enthused, "I live for singing!"
"Yeah, Cindy," Ellen tried to encourage, "ain't it a nice day to practice our
singing?"
"I'm not practicing!" Cindy pouted.
"Now what?" Bex wanted to know.
"Poor Cindy doesn't want to sing anymore," Ellen explained, "ever since Todd
got us a gig singing during half-time at his football games."
"Last Sunday was the first and last time I'm ever singing at a football game,"
Cindy weeped, "everybody pointed at me and snickered behind my back, and said,
'That's her! That's the girl who missed the high note! She ruined halftime for
everybody!'"
"Now that you got clinical paranoia down to a tee," Bex responded, "how
about adding some other qualities like perspective and common sense?"
"People are saying that I'm no good singing," Cindy tried to explain, "I just go
from day to day worrying that I'm bringing the rest of you down!"
"Nonsense!" Bex reassured. "We need you, Cindy! We're all in this together.
And we're not going to sing next Sunday without you."
"Very well," Cindy reluctantly mumbled, "let's practice."
As the Antimats started singing in the living room, Sister Lucy came into the
kitchen for a break from her gardening. Ander met her on the way out the door to
fetch the mail. When he got back, he held one envelope up and started to wildly
shout, "Look at this! Wowee! Moolah moolah!"
"Don't mind Ander," Russ said to Sister Lucy, "he just sold his house. He got
a great deal on it, too."
When Ander calmed down, Russ approached him. "Now that you got the
money," Russ pleaded, "how's about buying that radio station that's going out of
business? Remember I mentioned it to you last week? We could be local
celebrities! Whatcha say?"
"Well, perhaps you were fooled by the opulent luxury of that house," Ander
sarcastically replied, "but believe it or not, that radio station would take every cent I
got for it! Now I've been broke before, Russ, and you've been brave and spent
anyway, but if I buy that radio station, we'll really have to tighten our belts and cut
back on stuff!"
The Antimats came into the kitchen to sit down and take a break from their
singing. "Even if we get that radio station, "Ander continued, "how are we gonna

afford a broadcasting license?”
"Come on, Ander," Russ continued to plead, "all your friends would be green
with envy to hear you and me talking on the radio!"
"If all my friends would be green with envy to see you jump off a bridge,"
Ander wisecracked, "would you do that, too?"
A few days later, after Ander balanced his checkbook and examined his
budget, he decided to give in to Russ's incessant pleas. They went downtown to the
offices of AM 833 WEHT. Just as Russ had discovered, the station was planning to
go off the air and close its doors at the end of the week if they couldn't find a buyer
by then. Ander made an offer and arranged to buy the station.
On the way home, Russ started making plans. "Look, Ander, how about this?"
Russ bursted with excitement. "On the day we start our new Top Forty format, I'll
rig the car stereo here to blast out 1500 watts of sound. You can drive around with
the windows down and advertise the new sound of the station all over town! It'll be
fun!"
That Saturday night things went as planned. The Antimats came with Russ to
the studio and volunteered to help set things up. "Well, we got another hour before
we go on the air," Russ commented.
"Say, Russ," Bex offered, "why don't you turn on the recording equipment,
and we could sing all the station's new jingles for you?"
"That would be great, Bex, thank you so much!" Russ exclaimed.
Just as they were concluding their recording session, there was a knock at the
door. Amy went to answer the door. "Russ, we have a huge surprise for you!" Bex
announced, "Amy talked to the PR staff at Magenta Mountain Records and
explained to them that you were starting a new Top Forty format on the station
tonight. They said they had someone in mind who would like to come and debut
her new single on the air with you for your inaugural event!"
Russ started to get nervous and excited. "You girls are so awesome!" he cried
out. "I can't thank you enough for all your help!"
When Russ saw Amy enter the studio with Belinda Carlisle, he was
flabbergasted! "Congratulations on your new radio station, Russ!" she greeted, "I
have a new single coming out, and I would love it if your station would be the first
in the world to play it."
Russ was overwhelmed and starstruck. He could barely manage to speak. "I'd
be honored to begin our first broadcast with your new song!" he finally blurted out
with delight. Tensions mounted and emotions soared as it came time to sign on the
air. "You are listening to AM 833, The New WEHT," Russ announced on the air,

"and I am your new DJ, Russ T. Tohr! Ring-a-ding-ding! We have a special guest
with us in the studio tonight. She's going to kick things off for us. Ladies and
gentleman may I proudly introduce Belinda Carlisle!"
As the first notes of the song started to play, Belinda Carlisle announced,
"Welcome, Clifford Falls, to the New WEHT! I'm Belinda Carlisle. This is my
brand-new single, and you're the first in the world to hear it. It's called 'Leave a
Light On.'" During the next couple of hours in between hit songs the Antimats each
sang a live accapella duet on the air with Belinda Carlisle of their favorite song by
her: Bex sang "I Get Weak," Cindy picked "Head Over Heels," Ellen really got
intense on "Circle In the Sand," and Coleen chose "I Feel the Magic." Amy wanted
to be thoughtful, so she selected a song from the new album to promote, "Summer
Rain," as a special treat. It was a tremendously memorable evening, especially for
Russ.
It was also quite a memorable evening for Ander and Sister Lucy, but not for
the same reasons. Not wanting to leave her home alone, Ander took Sister Lucy
with him in the station wagon to blast the station's broadcast all around town. His
car stereo boomed out at 1500 watts, and it had no volume control!
After a few hours, Ander entered the studio. "Hey there, Ander," Bex greeted,
"where's Sister Lucy?"
"WHAT?!" Ander yelled, "WHAT?!" Ander had temporarily lost his hearing
because of all the loud music. Russ ran into the restroom and returned with a toilet
plunger, which he jokingly handed to Ander. "Is that your way of telling me you're
out of Q-tips?" Ander groaned.
"Well, Ander," Russ chuckled, "if it's good enough for the toilet, it's good
enough for you!"
"So how did it go, Ander?" Bex asked.
"Oh, fine," Ander replied as he started to get his hearing back, "me and Sister
Lucy cruising along, listening to The New WEHT -- at 1500 watts! Made a lot of
new friends. One of them was a police officer who wrote me a ticket for disturbing
the peace!"
"Oh quit whining, Ander," Russ dismissed, "where is Sister Lucy?" Speaking
of whom, at that very moment, Sister Lucy came rushing into the studio.
"Where is Ander?" she shouted, "I wanna strangle him!"
"I figured your first words would be something like that," Russ remarked.
"It was awful!" Sister Lucy cried, "I had to sit in that station wagon, hear all
that loud noise, and see people make insulting and degrading gestures at me! I feel
like I've just been to hell and back!" She paused for a moment, filled with

embarrassment. "Oh my! I don't know what got into me to use such awful
language!" she apologized.
"It's alright," Russ reassured her, "Ander has that effect on everyone."
"No, it's not alright," Sister Lucy insisted, "I shouldn't even be talking at all!
Mother superior says that unnecessary conversation is the first sign of worldliness."
"But you're not in the convent right now," Bex tried to console, "I wouldn't be
so hard on yourself."
"No!" Sister Lucy resisted, "I'm gonna stop all this foolish talking right now!"
She held her lips tight shut for a couple of seconds. "There!" she said, "I've
stopped!" With surprise she reached her hands against her mouth and muttered,
"Oops!"
The next day the Antimats were leaving Bex's Mansion to go to the football
stadium to sing for halftime. Russ was going with them so that he could call the
play-by-play on WEHT from the press box. "Where are you going?" Sister Lucy
asked.
"To the football game, Sister," Russ answered, “If you like, I'm sure Ander
wouldn't mind sitting with you in the stands. Todd's playing, the Antimats are
singing at halftime, and I'm broadcasting the game live." Sister Lucy accepted the
invitation, and they all went to the football game.
After halftime, Cindy asked Ellen if they could talk privately in the ladies'
room. "I'm quitting the group!" Cindy demanded. "You can all throw me out of
Bex's Mansion, I don't care!"
"But Cindy," Ellen pleaded, "nobody gave you a hard time out there!"
"Yeah," Cindy remarked, "nobody gave me hard time 'cause nobody
remembered!"
"Isn't that good?" Ellen asked.
"No," Cindy groaned, "it means that nobody cared!"
"Of course nobody cared!" Ellen remarked. "So you missed a high note last
week, for goodness sake, Cindy, who's gonna care this week one way or the other?"
"If you ever embarrassed yourself missing a high note, then you might!"
Cindy growled. She then threw her microphone into the trash, causing a loud clunk
to be echoed throughout the stadium!
"That didn't sound good!" Ellen remarked.
"Well, I'm through with this!" Cindy grunted, and she stormed out of the
ladies' room.
When Ander and Russ brought the broadcast equipment back to the radio
station that evening, they found sheriff's deputies waiting there for them. Russ was

handed a stack of fines for covering a professional football game on the air without
league consent. Ander was informed that if WEHT broadcasted any more
professional football games without league permission, the FCC would impose even
heavier fines which he could not possibly afford.
The Antimats, Todd, and Sister Lucy arrived at Bex's Mansion about ten
minutes after Ander and Russ got there. "Where have you been?" Russ asked them.
"We practically had to drag Sister Lucy out of the place!" Bex replied.
"She kept walking all through the stands," Coleen narrated, "finally we lured
her into Todd's SUV with a corn dog."
"Oh Russ, it was wonderful!" Sister Lucy exclaimed. "It had everything
anyone would ever want! Excitement, action, cheering, even in the little girls'
room! You know, I believe a football game is the closest thing on earth to heaven!"
"Not when you're getting hit on the field," Todd remarked, "then it reminds
you of that other place!"
"And I'm so glad that you told me I could call the play-by-play next week
Russ!" Sister Lucy elated. "It'll be so much fun to be on the radio!"
"But you can't do that," Russ sadly informed her.
"Why not?" Sister Lucy snapped. "You think I'm not good enough? Is that it?
Well, Russ, you ain't such a great announcer yourself! You missed a thousand
plays!"
"I hadda go to the bathroom!" Russ explained.
"That's so excuse!" Sister Lucy retorted. "You made all those people listening
to the radio miss out on the fun!"
Russ started to get angry at being insulted and forgot about the consequences.
"OK, fine, sister," he growled, "go on the air next week! See if I care!" Ander
immediately pulled Russ to the side.
"Weren't we just warned not to air any more games, you moron?" he grunted
into Russ's ear.
"If they fine us again," Russ schemed, "we'll just give the bill to Sister Lucy.
Come on, Ander, let's be heroes! For once we'll be brave enough to stand up and
say, 'We don't need no stinkin' permission to air football games!'"
The following week Sister Lucy called the play-by-play on the radio. Father
Macewicz called in towards the end of the half-time show. "Good news Sister," he
announced, "the diocese has found you and the other sisters a new convent down in
Vestal."
"I'm sure they'll be very happy there," Sister Lucy replied.
"Sister," Father Macewicz cautioned, "I know you've been uprooted and this is

all very new to you but…"
"You know, Father," Sister Lucy interrupted, "for twenty years we grew
grapes but I never tasted the wine we made. We weren't allowed to have alcohol.
I'm just having fun! Is that so bad?"
"No," Father Macewicz answered, "providing you don't lose sight of other
things, like your vows."
"Well, I told some of our listeners about that earlier," Sister Lucy explained,
"and you know what they said? 'Vows, schmows!'"
"And that's very deep!" Father Macewicz remarked with sarcasm.
"All my life I've been obedient, chaste, and have done everything God asked
me to," Sister Lucy continued, "well, now it's Lucy's turn! Next caller, you're on
the air!"
"Good afternoon, Sister," the next caller replied, "I'm sure everybody enjoyed
listening to your personal problems, but did you realize that we all just missed the
entire Third Quarter thanks to your little personal chat?"
Monday morning Ander received a certified letter. He nervously read it. “We
owe half a million bucks in fines!” he cried out, “and if we don't pay it, our
broadcasting license will be revoked!"
"Well can't we have a hearing?" Russ asked.
"We can't win a hearing!" Ander cried. "What are we going to plead? We
were given fair warning!"
"Trust me," Russ reassured him, "we could win a hearing and be rich! Then
we could buy all the microwave ovens, refrigerators, and color TVs we want! Let's
go down to the courthouse tomorrow!"
The following morning, while everyone was having breakfast, the doorbell
rang. "Who could that be?" Sister Lucy wondered.
Bex went to answer the door. When she returned to the kitchen she
announced, "You have company, Sister!"
"Who?" Sister Lucy asked. "A fan from the radio?"
"No," Bex answered, "just some old friends." She then invited the other
sisters of Sister Lucy's Order to come into the kitchen.
"If you'll excuse us," Bex told the sisters, "we're all going down to the
courthouse."
"You aren't going to leave me alone with them, are you?" Sister Lucy fearfully
asked.
"Sister," Bex begged, "if you decide to go with them, or go get a job at ESPN,
it's up to you, but please, for me, talk to the sisters, alright?"

"Very well," Sister Lucy reluctantly conceded.
Once they arrived at the courthouse, Russ hatched a scheme to dismiss the
charges and place all the liability on Sister Lucy. "While carrying canned goods to
her local church," Russ testified, "Sister Lucy decided to go on a wild rage of
madness. She maliciously tore the studio doors asunder with a can of peas, and
then knocked me on the head with a big can of Manhattan Clam Chowder! Then,
Your Honor, as soon as I was unconscious, she stole the remote broadcasting
equipment and went to the football stadium to broadcast the game."
Bex just held her head down, staring at the floor. She couldn't believe what
she was hearing! "Bex, did you see what happened Sunday morning?" the judge
asked.
"No, Your Honor," Bex softly responded, not even lifting up her head.
Next the judge questioned Ander, who was wearing dark sunglasses for the
trial. "Everything Russ said is true," he testified, "after Sister Lucy knocked him
out, I tried to stop her from stealing the radio station's equipment, but she plucked
my eyes out! She single-handedly turned all my daytimes into nights! I am blind
now!"
Bex couldn't take it anymore. "Oh come on!" she pleaded with sorrow and
disappointment in her voice, "you only owe half a million dollars. And you have a
whole month to pay it off. So why perjure yourself? Show some gumption! When
times are tough we pull together. So I yell ya what. I'll help ya out with the money
if you recant your testimony and drop the charges on Sister Lucy."
Ander thought about it for a moment, and then took off his sunglasses and
retracted his statement. Russ, out of fear of being charged with perjury, also
retracted his statement. Bex paid the half a million dollar fine for them.
When they returned to Bex's Mansion, Sister Lucy answered the door. "Sister,
where are the other nuns?" Bex asked.
"In the kitchen playing poker," Sister Lucy answered, "want to come join us?"
Russ and Bex followed Sister Lucy into the kitchen.
Ander felt too ashamed to face them. He became overwhelmed with guilt and
mindlessly wandered out the front door. "Goodbye, Ander Tohr," he mumbled to
himself, "hello to a mysterious stranger in a logging camp! I'm going to Labrador!"
Once in the kitchen Bex snapped. "Have you all forgotten your vows and
obligations that you once so lovingly and willingly accepted? Well? Have you
nothing to say?"
"There's a seat open," one of the sisters invited.
"Deal me in!" Russ accepted. Bex just stood and watched in desperation.

After an hour or so, the Mother Superior ran out of money. "Well, that's all
the poker for me," she sighed, "I'm all out of money, and nuns don't get paid much,
ya know."
"Yeah," Sister Lucy added, "aren't you fed up with it?"
"Yes," Mother Superior surprisingly answered, "sometimes I get pretty sick of
it myself. I mean, I think, 'Why did I choose a life like this? Must be an easier way
to make a living.' And then I remember that I didn't choose it. It was chosen for
me. Just as it was chosen for all of you sisters."
A sense of deep reflection came over all the sisters. The game was over. "Old
habits are hard to break," Sister Lucy resolved.
"So you're going back to the convent?" Bex inquired.
"Yep," Sister Lucy replied, and with that last word, all the sisters resumed
their vow of silence and quietly exited the premises, resolving to double their
dedication and devotion to God, once, twice, forever.
"So what happened to Ander?" Russ wondered.
"I think he said something about walking to Canada," Bex replied, "we'd
better go look for him!" They left right behind the sisters to go find Ander.
Meanwhile Ellen entered Cindy's bedroom with a summons from the
courthouse in her hand. "What's that?" Cindy wondered.
"Remember when you said not hitting that high note didn't make a difference
to anyone?" Ellen asked. "Well that godawful note you sang caused some poor old
man to go into a seizure! He's pressed charges against us!"
"Oh no, I'm so sorry!" Cindy cried.
"Sure ya are!" Ellen responded, "So ya see? Everything you do makes a
difference to someone."
"So you're not all mad at me?" Cindy wanted to know.
"No," Ellen joked, "but all your things are out on the curb and tomorrow's
trash day. You know what that means."
"That I better bring them back in?" Cindy guessed.
"No," Ellen said as she put her arm around Cindy, "it means next time you'll
have to practice even harder so that you can hit that high note."
"You're right, Ellen," Cindy agreed, "nobody gets punished for something
unless they really are somebody!"

CHAPTER 6
WBEX

One typically crisp autumn afternoon Russ was working as DJ down at the
radio station. "We'll be back after these messages," he announced; he played this
station identification spot recorded by Bex and the Antimats: "This is WEHT, 833
on your AM dial, the trendy station that doesn't have to be on FM for you to listen
to it."
"I'm going to miss that spot the most," Russ chuckled to himself while the
other commercials were playing. He had applied for a station call letter change to
honor Bex for bailing the station out of their half-a-million dollar fine. He was
deep in thought as he planned a surprise celebration for Bex once the call letter
change was approved. A celebration like that could be expensive, he reasoned, so
his thoughts drifted to money matters as Ander entered the studio to relieve Russ
and start the afternoon shift as DJ.
"Ander, I got it!" Russ burst forth, "I got the winning number for today!"
"Oh, Russ!" Ander groaned. "Don't tell me you're into that lottery thing now!"
"219!" Russ proclaimed.
"I thought you would have learned your lesson about finances by now!" Ander
scolded.
"But I haven't had one of my special dreams in years!" Russ enthused, “So I
looked it up in Lucky Larry's Dream Book, and it said that my lucky number was
219!"
Ander was unimpressed. "I don't want to hear any more about those
numbers,” he dismissed, “Forget about them!"
"Forget about them?" Russ cried in disbelief.
“Forget these get rich quick schemes and start concentrating on doing an
honest day's work around here for a change!" Ander snapped.
Russ was filled with indignation. "What are you talking about, do an honest
day's work?" he wanted to know.
"Monday you were supposed to fix the radiators," Ander reminded him.
"My back was killing me!" Russ complained.
"Tuesday you were supposed to help me paint some advertising signs for the
station," Ander continued.
"Help you?" Russ surprisingly asked. "With your arthritis, I'd be doing all the
work!"
"Wednesday you were supposed to scrub the tub," Ander went on.
"My feet were giving me trouble," Russ whined.
"I don't want anything from you except some work done around here," Ander
grumbled, "now here's what I want: first, get me some more records off that shelf

for my shift on the air, second, wash the windows on your way out of the station,
and third, scrub the tub when you get home."
Russ reluctantly got the records and washed the windows as requested; once
he got home he started murmuring out loud to himself, "You can just push a guy so
far, ya know! You can work a man so hard and then he'll just collapse and stretch
out!" Suddenly an idea came to him from his own words. "And that's what I'm
going to do now," he said as he began to lounge upon the couch and watch some
TV, "collapse and stretch out!"
After a relaxing nap, Russ got up and went to check the mail. He was
exhilarated when he got the letter informing him of approval and designation for the
radio station's new call letters: WBEX! Since Ander dashed his hopes of throwing
Bex an elaborate party, he decided to just go run and tell Bex immediately of the
good news.
The Antimats weren't home. They actually hadn't seen much of Bex's
Mansion in the past few weeks. Their music career was really starting to take off.
They had been extremely busy doing promo appearances, writing songs, and trying
to get their first album recorded. Russ thought this good news would be a pleasant
diversion from all their stress, so he peeked into Bex's appointment book to see
where they were that evening.
"Downtown at the Cloud Nine Restaurant," Russ read aloud to himself, "that
place is pretty fancy. I better dress up." After putting on a suit and tie, Russ rushed
over to the Cloud Nine Restaurant. He burst through the front door and screamed
out, "BEX!"
Immediately Mr. Cloud, the owner of the restaurant, impeded Russ from going
any further. "Excuse me, sir," Mr. Cloud sternly spoke, "but were you invited here
this evening?"
"No," Russ quivered.
"Then get out!" Mr. Cloud snapped. "Tonight's engagement is by invitation
only! Don't let me catch you around here again!"
Dejected, but not discouraged, Russ sneaked out back, where he ran into one
of the dishwashers taking a smoking break. "Trying to crash the party?" the
dishwasher asked.
"Uh, yes," Russ answered.
"Then I've got the ticket for you," the dishwasher said as he handed Russ a
uniform. "We're short on help tonight, so maybe you can help us out a bit," the
dishwasher suggested.
"OK," Russ accepted, "let's go!"

A short while later, as Bex and the Antimats began a private concert, Russ was
asked to serve a plate of pheasant to one of the customers. He saw this as an
opportunity to get to Bex, so he ran straight up on stage, and, clumsy ox that he is,
tripped and fell and dumped pheasant trimmings all over Bex and the Antimats!
"Hey fella!" Mr. Cloud screamed. "Your reckless little stunt just ruined our whole
evening here!"
"It was an accident!" Russ pleaded. "Honest!"
"But that doesn't explain why you're here," Bex said as she brushed food off
herself.
"I got a surprise for ya!" Russ enthused.
"You've already given us one!" Ellen sarcastically remarked.
"Look Bex!" Russ shouted as he held up the letter he received. "Our radio
station is now going to be called WBEX -- in honor of you!"
Bex was so genuinely touched by all the trouble Russ went through to honor
her, and to tell her about it, that she gently leaned over to give Russ a kiss on the
cheek; before she could, two big security guards grabbed him and threw him bodily
out onto the street! "And stay out!" they yelled as they stood defiantly in front of
the door. So Russ went home and collapsed on the couch. This time it really was
from exhaustion.
No sooner did Russ stretch out and fall asleep on the couch than Ander came
through the front door. He went right up to Russ and shook him to awaken him.
"RUSS!" he shouted, "I'M BACK! RUSS!"
"HEY!" Russ shouted back, "WHAT'RE YOU DOIN'?!"
"I was just helping you scrub the tub," Ander wisecracked.
Ander turned the station on the TV to the news just in time for the evening
lottery drawing. The Pick Three number was announced: "2-1-9."
"219?!?" Russ jumped up screaming, "ANDER, DID YOU HEAR THAT?
DIDN'T YOU REMEMBER I WAS TELLING YA ABOUT MY DREAM?!? 219,
ANDER! WE COULD'VE BEEN RICH!"
"Look, Russ, I had a dream, too," Ander related, "I dreamt that I was trimming
a Christmas tree."
"You call that a dream?" Russ ridiculed. "Anybody who dreams about
trimming Christmas trees in October is a born loser!"
"Loser huh?" Ander remarked. "Well just for the heck of it, I spent a dollar on
a ticket for 219 on my way home from the station this evening, and I just won
twelve hundred dollars! So if you will excuse me, I'm going to go spend it now."
"Say what?" Russ said as his head spun in shock.

"I'll see ya later," Ander said as he started to step out the door.
"Where could you possibly be going?" Russ asked with surprise.
"A place I've always wanted to go," Ander spoke with great fondness,
"excitement, wine, women..."
"Don't tell me you're going to Italy!" Russ hastily concluded.
"No," Ander corrected him, "I'm going to Las Vegas!"
The next morning Russ woke up after dreaming that he was watching Susanna
Hoffs sing "Xanadu." "Two special dreams two nights in a row!" Russ remarked.
"Better check Lucky Larry's Dream Book!" He quickly thumbed through the book
and came to a page which read as follows: "Lucky number for hearing the song
'Xanadu': 409. If you dream you were watching someone sing 'Xanadu' it means
you will not hear this song again for a long time; but when you finally do, it will be
on the most important day of your life."
"If you say so, Larry," Russ sleepily chuckled.
"What a strange dream!" Russ pondered as he freshened up. "And why was
Susanna Hoffs singing it? That's not her song... Oh well..." On his way to the
kitchen for breakfast he noticed that the wastebasket was full, so he carried the bag
of trash with him to put out in the trash can, which was kept right outside the
kitchen door.
He was pleasantly surprised when he heard the familiar voices of the Antimats
coming from the kitchen as he approached. It hadn't been often anymore that they
were home for breakfast. As Russ entered the kitchen he not only saw the Antimats,
but amazingly there was Susanna Hoffs sitting at the table with them having
breakfast!
At first Russ was in shock. He swiftly passed through the kitchen saying good
morning and rushed straight for the outside door to dispose of the trash bag he was
carrying. As soon as he was outside, the full reality of the situation suddenly
dawned on him! He immediately screamed out into the back yard, as he clumsily
knocked all the trash cans over, "OMIGOSH! OMIGOSH!" He took some deep
breaths and tried to calm down.
Bex came rushing out. "Are you alright, Russ?" she worried.
"Yeah," Russ panted, "Is that really Susanna Hoffs you got in there with you?"
"Yes Russ," Bex answered, "but please, Russ, it's strictly business! She's only
here to help us write some songs for our album."
"But can I talk to her?" Russ begged.
"Russ, Magenta Mountain Records is demanding that we have an album
finished by the end of this month," Bex reminded him, "we promised them that

deadline in exchange for a certain half-a-million dollar advance, remember?"
"Put please Bex, just let me ask her one question!" Russ pleaded.
"Russ!" Bex groaned in disapproval.
"Just one!" Russ agonized.
"Okay, just one question Russ," Bex reluctantly agreed, "and then I don't want
to see you around here again the rest of the day, 'cause we really got a lot of work to
do!"
"Thanks Bex," Russ thrilled, "Just one, I promise!"
Russ and Bex returned to the kitchen. "Is everything alright?" Amy asked.
"Yeah," Bex explained, "Russ was just taking out the trash, and you know
how clumsy he is. Susanna, this is a dear friend of ours, Russ Tohr. He lives in one
of the guest apartments of our spacious mansion. He has something he'd like to ask
you."
"Hi, Russ," Susanna Hoffs greeted with a warm smile.
"Remember: just ONE question!" Bex angrily whispered into Russ's ear. Russ
was frozen solid. He was completely choked up! He tried to say something, but the
words just wouldn't come out of his mouth!
"Bex says you got something to ask me?" Susanna Hoffs said to Russ. "Don't
be shy. Ask."
Right away Russ saw a lead-in which he couldn't refuse. With great anxiety
he began to ask, "Do you..." and after a short pause finished his question with a
confident smile, "...have any cookies?"
Immediately the Antimats were mortified! What kind of question was that?
Susanna Hoffs was also confused for a few seconds, then she burst out laughing!
"No," she said to Russ with her own confident smile, "but I have some home made
dessert."
"I'll have some of that!" Russ enthused.
"You'll have none of that!" Bex scolded as she dragged Russ out of the room
by his ear.
"Oh gosh we're SO sorry!" Cindy apologized to Susanna Hoffs, completely
embarrassed.
"Don't worry about it," Susanna Hoffs reassured.
"You didn't mind?" Ellen asked.
"The dude's okay," Susanna chuckled as she grinned and nodded like a surfer
dude.
Then Susanna Hoffs changed to a more somber tone as she spoke: "But to be
honest, there is something that has been weighing heavy on my mind."

"What is it?" Amy asked with concern.
Susanna Hoffs looked around the room cautiously. "Well, if you girls promise
not to tell anybody..." she started out.
"We give you our word," Ellen promised.
"Things aren't going so well for the band," Susanna Hoffs confided, "the
Bangles are going to split up." A few moments of heartbreaking silence followed as
the Antimats wiped tears from their eyes.
"What really troubles me," Susanna Hoffs continued, "is how the fans are
going to take the news. I mean, we have some real die-hard fans! Like your friend
Russ, you see how emotional he got just to meet me!"
They all thought for a moment. Then Cindy came up with an idea. "Tell them
you're just going on a hiatus," she suggested, "and then, after eighteen months or so,
when they realize you're broken up for good, it will be easier for them to take."
In the living room Bex was livid! "What the hell is wrong with you?" she
raged at Russ, "Susanna is a guest in our home! We should be serving her cookies,
not asking her for dessert!" Russ just laughed. "Don't you get it?" Bex went on,
"You completely humiliated us!"
"Bex, you don't get it," Russ cheerfully explained, "that was a line from her
movie! She thought it was hilarious!"
Relieved, but still angry, Bex hustled Russ out the door. "Okay, you've had
your fun, now go on, get out of here! Eat out for breakfast this morning, and don't
come back until late tonight!" she insisted.
"You wouldn't happen to have a couple of bucks for a lottery ticket would
ya?" Russ asked.
"NO!" Bex screamed at the top of her voice, and then slammed the door in
Russ's face! He wandered down to the radio station completely starstruck and tried
his best to focus on doing his job that day.
Meanwhile in Las Vegas Ander was winning it big! No matter what he tried,
things were going his way: slot machines, poker, blackjack, roulette. By noon he
had doubled his money! His success attracted the attention of many people in the
casino, especially of one person who was already acquainted with him.
"Congratulations, Ander," Jennifer Pipp seductively spoke as she came up
from behind and put her arm around him, "it looks like today is your lucky day!"
Ander quickly cycled through surprise, fear, and anger, and then settled on
infatuation. "Aren't you Robb Pipp's niece?" Ander asked, "What are you doing
here?"
"The Pippettes got a gig at this casino doing floor shows," Jennifer explained,

"the bigger question is, what are you doing here, and with so much money?"
"Like you said, it's my lucky day," Ander replied, "so I'm making the most of
it! Care to join me for lunch?" Ander and Jennifer proceeded to the casino
restaurant to have an extravagantly romantic meal together.
Ander was so completely overwhelmed with Jennifer's flattery that he found
himself falling madly in love. He was completely blind to the fact that she was only
interested in his money. After lunch he suggested that they go back to his room, but
she insisted that they go back to the game room instead and do more gambling.
Ander complied, and at the end of the day came out even richer than when he
began. That's when Jennifer decided to make her move.
"Ya know, Ander," she started in, "they don't pay us Pippettes very much here
in Vegas. Entertainment is kinda cheap around here. We're barely making ends
meet!" Ander began to feel sorry for them. "And I really hate to be asking my
boyfriend for help," she continued, "but I don't know where else to turn!"
"Boyfriend?" Ander worried out loud.
"Yeah, you!" Jennifer scolded as if it were obvious. She then gave Ander a
passionate kiss. "So what do you say, Killer?" She begged.
"Killer?!" Ander nervously asked back.
"I call you Killer because you slay me!" Jennifer said with a deep, sultry
voice. Ander's eyes bulged out of his head! "You wouldn't want your girlfriend to
have to resort to prostitution to pay her bills, would you?" Jennifer threatened.
"That doesn't sound good!" Ander jealously worried. "No girlfriend of mine is
gonna go desperately in need!"
"Then you'll help us?" Jennifer delightfully asked.
"Absolutely my dear!" Ander tenderly promised. He then handed Jennifer all
the money he had won that day. He kept $250 for his trip home.
Jennifer saw him off to the airport. "Won't you come back to Clifford Falls
with me?" Ander pleaded.
"I can't!" Jennifer explained, "We got a commitment to the casino here. We're
booked clear 'til Christmas at least!"
"Well as soon as Christmas comes, I want you to come to Clifford Falls and
we'll have the best Christmas ever, alright?" Ander begged.
"Alright, my love," Jennifer agreed, "I look forward to it. See you at
Christmas! And thanks so much for everything!"
"Oh, Jennifer, for you, anything!" Ander pledged. They then made a gigantic
public display of affection before Ander boarded the plane back to New York.
The moment the plane was off the ground, Jennifer was on the phone with her

uncle. She explained to Robb everything that went on that day. "I got all but $250
from him," she related.
"Good girl!" Robb enthused. "You just leave the rest to me!"
Robb rushed around and quickly disguised himself as an eccentric foreign taxi
driver. Then he drove to the airport, carjacked a taxicab, and arrived at the gate just
in time to pick Ander up. Robb called out, "Allow me to take you home, sir!"
"Thank you," Ander chirped as he got into the cab, "boy my luck, didn't even
have to wait for a cab to take me home!"
"I heard about your good luck," a disguised Robb remarked, "congratulations!
Isn't it wonderful?"
"Yeah!" Ander enthused. "I went to Las Vegas, ya know."
"Good," Robb cried as he poured on the tears, "at least somebody had a good
time today."
"What's the matter?" Ander asked in concern.
"You don't want to hear it," Robb sobbed.
"What is it?" Ander insisted.
"My ex-wife sued me for back alimony," Robb fabricated, "but I don't have
any money to give her, so right after my shift tonight they're gonna take this cab
away from me to pay the settlement. I won't be able to make a living anymore
without my cab! I don't know what I'm going to do!"
"How much do you owe her?" Ander asked.
"All I need is $250 to satisfy them long enough to keep from confiscating the
cab," Robb pretended, "and then I'll have a fighting chance to earn the rest myself
with cab fares." Ander felt sorry for his cab driver and gave him his last $250.
"Gee!" Robb rejoiced, "I really do appreciate this! Say, why don't we turn on the
radio and play some music to celebrate?"
Ander and Robb listened to Russ give a speech over the radio: "This is your
favorite DJ Russ T. Tohr, ring-a-ding-ding, and you're listening, for the last time, to
WEHT. Stay tuned for the new WBEX!"
While Russ was allowing a few seconds of ceremonial silence to pass, Bex
came rushing into the studio. "Bex! You came!" Russ shouted in surprise.
After Russ broke the silence and started the new WBEX jingles, Bex grabbed
the microphone and announced, "Words just can't explain how deeply moved I am!
Thank you so very much for naming the station after me! I'd like to choose a
special song to inaugurate the new WBEX. It's sung by, and dedicated to, a special
friend of mine. I hope you'll like it. It's called, 'I'll Set You Free.'"
Once the record started, Bex apologized to Russ for being angry with him that

morning. Robb, however, was infuriated to hear Bex being honored on the air.
"That station's finished!" he let slip out. "That airhead singer will send them to the
poorhouse!"
Ander got mad. "Hey, that's my station you're talking about!" he yelled.
"Then why don't I just drop you off there, you like it so much?" Robb
wisecracked. He pulled up to the WBEX studios and kicked Ander out of the taxi.
Robb then returned to the airport with the cab, left it in a heavily-monitored noparking zone, and took his own car back home with a fistful of Ander's money.
Ander entered the studio with his suitcase. "Hey guys, I'm back from Vegas!"
he cheered, "and boy did I win big!"
"How much did you win?" Russ asked.
"I don't know exactly," Ander mumbled, "I never had a chance to count it
before it was all gone!"
"So you lost your shirt, huh?" Russ scolded.
"No," Ander corrected him, "I was thinking about what you said, about me
being selfish, so I gave my winnings away to a couple of poor people who I thought
really needed it."
"You got a big heart, Ander!" Bex complimented.
"But I had a nap on the flight home," Ander continued, "and I had a dream that
I was streaking the neighborhood. What does Lucky Larry's Dream Book have to
say about that?"
Bex called home. "Cindy", she said, "go get Lucky Larry's Dream Book out
of Russ's apartment and look something up for us!" She waited a few minutes and
then put the phone on speakerphone as Cindy read from the book: "Dreaming about
running down the street with no clothes on: 189."
"Hurry, Bex,” Ander salivated, "take me down to the store to buy a lottery
ticket!"
But before they could leave the station, the winning numbers were already
being announced on the air via satellite from lottery headquarters: "The winning
numbers tonight are: 1-8-9."
Russ turned and chuckled, "Too late, Ander!"

CHAPTER 7
Something Happened
On the Way To Christmas

Christmas Eve 1989 was such a festive time at Bex's Mansion. The Antimats
had just finished their album. They were enjoying their first Christmas in peace in
their new home. Ander was especially elated. Ever since his trip to Las Vegas all
he could think about was seeing Jennifer again. Ander and Russ were setting the
table and getting things ready for Christmas Eve dinner. Russ noticed that Ander
had a wheelchair pulled up to the table.
"Say, what's this wheelchair doing in here?" Russ asked.
"Oh, remember Todd got injured in last week's football game?" Ander
reminded him. "The doctors said he's out of the game for the rest of the season, so
Bex invited him to have dinner with us."
"I really can't believe you invited Jennifer Pipp!" Russ retorted, changing the
subject. "She's really got you wrapped around her little finger!"
"Listen, Russ, you say anything mean about Jennifer and you'll be sorry!"
Ander sternly warned.
There was a knock at the door. "There's your girlfriend now," Russ remarked.
"You try to be nice to her tonight, ya hear?" Ander demanded. "Just try to be
nice!" He opened the door and greeted Jennifer with the most festive jubilation.
"Good evening, Ander," Jennifer said as she stepped in, "good evening, Russ."
"Hello, how are you," Russ feigned.
Before Jennifer had a chance to close the door behind her, the Antimats came
bursting through the doorway arms in arms singing "Jingle Bell Rock." Ander,
Russ, and Jennifer applauded and shouted, "MERRY CHRISTMAS!"
"Todd came with us too," Bex explained, "he'll be along in a minute."
Ander headed out to help Todd in, but before he reached the door, Todd came
walking in looking perfectly healthy. "Good evening, good evening, good
evening," Todd announced, "be of good cheer! Todd is here!"
"Todd, this is Ander's new girlfriend, Jennifer Pipp," Bex introduced.
"How do you do?" Todd responded with charm.
"Well, Todd, if you're feeling well enough later on, you can come with us to
Midnight Mass tonight," Bex invited.
"Why don't we all sit down and relax?" Ander suggested. "Russ will get us
some drinks. Russ, we still got some of that good eggnog left?"
"It's in the refrigerator," Russ responded.
"Well, bring it out," Ander commanded. Russ went into the kitchen.
"So Jennifer," Todd conversed, "What do you do for a living?"
"Oh," Jennifer answered, "I'm a singer in Las Vegas."
"ANDER!" Russ shouted from the kitchen. "Can I see you in the kitchen for a

minute?"
"That guy can't find nothing!" Ander grumbled as he got up from his chair.
"Jennifer, you just keep telling Todd about your career." Ander went into the
kitchen.
"See, I'm not just your ordinary singer," Jennifer boasted, "I'm a collector."
"Oh, you're a collector?" Todd inquired. "What do you collect?"
"Experiences!" Jennifer replied in a most seductive voice.
"What a charming person you are, I must say!" Todd reacted.
Meanwhile in the kitchen Ander headed for the refrigerator and snapped,
"Listen, I told you the eggnog was right over here!"
"Listen, I know that, Ander," Russ explained, "I just wanted to talk to you for
a few minutes in private."
"About what?" Ander asked.
"I don't want Jennifer here in our home any longer," Russ demanded, "I ain't
in the mood to ooh and ah!"
"Come on, Russ, you're getting mad," Ander pleaded, "'tis the season to be
jolly. Now be jolly!"
"I wish I could, but I can't," Russ groaned.
"Now you listen to me, Russ," Ander scolded, "you gotta forget about all the
bad things that happened between us and Jennifer's uncle. This is the 80's! The
days of Romeo and Juliet are over."
"Well, what do you want me to do?" Russ despaired.
"Well, I just want you to be the same 'ol Russ," Ander suggested, "say
something delightful about Jennifer instead of an insult. Say that she's beautiful or
something."
"You mean like Todd is acting toward her?" Russ challenged.
"What are you talking about?" Ander dismissed. "Todd's just doped up on
meds."
"I'm telling ya, Ander," Russ insisted, "that dude out there is cheating on poor
Bex and trying to steal your girl!"
"Jennifer and I have a relationship!" Ander doubled down. "Now why would
she go off with him for?"
"To get the bidding started," Russ explained, "to get two guys competing
against each other."
"You've been watching too many soap operas!" Ander grumbled. "Get the
eggnog, come on."
Ander and Russ returned to the living room with eggnog for their guests.

"Sorry we were so late," Ander apologized, "We had to go down to the
basement to find some clean glasses."
"Eggnog!" Todd enthused. "Nothing like eggnog! This is very good, isn't it,
Jennifer? Ander, is it from Byrne Dairy?"
"No, Tops," Ander replied, "say, Todd, you don't have to stir it."
"No no, Ander," Bex explained, "Todd is testing it for aroma and taste. He's
not supposed to drink spoiled milk products."
"Well, it has an interesting aroma," Todd remarked, "nice and sweet, just like
Jennifer here.” An awkward pause followed for a moment. “It's pretty good for a
generic eggnog," Todd expounded, "but one finds the best eggnog at Byrne Dairy."
"Yeah, but Tops is cheaper." Ander replied.
"This stuff reminds me of when I went to a Christmas party at the YMCA,"
Todd complained. "Tell me, Jennifer, do you ever go there for exercise?"
"No, I go to Ander's bedroom for exercise," Jennifer answered.
"Yeah," Ander explained, "I got a ski training machine up there!"
"Jennifer, I sure would enjoy working out with you up there one of these
days!" Todd suggested.
"I'm sure you will," Jennifer suggestively replied.
"Right now, though," Todd requested, "my hip is giving me trouble. Do you
think maybe you could give me a bath?"
"Sure!" Jennifer responded without hesitation. "How about right now while
dinner is cooking? You don't mind, do you, Ander?"
"Of course not," Ander said obliviously.
"I'll just take him up to your bed, I mean, bathtub," Jennifer explained.
"Oh really?" Russ couldn't help but challenge. "You're gonna give him a
bath?"
"It's normal procedure when someone is incapacitated," Bex remarked
sarcastically.
After Todd and Jennifer departed for Ander's apartment, there was a knock at
the door. Bex was crestfallen, so Amy answered the door. "Miss, can you help
me?" a man spoke from the shadows of the night. "It's cold and there's nowhere to
sleep. Is there somewhere you can tell me?"
"You poor homeless man!" Amy replied. "You just come right on in here and
celebrate Christmas Eve with us!"
As soon as he stepped in the door everyone shouted with excitement. "That's
no homeless man," Russ cried out, "that's Phil Collins!"
"Merry Christmas, Russ!" Phil Collins greeted. "The Antimats told me how

much you love my solo work, as well as my songs with Genesis, so they asked me
to come by tonight as their Christmas present to you!"
"WHOO-HOO!" Russ shouted. "This is the best Christmas ever! Thank you
Antimats, and thank you Mr. Collins!"
The Antimats got their stereo equipment and microphones out and they all
sang Christmas carols with Phil Collins. Then, as a special treat, Russ and Phil
Collins sang "One More Night" in harmony. As they sang, however, Bex was
taking the words of that song to heart; her heart was breaking. She sat down in the
wheelchair intended for Todd, rolled herself behind a folding screen, and while
everyone else was having fun, she started counting teardrops, and at least a million
fell.
After an hour or so dinner was almost ready to be served. Bex wiped her face
and tried to hide her swollen eyes as she approached the table. "Where are Todd
and Jennifer?" she asked.
"They're still in my apartment," Ander said as if it were nothing.
"They're still up there all this time?" Russ asked. "What kind of bath is this?"
"Russ," Cindy tried to explain, "Todd got really hurt at that football game! He
probably needs a massage."
Russ was starting to worry about Bex. She looked so sad. "Thank you so
much, Bex," Russ enthused, "for the wonderful gift of inviting Phil Collins to be
with us here tonight. That means so much to me!" Russ went over to the Christmas
Tree, picked up a present, and handed it to Bex. "Here," he said, "here's a present to
you from Ander and me. Why don't you open it up?"
"Russ, thank you," Bex sobbed, "but not now."
"Come on, Bex!" Russ tried to encourage her.
"Forget it," Coleen said, "Bex, come on in the kitchen. We'll have a cup of
coffee we'll say vicious things about men."
"While you're in there, check on the pyrohy for me, huh?" Russ requested.
After Bex and Coleen went into the kitchen, Russ started in on Ander. "Well,
now do you see what I'm talking about?" Russ scolded. "Todd and Jennifer have
been up there for ages!"
"Didn't you hear him say he had a busted hip?" Ander defended. "And he just
had an operation! Now what could he possibly do?"
"I wouldn't know that, Ander," Russ answered, "and I'm not gonna stand
around here and watch that woman turn our home into a whorehouse!"
"I trust her!" Ander insisted. "We have a relationship!"
"Big deal!" Russ dismissed. "A relationship! Todd's probably starting one of

his own right now!"
"Well, how would you know?" Ander replied.
"I'm going up there and find out!" Russ announced.
"Wait a minute! Don't go up there!" Ander pleaded. "See, you'll hurt her
feelings. I'll find out. You see, you can't just run right in and scare them like that. I
know how to do it. Leave it to me."
Once Ander got to his apartment, he went into the bathroom first, but there
was nobody there. Then he went into his bedroom, and there they were.
"ANDER!" Jennifer screamed.
"Yeah, we're gonna have a fine dinner tonight, no kidding about that!" Ander
said sarcastically.
"I'm telling ya, the borsch is just boilin' over!" Todd remarked.
"Good!" Jennifer responded.
"Jennifer," Ander despaired, "what are you two doing in my bed?"
"I asked her to bring me here," Todd explained, "actually, there's another thing
I'd like to request of her."
"Oh really?" Ander asked. "What is that?"
"I'd like to take her on a trip to the Grand Canyon: three glorious days and
nights," Todd elaborated, "and Bex can stay home with you."
"Jennifer, Jennifer," Ander begged, "come on, honey, let's you and me check
on the holubtsi downstairs."
"Well of course," Jennifer replied, "but haven't you checked on them already
by now?"
"Yeah, but this time I want a medical opinion," Ander wisecracked.
Ander and Jennifer went into the kitchen. Jennifer opened the oven door and
looked in. "Wait a minute, Jennifer," Ander explained, "I didn't bring you in here to
check on the holubtsi. That was just an excuse."
"What is it, Ander?" Jennifer asked.
"You ain't goin' down to the Grand Canyon with Todd, are ya?" Ander
inquired.
"Why Ander!" Jennifer delighted, "I do believe you're jealous!"
"I'm not jealous," Ander denied, "I just don't want you running off to the
Grand Canyon with him. Let him go down in that hole by himself!"
"Ander dear, you have absolutely nothing to worry about!" Jennifer reassured.
Then Russ stumbled into the kitchen.
"When are you gonna learn how to knock?" Ander angrily asked Russ.
"I just wanted to know when dinner will be ready," Russ said insincerely

while making eye and hand gestures.
"What?" Ander asked with confusion.
"He wants me to go into the living room so he can talk to you alone," Jennifer
explained.
"Oh!" Ander said.
"I don't know why you couldn't pick up on that," Russ scolded, "even Jennifer
got it."
Jennifer walked into the living room and decided to confront Bex. "Come on
now," Jennifer started in, "we gotta figure out some way to square this beef between
you and me."
"I'd better go up there and see if Todd's OK," Bex said, trying to avoid the
confrontation.
"No no no," Jennifer insisted, "I mean, we don't have to talk about Todd
anymore if you don't want to, but don't go up there. He's resting. Come on, Bex,
it's Christmas. Let's open presents." Jennifer picked up a present from under the
tree and handed it to Bex. "Here," Jennifer said, "this one's from me to you. Open
it!" Bex unwrapped the gift to discover that it was a raincoat. "Just look how great
it looks!" Jennifer hyped. "You wear this, and all your friends are gonna be green
with envy!"
"And it'll keep me dry," Bex added.
"But Bex," Jennifer teased, "you ain't supposed to wear it in the rain. You're
supposed to go flashing with it!"
That didn't sound good to Bex! "WHAT?!" Bex screeched.
"Bex, you don't know how pretty it's gonna look until you try it," Jennifer
continued, "Tell ya what I do. I'll put it on myself just to give ya an idea how it
looks."
Ander and Russ entered from the kitchen. "Ander," Jennifer suggested, "why
don't you both go up and visit Todd, and let me serve dinner?"
"No, no," Ander fussed, "you're a guest here!"
"I insist!" Jennifer said just before she planted a passionate kiss on Ander's
lips.
"Oh no!" Russ blurted out.
Jennifer went into the kitchen with the raincoat and started stripping down
naked. Nosy Russ happened to take a peek through a crack in the door. "Hey, come
here, lover!" Russ called out to Ander.
"But we gotta see how Todd's doing," Ander objected.
"You should see this!" Russ insisted. "Come over here!"

Ander approached the door. "What?" he asked as Russ shoved his eyeball into
the crack of the door.
"Look at that!" Russ exclaimed. "She's taking off every last piece of
clothing!"
"That ain't nothing!" Ander denied. "She ain't doing nothing but undressing!"
"In the kitchen?" Russ asked incredulously. "It looks like Todd is the dude
with the dame, and you're the chump!"
"If you guys won't check up on Todd, then I will!" Bex outburst as she leaped
from her seat and ran up to Ander's apartment. She entered the bedroom and found
Todd eating some pickled herring in bed. "Eating before the rest of us?" Bex asked.
"You'd rather cook for me, huh, Bex?" Todd replied.
"I'd love to, Todd," Bex explained, "with me around, you'll never have to
cook."
"Oh, I like that!" Todd responded.
A few moments later Jennifer ran into the room wearing nothing but the
raincoat. She quickly opened up the raincoat, exposing herself to Bex and Todd.
"How do you like it, Bex?" she asked with feigned innocence.
"It's very pretty, thank you," Todd answered for her.
"Well, if it's pretty on me," Jennifer replied, "it's gotta be OK on you, Bex. I
tell ya what I'll do. If you wear this raincoat to Midnight Mass, I'll take care of
Todd for you while you're gone."
"I ain't going to church," Bex insisted, "I'm gonna stay here and take care of
Todd!"
"Don't say that, Bex," Jennifer pleaded with phony concern, "it's Christmas
Eve! For your own sake you oughta run over there and say a few prayers."
"I wouldn't know what to pray no more after all this!" Bex hesitated, "I ain't
going. You go yourself if you want to."
"OK, OK," Jennifer bargained, "I won't bring it up no more, but please let me
take care of Todd. Everybody's waiting for you downstairs to eat dinner. You go
down there and eat, and open presents."
Bex turned to Todd in dismay. "Don't you want me to take care of you,
Todd?" she sobbed.
"How's that?" Todd asked obliviously.
"You just heard," Bex pointed out, "Jennifer is sending me downstairs. She
wants to take care of you instead of me."
"Yes, go and have a good time," Todd insisted, "Jennifer will never leave me!"
"We can talk about this some other time," Jennifer added.

"You aren't gonna continue to take care of him after tonight, are you?" Bex
worried.
"Bex, we can discuss it later, OK?" Jennifer pleaded.
"Will you two stop it?" Todd snapped. "I hate all this talk, talk, talk!"
"But I love talking to you, Todd," Bex cried.
Russ walked in with a present for Todd. "Here's a present for you, Todd," he
said as he handed it to him.
"Well seeing as I have to go to the bathroom," Todd explained, "I'll take my
present with me in there."
Both Bex and Jennifer helped him up out of bed. Once Todd was in the
bathroom, Jennifer said with a tone of arrogance, "Let's be frank. I don't why a
hunk like Todd should be going out with an airhead like you."
"At least I don't need to go flashing in front of him to get his attention!" Bex
snapped back.
"Neither do I need to," Jennifer deflected, "I was just showing you your gift."
"You know what you are?" Bex growled. "You're sick!"
Jennifer shouted in anger, "Sick am I?" and she stormed out of the room.
Russ had also brought a gift for Bex from downstairs. "Go ahead, open it up,"
he said as he handed it to her. "Ooh, it's one of them what-do-you-call-its," he
cheered as she opened it up.
"It's a scarf," Bex was pleased to announce.
"Yeah, what a beautiful color," Russ remarked, "somebody knows what you
like, huh, Bex?" And then Bex opened the attached card, which read: "Merry
Christmas to the best girlfriend I ever had, love, Todd."
"Oh no!" Russ interjected as soon as he read the card over Bex's shoulder.
"Bex, just put it back in the box there and we'll leave it aside for awhile, huh?" Bex
burst violently into tears and rushed out of the room, nearly knocking Ander over on
his way in.
"Where's she going in such a hurry?" Ander asked. Just then Todd returned
from the bathroom and immediately leaped onto the floor. "He's having a fit!"
Ander accused. Todd, while laying flat on the floor, grabbed one leg of an end table
and lifted it up with one hand by that same leg as he got up off the floor.
"Hey, that's a terrific feat of strength, Todd!" Russ cheered.
Ander groaned as he sat down next to the end table, "come on, Todd, let's see
how good you are at arm wrestling! Come on, muscles, sit down!" Todd gladly
accepted his challenge and sat down across from him. Despite Ander's confidence,
Todd won the arm wrestling contest instantly. "There now," Todd said, "are you

satisfied?"
"Well, I got arthritis!" Ander explained.
"Well, at least you have something," Todd replied.
"What does that mean?" Ander asked.
"That means that in assessing your qualifications as a suitable mate for
Jennifer, you've been found wanting," Todd explained.
"Would you like a punch in the face?" Ander threatened with his fist in the air,
“I'm gonna left hook you to death!"
"This is so silly," Todd laughed, "do you think I'm gonna stoop to your level?
You think I'm gonna even try to defend myself?"
"I don't care whether you defend yourself," Ander replied, "I'm gonna knock
the hell out of ya anyway!"
Ander's punches seemed to have no effect on Todd. "You're not hurting me,"
Todd guffawed, "if I wanted to, I could hit you back. I just don't want to."
Meanwhile, downstairs the Antimats were bringing the food to the table.
"Bex, where's the kutia?" Cindy asked.
"In that bowl," Bex pointed.
Cindy gazed into the empty bowl. "No, it's not!" she responded.
Bex grabbed the bowl and stuck her face into it, desperately looking for kutia.
"I forgot to make it!" she exclaimed. "Oh, how could I be so dumb?"
"It's alright, Bex," Cindy said.
"The guys must be starving," Ellen remarked, "Jennifer, could you please go
tell the guys to come and get it?"
Jennifer went up to Ander's apartment and discovered the fight which was
taking place. "ANDER!" she screeched. "ANDER! What are you doing?!? I'm
ashamed of you! Todd, are you alright?"
"I'm just fine," Todd said with mild annoyance.
Jennifer grabbed Todd's arm and said, "Come on, Todd, let's go downstairs
and eat now."
After Todd and Jennifer left, Russ observed, "How do you like that? Jennifer
came in here and immediately took Todd's side. She didn't even ask you what the
fight was about."
"That's right!" Ander concluded.
"All she said was that she was ashamed of you," Russ reminded him.
Ander and Russ went storming downstairs to the dinner table where everyone
else was gathered. Jennifer was reaching for some food just as Ander arrived. "Cut
that out, you heathen you!" Ander snapped as he slapped her hand. "We're not

eating before we say grace!"
"Now let's say grace," Russ started, "Let's give thanks to the Lord for all the
bountiful food that He hath given us here."
Bex immediately got up from the table. "Bex, what are you doing?" Russ
asked.
"I forgot the oplatki," Bex said.
"Bex, I'm trying to talk unto the Lord here," Russ groaned.
"But I gotta get the oplatki," Bex insisted.
"The oplatki can wait," Russ commanded, "now sit down!"
"I can't, Russ," Bex confessed, "my heart ain't in it." Bex ran off into the
kitchen crying.
Everybody sat at the table for a moment at a loss for words. Then Phil Collins
got up, and entered the kitchen. "Bex, can I talk to you?" he asked.
"Oh sure," Bex answered, "I'm sorry I spoiled Christmas for ya."
"No you didn't Bex," Phil Collins joked, "it was exciting! I thought I was sort
of watching a live performance of Christmas at EastEnders or something. ...But
Seriously, what's troubling you?"
"I'm mad at God!" Bex sobbed.
"You think that God was responsible for Todd taking a liking to Jennifer?"
Phil Collins inquired.
"I don't know," Bex replied, "All I know is, we had a good relationship and
now he just dumps me suddenly like that! It don't make sense! What did I do
wrong? I don't understand no more!"
After a thoughtful pause, Phil Collins gently asked, "Did you ever have a
subject in school that you didn't understand?"
"Yeah, nuclear physics," Bex moaned, "I hated it. I just couldn't understand it,
and it was the only time I ever got an F."
"But you didn't fail all your other courses, did you?" Phil Collins explained.
"Bex, what I'm trying to say is, maybe we're not supposed to understand everything.
Maybe we should try to understand what little we can and leave the rest to God."
"The trouble with me is, I don't understand nothing!" Bex sobbed.
"Bex, that's not true," Phil Collins encouraged, "you understand plenty!
You're one of the most understanding people God ever made! Maybe Todd doesn't
need you, but your other friends out there do. Just this night alone I could see how
much your sisters all look up to you and believe in you." After a few moments he
continued, "Well, I'm getting hungry, but you think about that for me, OK, Bex?"
Phil Collins left Bex alone in the kitchen to think things through by herself. He sat

down at the table with the others and started eating a slice of anchovy pizza.
After a little while, Bex slowly walked up to the table. "What are you doing?"
she asked them.
"We're eating dinner," Russ said, "care to join us?"
"Did you finish saying grace?" Bex asked.
"It's not finished until you've said your part," Russ invited.
"Dear God," Bex sat down and prayed, "I'm sorry that I can't understand why
Todd is leaving me, but I am thankful to Thee for Amy, and Cindy, and Ellen, and
Coleen, and Russ, and Chris, and Magenta Mountain Records..."
"You're forgetting somebody, Bex," Ander interrupted.
"...and Phil Collins..." she continued.
"You're forgetting somebody, Bex!" Ander interrupted even louder.
"Oh!" Bex realized, "and Ander!"
"Amen!" Ander finished the prayer.
"You also forgot your beloved boyfriend," Jennifer pointed out.
"I want to tell you something," Russ groaned at Jennifer, "I think your
behavior today with Todd was inexcusable!"
"I was just trying to comfort a very sick man," Jennifer tried to weasel.
"But he's my boyfriend and my responsibility!" Bex outburst. "And Todd!
You encouraged her!"
"Well, I can see we're not welcome here anymore," Jennifer pouted, "come on,
Todd, let's go over to your place and we can spend Christmas alone together." At
that invitation, Todd couldn't get up out of his seat fast enough. Todd and Jennifer
bolted from the mansion.
The Tohrs, the Antimats, and Phil Collins had a wonderful Christmas dinner
without them. When everyone had had their fill, Phil Collins looked at his watch
and said, "Will you look at the time! Hello, I Must Be Going! Jill is gonna kill me
if I don't get home soon!"
"Thanks so much for coming!" Bex exclaimed.
"Yeah, it's been great having you here!" Russ shouted out.
"And thank you for the great meal," Phil Collins answered, "it was delicious!"
After Phil Collins left, the Tohrs and Antimats sang Christmas carols, and then
went to Midnight Mass. Following Mass, everyone went to bed for the night. But
Russ couldn't sleep, so he went down to the kitchen to make some hot chocolate.
Bex couldn't sleep either, so she got up, and wandered into the kitchen.
"I hope I didn't wake you," Russ explained, "but I couldn't sleep, so I decided
to make some hot chocolate. Would you like some?"

"No thank you," Bex responded, "I just can't sleep. It's been such an extreme
day for me."
"I'm sorry about that, Bex," Russ replied, "if you can't sleep, how about
watching a Christmas movie with me in the living room?"
"Alright," Bex accepted, "which one?"
Just then, the bell rang on the microwave oven, indicating that Russ's hot
chocolate was ready. "Every time a bell rings, an angel gets its wings," Russ
quoted.
"Huh?" Bex asked in confusion.
"Oh yeah," Russ was convinced, "you gotta see this one!"
And after watching "It's a Wonderful Life" Bex knew for certain that there
were people in this world who wanted her in it, that they needed her, and that they
loved her.

CHAPTER 8
Love On the Rocks

It was the last week of 1989: the last week of the 80's decade. In Clifford
Falls that meant time for St. Josaphat's Church Bazaar, which was always scheduled
for the last week of the year, between Christmas and New Year's, culminating on
New Year's Eve with a big party to ring in the new year. Each year on Christmas
Day Father Macewicz would have a random drawing to determine which
parishioner had been chosen to be king of the New Year's Eve bash.
It was mid-afternoon on that Christmas Day in 1989. The phone kept ringing
and ringing at Bex's Mansion. Everyone was still sound asleep after being up late
the night before. Ellen finally got up and answered the phone. "Hello?" she
sleepily uttered.
"Is Russ there?" Father Macewicz asked on the phone.
"No," Ellen answered, "he's still asleep. Can I take a message?"
"Just tell him congratulations," Father Macewicz announced, "because he's
been randomly selected as king of the New Year's Eve bash this year!"
"OK, I'll tell him," Ellen mumbled, half-asleep, and then hung up the phone.
Suddenly she snapped fully awake and ran to wake up everyone else to tell them!
They all gathered around the table for a mid-afternoon brunch. "You know,
Bex," Cindy suggested, "we ought to make Russ a nice king costume for the
occasion."
"Great idea," Ander wisecracked, "because I don't think the church has one in
his size!"
"Oh, Ander, don't be so mean on Christmas," Amy scolded.
The next morning at St. Josaphat's, Ander, Quirico, and Father Macewicz were
setting things up for the Bazaar. "I'm afraid we don't have a king costume big
enough for Russ," Father Macewicz worried.
"That's alright," Ander explained, "Bex and Cindy are making one special for
him."
"What a relief!" Father Macewicz exhaled.
"What's the matter, father," Quirico inquired, "you look troubled?"
"Well just between us guys," Father Macewicz confided, "I'll tell you what I'm
troubled about. The bishop's niece is coming here this year all the way from
Scranton, and he insisted that I make her the queen of the bash. But she's not a
parishioner, so I had to pick a single member of the parish as king so that he could
ask her to be queen.”
"Don't worry Father," Quirico insisted, "by the time I'm done with Russ, he'll
regard it as a thrill having the bishop's niece as his queen!"
Quirico drove to Russ's apartment. "I just came from the Bazaar," Quirico

hyped, "and there's this gorgeous girl there, you know, that model from the latest
swimsuit issue? Father Macewicz was nice enough to fix her up with you as
queen!"
"Sw-sw-sw-swim-swimsuit issue?" Russ heavily stuttered. "Me ask a
gorgeous swimsuit model to be my queen? Forget it! It's out of the question!"
"But Russ, she's just a girl!" Quirico pleaded.
"Forget about it!" Russ insisted.
"Russ, why are you so afraid of girls?" Quirico inquired.
"It's not that I'm afraid of girls," Russ explained, "it's just that, well, look at
me! I'm 5 foot 8, and 4 foot 8 of me is horizontal! You know what they called me
in school? Chubby!"
"You shouldn't have paid any attention to them!" Quirico replied. "Boy, you
sure got an inferiority complex!"
"I haven't got any complex," Russ insisted, "I'm just inferior! Imagine that
poor girl, a swimsuit model, having this ugly, fat slob ask her to be his queen!
She'd probably take the next plane out of here and spend the rest of her life hiding
in a coal mine or something!"
"Russ!" Quirico scolded.
"That's the last word!" Russ insisted.
Quirico realized that he had a much more difficult task than he first thought.
"I didn't think he was that homely, but he sure convinced me!" he despaired as he
drove back to the church to help out with the Bazaar.
The next morning Michelle, the bishop's niece, arrived at the bus station.
Quirico volunteered to go pick her up. He explained the situation to her. "Let's face
it, Michelle," Quirico related, "Russ doesn't have any confidence. So it's up to you
to throw yourself at him. Then he'll think he's handsome. And then we can have
him ask you to be queen of the bash!"
Russ was alone in the kitchen when they arrived at Bex's Mansion. "All these
Christmas party dishes to wash and Ander's working at the Bazaar all week!" Russ
moaned. "Why me?" He was so absorbed in self-pity that he did not notice Quirico
and Michelle entering the kitchen.
"Stop belly-aching," Michelle said, having surprised Russ from behind, "I'm
gonna help ya!"
"Thank you!" Russ continued, "I don't know why it has to be me every time
there's a dirty job to be done around this place! 'Get Russ to do it!' Am I the only
one that lives here? 'Get Russ to do it!' Here, take these dishes and put them in the
cupboard."

As Russ turned to hand the dishes to Michelle, he saw that she was wearing a
swimsuit and had a flirtatious smile on her face. Immediately Russ's hands began
to shake violently!
"I'll take these dishes," Michelle offered.
"Oh, no no no," Russ nervously retracted, "I can put these in the cupboard. I
don't need any help!"
"I'll leave you two alone," Quirico chuckled as he started to head out the door.
"Wait!" Russ called. "Quirico, don't go! Stick around!"
"I'll just be in the way!" Quirico assured, and then he turned to leave.
"Where are you going?" Russ called out to him, "Leave the door open!"
"Oh, I tried to fight against it," Michelle pleaded as she put her arms around
Russ, "but I can't! I just have to be near you!"
"Me?!" Russ screeched as he dropped the dishes! The pile of dishes crashed
right on top of his big toe!
"Oh!" Michelle sympathized. "Your poor toe!" She got down on her hands
and knees and started to kiss it.
"Oh brother!" Quirico cracked as he peered into the kitchen window from
outside. At that moment Father Macewicz's friend from the local newspaper arrived
in the driveway carrying a professional camera, and he met up with Quirico.
"Oh, excuse me while I get some first aid for that toe," Michelle worried. She
excused herself at the same time as Quirico and Father Macewicz's friend walked
in. Quirico introduced him to Russ as a photographer from Esquire Magazine.
"Congratulations Russ," Quirico announced, "you have been chosen bestlooking radio personality for the year 1989!" Father Macewicz's friend took some
pictures, and then he and Quirico left. "Thanks for helping us out!" Quirico said to
him in the driveway. "We'll pay you back for the film."
"What film?" he cracked. "You don't think that I had film in this camera?"
After he left, Quirico went back inside the Mansion and met up with Michelle.
"Did you hear about it?" Michelle asked him in disbelief. "Russ is gonna be in
Esquire Magazine!"
"Oh, isn't that nice?" Quirico sarcastically replied. "It's all part of the plan,
remember?"
"Oh, right!" Michelle remembered.
They looked for, and then found Russ in his apartment admiring himself in
front of the bathroom mirror.
"My toe really hurts!" Russ complained.
"Maybe I should take you to the hospital to have it X-rayed?" Quirico offered.

"Would you?" Russ requested. "Thanks a lot!"
On the way to the hospital Russ asked Quirico, "Is that girl you were with the
swimsuit model you were telling me about?"
"Yeah," Quirico answered, "her name is Michelle. Are you thinking of asking
her to be your queen?" Quirico questioned.
"I just, uh," Russ chanted with sudden debonair charm, "I just might."
Russ returned home from the hospital in time for supper, thankful that the Xrays didn't show any broken bones. He sat down at the table with Ander and the
Antimats, but instead of eating, he spent the entire time staring at himself in a handheld mirror.
The ringing phone abruptly interrupted their dinner conversation. Ander
answered the call, which was from Julie. They were discussing details of the
Bazaar booth they both were working at that week. Just before Ander was about to
hang up, Russ spoke up. "Wait a minute, Ander," he said, "I want to speak to Julie."
"Russ wants to talk to you," Ander related to Julie.
"Oh, Ander!" Julie groaned with displeasure.
"Julie, Russ is a nice guy," Ander whispered into the phone, "at least you can
be subtle to him." Ander handed the phone to Russ.
"Hello there Julie chickie baby!" Russ spoke with suave charm. "This is Russ
T. Tohr! Ring-a-ding-ding!"
"Russ?!" Julie asked with astonishment.
"Look, sweets," Russ continued, "I'm gonna whip over to the church Bazaar
tonight. How about making the scene with me?"
"I'd love it!" Julie accepted with delight. "How about eight o'clock?"
"See you then, my dear!" Russ replied. He then handed the phone back to
Ander and went to his apartment to freshen up.
"Are you going out with Russ?" Ander asked in shock.
"Yes!" Julie enthused.
"But you always thought he was such a stick in the mud!" Ander argued.
"I know," Julie pondered, "I know, but he sounded so exciting! He actually
sounded good-looking!"
That night at the Bazaar, as Russ and Julie sat down at a picnic table to have
something to eat, Russ surprised her with a bottle of champagne. After he poured a
couple of glasses, Julie raised her glass for a toast. "To you," she said.
"To you," Russ returned.
As they took a sip, Russ spotted Bex sitting at another table all alone.
"Excuse me, honey," Russ explained, "I gotta make a phone call." Surprisingly to

Julie he took the champagne bottle with him. But instead of making a phone call he
went right over to Bex's table. "Hey Bex," he proclaimed to her, "it's me, Russ T.
Tohr! Ring-a-ding-ding!" He poured her a drink and then made a toast: "Here's to
you, gorgeous!" Russ and Bex had a marvelous first date that night. When they
returned to Bex's Mansion, they ended their date with a good night kiss, which for
Russ was his first kiss ever, not that he'd ever admit it to anyone.
Early the following morning an impatient Father Macewicz called Russ and
demanded he come over to rectory. Russ rushed right over. As he walked up to the
front door of the rectory, Julie suddenly approached from the church grounds and
grabbed his arm. "I've been waiting here all night!” she pleaded, “Oh, Russ, when
am I gonna see you again?"
"Now, now, Julie, take it easy!" Russ responded. "I'll call you when I get
around to it. Why don't you go home and get some sleep? You look terrible!"
"You will call, won't you?" Julie begged.
"Yeah, I'll call," Russ lied. As soon as Russ entered the rectory, the phone
rang.
"It's for you, Russ," Father Macewicz announced as he handed Russ the
phone.
"Hello?" Russ answered. "Bex, why are you calling me here? Baby, I can't
talk to you right now. Dinner with you tonight? Could be....Now, now, take it easy
Bex! What?....Don't be silly! Of course you can live without me! My queen? Gee,
I don't know....Look, gorgeous, there's just so much of me to go around! I'll see you
later."
As soon as Russ got off the phone Father Macewicz brought Russ's attention
to Michelle. "Russ," he said, "this is the bishop's niece, Michelle."
"Hi," Russ casually remarked.
"Oh, how do you do, Russ?" Michelle reacted as if starstruck.
"Isn't it fortunate that Michelle came here just in time for our New Year's
bash?" Father Macewicz suggested.
"Yeah, swell," Russ answered with some distraction, "uh, excuse me. I gotta
get to the station now and start my shift." Russ ran out the door in a hurry.
"Quirico!" Father Macewicz scolded. "I thought he was going to ask her!"
"He will," Quirico insisted, "he will! I'll talk to him!"
Quirico ran into Julie in the church parking lot. "Oh, did you see Russ run
by?" Julie asked. "Last night it was, like, like I saw him for the first time! Oh,
Quirico, do something, will ya? I'm CRAZY about him!"
Quirico shouted out, “WHAT'S GOING ON AROUND HERE?!"

Quirico drove over to WBEX studios to talk to Russ. Russ sat at the
microphone, playing a record while he looked at himself with a hand-held mirror.
"Why didn't you ask her?" Quirico demanded.
"Ask who?" Russ replied.
"The bishop's niece!" Quirico clarified.
"Her with me?" Russ responded with disapproval. "Are you kidding?"
"But yesterday you said that..." Quirico started to say.
"That was yesterday!" Russ interrupted. "I can do better than that!"
"Better than that?!?" Quirico anguished.
"Look, man, I'm really busy around here today," Russ explained, "I got to get
ready to record a special Top 100 of the year countdown show for this weekend, and
I haven't even looked at the chart stats yet."
Suddenly Russ's head jolted with a great idea. "Say, Quirico," he pleasingly
offered, "how would you like to be an on-air radio personality?"
"Really?" Quirico enthused. "You want me on the air?"
"Of course," Russ insisted, "why don't you take over my shift for me today,
and that will give me more time to prepare for this weekend's countdown?"
Quirico jumped at the chance to shine! "You got it!" he shouted. He
immediately pulled the needle off the record that was playing, and turned on the
microphone. "This is your guest DJ Squeaky Clean here with some real music for
you rockers out there! Hit it!" he announced as he started to play a track by Led
Zepplin.
Russ ran back to Bex's Mansion and snuck into Bex's room when nobody was
looking. "No reason I should do a special countdown show alone," Russ mumbled
to himself as he thumbed through Bex's rolodex of celebrity contacts. "Marvelous!"
he remarked as decided upon a guest co-host for his show. "Exactly the blend of
elegance and boldness I've been looking for!"
He jotted down the contact information and left Bex's room before anyone
noticed. He then got on the phone with his chosen co-host's agent. "I don't think
she can do that, sir," the agent started in, "she's in the middle of a world tour, and
she's pressed for time!" But as soon as Russ poured on the charm, the agent
changed her mind. "She'll pack up her things right after today's gig and be on the
next flight over there!" she enthused. "Sir, I can't tell you how much she
appreciates this opportunity to co-host the show with you!"
"Of course you can't, dear!" Russ agreed.
He then typed up a press release, ran back to the station, and handed it to
Quirico to announce on the air. "This just in," Quirico announced on the air, "Tune

in Sunday, New Year's Eve, for a very special broadcast: Russ will be counting
down the Top 100 greatest hits of 1989! Co-hosting the show with him this year
will be his chosen queen for the St. Josaphat's New Year's Eve Bash: Miss Debbie
Gibson!" That didn't sound good to him! "So tune in to the show Sunday
afternoon," he nervously continued, "and then come meet her at the Bazaar
afterwards!" He quickly put on "No More Rhyme" while he reeled in disbelief.
"What in the world?!?" he cried as soon as he was off the air, "THIS IS DRIVING
ME CRAZY!"
Later that day Russ picked up Debbie Gibson at the airport and brought her
back to WBEX to pre-record the countdown show. It was a masterpiece of
broadcasting, certainly Russ's finest work, a memory he would look back on for
years to come! He was brimming with confidence, and Debbie Gibson contributed
all kinds of behind-the-scenes information on the music industry.
During the course of the show Russ asked Debbie Gibson to be queen of the
bash, and she was thrilled to accept. "Of course I knew you would accept," Russ
said after the show as he took her back to the airport. "That's why I've already had
it announced on the air that you're going to be the queen!" he explained just before
she left. "Just think how many people will come! It'll be the biggest Bazaar ever for
the church!"
"I'm looking forward to it," Debbie Gibson enthused, "and I think you set me
up for this one! Ha ha, see you Sunday, Russ!"
Russ drove home completely satisfied with himself and headed immediately
for the bathroom mirror. Ander and Quirico were waiting there for him.
"Russ, stop this craziness and listen to me!" Quirico pleaded.
"Look, Quirico," Russ responded, "I know the bishop's niece is a swimsuit
model, but I found someone even better!"
"A swimsuit model?!" Ander interjected.
"Yeah, you saw her," Russ went on, "She's plain! Going out with me, it would
just embarrass her."
"Embarrass her?!?" Quirico squeaked.
"Sure," Russ insisted, "girls don't like to go out with someone who's prettier
than they are!"
"This I don't believe!" Quirico cried.
"No offense guys," Russ continued, "but I got that certain thing that girls go
for. You gotta be born with it."
"Born with it?" Quirico remarked. "You never had it, and you never will have
it!"

"Come on, come on," Russ argued, "look at me! What do you see?"
"I'll tell ya what I see," Quirico angrily snapped, "I see the same old tub of
lard I've been looking at since I've known you!"
"Tub of lard?" Russ shouted in shock. "Stop being jealous!"
"Jealous?" Quirico pleaded, "Russ, come down to earth! Michelle and I
rigged this whole thing! That guy that I said was from Esquire Magazine didn't
even have any film in his camera! We were trying to build up your confidence so
you'd ask Michelle to be queen!"
"They gave you so much confidence even Debbie Gibson fell for it!" Ander
added.
"You're the same old fat slob you always were, and you always will be!"
Quirico insisted. "And once you lose your confidence, you're through!"
Ander and Quirico left Russ alone to reconsider his looks in the mirror. He
soon became frantic with himself. By the next morning he was absolutely terrified
at the prospect of taking Debbie Gibson to the bash as queen! He figured if he
could get someone else to be queen instead, she would understand and be relieved,
since he's such an undesirable fat slob anyway. So he ran down to the rectory and
pleaded desperately with Michelle.
"Excuse me!" Michelle growled as she shoved Russ away in disgust.
Russ then went to the Bazaar and found Julie. "Look, uh, Julie," he
stammered, "we're having a New Year's Eve bash, and I think a beautiful girl like
you would be the perfect queen for me. So how about it?" Julie picked up a bottle
of champagne and broke it over Russ's head!
For the second time in a week Russ found himself in the Emergency Room.
When Bex came to see how he was doing, he started to plead with her. "Gee, uh,
Bex," he very nervously attempted, "I, I'd be honored if you'd be my queen..."
Bex angrily turned to the doctor and said, "Pull the plug on him, Doc!"
Father Macewicz found himself in quite a dilemma. He was relieved that the
bishop was not angry about his niece not being announced as the queen because of
all the money the church was going to make having a big celebrity as their special
guest. But now that Russ was in the hospital incapacitated, he needed to choose
another parishioner to be king who would agree to have Debbie Gibson as his
queen.
Over the next couple of days he discovered that every available man in the
parish was too nervous and afraid to accept his offer to be king with such a
glamorous pop star. Debbie Gibson arrived at the Bazaar Sunday afternoon,
mobbed by thousands of fans. Practically the entire city came out to see her!

She got up on the stage and was about to greet the crowd in front of a
microphone when suddenly Michelle came rushing up on the stage with ideas of her
own! "Not so fast!" Michelle roared. "Look, you pop tart, nobody's gonna be
queen of this bash but me! The bishop promised! So get lost while I choose a king
for myself amongst this crowd!"
"I'm gonna clean your clock!" Debbie Gibson raged.
"Go ahead and try!" Michelle challenged.
Father Macewicz ran up onto the stage and got between the two girls. "Let
me handle this!" he shouted.
"Father, stop her!" Michelle pleaded. "She's nothing but trouble! And I'll be
nothing but trouble to you!"
"I don't think so," Father Macewicz replied, "your uncle already told me that
he was honored to have this fine young lady here as queen of our bash."
Michelle stomped off in a fit as Father Macewicz gave a long-winded
welcome speech to Debbie Gibson. "Thank you, Father Macewicz," Debbie Gibson
announced afterwards, "I'm sorry to hear that Russ is in the hospital. I can't wait to
meet my new king!"
"Neither can I," Father Macewicz mumbled under his breath as he left the
stage.
Father Macewicz went back to the rectory and went over the parish registry all
over again with a fine-toothed comb, desperate to find anyone he might have
missed. Then it dawned on him. The one person he hadn't asked had been right
under his nose all along. Ander had been helping him all this time, going through
the books with him, but he never asked Ander himself.
Father Macewicz went to Ander as his last possible hope. But Ander was
absolutely reluctant! "A loser like me with Debbie Gibson?!" Ander retorted. "I
don't have a chance!"
"A loser is someone who never tries, Ander," Father Macewicz encouraged.
"You know something, Father?" Ander responded. "I do like her. And with
your blessing I'll ask her now!"
"Ha ha!" Father Macewicz cried out in relief. "That's my Ander!"
Ander put on the king costume and started to approach the stage; halfway
there he chickened out. "I can't do this!" Ander despaired. "What's the use?"
Father Macewicz ran right up to him. "You're giving up?" he remarked. "You
must believe in yourself, Ander! How can anyone else believe in you if you don't?"
"I'm sorry, Father," Ander replied, "you're right."
"About this I am," Father Macewicz reassured, "come with me. I'll personally

escort you to her. Come with me!"
Father Macewicz brought Ander up on stage and proclaimed him to be king of
the bash. Everyone there was in total shock at the choice of Ander as king, but
nobody was more astounded than Jennifer Pipp, who was there at the bash with
Todd.
"Attention everyone," Debbie Gibson announced, "I am thrilled to be queen of
the New Year's Eve Bash this year with one of your most distinguished
parishioners: Mr. Ander Tohr!"
"That's my friend," Jennifer tried to convince everyone around her, "that's my
friend!" But Ander couldn't hear her amidst all the applause.
"HOORAY!" he shouted as the clock began to strike midnight. Ander was on
top of the world as the 90's began, and Russ was at rock bottom, all alone in a
hospital room. The 80's were gone, and now all he wanted was a smile.

CHAPTER 9
A Chance To Grow With America

It was a cold March morning as Russ and the Antimats gathered around the
table for breakfast. They were all in a bad mood because Russ had been ruining
breakfast ever since Ander took over morning drive time at the radio station. Russ
burnt the toast, split the yolks on the eggs, and ruined the coffee.
"You call those eggs sunny-side up?" Bex cracked.
"Sorry I made a mistake," Russ mumbled.
"The coffee was like mud," Ellen added.
"Yeah, well, there's only so much one can do," Russ casually dismissed.
"Would you like some mud, Coleen?" Cindy asked as she handed Coleen the
coffee pot.
"Quit complaining," Russ replied, "it's not that bad!"
"What's really bad is that you forgot to mail our contracts while you were out
yesterday!" Bex scolded.
"I'm sorry," Russ pleaded, "I couldn't mail them because I misplaced them! I
don't know where they are!"
"Yeah, thanks to you we all have to go down to New York City and sign them
ourselves in person!" Bex complained.
"At least we can have a good cup of coffee while we're there!" Ellen whined.
"Once and for all will you people get off my back?" Russ yelled. "I'm human
and I make mistakes! What's the big deal?"
Bex was still somewhat upset with Russ because of his behavior before New
Year's, so she had decided to throw a cat in among Russ's pigeons. She thought that
this moment was the perfect time to break the news to Russ.
"How are things going at WBEX?" Bex casually inquired.
"Pretty good, pretty good," Russ assured.
"Well, you know it's only fair," Bex continued, "that since I have invested
money into the station, I would like to have some kind of involvement."
"Well, of course!" Russ gushed. "We would be delighted to have you
participate more often and bring more publicity to the station!"
"Well I'd love to," Bex explained, "but Bex and the Antimats are much too
busy these days for that kind of thing. What I have done instead is to hire the
services of a professional radio consultant. I believe that he can evaluate WBEX
with an unbiased eye."
"I'm not so sure that a consultant is a good idea," Russ began to worry.
"Well, your operation can bear scrutiny, can't it, Russ?" Bex challenged.
"Oh, yeah," Russ answered, "sure, sure. When is this consultant due in
town?"

"He's already here in town," Bex informed Russ, "he's been monitoring the
station for several days."
"Good, good," Russ faked.
"And he'll be wanting to see the station and meet the gang tomorrow if that's
convenient for you," Bex announced.
"I ought to get down to the station then, shouldn't I?" Russ asked rhetorically.
After breakfast the Antimats departed on their long road trip to New York
City. Meanwhile Russ ran down to WBEX and started brainstorming with the staff,
which by that time consisted of Ander Tohr in morning drive time, his friend
Quirico covering the afternoon shift, then Russ in evening rush hour, followed by a
syndicated feed of The Tom Snyder Show in the evenings, and finally a zany fellow
known as Skipper Doo covered the overnight hours.
"Has the consultant called here yet?" Russ asked.
"Yeah," Ander moaned as he handed Russ a notepad.
Suddenly Russ's face changed to a big smile. "Hey, I know this guy!" he
rejoiced. "He used to be best friends with my dad! Oh, thank you, God, thank you
for everything!"
The Antimats drove all day, and decided to stay at a hotel near Magenta
Mountain Records headquarters for the night. Once they checked in, they decided
to look around the area for a place to eat - and maybe finally enjoy a good cup of
coffee! Inside the Chemical Bank Building they spotted a diner they couldn't help
but notice. It was called "Pipp's Paradise."
It turns out that Robb Pipp had bought the diner. But why? Certainly not to
sell food! When the Antimats arrived, Robb was in the back room with Jennifer,
Ruth, and Sue. Each of them had a sledgehammer in their hands. "Now let's see,"
Robb said as he studied the blueprints of the building, "this is the wall here! The
back of the Chemical Bank vault is right on the other side of this wall! OK, girls,
behind that wall is an incredible fortune in cash! Just smash this wall down!"
Suddenly he heard the Antimats entering the diner. "You-hoo!" Bex called
out. "Anybody here?"
"Oh, Bex," Robb remarked with surprise, "what are you girls doing here?"
"We're here in the Big Apple to sign some contracts," Amy informed him,
"and we noticed that you have a new business here."
"How nice of you to drop in!" Robb faked.
"Robb, do you know anything about the restaurant business?" Coleen
wondered.
"Oh, well, uh, no," Robb struggled to fabricate, "but if honest effort and hard

work mean anything, we'll make a go of it! We're putting everything we have into
this! It's our big opportunity! You could say it's our chance to grow with America!"
The Antimats could plainly see that the diner was in disrepair. It was nowhere near
ready to be open for business, so they wished Robb luck and went someplace else to
eat.
Back in Clifford Falls Russ decided to stop by the hotel where radio
consultant and old friend of Russ's dad Al Rosebush was staying for the week.
"How ya doing?" Russ enthused. "How you been, man?"
"Good, good," Al answered, "just come on in.”
Russ sat down on the couch next to Al. "I've been reading great things about
you in the trades," Russ started in, “and I know you've been monitoring our station."
"For a couple of days," Al replied.
"And?" Russ quizzed.
"How many salesmen you got?" Al asked back.
"None," Russ candidly admitted.
"None?" Al shrieked.
"Nobody full time," Russ explained, "Ander and I work overtime off the clock
to cover sales because we have a tight budget and can't afford a sales rep."
"The two of you must be working 24 hours a day!" Al remarked with dismay.
"Oh yeah," Russ groaned in pain, "I'm telling you we are both gonna burn
ourselves out!"
"Russ, you got problems here," Al announced.
"Really?" Russ asked. "How do you mean?"
"Take Ander in the morning," Al started, "he's good for Saturday night at best!
He's playing showtunes and polkas! That's crazy!"
"No no," Russ dismissed, "he plays just a little polka."
"Russ, the man is stuck in 1952!" Al jeered. "Is he Lawrence Welk's nephew
or something?"
"Alright, well, look, Al, I will admit that we got some problems here," Russ
conceded, "but...”
"I know," Al interrupted, "your dad and I were best friends. But I don't like
your sound. Your format is all over the road. I gotta be honest with ya."
"Well, thanks for your honesty," Russ murmured as he headed for the door,
“and you want to know the truth? The DJs program the music."
"What?!" Al raged.
"Yeah," Russ answered, "and I'm the only one of them who faithfully plays
only Top Forty."

"Russ," Al scolded, "nobody is programming their own music anymore!"
"We are," Russ insisted, "and we like it that way."
That night in their hotel room in New York, Amy just sat there pouting.
"What's wrong, Amy?" Bex asked.
"Poor Robb getting stuck with that restaurant!" she sympathized.
"Look, Amy, who knows?" Bex suggested, "Maybe for him it'll click!"
"He hasn't got a chance!" Amy insisted. "Didn't you see how run down that
place was?"
"So you want to help Robb?" Ellen asked in astonishment. "Robb Pipp?!"
"Yes, Robb Pipp!" Amy confirmed. "By the time they get that mess cleaned
up, they'll be broke!"
The other Antimats did not want to help in the least, but Amy would not
relent. They finally gave up and decided to join Amy in helping the Pipps. As they
arrived at the diner late that night, the Pippettes were blasting away at the wall in
the back room. Robb had stepped out to purchase a few more tools.
Jennifer soon heard the Antimats entering the diner. "What's that?" she cried
out. The Pippettes came out from the back room with guilty looks on their faces.
"Look at that!" Bex remarked. "We scared them! Don't worry! It's only us!"
"We dropped by to give you a hand!" Amy enthused.
"Bu-bu-but we didn't, uh..." Ruth stuttered.
"You didn't think we were gonna let you clean up this place alone, did ya?"
Amy continued. "Here, Jennifer, gimme that broom."
"Please!" Jennifer begged. "Don't bother!"
"Are you kidding?" Cindy replied. "Look at this place!"
"Hey," Coleen added, "look at that wall!"
"The nerve of those people," Bex grumbled, "selling you this place for
business with a hole in the wall like that!"
"We'll fix it up!" Amy volunteered. "Ellen, get some plaster!"
"And I'll clean out the stove!" Amy offered.
"We'll stay all night and have ya ready and open for business by tomorrow
morning!" Bex cheered.
The Pippettes would rather kiss the back end of a bus, but there was no
stopping the Antimats. So they reluctantly joined them in fixing up the diner for
business.
As morning began to dawn, Cindy went out around the surrounding area and
started recruiting new customers for the diner. She advertised a breakfast special
they couldn't resist! Soon the diner was packed with patrons.

Robb approached the back door of the diner with some gas tanks and blow
torches. When he entered the diner, he could not believe his eyes. The hole was all
patched up and the Pippettes were cooking food!
"What happened to the hole in the wall?" Robb interrupted, “What's going on
around here?"
"We had to open the restaurant!" Ruth explained.
"You had to open the restaurant?" Robb asked in dismay. "I picked you girls
for a bank job. If I wanted to open a restaurant, I would have hired Ronald
McDonald!"
Robb ran out to the dining area. He was about to throw everybody out before
he noticed that the Antimats were there. "Hello, Robb," Amy greeted, "we sure
missed you last night! Where were ya?"
Robb quickly changed his mind about throwing everybody out because it
might look suspicious. "Well I," Robb began, "I was down at the market!"
After breakfast the Antimats went over to Magenta Mountain Records to sign
their contracts and plan their upcoming tour. As they were leaving, they ran into
someone else in the music industry who was in town for business. "Oh wow!" Bex
enthused. "I wanna tell the whole wide world about this -- We just bumped in to
A'me Lorain!"
"Hey, it's the Antimats!" A'me Lorain responded. "I've heard a lot of good
things about you!"
"Hey, A'me," Amy pointed out, "my name is Amy, too, and I also follow my
heartbeat - wherever!"
"Oh how cute!" A'me replied. The Antimats invited her to join them for
dinner that evening at Pipp's Paradise, and she accepted. "Well, see you tonight
girls, and keep it real!" A'me said as they parted ways.
The thrill of meeting A'me Lorain was the only thing that sustained the girls
long enough to make it back to their hotel room. They practically sleepwalked to
their beds and collapsed in exhaustion from being up all night helping the Pippettes!
They slept most of the day.
Early that afternoon, Al Rosebush arrived at WBEX for his inspection. He
entered the front lobby and found Quirico lounging on the couch. "Oh Mr.
Rosebush, we've been expecting you!" Quirico yawned. "Would you like to sit
down on this nice couch?"
"No thanks," Al said, "I just want to take a look around."
He directed Al towards Ander's desk. "Ander, look, it's Mr. Rosebush!"
Quirico announced.

Ander was feverishly working at his desk going through tons of sales reports.
He barely took time to notice Al. "Hello, Mr. Rosebush," Ander mumbled, "have a
seat. I'll be with you in a second."
Quirico suddenly blurted out with urgency, "You know, the record I got
playing is about to end, so I should get back in to the studio!" Quirico ran off to the
studio.
"You mean he's on the air right now? And he was out here in the lobby
talking with us?" Al sensationally quizzed Ander.
"In a second, please," Ander grunted without looking away from his work
pile.
Russ came in with another big pile of contract papers. "Alright, here's most of
the contracts I worked on last night," Russ announced.
"Just set them on the desk, Russ," Ander despaired, "I gotta get some sleep,
just an hour's worth!"
"Nothing doing," Russ scolded, "no sleep until you finish!” Russ then gave Al
a guided tour of the station.
Going into the auxiliary studio they discovered Skipper Doo working with the
tape splicer. "And this is our overnight DJ, Skipper Doo," Russ introduced.
"Hello," Al greeted.
"Hey," Skipper Doo answered without taking his eyes off his work.
"He does the overnight shift, and he's still awake working here in the middle
of the day?" Al asked with amazement.
"Uh, yeah," Russ tried to pass over as unimportant, "now if you'll come this
way..."
"I'd like to speak with him," Al demanded.
"OK," Russ cautioned, "but he's really kinda busy."
"Hi," Al began.
"Hi," Skipper Doo answered.
"You're really dedicated, aren't you?" Al interrogated.
"Oh yeah," Skipper Doo enthused, "yeah."
"You, uh, getting enough sleep?" Al inquired.
Skipper Doo looked nervously around the room. "When?" he replied.
"Like, on the job?" Al asked.
"Never on the job!" Skipper Doo insisted, "I'm a professional!"
Quirico suddenly wandered into the auxiliary studio and interrupted them. He
was singing, "N-E-S-T-L-E-S, Nestle's makes the very best, chocolate. Hehehe,
remember that dog?"

“Isn't he supposed to be on the air right now??” Al despaired to Skipper Doo.
Later that evening, while waiting to use the bathroom, Cindy started laughing
at Ellen's rippy, mangy pajamas. "What's so funny?" Ellen asked. "I let you have
my robe!"
"Sorry," Cindy replied.
"Mind if I watch TV?" Ellen requested.
"Go ahead," Cindy responded, "maybe an infomercial for pajamas is coming
on!"
"Unless you have any other snide little comments about my evening wear, or
anything else for that matter, keep quiet while I watch TV!" Ellen scolded.
"Fine!" Cindy said with an angry groan in her voice.
"I heard that!" Ellen told her.
"Heard what?" Cindy inquired.
"That noise!" Ellen pointed out. "That groaning noise! That little 'Ellen is
stupid' noise!"
"Ellen, I don't think you're stupid," Cindy explained, "I think you've gone
insane!"
"Will you two stop fighting?" Coleen demanded. "It's no use complaining,
and pointless to holler! We're sisters, we should pull together and not fight each
other! You'll understand someday when you're older... what am I talking about?
You're older than me!"
"You're right," Cindy decided, "I guess we're just overreacting because we
don't like to wait for the bathroom. I can't wait 'til we go back to Pipp's Paradise for
supper!"
"There's got to be a way to make these people leave us alone!" Robb schemed
over at the diner.
"You better do it fast, too," Jennifer warned, "word is spreading all over
downtown Manhattan about how good our food is!"
"There must be a way out!" Robb insisted, “What are you making, Sue?”
"I'm starting up a batch of beef goulash," Sue replied.
"And I'm gonna finish it!" Robb answered. "There's no limitation to mixing
and matching! What's that box?"
"Soap powder!" Jennifer answered in disbelief.
"Just what it needs!" Robb pointed out as he poured the whole box into the
goulash. "Ruth, gimme that rubber glove!" Robb cut up the rubber glove with a
pair of scissors and threw the pieces into the pot.
"After eating that, they'll never come back!" Sue worried.

"That's too bad!" Robb sarcastically replied. He then pulled the cigar he was
smoking out of his mouth and threw it into the pot. He also added the sink stopper
to the pot. "Do we have any skunks around here? The results could be strong!"
That evening the Antimats arrived at the diner for supper. "Alright!" Amy
enthused. "Hungarian goulash!"
"Enjoy your supper!" Jennifer insincerely wished before running off into the
kitchen.
It wasn't long before the Antimats, and everyone else in the diner, got deathly
sick from eating the food that was served. "Oh boy," Amy tried to pretend in
support of her friends, "that was good!"
"Oh, my stomach!" Bex cried. "Would you believe it? One meal wiped out
nineteen years of clean living!"
"I got a heartburn that could start another Chicago fire!" A'me Lorain shouted
at the Antimats. "Why in the world did you girls invite me to this place?!"
The Antimats were too sick to drive home, so they stayed another night at the
hotel. The next evening, after driving all day, the Antimats arrived home. "We're
back," Bex told Russ.
"Yes, I see," Russ replied, "and just in time for us to go down to the station
and see that consultant you hired."
"Oh, yeah," Bex remarked, "I almost forgot!" She was exhausted, but she
went anyway out of curiosity, certain that she had put Russ in his place.
"WBEX's Top Forty audience is at its peak," Al began, "the sound quality of
the AM signal cannot compete with FM stations. If WBEX is to remain profitable
in the long run, I recommend changing to a non-music format, such as an all-talk
format."
"All talk?" Russ despaired. "But I don't know anything about running a talk
station! I mean, we got one syndicated talk show to fill the time because we're
short on DJs, but I have no involvement in that show."
"Well if you insist on keeping a music format," Al replied, "then I suggest that
a station should have a sound that is consistent. Russ says he and the other DJs
know this, but for some reason they're not doing it. WBEX is in real bad shape! I
think some changes are in order!"
"What are you saying?" Bex requested.
"To begin with," Al suggested, "Ander Tohr is doing a great job."
"He is?!" Bex guffawed.
"Yes, but you see, he's overworked!" Al explained.
"He is?!?!" Bex blurted even louder.

"The same goes for Skipper Doo," Al informed them.
"It does?!?" Bex couldn't believe her ears.
"But your afternoon guy," Al continued, "Quirico, let's just say he is certainly
unprofessional. He was hanging out in the lobby, and other inappropriate places,
casually chatting with us while he was supposed to be doing his shift on the air!"
"I see," Bex responded in disbelief, "and what do you think of Russ here?"
"A son of an old friend of mine," Al replied, "an excellent radio man, but I'm
sorry to say, doesn't know much about running a profitable radio business."
"Thank you, Mr. Rosebush," Bex responded, "we will be talking later."
"Of course," Al replied as he exited the room.
Bex just stared at Russ with a look of complete astonishment. Finally she
broke the silence and scolded, "What was that??"
"Well, you know it's kinda hard to get to know people in just one day," Russ
replied with glee. Bex informed Russ that she really didn't want to change the
station after all. She just wanted to get even with Russ.
Russ triumphantly ran over to the studio and told Skipper Doo the good news.
As he started to play "Boogie Oogie Oogie," Skipper Doo announced over the air,
"So it's good news, my night owls! Yours truly Skipper Doo will continue to rock
you through the night!"
The next morning the Antimats couldn't wait for a real good home made
breakfast cooked by Russ. "Did you enjoy your break from my lousy cooking?"
Russ asked as he served breakfast.
"Look, when I'm wrong, I'm wrong," Bex apologized, "I'm sorry about the
other day. I really appreciate the effort you make for us in the kitchen."
"Hey, uh, Bex, don't worry about it," Russ responded.
"Oh well, that is very nice to hear!" Bex enthused.
"But don't give me all the credit," Russ explained, "Ander cooks dinner for ya
at night."
As they ate, Russ became intrigued with an article he was reading on the front
page of the newspaper. "What is it, Russ?" Bex asked.
"Get a load of this!" Russ related. "Several billions of dollars turned up
missing from the vault of the Chemical Bank in New York City."
"That doesn't sound good!" Amy commented.
"Isn't that funny," Cindy remarked, "we were just in New York City. And we
were right next door to the Chemical Bank, too!"
"Good thing we didn't run into the robbers!" Ellen sighed with relief.
"Police have no clues or leads at this point as to how the robbers got into the

vault," Russ continued to read, "but if the money is not recovered soon, it could
spell the end of many S&L's across the country!"
Remember the S&L crisis of the early 90's? Well now you know - the rest of
the story.

CHAPTER 10
Times Are Rough But We Can Make It

The Tohrs and the Antimats had just returned to Bex's Mansion in their best
clothes after going to Mass for Easter Sunday. They had planned a big holiday meal
together at a local restaurant. They came home to change clothes so as not to risk
getting their best clothing ruined by food stains.
"Oh boy, have we got a wide range of food waiting for us!" Russ salivated.
"What are you looking forward to the most, Cindy?" Bex asked.
"I'm looking forward to a big bowl of Frosted Flakes with slices of bananas in
it!" Cindy enthused.
"Speaking of bananas," Ellen commented, "Russ told me that last year Ander
ate nothing but rolls for his Easter dinner!"
"How would he know?" Ander remarked. "I had to spend Easter all alone last
year because Russ was spending all his time at the school science lab!"
"Oh yeah," Bex fondly pondered, "it was just a couple of days after Easter last
year that we escaped the antimatter dimension!"
"And what a year it has been!" Russ responded with amazement.
"Well let's not just stand here all day talking about it," Ander complained,
"let's all pile into the station wagon and go to the restaurant and eat already!"
They all got into Ander's station wagon. Ander started the engine and began
to back out of the driveway. Immediately they all noticed that something was
wrong. Ander got out of the station wagon and looked at it in total dismay. While
they were in Bex's Mansion changing clothes, some evil prankster had slashed all
four tires! Russ and the Antimats got out of the station wagon and started moaning
and complaining as they headed back into Bex's Mansion to sulk in severe
disappointment. They left Ander standing there alone to despair at what he was
going to do.
Ander was filled with mixed emotions. In part he was delighted because he
had just purchased a new set of four tires a couple of weeks ago. They were on
sale, and he got them for a very good price. But he was also very angry because he
was left to replace all four tires by himself. And they weren't easy to replace, either.
Some of those lug nuts were rusted on so tight they practically needed to be sandblasted!
Ander was in the middle of changing the second tire when suddenly he
screamed out in pain and fell over flat on his back. Fortunately for him, Todd
happened to hear him next door. He ran over, picked Ander up off the ground, and
drove him to the emergency room.
Later that afternoon Ander was discharged with a back brace. The doctor
instructed him to get plenty of rest and not to lift anything, or bend over at all, until

he was better. Todd brought him home and told Russ and the Antimats what had
happened.
"Are you OK, Ander?" Russ asked.
"Is anything broken?" Amy worried.
"No, it's just a sprain," Ander answered.
"A very serious back sprain," Todd informed them, "the doc said he's lucky he
landed in the mud!"
"Well you just rest up and take it easy," Bex consoled.
"I'll pull a double shift and cover for you at the station," Russ offered, "which
reminds me, I gotta get going!" Russ ran down to WBEX.
"And it's 7:55 PM on WBEX," Quirico announced on the air, "coming up live
in just five minutes to rock you all the way to midnight is Russ Tohr." Quirico was
worried because Russ hadn't shown up yet. "Gosh it's not like Russ to be so
forgetful," he remarked to himself.
Russ came running into the studio at the last second all out of breath. "Russ,
what happened?" Quirico wondered. "I didn't think you were gonna show up!"
"Some numbskull slashed our tires," Russ explained, "so I had to run over
here on foot!"
Russ then explained to Quirico how Ander had injured his back, and asked to
swap shifts with him, so that Russ could cover for Ander in the morning, do
Quirico's shift in the afternoon, and then have Quirico cover evenings for Russ until
Ander got better. Quirico agreed to this arrangement. "Thanks a lot for
understanding man!" Russ cheered.
"No problem," Quirico responded, "Happy Easter! See you tomorrow
evening."
Back at Bex's Mansion the disappointed Antimats finally decided to have a
late supper. "Well, come on, Ellen, let's start making dinner," Cindy suggested.
"Hey, Ander," Amy hesitated, "I just wanted to say I'm really really sorry none
of us went out there to help you change the tires."
"And what do I have to do to get a couple of you to get out there and finish
changing those tires?" Ander asked. "Break my neck?"
"No," Amy smiled, "I'll get someone to help me with it first thing tomorrow
morning. Don't worry! I'm going to fix the station wagon extra special good so I
can make it up to you!"
In the kitchen Cindy and Ellen were preparing supper. "OK, Ellen, I need
some sour cream," Cindy requested.
"I still don't know why you don't just make something easy like hot dogs or

Spaghetti-O's or something," Ellen remarked.
"But it's Easter," Cindy insisted, "we should have something special!"
"Here," Ellen said as she handed Cindy a cream carton.
"This is regular cream," Cindy objected.
"Well, it's two months past the expiration date," Ellen explained, "it should be
sour by now."
"Oh, right!" Cindy replied as she took the carton and poured it into a bowl
with some other ingredients.
Just then Coleen walked in. "What is that?!?" she condescendingly remarked
as she peeked into the bowl.
"It's a cream sauce," Cindy explained, "I'm making Lobster Newberg!"
"Here," Cindy offered Coleen, "taste the sauce." Coleen took a small taste and
winced.
"YUCK!" Coleen reacted in disgust.
At that moment the kitchen timer rang. "I think the cake's ready!" Cindy
announced.
"How can you tell if it's done?" Cindy wondered.
"Just stick a toothpick in and see if it comes out clean," Coleen instructed.
Cindy took the cake out of the oven and tried to stick a toothpick into it, but it
wouldn't go in.
"What if it won't go in?" Cindy despaired. "Oh no! I can't cook, I can't bake,
I can't do anything!"
"Hey, Cindy, come on, take it easy," Coleen consoled, "we still got hamburger.
I can whip something up."
"Really?" Cindy asked in relief.
"Sure," Coleen insisted, "it's no big deal."
Ellen and Cindy exited the kitchen.
"Alright, what have we got here?" Coleen mumbled as she took a quick look
around the kitchen. A couple of hours later Coleen called out from the kitchen,
"Dinner's ready!"
Everyone came in, sat down at the table, and cautiously looked at their plates.
Bex decided to go first. "Alright," she remarked, "let's see what Coleen has made
for us." Bex lifted the lid off the steaming metal bucket. Inside were grilled
hamburger patties boiling in a rich broth consisting of melted butter, lemon juice,
beer, garlic, parsley, and wine.
"I call them Steamed Hams," Coleen enthused.
"Alright, let's dig in," Bex responded with cautious optimism. She retrieved a

hamburger patty from the pot, placed it on her plate, and started to eat it, while
everyone else carefully watched.
"She seems alright," Ander observed. He helped himself to one. "Mmm!" he
cried out in delight after his first bite. "Coleen, this is delicious!"
"Thanks!" Coleen replied. "And we have fresh baked rolls, Green Beans
Almondine, and pineapple upside-down cake for dessert."
"Where did you learn to cook like this?" Ander wondered.
"Simply from observing the monks in the refectory," Coleen explained, "I
used to go in there to be alone and study in quiet, and I'd see the monks cooking and
overhear their conversations."
"I'm very impressed!" Ander replied.
When it got close to midnight, Skipper Doo had not shown up at the station
for his shift, so Russ had to stay on longer than he expected. He was not happy at
all about this because he had to get up early the next morning to cover Ander's shift.
Finally at 3 AM Russ received a phone call from Skipper Doo. "Skipper Doo,
you were supposed to be here three hours ago!" Russ scolded. "Where are you?"
"In the hospital, man," Skipper Doo informed him, "I was out riding my bike,
and I got hit by a car. I was hurt real bad, man! I'm in a body cast and everything!"
"Aw, shoot!" Russ despaired. "I could just kick myself!"
"Don't worry," Skipper Doo remarked, not knowing that Russ was also
covering for Ander's shift as well, "I'll be back on the air as soon as I get better.
You can cover for me just for a little while, can't ya?"
"Yeah," Russ reluctantly replied.
The next morning Ander and the Antimats were just finishing some breakfast
that Coleen had prepared when there was a knock at the door. Bex answered the
door. "Michael Bolton?" she cried out in surprise. "Come on in!"
"I don't believe it!" Ander enthused. "Michael Bolton! What are you doing
here?"
"Well, a few months back when we were working together writing some songs
for her album, Bex said I could come visit Bex's Mansion anytime I wanted. So I
thought this might be one of those times," Michael Bolton explained.
"Hey, so how's your tour for Soul Provider going?" Bex inquired.
"Oh, not well at all," Michael Bolton lamented, "tickets weren't selling. The
people who did show up were booing me. So I cancelled the rest of the tour dates."
"Oh no!" Bex agonized.
"Oh, it's just as well," Michael Bolton casually dismissed, "'cause I've decided
to quit show business."

"But you're so good!" Bex objected. "Why would you quit?"
"Maybe I don't think I'm good enough?" Michael Bolton conjectured. He
looked across the room and quickly changed the subject to Ander's fishing pole in
the corner. "Hey," he enthused, "I've been looking for a fishing pole just like this!"
"I don't understand!" Bex cried out with incredible dismay.
"It's simple," Ander explained, "he says he's been looking for a fishing pole
just like this."
Ander got up on his crutches and limped over to the corner. "Take a look at
my fancy tackle box too!" he offered.
"Mr. Bolton," Amy interrupted, "I don't like to impose upon a guest, but we
really could use some help from a big strong man like you."
"That's okay," Michael Bolton replied, "I'd be glad to help!" Amy and
Michael Bolton went out to the driveway and finished changing the tires on the
station wagon. Once it was all fixed, the Antimats took Michael Bolton on a tour
all around Clifford Falls, and treated him to lunch in gratitude for helping with the
tires.
"Russ Tohr just put in twenty straight hours of rocking you here at WBEX!"
they heard Quirico announce on the car radio just as they arrived back at Bex's
Mansion. Russ walked up the driveway to meet them.
"Good afternoon," Russ greeted.
"How'd you wind up there all night?" Bex wanted to know. "What happened
to Skipper Doo?"
"He got into an accident, and now he's in the hospital in a body cast!" Russ
explained.
"Hi," Michael Bolton greeted, "you must be Russ!"
"Maybe I should get some sleep," Russ worried, "I just thought I saw Michael
Bolton talking to me!"
"You're not hallucinating," Bex chuckled, "Michael Bolton is really here! He
came by to visit us."
"The Antimats showed me all around Clifford Falls today," Michael Bolton
eagerly explained to Russ in a tone of naive wonderment, "I love Clifford Falls! It
has that old-fashioned hometown charm."
After quickly eating dinner, Russ ran to bed and fell fast asleep. "Hey
everyone," Bex suggested after dinner, "I got an idea: let's all go out to the movies!
There's this Wes Craven movie I've been dying to see. It's called 'Shocker!'"
“I still don't want to see it," Amy objected in fear.
Cindy looked up the movie listings in the paper. "Here's one you might like,

Amy," Cindy offered, "Fred Savage stars in 'The Wizard.'"
"Ooh, that sounds like fun!" Amy giggled.
Bex, Amy, Cindy, Ellen, and Michael Bolton went out to the movies. Coleen
stayed home to clean up. After spending hours doing the dishes, she walked into the
living room and found Ander watching television. At that moment, Amy came in
the front door. "Hello, Ander," she beamed with a big smile.
"Hello, Amy!" Ander sarcastically replied.
"I had a really great time at the movies!" Amy related. She shuffled off to bed
singing, "I live by the groove..."
Next Bex, Cindy, Ellen, and Michael Bolton all came in the front door with
contorted looks of horror on their faces. "How was the movie?" Coleen quizzed.
"Uh, it was wonderful," Bex recited in a monotone voice.
"Yeah, well, it's getting pretty late," Ellen remarked as she and Cindy quickly
headed for bed.
"We got a guest apartment you can stay in tonight," Bex informed Michael
Bolton, "just let me get the keys for ya."
Soon after Bex left, Russ came into the room. "Where's Bex?" he asked.
"Oh, she went to find me some keys, but she'll be back pretty soon," Michael
Bolton told him.
"I hope so," Russ replied, "because I need to talk to her before I go back to the
station. She's producing an on-air special on WBEX this Saturday afternoon."
"Oh?" Michael Bolton curiously questioned. "What kind of special?"
"She's sponsoring music students in our area schools to perform live on the
air," Russ explained, "it's going to be a big day for her!"
"Hungry?" Coleen asked Russ.
"Oh, no thanks," Russ responded with gratitude, "but I can't wait any longer.
Gotta go! Tell Bex I gotta see her before Saturday!"
The next morning Ander, the Antimats, and Michael Bolton were gathered
around the kitchen table. Coleen turned on the radio to see how Russ was doing on
the air.
"And that was Klymaxx with 'I Miss You.' And speaking of missing people,
this is Russ Tohr filling in on the Ander Tohr Show," Russ announced.
Amy turned the radio down. "Poor Russ!" she sympathized.
"I think I've decided what I'd like to do with the rest of my life," Michael
Bolton decided to inform them, "I want to open my own little shop right here in
Clifford Falls!"
"Oh?" Cindy asked. "What would you want to sell?"

"Live bait," Michael Bolton replied.
"Attention, fishermen," Ellen proclaimed, "Michael Bolton is selling live bait
right here in Clifford Falls!"
"It'll be so great to be in retail!" Michael Bolton dreamed. "What a high I get
just thinking about it!"
"Yeah I envy you," Ander replied, "you're doing this not because you have to,
but because you want to."
After breakfast Coleen went down to the basement where Bex and Amy were
doing the laundry. She could plainly see that they didn't have the slightest idea
what they were doing, so she took over the laundry chores, too.
Friday afternoon Russ was looking forward to finishing another exhausting
triple-shift. "And it's 2:58 PM on WBEX, and coming up at 3 is yours truly, Russ
Tohr quizzing you through the tunes until 4, when it's Squeaky Clean Quirico with
the news!" Russ announced. "And now, this great hit from Jane Child, 'I Don't
Wanna Fall In Love,' Ooh yeah, baby!"
Quirico entered the studio. "Hey, Russ, how you doing?" he asked.
"Listen," Russ reminded him, "don't forget you gotta host Russ Tohr's Top 10
Super Ones tomorrow night."
"Great!" Quirico enthused.
He handed Russ a record. "Here's what I guarantee will be your new number
one hit this week," he suggested, "play it next and hear it for yourself!"
"Are you sure?" Russ asked.
"Oh, it's terrific!" Quirico insisted. "Trust me, you'll agree with me it should
debut on the chart at number one! I tell ya, this guy is a major hit machine!
Remember I told you that! Major!"
Russ looked at the record in his hand. "'How Can We Be Lovers?', the latest
single from Michael Bolton?" he read aloud in a voice filled with confusion.
"Problem is, no one can find him, "Quirico gossiped, "it's all over the celebrity
news. He's supposed to be on tour, but he's disappeared!" Russ sat there with a
puzzled look on his face. "Russ, why don't you go home early tonight?" Quirico
offered. "You don't look so good."
Back at the Mansion, Bex came up with an idea to help her friend. "Mr.
Bolton," she called out, "I just had the greatest idea! You got thrown off the horse
once, but you gotta get back on and keep riding! That's why I want you to be on my
radio show tomorrow afternoon. Now I know WBEX doesn't have much of an
audience, but all you need is one little success and you'll have your confidence back
in no time!"

Just then Russ came home. "Hi, everyone," Russ greeted.
"Hey, Russ," Bex cheered, "I'm glad you're home! Don't you think Michael
Bolton should be on my broadcast tomorrow?"
"Yeah, I really do!" Russ insisted. He turned to Michael Bolton and said, "In
fact, you should sing your new number one single!"
"Number one single?!" Bex screeched. Russ turned and handed her an
advance copy of Saturday's Top 10 list. "'How Can We Be Lovers?' debuts at
number one this week on Russ Tohr's Top 10 Super Ones!" she read aloud with
amazement. "What's going on?"
"I'm sorry, Bex, I lied," he confessed, "I wasn't a failure on my tour. I've been
having a lot of personal problems, you know, and it's forced me to stop and
seriously question what's this life all about? I became disillusioned, and I ran away
to a world where life is simpler and less complicated."
"So you ran away from a national tour?" Bex scolded.
"You see," Michael Bolton tried to explain, "backstage I would daydream
about being in a small town, running a bait shop, not a care in the world. All I want
now is to start a new life as a worm farmer. That would be my true joy."
"Am I supposed to feel sorry for you?" Bex judged harshly. "Well, I'm sorry.
I can't!"
That didn't sound good to Amy! "Bex!" she chided.
"I can't!" Bex continued with self-righteous indignation, "I can't while other
people go out on auditions, taking any chance they can get, doing a one-time radio
show on the off-chance that somebody might hear them and like them! So do me a
favor, Mr. Bolton. If you're gonna run away from success, I'd appreciate it if you'd
hide out somewhere else!"
"I'll get my things," Michael Bolton meekly responded as he went up to the
guest apartment.
"But we were gonna go fishing!" Coleen protested.
"Since when do you have time to go fishing?" Bex wondered, “And I know
what you're all thinking. You're all staring at me because you think that I was a
little rough on Michael Bolton."
"A little rough?" Cindy scolded.
"Why are you taking his side?" Bex demanded.
"You're a performer," Ellen explained, "if anyone should understand what Mr.
Bolton's going through, it should be you!"
"And that's why I don't understand!" Bex agonized. "He's throwing away a
chance that any performer would kill for!"

"But Bex," Amy reminded her, "it is his chance, after all."
Saturday afternoon Bex was in the studio with a bunch of music students
ready to go on the air. "15 seconds, Bex," Russ announced, "you ready?"
Bex was looking out the window of the studio into the empty hall,
disappointed that her sisters didn't show up. "I guess they're not coming, huh?" she
said.
"Doesn't look like it," Russ frowned.
"Alright," Bex instructed, "you do the intro, and then cue me."
"Got it!" Russ responded as he turned on the microphone. "This is WBEX,
power hits for Clifford Falls! This afternoon we have a very special presentation: a
talent showcase hosted and produced by Bex. Take it away, Bex!"
"Hello, everyone," Bex announced, "these gifted music students...."
Suddenly Bex noticed that Amy, Cindy, and Ellen finally did show up, and
were standing at the window showing her some support after all. "Wait a minute,
honey," Bex interrupted the first musician, "uh, first there's something personal I'd
like to say. My sisters came to support me today, and it means a lot to me. It makes
me realize that when I had a chance to support a friend, I didn't, and if that friend
were here right now there's something I'd want to say to him with all my heart."
The next thing she knew she looked up and saw Michael Bolton was standing
behind the window with her sisters! "What are you doing here?" Bex thoughtlessly
asked on the air. She then abandoned the studio to talk to him.
"Uh, same thing we do here every day at WBEX," Russ improvised, "and that
is, uh, uh, listen to these great music students play their down home music!"
"I can't believe you came!" Bex gushed.
"Well, first I went to Bex's Mansion," Michael Bolton explained, "and Ander
and Coleen told me you were here. And, you know what? I decided to do the tour
after all!"
"That's great!" Bex replied. "What made you change your mind?"
"Well, seeing how disappointed you were made me think about how many
millions of fans I would have let down not showing up on my tour," he told her.
Everyone enjoyed Bex's talent showcase. It was great music enjoyed by
everyone. But towards the end of the show Russ began to worry. "Bex," he
remarked, "there's still some time left, and we're all out of acts!"
Bex turned to Michael Bolton. "Listen, I got some time left on my show," she
begged, "and I want you to sing your new number one hit live."
"Oh alright!" Michael Bolton reluctantly agreed.
"I'm sorry for what I said and the way that I said it," Bex nearly cried in

heartfelt apology, "I'm glad you're not mad."
"Tick tock, tick tock!" Russ interrupted.
"He's coming, he's coming!" Bex responded.
"And now for a special surprise," Bex announced on the air, "a live
performance of the new number one hit on the charts this week! A lot of people are
going to enjoy hearing him live on tour this year, but remember you heard him here
first! Ladies and gentlemen, Michael Bolton!"
As Michael Bolton sang "How Can We Be Lovers" live, Quirico came into the
studio to start the next shift. "So I see you agreed with me that this song should be
number one," Quirico remarked to Russ; he looked up and saw that Michael Bolton
was there in the studio singing it live! "Russ!" he exclaimed. "You found him!
Wow! Pulling triple shifts here, and then you still had time to go hunt him down?
Russ, you never cease to amaze me!"
After his performance, Bex pulled Michael Bolton aside. "Hey, when your
tour comes to Clifford Falls, I want a front row seat," she requested.
"Only if you get me a front row seat at one of the shows on the Bex and the
Antimats World Tour," Michael Bolton insisted, "deal?"
"Deal!" Bex delightfully agreed.
"Alright," she then called out to everybody, "what do ya say we all go out for
pizza, my treat?"
"YAY!" they all cheered.
Meanwhile Ander had caught a ride with a friend to church for Confession.
"Hello, Coleen," he greeted when he returned to Bex's Mansion.
"You're late!" she snapped. "You said you'd be home by five!"
"Sorry," Ander apologized, "confession took longer than usual. I included all
my thoughts about those nincompoops who slashed my tires!"
"Well, Dinner is ruined!" Coleen screamed. "It was Veal Francese with fresh
spring vegetables!"
Suddenly Coleen smelled something burning. "Oh no, my cake!" she cried as
she ran into the kitchen. She returned with an oven mitt in her hand holding a bundt
pan filled with black char. "Ruined!" she raged. "Absolutely ruined! I completely
forgot it was in there!" She violently threw the bundt pan across the room!
Ander suspected something more was wrong than dinner. "What is the matter,
Coleen?" he demanded.
"Nothing," Coleen dismissed.
"You have been doing a great job these past few days!" Ander complimented.
"I know!" Coleen whined. "That's what's bugging me!"

"What?" Ander asked in puzzlement.
"Look, Ander," Coleen confided, "I'm smart enough to be a rocket scientist!
There's so many great things I could do in life. I always knew there would be
something special out there for me someday, something I can do better than anyone
else!" She started to cry. "And now I find out it's being a housewife!" she wept as
she ran off into the kitchen.
Without thinking, Ander jumped up and ran into the kitchen without his
crutches to console her. "Just because there's one thing you can do well doesn't
mean it's the only thing you can do!" he tried to convince her. "What that tells me is
that if you really apply yourself, you can do anything you put your mind to!"
Suddenly Coleen stopped crying. "You just ran in here without your crutches,
didn't you?" she noticed.
Ander's eyes darted around the room for a couple of seconds; he grabbed his
back and proclaimed, "It's a miracle!"
Coleen could not be fooled. "Look, Ander," she scolded, "I've been busting
my butt around this place for the past week! And Russ has been exhausting himself
down at the radio station! How long have you been faking this back thing?"
"I haven't been faking it, Coleen," Ander pleaded with feigned innocence in
his eyes, "it's just, I guess, I was so entranced with the magnificent job that you
were doing, I didn't notice that my back had gotten all better."
Coleen stared at him for a moment. "You know you faked it pretty good?" she
chuckled.
"Thank you," Ander responded with sincere gratitude, "so what are we gonna
do about dinner?"
"I don't know," Coleen replied.
Ander thought for a second. "There's a new little French restaurant that's
opened in town," he suggested, "how about trying their Veal Francese?"
"Alright!" Coleen enthused. "Sounds great!"

CHAPTER 11
Listen To Their Hearts

One Friday morning in May, 1990, Russ sat down to an inauspicious
breakfast. Bex had invited the whole gang from the radio station, with the
exception of Skipper Doo, who was still in the hospital in a body cast, to discuss the
future of WBEX.
"Well, we may as well face it," Bex broke the news, "WBEX just can't make it
financially anymore. Me and Ander talked about it over lunch yesterday, and we
both agreed, we can't keep throwing good money after bad."
"Can't you just give me the rest of the year to try and turn things around?"
Russ pleaded.
"Look, it's not your fault, Russ," Bex consoled, "it's just that times are
changing, and Top Forty on AM just isn't a profitable venture anymore. Not for us,
not for anybody! AM pop stations all over the country are going out of business, or
changing format to news or talk."
Russ was crestfallen. "Well, thank you anyways for giving us a fighting
chance up 'til now," Russ conceded.
Bex patted Russ on the back. "Hey, don't be sad it's over," she encouraged,
"be glad it happened!" She then handed Russ a book on career choices. "I can't
believe all the things there are I know you can do," Bex explained, "under
computers alone there must be a hundred different occupations!"
Russ reluctantly flipped through the book, but he was in no mood. It seemed
as though Bex had forgotten that Russ had been blacklisted by the authorities from
ever obtaining the education required for most of those jobs.
"Look, in a few days we kiss this place goodbye for the next nine months to
go on our first national tour," Bex continued, "by the time we get back next year, I
know you'll have a whole new job for yourself that you'll just love!"
Russ went to WBEX that evening and did his last show on the air. It was an
extremely tear-jerking moment when he chose to play "Goodbye Yellow Brick
Road" as the final song on WBEX before signing off the air: forever.
The following Monday Bex and the Antimats embarked on the first concert
tour of their career. It was a good time to start a tour, because their first album was
starting to rise rapidly on the charts, and they were gaining in popularity daily.
Demand has high for a tour, so they completely sold out all forty venues they
had scheduled across the United States and Canada: Atlanta, Georgia; Baltimore,
Maryland; Boston, Massachusetts; Buffalo, New York; Calgary, Alberta; Chicago,
Illinois; Cincinnati, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio; Cypress Gardens, Florida; Dallas,
Texas; Denver, Colorado; Detroit, Michigan; Edmonton, Alberta; Halifax, Nova
Scotia; Houston, Texas; Indianapolis, Indiana; Jacksonville, Florida; Kansas City,

Missouri; Los Angeles, California; Miami, Florida; Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
Montreal, Quebec; Nashville, Tennessee; New Orleans, Louisiana; New York, New
York; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Phoenix, Arizona; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
Regina, Saskatchewan; San Diego, California; San Francisco, California; Seattle,
Washington; St. Louis, Missouri; St. Paul, Minnesota; Toronto, Ontario; Vancouver,
British Columbia; Washington, DC; Wilmington, North Carolina; Winnipeg,
Manitoba; and finally, a hometown show to finish the tour in Clifford Falls, New
York.
The record company charted a tour bus for the Antimats, and hired a road
manager for them. They were extremely excited and ready to sing - or, as the
Antimats would coin as their signature phrase during the course of this tour, they
were ready to "Rock and Roar!"
Meanwhile Ander and Russ had the whole Mansion all to themselves for the
next nine months. One night Quirico came by to visit. Ander and Quirico looked
through the job listings in the newspaper for Russ.
"How about this one?" Quirico pointed out, "Pays more than a radio station
DJ."
"No," Ander noticed, "it says the applicant must have a good personality."
Ander read another job ad. "Now this looks perfect!" Ander remarked. "No
skills, no experience, no brain required!"
"Well there ya go!" Quirico enthused.
"Best part is, it's a position at the steel mill!" Ander rejoiced. "My personal
recommendation is golden with them! He shouldn't have any trouble getting that
job!"
At first Russ reacted with reluctance to the job offer, but soon he changed his
mind and decided to take the opportunity to start a new life with a positive, hopeful
outlook. He arrived at his first day of work in the steel mill feeling good, feeling
spry. He was on top of the world with optimism.
That all changed the moment he met his new supervisor, Leona. The first
thing his nose met was her foul body odor, which was unsuccessfully masked with
copious amounts of cheap perfume. Leona was a low-talker, so Russ had to move
in closer, the stench bringing tears to his eyes, just to be able to hear what she was
saying.
Leona was a roaring lion seeking whomever she may devour. She had the
sourest look of self-pity on her homely face to accompany her foul smell. She was
short in stature, and she always tried to make Russ feel guilty that he was taller than
she was.

"If you want to work here, the first thing you have to do is pass a drug test,"
she practically whispered, her voice was so low, "do you think you can pass a drug
test?"
"Not a problem," Russ reassured. Russ passed his drug test as expected, and
soon he was back on the job.
Immediately Leona assigned him to a task, and then expected him to
automatically know how to do it without giving any training first. In the coming
months this would prove to be a regular practice with her. Even though Russ was
new there, and didn't have a clue where anything was, Leona was very vague about
where things were when Russ would ask her. She would just point and say "there,"
and "there" could mean right behind him, or clear across the entire building!
She was especially vague in describing what Russ's work hours would be. At
4:30, everybody else went home for the day except for Leona and Russ. The first
day they stayed until 6. The next day, 7, and before long, they were staying
overtime until 8:30 or later every night. In addition, Leona insisted that Russ - and
only Russ - come in on Saturdays, too.
Russ wasn't happy in the least about the work conditions but he made an
honest effort to persevere in his work ethic nonetheless. He knew that Ander was
proud of him, probably for the first time in his life, so he didn't want to let him
down by coming home full of whining and complaints. Ander would hear none of
that anyway.
Ander noticed that Russ was working later and later, longer and longer, but he
thought that Leona was somehow doing Russ a favor by giving him so much
unnecessary overtime. After all, wasn't he making a lot of money doing all of that
overtime?
That question was satisfactorily answered for Russ one afternoon when he
happened to stumble into a conversation between Leona and the FedEx guy. "I hear
you and the new guy are making a ton of money on overtime," he enthused.
"Not really," she whimpered, "most of that money is going straight to the tax
man." Russ then knew immediately that it wasn't money that motivated her to
impose such punitive amounts of overtime. But at least it did seem to explain why
she never had time to bathe.
Out on the road, Bex decided she wanted to help out behind the scenes on the
tour by taking care of all of the meals for herself and the other girls. One day they
took their bus to a bulk foods market and stocked up on large canned foods.
“We are on a budget, “ Bex announced. “This is the only way we can all
afford to eat."

"I never hear about any other rock stars being on any budget," Cindy
complained, "they always have plenty of good food, and liquor, too!"
They didn't know it, but Pete, their road manager, was listening at the door.
"How about a wine cooler to go with that?" he jokingly offered.
"Hey, Pete!" they all cheered.
"Pete, is this a social visit?" Bex asked.
"Oh, I'm afraid not, Bex," he explained, "I just stopped by to thank you once
again for helping me out with the food budget. It gives me more time to enjoy the
fringe benefits of this job, if you know what I mean."
Unfortunately the Antimats knew exactly what he meant. Pete was a real
ladies' man, to the extreme, always chasing after loose women. He even abused his
position as road manager to decide which fans got backstage passes to meet the
Antimats. He consistently chose only the female fans which he found most
attractive; he only granted backstage passes to the girls among them who were
willing to give him a personal favor in exchange.
The next morning, at 7:25 AM, Leona's alarm clock sounded off. She climbed
out of bed wearing the same clothes she had on the day before, doused herself with
an entire bottle of cheap perfume, and by 7:30 she was in the car on her way to
work. Whenever she had to stop for a traffic light, she took that opportunity to
quickly run a comb through her rancid, greasy hair.
At 8 o'clock the typical work day started at the steel mill. Russ would punch
in for work, and immediately the mind games would begin. Leona assigned him to
some task for which he had zero training, then she sat and watched intensely to see
what Russ would decide to do.
The suspense in the air was unbearable. It felt like an eternity as Russ felt
forced to use the best of his intelligence and talents to come up on his own with an
efficient method to perform the assigned task. All of his grueling efforts were
always for nothing, however, because no matter what course of action he ultimately
decided to take, Leona immediately grunted, "No!" and demanded he start all over
again and do it another way.
The following day Russ would start to peform a task exactly the way Leona
had insisted upon the previous day, and again she would bark "No!" and then tell
him to do it another way!
Oftentimes she would deliberately request advice from Russ as to how best to
proceed on a job, only to instantly reject his well-reasoned ideas, and then insult
him personally. A couple of weeks later she would re-introduce Russ's idea as if she
had come up with it all on her own; with a serious tone of threat in her voice, she

demanded compliance as if she were expecting a total rejection of the idea.
Then there were times when she deliberately told Russ to do something that
she knew was incorrect, like when they were weighing iron ore chunks on a digital
scale. If the scale read 2.8 pounds, for example, she told Russ to write down 2
pounds, 8 ounces. But Russ knew that .8 pounds is not 8 ounces, because the
decimal system represents tenths, not sixteenths; there are 16 ounces to a pound.
No matter how much Russ tried to point out her error, Leona insisted all the
more that he record the weights wrong in the log book. And then later, when an
uproar came down on her from the upper management about the inaccurate figures
recorded in the book, she casually dismissed, "Oh, Russ was working on that!"
Then it came time for break. Leona must have had a steel bladder, because
she never went on a break. Ever. And whenever it came time for everyone else to
go on break, her face would become so sour with self-pity that it looked like she
had just been baptized in lemon juice! "You can go on break if you want," she
would reluctantly offer Russ, "but I'm going to stay here."
If Russ dared to go on break, or simply had to go on one because he couldn't
hold it any longer, when he returned, whatever it was he was working on was
always finished for him - inadequately, carelessly, and with deliberate mistakes and already moved on to the next station. And of course, when somebody
eventually complained about the shoddy workmanship, it was always Russ who was
working on that!
Leona liked to butter Russ up in order to pry personal information out of him,
information she would then use against him. For this reason Russ was reluctant to
share casual conversation with her, which furiously enraged her. Like a carpenter
using the claw of a hammer on a nail that was flush to the surface, she would
desperately try to pry with all of her strength to elevate Russ's mood, only to turn
that hammer around and immediately SLAM that nail right back into the wood!
One day Leona had the unmitigated gall to casually ask Russ how much
money Ander made. Russ reacted very calmly, and with a pleasant smile on his
face simply replied, "I don't think that's any of your business."
Leona blew up in a rage, and raised her voice so loudly that the entire building
could hear it: "DON'T RAISE YOUR VOICE IN ANGER TO ME!" Obviously she
was expecting a different reaction from Russ, but decided to have her outburst
anyways.
So she can speak louder than a whisper, Russ discovered. Another time she
raised her voice was one day shortly after 4:30 when everybody else went home. A
truck arrived late, and there was nobody left to load it. Russ was not aware of this

situation, and as he was going about his work duties, all of a sudden he heard Leona
screech his name so loud, he thought the building was on fire, and that a flaming
girder was about to land on his head!
"RUSS!" reverberated straight up his spine like an air raid siren, and
resounded into echoes that could be heard clear across into the next two counties!
After recovering from a minor heart attack, Russ approached Leona to find out what
was so seriously important it was worth screaming his name so loud.
She instantly took over the job he was working on, and told him that he had to
load the truck all by himself. The next thing he knew, the truck was arriving late
every night, and Russ became the laughingstock of the employee parking lot as he
busted his butt loading the truck all by himself while everybody else was going
home.
It wasn't long before Russ's co-workers were making insulting comments
about him on the workroom floor, right in front of his face! One of them even had
the nerve to say to him, "Why don't you wear a bra, Russ?" Leona immediately
jumped in, not to discipline that rude coworker, but to warn Russ that he had no
right to be angry at that snide comment because that kind of reaction would be
"oversensitive!"
One day when Russ dared to go on a lunch break, that same rude coworker
decided to sit down at Leona's desk and gratify himself for lunch. The moment
Russ returned from the lunch room he was greeted with another spine-tingling
outburst of his name.
"RUSS!" she screeched with a tone of severe disapproval. "Go get a mop and
clean up that mess of yours on the floor over by my desk!" Even though everyone
knew that Russ couldn't possibly have made that disgusting mess, because they all
saw him with their own eyes in the lunch room for the past thirty minutes, she still
tried as hard as she could to convince everybody that Russ was the culprit who was
responsible for such a gross act of public indecency.
It would be an understatement to say that Russ's coworkers had absolutely no
respect for him. One day they took all the trash from his workstation and flung it
out into the hallway. Suddenly, Leona's supervisor, Derek, came bursting into the
work area, foaming at the mouth like a rabid dog, screaming in a wild rage that he
was going to fire whomever was responsible for throwing trash into the hallway!
The trash was soon traced back to Russ's workstation. What then ensued was
an elaborate good cop/bad cop stage drama performed between Leona and Derek,
wherein Leona uncharacteristically pleaded Russ's innocence, and Derek seethed
like a demon-possessed maniac, screaming with uncontrolled rage that if it ever

happened again, Russ would be terminated!
Their incredible talent for portraying drama belonged on Broadway, not in a
steel mill. Perhaps if Leona had taken a shower once in a while she could have let
her true abilities shine in their proper venue.
Other recurring themes in the dramatic performances they used to terrorize
their employees included fabricating flimsy, capricious reasons why somebody was
fired, when in reality the former employee had really quit; whenever anybody got
injured on the job, they tried to convince everybody that the injured employee was
fired for being an "unsafe worker." This prompted Russ's coworkers to pretend to
trip, fall, and be hurt each time he passed by them, trying to frame him as an
"unsafe worker."
Whenever a coworker would falsely accuse Russ of anything, Leona
automatically believed it as the gospel truth, dragged him into a secluded corner of
the storage room, stuck her disgustingly smelly little finger in his face, and
threatened Russ in deliberately hushed tones like a gangster with laryngitis: "If you
want to continue to work for me..." she would begin to bully, as she solemnly
commanded Russ to stop doing something he wasn't even doing in the first place!
Whenever a coworker was having a conversation with Russ, no matter how
trivial the content of the discussion, if their opinions ever happened to differ in the
slightest, Leona instantly jumped into the conversation and insisted that the other
person was always right! Between that and the fact that new people who were hired
after Russ started were starting out with a pay rate higher than his contributed
heavily to the tremendous lack of respect which he suffered.
Meanwhile Bex and the Antimats were enjoying their tour, taking a nice
leisurely pace in their tour bus. They didn't want a tour like the ones they've heard
about, where all one sees is airports and hotel rooms that all look the same. They
rode the bus all across the North American continent, taking in the scenery, and
would perform an actual show at a rate of approximately one per week. The rest of
the week was spent either riding in the bus, rehearsing, or taking in the sights of
each of the cities in which they would be performing.
The morning they arrived in New York City, the Antimats were watching The
Today Show on the portable TV in their tour bus. At the end of the broadcast it was
announced that the following morning Roxette would be there to sing live.
"Omigosh!" Cindy pleaded, "Bex, you have just GOT to get us into that
studio so we can meet them while we're here!"
"I'm way ahead of you, Cindy," Bex reassured, "I contacted the Today show
on the phone this morning and they offered to let us in to the studio to meet Roxette

if we agreed to do a performance of our own for them sometime while we're here in
New York."
The following morning the Antimats dressed for success and looked sharp
when they arrived at NBC studios. They were completely exhilarated! They had
met, and even worked with many celebrities up until this point, but Roxette was
truly special to them. Roxette was one of the first artists they had ever listened to
since arriving in our dimension and discovering pop music. They completely loved
every song they ever heard from them!
After watching them with delighted admiration perform "It Must Have Been
Love" live on the air for the Today Show audience, the Antimats totally gushed
when they got their chance to meet Roxette! Nothing could have pleased the
Antimats more when the members of Roxette, Per and Marie, informed them that
they enjoyed the Antimats' music, too.
Suddenly Pete burst into the room and broke up the mutual admiration society.
"Bex I need to see you right away," he insisted, "in private!" Bex and Pete excused
themselves to a private dressing room.
"What's the matter?" Bex wondered.
"We got a little problem with the budget," Pete explained.
"Oh now wait a minute!" Bex protested. "My sisters and I have scrimped and
sacrificed to the point of the absurd!"
"Bex, I'm not saying you're spending too much," Pete clarified, "you're not
spending enough!"
"What?" Bex asked with astonishment.
"Our fiscal year ends at midnight tomorrow," Pete continued, "you've still got
eighteen hundred smackers just sitting there!"
"But isn't that good?" Bex wondered.
"NO!" Pete said with apprehension. "Bex, you've got to spend every blessed
cent of that money or they're gonna figure you don't need it, and just cut it from our
budget next month!"
"Pete," Bex responded, "are you suggesting that after weeks of painstaking
penny pinching that I'm supposed to just go out and mindlessly spend money?"
"And hurry it up, will ya?" Pete answered. "You only got 48 hours!"
After their little conversation they rejoined the others. Bex introduced Pete to
Roxette. Being the ladies' man that he was, he formally took Marie's hand when
introduced, knelt down on one knee, and kissed it, saying "'tis a pleasure, me lady!"
"It could be," Marie pleasantly replied. There was an instantaneous chemistry
between them. Pete asked Marie out on a date, and she accepted.

When the Antimats returned to the tour bus, Bex called a meeting to explain
their financial situation. "Now as I see it," Bex suggested, "I think we should
donate the money to charity." Amy loved this idea, but she and Bex were outvoted
3 to 2.
"Alright then," Bex decided, "maybe we can buy something?"
"Like what?" Cindy asked.
"I don't know," Bex pondered.
"How about a new set of encyclopedias?" Coleen suggested.
"What's wrong with the ones we got?" Bex wanted to know.
"They're from 1927, Bex," Coleen scolded.
"Oh, so that's why they left out World War II," Bex concluded. "In any case
I'll bide by the group's decision, providing, of course, the purchase is not illegal,
immoral, or frivolous."
Meanwhile, Pete was on his date with Marie from Roxette, but he kept getting
interrupted by fans who wanted backstage passes. "Hey, aren't you the road
manager for Bex and the Antimats?" one of them asked.
Pete took a good hard look at her and decided he liked what he saw. "Oh hey,
yeah!" Pete replied.
"You think you can get me a backstage pass for their show?" she requested.
"Maybe," Pete suggestively replied. Marie couldn't believe he was conducting
this kind of personal business right in front of her! "She's just a groupie," Pete tried
to casually dismiss.
"Oh?" Marie interrogated.
"But I'm not with her," Pete reassured, "I'm with you!"
Despite that disturbing experience, Marie still found herself completely
infatuated with Pete by the end of their date. "So I had a real good time," Marie
commented.
"Me too," Pete agreed.
"So anyway I was wondering, uh," Marie trembled to ask, "you want to go out
again tomorrow night?"
"Sure," Pete replied with delight, "let's see, I'm meeting some groupies around
four at the venue. That shouldn't take long. And then I'm free the rest of the night
until I have to see a couple more around ten. That means we have practically the
whole evening together!"
"Ah," Marie responded with disappointment, "wonderful!"
The next morning Bex went over a list of suggestions submitted by the
Antimats on what to do with the money. Just then Marie paid an unexpected but

welcome visit to their tour bus. "Bex, could I talk to you for a minute?" she
requested.
"Certainly," Bex enthused.
"Look, Bex," Marie nervously began, "um, there's this guy, Pete, you know,
your road manager, and I really like him, right? Except, well he's kinda outgoing,
you know, as in outgoing with every girl in sight? Would you talk to him for me?"
Bex arranged a private meeting with Pete. He quickly agreed to see her
because he thought they were going to talk about the money. "Have you got that
money all spent yet?" he demanded.
"No, Pete, not yet," Bex replied, "but there is something else, something
personal, that I really think it's time we had a discussion about."
Pete knew this day was going to come sooner or later. "Look, I know what
you're gonna say," Pete dismissed, "I'm a young man, I shouldn't be doing what I'm
doing..."
"Pete, this may all seem exciting and glamorous to you now," Bex tried to
counsel, "but have you ever given any thought about what happens after? You
know there are serious consequences in the afterlife, and maybe even sooner!"
"Yeah, I've thought about the afterlife," Pete confessed, "I'm a Catholic, ya
know. When I was growing up, our family used to be Methodist, but then Saint
Joe's got air conditioning."
"Freon has won a lot of converts," Bex commented.
"I mean, I even go to Confession," Pete continued, "I try to be good, really.
It's just, you know, the temptations, and the incredible opportunities most guys
could only dream of..."
"Pete," Bex interrupted, "these girls you, take advantage of, how do you feel
about them?"
"Well, they're OK," Pete guessed.
"Just OK?" Bex asked with astonishment.
"Actually, I hardly like them at all," Pete nervously admitted, "it's just that,
being with all those hot chicks and, um, you know, it's an exciting conquest..."
"From the way you sound to me," Bex tried to point out, "you don't really
think it's all that exciting after all, do you?"
Pete thought for a minute. "You know what?" he concluded, "I don't! It's just
that, sometimes I feel so ashamed of myself afterwards..."
"Pete, I know you don't think so," Bex suggested, "but you have a great deal
more to give the world than what you're presently giving it."
"I know," Pete agreed, "there must be something special waiting out there for

me. It's just, I don't know what it is."
"I've felt exactly the same way before," Bex shared, "and then one day, I just
knew that I was meant to be a singer. And one day, you'll know what you're meant
to be, too!"
Bex and Pete returned to the tour bus. "So, how's everything going?" Marie
inquired. "Did you have a nice little talk?"
"Yes!" Pete replied. "Wonderful! And you know what?"
"What?" Marie asked.
"I'm gonna be a priest!" Pete announced, to everyone's immediate shock!
After Pete piously exited the bus, Marie grabbed Bex's arm. "What did you
say to him?!" she demanded.
"I don't know," Bex replied with amazement, "but it must have been pretty
good!"
"Look, Bex, I asked you to talk to him, not recruit him for the Church!" Marie
scolded.
"Look, Marie," Bex explained, "I don't think Pete really knows what he wants.
It's probably just a passing phase."
Just then Pete unexpectedly came back into the bus. "So what time should I
be ready?" Pete asked Marie.
"For what?" she responded.
"Our date, silly!" Pete informed her.
"You still want to go?" Marie asked with surprise.
"Well, sure," Pete encouraged, "just because I'm gonna be a priest someday
doesn't mean we can't go on a date tonight."
After Pete and Marie left, the Antimats returned to their financial dilemma.
“Pete's gonna be real mad if we don't spend that money soon!" Ellen demanded.
After brainstorming, Amy finally came up with an idea that Bex couldn't
object to. Amy suggested that she would go track down all the fans Pete had
unfairly turned away from getting a backstage pass, and the rest of the Antimats
would contact the ballroom at the Waldorf-Astoria, and arrange to throw an
extravagant Fan Appreciation Party in their honor.
That evening, as the party began, Bex entered the ballroom. To her surprise,
she found the Kingston Trio performing! "We still had a little money left over,"
Coleen explained.
"So you just went out and hired the Kingston Trio?" Bex exasperated.
"Well we had to spend the money on something!" Coleen pleaded.
"I don't exactly blame her, Bex," Ellen added, "you shot down all our other

ideas!" Bex just threw her hands up and decided that what was done, was done.
She started to bob her head and slowly dance along to "Where Have All the Flowers
Gone?"
Pete brought Marie to the party for their date. Marie wanted their date to be a
little more intimate, but Pete stopped her.
"Marie, you're gonna be the first girl I've ever said no to," Pete explained,
"that makes you real special!"
"Oh, that's great," Marie snapped, "I get to be special, and all your groupies
and everybody else get to have a good time?"
Pete just walked away from her, filled with mixed emotions. Across the other
side of the ballroom he ran into Coleen. "Gosh, Pete, isn't this just the most fun
ever?" Coleen enthused.
"No," he replied.
"Is everything alright?" Coleen asked with concern.
"Yeah," Pete thought out loud, "it's just that, I'm so glad I decided to become a
priest. No more worrying about girls or clothes or getting STDs, or nothing!"
"Pete, I know that your intentions are good," Coleen explained, "but the
decision to become a priest is not one to be made lightly. There's a good deal of
sacrifice involved!"
"I know!" Pete assured her. "I've already started! I mean look, I haven't taken
advantage of any of the groupies today, and I donated all my cologne to the
homeless!"
"And that's very commendable, Pete," Coleen replied, "However, the
priesthood is an internal calling. It comes from the heart, not the heat of the
moment." She spotted Marie approaching.
"Hey, this is a nice party you got here Coleen!" Marie complimented.
"Hey, look," Marie apologized, "all those things I said back there, I didn't
mean."
"You didn't mean it, or you didn't mean to say it?" Pete interrogated.
"I don't know," Marie explained, "I mean, when I had Bex talk to you I really
did want you to learn to respect yourself more."
"Well, thanks for being honest, anyway," Pete commented.
"Look, just do me a favor, OK?,” Marie requested, “Whatever kind of
seminary you enter, just send me a postcard every once in a while, and let me know
how you're doing."
"Yeah well," Pete confided, "I'm not sure if I want to become a priest after
all."

"Really?" Marie responded with surprise.
"Maybe I'm not cut out for it," Pete explained, "I should really think about it
and pray about it more before deciding."
"Yeah, I guess you should," Marie agreed.
"But, I'm not gonna be the way I was, either," Pete informed her, "not for you,
not for anybody. So if you don't want to see me anymore, I'll understand."
Marie smiled, and looked right into his eyes with great admiration. "I don't
know where you're going," she gently said, "and I don't know why, but if He's
calling for you, listen to your heart."
Back in Clifford Falls Russ was rapidly losing weight. In his extreme crucible
of suffering under Leona's tyranny, Russ did an incredible amount of soulsearching. He painfully pondered what mattered the most to him in his life.
They say absence makes the heart grow fonder, and for Russ this proved to be
true. He missed Bex intensely! The only thing that got him through all those long,
miserable days were the thoughts that he knew that she believed in him, that she
was happy somewhere out there fulfilling her dreams, and that one day she would
be returning home.
His secret joy, his secret bliss, was just the mere thought that maybe, possibly
one day, she might ever feel the same way about him that he did about her! He
wanted to do everything he could to improve himself so that he could impress her
upon her return, so he went on a strict diet to lose weight.
His weight loss regimen was facilitated by all the heavy lifting at work, and
the fact that he was forbidden to eat at work. Although technically it was against
the rules to bring food or drink into the workplace, it was never enforced in
practice. All day long Russ watched everybody else around him stuffing food into
their faces. He even observed Leona pigging out on a regular basis on the
workroom floor.
One night Russ was extremely hungry. He was on overtime during what used
to be his supper time, and he decided to get a small bag of pretzels from the lunch
room vending machine. Suddenly Leona flashed him a raging look of utter
condemnation! She ran over to Russ and demanded that he stop eating immediately
and throw the pretzels away that instant!
There's a rule against eating on the workroom floor, she reminded him, and
apparently that rule only applied to Russ! Oh, it wasn't her rule, Leona assured him.
She named someone else higher up in the management chain who composed the
rule. And that was because Leona loved to name-drop. Any dirty, rotten,
disgusting, completely unfair condition she wanted to impose on Russ, she would

never take credit for it herself, it was always allegedly what some other person
wanted, someone Russ had no access to, or opportunity of talking to personally
himself if such were really true.
It was important to Russ to want to verify everything Leona said because she
had proven herself to he an habitual liar. Russ concluded that the reason she talked
in such a low voice all the time was so that she could lie, and say dirty, rotten
things, and nobody else would be able to hear it. So with no witnesses to anything
she said, she couldn't be held to her word. When reminded of something she said
before, she would consistently reply with the completely bold-faced lie that she
"honestly don't remember!"
One Sunday after coming home from church, Russ was enjoying his one day
off at Bex's Mansion. It was a beautiful day outside, so Ander decided to go for a
walk. Russ was about to go out to the kitchen to get a bran muffin when the
doorbell rang.
Russ opened the door and said, "Hi! Can I help you?"
It was Jennifer Pipp. She didn't recognize Russ because he had lost so much
weight. "Oh, yes," she replied, "is Ander Tohr here?"
"No, sorry, he's not home," Russ told her, "is there a message I can give him?"
"Well, it's, uh, kinda personal," she nervously explained. "I'm Jennifer Pipp,"
she introduced as if Russ were a stranger, "may I come in?"
At that moment, Ander came into the door from his walk, having a great day,
feeling invigorated. "Well, there's nothing like a good walk on a bright sunny
afternoon..." he started out saying with joy, until he noticed Jennifer in the doorway,
and then the tone of his voice drastically changed to one of utter depression as he
finished his sentence: "...to ruin your entire day!"
"Hi Ander!" Jennifer greeted.
"What are you doing here?" Ander demanded.
"Oh, well I just came to Clifford Falls for the weekend," Jennifer explained,
"and I thought I'd drop by to see how you were doing."
Russ figured they would rather be alone, so he headed for the kitchen. "Well,
there's a bran muffin in the kitchen with my name on it," he explained, "it was very
nice seeing you, Jennifer."
Jennifer sat down on the couch, unsure how to proceed.
"So, how's Todd?" Ander asked.
"Well, I'm not seeing him anymore," Jennifer explained, "look, I realize that I
made some mistakes."
"Oh yes," Ander agreed, "you did make some mistakes. Now what were they

again? How about leaving me, for starters?"
"Oh. Yes," Jennifer mumbled, "well, I, I, uh, I I I drove by your radio station
the other day."
"WBEX?" Ander asked.
"Yes," Jennifer tried to charm him in a suave voice, "ah, you had some good
times in that place, didn't you?"
"There I was looking at that For Sale sign," Jennifer continued, "when all of a
sudden I realized something: you guys aren't on the air anymore!"
"Nothing gets by you, does it, Jennifer?" Ander wisecracked.
"But we were happy back then!" Jennifer pleaded. "And, and, and, I want us
to be able to be that way again! There's, there's no reason we can't take a chance on
having a new start!"
"A, a new start?" Ander trembled.
Ander noticed that she had a look of severe discomfort on her face. "Is there
something you're nervous about?" he asked.
"No no no," she dismissed, "Maybe if you could get me a drink of water."
"Of course," Ander replied, "and then, when you feel better, you can ask me
whatever it is you wanna ask me."
As soon as he turned to head for the kitchen for a glass of water, Jennifer
shouted with urgency, "Ander!"
"Yes, Jennifer?" he answered with expectation in his voice.
"I think you better call an ambulance!" Jennifer groaned in pain.
He ran and got Russ and both of them rushed Jennifer to the Emergency
Room. Ander and Russ sat around in the waiting room while they examined her.
Ander was sobbing hysterically. "Aw, come on, Ander," Russ consoled, "Jennifer's
gonna be alright."
"You know, it all makes sense now," Ander reasoned, "Jennifer must have
known she was sick, and wanted to get back together with me before time ran out
on her. And you know something? I'm gonna take care of her when she gets out of
here."
"You're thinking of getting married, aren't you?" Russ guessed.
"Well, maybe," Ander replied, "but hey, no matter what happens in my life,
you and me, kid, we're family!"
"Russ, if you're hungry, why don't you go down to the cafeteria and get a bite
to eat?" Ander suggested.
Russ started down the hall towards the cafeteria, when he happened to pass by
Skipper Doo's room. He decided to stop in and pay a visit. Russ had a lot on his

mind, after all, and he needed someone to talk to.
"Hey, Russ," Skipper Doo was surprised to see, "good to see ya, man! You
lose some weight? I hardly recognize ya!"
"I think I'm in trouble, Skipper Doo," Russ explained, "I need help!"
"What's weighing so heavily on your mind, dude?" Skipper Doo inquired.
"Skipper Doo, just let me start at the beginning," Russ began. He described in
detail all the terrible things that were happening to him at work. "One time I asked
her where a certain tool I needed was," Russ related, "she said 'there,' and I swear to
God, she was pointing straight up at the ceiling! What? Was it attached to a ceiling
tile? Was it up on the roof? What?!?"
"Well, that's the way it is," Skipper Doo reacted unsympathetically, "get on
with the rest of your life, Russ."
"But I haven't even told you the half of it yet!" Russ pleaded.
"Ah, buck up, Russ!" Skipper Doo insisted. "So your boss is a little mean to
you, so what? Does that make you less of a man? Oh sure, if you believe what
your coworkers are saying about you, but that aside, there's plenty of positives to
working all that overtime."
"Like what?" Russ wanted to know. "What good is all the money in the world
if you don't have any time to spend and enjoy it?"
"I know, so you give up a little," Skipper Doo reasoned.
"Skipper Doo, you've seen my life," Russ explained, "a little is all I've got!"
"Well at least you don't have to eat hospital food everyday like I do!" Skipper
Doo tried to compare. "But, I'm happy! Yep! I'm just a happy jello-eating, brothsipping kinda man!"
"Pretty pathetic, Skipper Doo!" Russ remarked.
"No kidding," Skipper Doo agreed.
"Well at least you're not being constantly insulted in here," Russ complained,
"I mean, if Leona could nag in sign language, she wouldn't need a head at all!"
"Russ, your life is pathetic!" Skipper Doo dismissed. At that moment Skipper
Doo's meal was served. "Green jello tonight!" he enthused. "Yum!" Russ shot
back a look of contempt, laughed, and excused himself from the room.
Russ rejoined Ander in the waiting room. Soon afterward the doctor
approached. "How is she, doctor?" Ander begged.
"She's OK," he explained, "she's had a severe attack of aerophagia."
"Oh my goodness!" Ander cried in hysteria. "What is that?"
"In layman's terms, gas," the doctor replied, "you can go in and see her now."
At that second, Robb Pipp came running into the waiting room with worry on

his face. "I should have seen it coming!" he cried.
"I'm sure you would have," Russ remarked, "had she not been tragically
stricken by gas."
"Gas?" Robb replied. "Ander, did you cook her some sort of strange food?"
Robb went into Jennifer's room. "Hi Jennifer," Robb greeted.
"Hi Uncle Robb," Jennifer answered.
"Well you gave me quite a scare!" Robb remarked.
"You're not the only one," Jennifer commented, "it surprised the hell out of
me!"
"What on earth happened?" Robb demanded.
"I've just been feeling so guilty!" Jennifer confessed. "I can't do this anymore!
Why do you have to keep scheming against these people? You don't need their
money! You're rich again now!"
"I don't care!" Robb growled. "Nobody brings down Robb Pipp and gets
away with it! We won't stop! We're never gonna stop! They're going to pay for the
rest of their lives! And if you don't want to cooperate, I'll be very happy to share
with the authorities your whereabouts on the night of the Chemical Bank heist!"
"I'm sorry I questioned you, Uncle Robb," Jennifer whimpered.
"That's more like it," Robb gloated, "now get back to work on Ander!" At that
moment Jennifer saw Ander walk in the door behind Robb. But her guilty
conscience just couldn't allow her to warn Robb. "My sources tell me that someone
has made him a very lucrative offer for WBEX," Robb instructed, "get him to sell
the station as soon as possible, and then seduce the money out of him and bring it
back to me!"
"Well, this day's been full of surprises, hasn't it?" Ander blurted out, startling
Robb. "Is this what you meant of making a new start?" Ander quizzed Jennifer.
Ander was about to storm out of the room in a rage, when he suddenly turned
around with a phony smile on his face and said to Jennifer, "Get well soon, and
have a nice rest of your life!"
The next day two trucks arrived late at the steel mill, and Russ had to load
both of them all by himself. As he was busy lifting one hundred pound steel girders
with his bare hands, and placing them into the bedload of the second tractor trailer,
suddenly he felt an extremely sharp, tearing pain across his groin! He instantly fell
over in excruciating pain.
Leona ran over when she saw Russ down on his knees, his head prostrate to
the floor. "What are you doing on the floor?" she demanded to know. Russ didn't
dare tell her what had just happened! He would be fired instantly for being an

"unsafe worker"!
"I was just looking to see if they had any extra bottles of mineral oil around
here," Russ quickly fabricated, "I'm all out of it at my workstation."
"I'll go look for you," Leona snapped, "you get back to loading that truck!"
Russ continued his work with painful discomfort and worry. He didn't quite
understand yet what had happened to him, but it sure felt serious!
Once Russ finished the truck, he returned to his workstation all hot and
sweaty. Leona handed him a bottle. "Here," she said, "bottoms up, Russ!" Russ
unscrewed the cap off the bottle and drank some its contents. Immediately a look of
disgust came over his face.
"Um," Leona remarked, "you're not supposed to drink it. It's more mineral oil
for your workstation."
"Then what did you say bottoms up for?!" Russ exploded.
"I honestly don't remember saying that!" Leona ruthlessly lied through her
teeth.
She grabbed the bottle from Russ. "Don't worry!" she minimized. "Let me
check something here." She carefully read the fine print on the label for almost five
minutes. "Can you still see me?" she finally asked.
"Yeah," Russ replied.
"Then you're one of the five percent," Leona sighed with a hint of
disappointment.
Over the next few weeks Russ suffered increasingly terrible pain. Finally one
day he looked forward to going to lunch just to have a break from the agony. At
lunch a coworker named Holly noticed Russ was visibly unhappy and in pain.
Although the vast majority of his coworkers had no respect for him
whatsoever, there were two, possibly three people at the very most, who still treated
Russ like a decent human being. Holly was one of those kind people. She asked
Russ what was wrong, but he refused to tell her anything.
He really did appreciate her unusual kindness, very much so, but he worried
that if she stuck up for him, Leona would start making her life miserable, too, so he
denied that anything was wrong. He just couldn't bear the idea of getting her in
trouble. "I can't complain" was his deceptively honest response to her.
She was forced to guess that maybe he was unhappy with all the overtime, so
she pointed out to Russ that according to State Labor Law, if overtime is necessary,
everyone must be required to stay overtime, not just one person. Russ thanked her
for that information.
A plan quickly formed in his head. In the final moments of his lunch break,

Russ got on the phone with his doctor and begged him for an emergency evening
appointment. When 4:30 came around, and everyone else got up and left, Russ
unceremoniously got up and left, too. He went straight to his doctor to be
examined.
Without even asking Russ to turn his head and cough, the doctor could plainly
see that Russ had a massive hernia! He pleaded with Russ to have surgery, but he
wouldn't agree to it. Russ knew that there was no way on earth he was going to be
able to be excused from work long enough to have surgery, and if Derek found out
that he needed surgery, he would be instantly fired for being an "unsafe worker"!
So he refused.
"Russ," the doctor despaired, "this isn't going to go away on its own! It's only
going to get worse and worse until you finally die!" Russ didn't listen. "Look," the
doctor offered, "if you ever change your mind, call me, anytime, day or night, and
I'll hook you up with a surgeon right away, alright?"
"Thanks for your concern, doc," Russ replied.
The next morning Russ found Leona waiting at her desk, waiting to hold trial
the minute the workday began. "So tell me, Russ," she angrily grunted, "I want to
know what it was that you had to do that was so terribly important that you couldn't
stay overtime last night?"
"I went down to the library," Russ fabricated, "and decided to check out the
state labor laws. And you know what I discovered? It says that an employer cannot
legally single out and force just one employee to stay overtime. You have to make
everyone stay."
A devastating look of despair overcame Leona's face. She suddenly burst out
into tears! "I know," she sobbed, "but Derek won't let me force everyone to stay! If
you don't stay, then I'll have to stay and finish all this work around here by myself!"
Russ couldn't believe it, but for the first time since he knew her, he actually
started to feel sorry for her! "Alright," he reluctantly conceded, "I'll stay and help
you." The tears on her face instantly dried up, and a devilish grin of supreme
delight quickly came over her sour face.
The next word she said became the one word in the English language Russ
would come to despise most of all. For the rest of his life, whenever he heard this
word, he would cringe with involuntary rage: "BESIDES," she started to burst out
with joy. It was completely superfluous! There was absolutely no need for her to
say any more! She already had Russ in agreement with her! But she insisted on
insulting him anyway.
"Besides," she gleefully continued, "all the other guys can't stay because

they're taking college courses in the evening." College courses? This was news to
Russ! They must have been courses in how to get drunk and how to get laid, Russ
concluded, because that's all the guys ever stood around and talked about amongst
themselves the first two hours of every morning, when they idly chatted away with
nothing to do because Russ had already done all of their work for them the night
before!
Russ then recalled that one of his coworkers was in his sixties, and mentioned
him to Leona. "What about him?" Russ asked. "Is he taking college courses, too?"
"Now Russ," Leona scolded, "you're being oversensitive!"
"No," Russ growled, "no, I'm not! And you can forget about me staying
overtime anymore! I'm going home at 4:30 with everyone else!"
"No, you will stay until your work is finished, do you understand me?" Leona
demanded.
As 4:30 approached, Russ had satisfactorily finished his assigned tasks and
was getting ready to leave. But suddenly, at 4:25, Leona pulled out a big thick stack
of work orders she had hidden in her desk drawer, and plopped them down in front
of Russ! While he started on those work orders, she rushed around the building
finding "just one more thing" Russ needed to do before he could go.
She kept telling one boldfaced lie after another, that said task would be his last
one, and then constantly came up with another one. Finally, around 6 o'clock, while
she was off trying to find "one more thing" for him to do, Russ dropped what he
was doing and left.
The following morning, he found his workstation completely rearranged, with
everything placed in a most inconvenient manner. Leona insisted she did it in order
to "help" him, and demanded that he thank her for it!
As the day progressed, she would deliberately make an obstacle of herself to
Russ. Each time Russ would say "excuse me," instead of getting out of his way, she
assigned him something else to do as if he had just been standing there idle; in
addition she would totally forbid him to finish whatever it was he was doing,
insisting it get left there at his station unfinished, until suddenly 5 seconds before
quitting time, and then it must be done!
God forbid that Russ should ever happen to forget to do anything, because he
would be absolutely forbidden to go back and do it once he remembered, even if
there was nothing else to do but stand around with his thumb up his rear, until 5
seconds before quitting time, when it was suddenly demanded that he do it then!
All this did not deter Russ from standing up for his rights. Each night he went
straight home to bed, and every free moment he had fought so hard for he spent

laying flat on his back, all evening and night, and all day long on weekends,
because it was the only way to relieve the pain of his mortal wound.
After a while, Russ finally realized that the doctor was right. No matter how
much rest he gave to his hernia, it wasn't getting better, only worse! He intensely
hated the idea of being a quitter. He had endured everything so far because he
refused to give up. But as he saw death fast approaching, he didn't know what else
to do.
He typed up a formal written letter giving the steel mill two week's notice of
resignation from his job, and once he submitted the letter to the front office, he
called his doctor and scheduled his surgery for exactly two weeks from that date.
Leona was furious with rage when she found out that Russ was quitting! She
immediately gave Russ's customary workspace to some new hire off the street (who
of course got a starting pay higher than Russ's current pay), and she moved Russ's
workstation up into the steaming hot attic!
The rest of the workplace was air conditioned, but not the attic, which was
hotter than a sauna. Russ was the employee one who ever had to work up in the
attic all day long in the history of the company. Russ insisted on taking advantage
of every break he had coming to him. He had to at this point, or he would die from
dehydration!
On his final day at work, Leona gave him a scathing lecture. "I don't know
where you think you're going from here," she threatened, "but you'll never work
anyplace else, I guarantee you that!" Russ stood there and silently endured her
verbal abuse, even though it was his last day, and he could have said any mean
rotten thing he wanted to her.
"You got some serious problems," she claimed as if she were some grand
expert on psychology, "and leaving here won't solve them! You got terrible
problems at home, too, I just know you do!" When nothing she said had any effect
on Russ, she concluded with self-pity. "You know you're only getting me in
trouble," she selfishly whined, "now I have to do all your work by myself!" Poor
her, Russ thought to himself with the utmost sarcasm, everything's always about
her!
The following day Russ checked into the hospital to have his surgery. To his
surprise he was assigned to share a room with Skipper Doo. "Hey, Skipper Doo,"
Russ greeted as he got into bed, "I'm surprised to see that you're still here after all
these months!"
"Well, it seems I got complications, man," Skipper Doo explained.
"Oh," Russ responded in an uninterested manner, "well, I got a complicated

problem of my own. You're probably wondering why I'm not at work."
"Dude, I got some real serious internal injuries!" Skipper Doo pleaded.
"Uh-huh," Russ thoughtlessly continued, "I bet you think I was fired, but I
wasn't. I quit. You wouldn't believe what's been going on at that steel mill!"
"I might not make it through the week, Russ!" Skipper Doo informed him.
"I tell ya," Russ droned on, "Leona's idea of sharing a pizza would be for her
to scrape off all the toppings for herself and leave you with the crust to eat!"
"I don't know what to say," Skipper Doo despaired, "What would make you
feel better, buddy?"
"You know what would make me feel better?” Russ responded, “To be the
man I was born to be. Skipper Doo, I want to be something, be somebody. I just
don't know what that is anymore!"
"Well now, see, that is a difficult one, Russ," Skipper Doo remarked, "Let's
say I give that some thought while I'm deciding what's going to be written on my
tombstone."
"OK, OK," Russ retracted, "this is something a man's gotta work out for
himself."
Russ reached over next to his bed and fiddled with the television controls.
"Oh well, let's see what's on TV," he carelessly mumbled. While surfing the
channels, he came across a celebrity tabloid show featuring a story about James
Brown, who was in prison at that time. "You know what," Russ casually
commented while pointing to himself, "here's one white dude who thinks that James
Brown got a raw deal!"
Skipper Doo gazed up at the ceiling. "Is there no one who can ease my pain?"
he despaired.
Unfortunately for Russ, one of the nurses at the hospital happened to be
having an extra-marital affair with Derek. She informed Derek that Russ was
having hernia repair surgery, and Derek told Leona. That night, after hours, Leona
snuck into the front office, opened Russ's file in the employee filing cabinet, pulled
out his letter of resignation, and fed it into the shredder.
She then typed up a letter on official company letterhead, backdated to the last
day Russ worked for the company, which appeared to inform him that as of that
date he was being terminated for being an "unsafe worker." Before placing the
fraudulent document into his file, she also made a photocopy of it and mailed it to
Russ.
There are, moreover, many other mean, rotten, disgusting things which Leona
also did to Russ: which things, if they would be written through individually, I

judge not even the whole world to be able to contain those books which ought to be
written. But these things have been written, so that you may know some little
portion of what Russ had to endure from her.
After Russ had his surgery, he returned home to recover in bed. When he saw
the letter Leona had fraudulently fabricated in the mail, he was completely
devastated! All that solitary agony he endured in silence was for nothing! He had
tried so hard to avoid that dreaded defamation of his character! He nearly risked
death rather than suffer the shame of such an accusation! But it happened anyway!
After that he descended into a deep depression. He completely gave up on his
diet, and he wasn't able to get the exercise he was accustomed to because he was
stuck in bed all day recovering from surgery.
It wasn't long before he gained back all of the weight he had lost. It was the
only time in his entire life that he had ever lost a significant amount of weight - and
for him the supremely heartbreakingly tragic thing was, the one reason, the one
person, for whom he had lost all of that weight, never got to see the results!
All the money he made during all that overtime (all that was left after taxes, of
course) went straight to the hospital and the doctors for his surgery. Russ was flat
broke, and he felt like a complete and total failure! Everything he had worked for,
everything he had dreamed of, was gone forever, gone forever, gone forever! He
spent all of his days sobbing in bed, weeping in utter despair.
Russ did not leave his apartment until that mid-February day in 1991 when
Bex and the Antimats finally returned to Clifford Falls. Bex had arranged for Russ
to have a front-row seat at their hometown finale show.
Russ was hesitant to go. He felt so ashamed of himself! He felt he hadn't
lived up to Bex's expectations. He was the same fat, unemployed bum she knew
him as before she embarked on her tour. There was no hope that she was ever going
to feel the same way about him that he felt about her! But he reluctantly dragged
himself out of bed and went to the show, because despite everything else, he still
loved her intensely, and he couldn't wait for a chance just to see her again!
The Antimats were so happy to finally be home again! During the final
months of their tour they were agonizing with homesickness! "Rocking and
Roaring" their own hometown was their favorite night of the entire tour.
At each concert they chose a special song related to the city they were in as
their final encore. For Clifford Falls they decided to choose the same song they had
used in Pittsburgh. The Antimats took the stage wearing hard hats on their heads,
and large, oversized T-shirts with the steel mill's company logo on them.
"Alright, Steel Town," Bex announced, "this last one is dedicated to you!"

After the crowd cheered, she turned, looked directly into Russ's eyes, and pointed
right at him! "And I especially dedicate this song to my most favorite steel worker
of all, Russ Tohr!" she surprisingly shouted! It appeared that she had received word
that he worked at the steel mill, but she obviously didn't know that he no longer
worked there.
As Bex and the Antimats sang an utterly heartfelt rendition of Walter Egan's
"Magnet and Steel", Russ was emotionally gyrating through a series of extremely
opposite emotions. He wanted nothing more than the love Bex was sincerely
expressing in that song; yet he felt totally unworthy of the sentiments she sang. It
was all he ever wanted; he felt that it wasn't real, because it was sure to be retracted
the moment she got back to Bex's Mansion and discovered the truth!

CHAPTER 12
We Don't Need a Map
To Keep This Show On the Road

Bex and the Antimats spent six weeks resting at home from their journey
across North America. They were feeling pretty proud of what they accomplished.
"Ya know, the Beatles never finished a tour of America," Cindy enthused, "but we
did!"
"Yeah," Coleen added, "and we completed our tour of North America without
any of us getting pregnant!" Everybody turned to Coleen with a look of confusion,
mumbling, "What is she talking about?!" Coleen just turned and broke the fourth
wall with a goofy smile.
"No, didn't we miss one date?" Ellen corrected her.
"We performed at all the scheduled venues except for one," Bex informed
them, "and the one we missed in Cypress Gardens wasn't our fault. They cancelled
it because of a tropical storm. But we are going to make up that show. I asked Pete
to add it to our schedule as the homecoming finale on our worldwide international
tour."
Worldwide international tour! The mere mention of such an endeavor made
the girls tremble at what lied ahead of them, for this time they were going to be
gone for an entire year! Starting Saturday, April 6, 1991, they had 67 dates
scheduled, in the following cities all around the world: Acapulco, Mexico;
Antananarivo, Madagascar; Antwerp, Belgium; Arnhem, Netherlands; Athens,
Greece; Bangkok, Thailand; Barcelona, Spain; Birmingham, UK; Bogota,
Colombia; Bologna, Italy; Budapest, Hungary; Buenos Aires, Argentina; Campos
dos Goytacazes, Brazil; Cancun, Mexico; Copenhagen, Denmark; Dakar, Senegal;
Dortmund, Germany; Delhi, India; Dublin, Ireland; Frankfurt, Germany; Glasgow,
Scotland; Helsinki, Finland; Hyderabad, India; Istanbul, Turkey; Ivano-Frankivsk,
Ukraine; Kyiv, Ukraine; La Paz, Bolivia; La Roche-sur-Yon, France; Lausanne,
Switzerland; Libreville, Gabon; Lima, Peru; Lisbon, Portugal; London, UK; Lyon,
France; Madrid, Spain; Manchester, UK; Manila, Philippines; Marseille, France;
Melbourne, Australia; Mexico City, Mexico; Milan, Italy; Modena, Italy; Monrovia,
Liberia; Montevideo, Uruguay; Moscow, Russia; Munich, Germany; Ocotlan,
Mexico; Oslo, Norway; Paris, France; Perth, Australia; Quito, Ecuador; Riga,
Latvia; Rome, Italy; Santiago, Chile; Seoul, South Korea; Sofia, Bulgaria;
Stockholm, Sweden; Sydney, Australia; Taipei, Taiwan; Tijuana, Mexico; Tokyo,
Japan; Ulan Bator, Mongolia; Vienna, Austria; Vilnius, Lithuania; Warsaw, Poland;
Zurich, Switzerland; and finally, Cypress Gardens, Florida for the final and only
show in the USA, on April 10, 1992.
One week before they were going to leave for their tour, Bex got a phone call
from Pete. "Bex, the past six weeks have been intense for me," he explained, "and

seriously soul-searching. I have been doing a lot of prayer and meditation all
during Lent, and, yesterday, on Good Friday, I finally found that inner peace I was
looking for. I've made my decision. I am going to the seminary to be a priest."
"That's wonderful, Pete! I'm really happy for you," Bex replied, "I can't wait
to discuss it more with you when we're traveling around the world!"
"I won't be going with you," Pete informed her.
"What?" Bex shrieked. "Pete! We're supposed to be leaving in one week!
What do you mean you're not going?"
"I've decided that this lifestyle is just not for me anymore. I'm going away on
retreat until I start seminary in the fall," Pete related. "I'm leaving for the monastery
Monday morning."
"And what are we supposed to do without a road manager?!" Bex raged. "We
can't just come up with a new one in a week!"
"Look, I took care of all the accommodations," Pete explained, "all the flights,
all the hotel rooms, all the venues are already reserved and paid for. Hire anyone
you like to replace me for this tour because the vast majority of the hard work is
practically done already. All my replacement has to do is go with you, and make
sure you show up on schedule."
"Pete," Bex groaned with severe frustration, "you don't know how proud and
ashamed I am of you, both at the same time! Do you really think it's that easy to
replace you?"
"Bex, I have every confidence that you'll find someone capable of the job,"
Pete reassured her, "and may the Lord be with you."
While Bex was having her phone call in the kitchen, Ander was getting on
Russ's case in the living room. Russ had sufficiently recovered from his operation
for his doctor to clear him to return to work. Russ had been looking for work for
the past two weeks, but he could not find anybody who wanted to hire him. Each
time he applied for a job, the prospective employer would call his previous
employer, and get an earful of vicious slander from Leona.
Ander nagged Russ to return to the steel mill as his only option. "What's
wrong with you going back to work at the steel mill?" Ander demanded.
"Ander, let me state this is clearly as I can," Russ attempted to explain, "I
would rather rip off my nose with a can opener! I would rather bob for apples in a
sewer! I would rather have a catheter the size of a garden hose before I'd go back to
work for that woman!"
"Think it over. We'll talk about it later," Ander replied, as if he wasn't
listening.

"I don't want to talk about it, not later, not ever again!" Russ shouted. He ran
up to his apartment, slammed the door behind him, and locked it.
Simultaneously with Russ, Bex slammed the door to the kitchen as she
entered the living room. "You're not going to believe this, girls!" she exploded.
"We've got one week to find a new road manager for our world tour! One week!"
"What happened to Pete?" Amy worried.
"He quit on us, Amy," Bex growled, "he's going off to the seminary and
leaving us high and dry!"
"Did he say anything else?" Ellen inquired. "Did he give you any leads on
who to hire to replace him?"
"He said he already made all the arrangements," Bex related, "so anyone could
replace him, 'cause all the hard work was done."
"Hmm," Cindy started to think out loud, "I wonder, is there anybody we know
who has absolutely nothing planned for the coming year, who would be free to
leave at a moment's notice, and come fly away with us and keep us on the schedule
Pete already prepared for us?" Before anyone had a chance to answer, the pathetic
sounds of Russ crying and sobbing were so loud they could be heard all the way
down in the living room. The girls all slowly looked up.
"I'll go talk to him," Bex volunteered.
"Be gentle!" Amy insisted.
Bex approached Russ's apartment and knocked on the door. "Go away,
Ander!" Russ cried out, "I said I don't want to talk about it!"
"Russ?" Bex called out. "Ander's not here. It's me, Bex!"
Russ unlocked the door and cautiously opened it. His eyes were red and
swollen from sobbing. "I don't care what he said to you, Bex," Russ raged, "I am
not going back to work at that steel mill! Do you hear me? I would rather enter the
antimatter universe, and be eaten alive by Rex the Lunatic!"
Bex trembled with terror at the very thought of such a thing! "Can I come
in?" she requested. "I promise, I don't want to talk to you about working at the steel
mill."
"OK, come in," Russ resigned. He walked over to a love seat, sat down, and
resumed crying his eyes out. Bex came in, sat down next to him, and put her arm
around him.
"Russ," Bex suggested, "how would you like to take a trip around the world
with Bex and the Antimats?"
"What?" Russ said as he popped his head up. "Oh, no, Bex, I don't want you
girls to go to all the expense of dragging me around the world with you! I'd just be

in the way. I'll find a way to handle Ander's nagging, really!"
"But we need you!" Bex pleaded. "Pete just quit on us, and we don't have a
road manager!"
"And you want me to be your road manager?" Russ shuddered. "I don't know
the first thing about it!"
"You don't have to know anything about it," Bex explained, "Pete has
everything already set up for you in advance. No skills, no experience, no brain
required!"
"That sounds like everything but my name!" Russ chuckled. "Who knows?
Maybe this time it'll work out for me."
"There you go!" Bex cheered. "So you accept the job?"
"I'll do it, Bex!" Russ gladly accepted as he went from tears of sadness to tears
of joy. "Oh, Bex, thank you so much for hiring me! You just saved me from a
totally impossible situation! And you won't regret it either, I promise!"
"Great!" Bex replied. "We leave in one week."
Russ's head boggled up and down! "One week?!" he cried to himself as Bex
was leaving the apartment.
After reviewing all the plans Pete had set up, Russ decided he needed to have
an assistant to help him on such a vast undertaking, so he hired Quirico to come
along as his assistant. Quirico was good with numbers, so he could handle all the
financial aspects of the tour, while Russ concentrated on public relations and
answering fan mail.
Russ had a lot of fan mail to go through because Pete had put together a fan
appreciation contest, with the jackpot prize being an all-expenses-paid trip to
Florida to see Bex and the Antimats live in concert at their homecoming finale
show. The contest winner would also be invited up on stage at the end of that show
to be introduced to the whole world as their biggest fan!
One day early on in the tour, while Russ was carefully going through tons of
fan mail, looking for someone worthy of such an honor, he found it difficult to
concentrate because Cindy and Ellen were arguing among themselves. "Nuh-uh,
Cindy," Ellen shouted, "that is the last piece of cake! I get half of that!"
Russ was overwhelmed with all the fan mail. He began to notice that a
considerable portion of the fan letters weren't contest entries at all, but instead were
fans seeking advice from their favorite pop stars. "I got it!" Russ concluded out
loud.
He decided to turn all the advice letters over to Coleen. "Can you help me
out, Coleen?" he requested. "You're the smartest Antimat, and I just know that your

answers will be warm, compelling, yet practical."
"Great, Russ!" Coleen cheered. She was more than happy to accept.
"You're going to be giving out advice to our fans?" Ellen challenged. "Then
maybe you can help us over here. We're trying to decide on how to share this cake."
"OK, so we have a problem, and I won't let you down," Coleen offered,
"listen. How's this? Ellen, you cut the cake, so, Cindy, you get to pick which piece
you want. That way, it will be fair."
"Absolutely brilliant!" Russ enthused.
"Warm, compelling, yet practical," Coleen boasted, "I am a natural at this! I
better get started with all of these fan letters over here!"
When the Antimats arrived in France, the first venue they had scheduled was
in La Roche-sur-Yon. Pete had especially chosen that city because he felt it had an
unfair reputation as "the dullest town in France." One of the Antimats had to go
down to the local radio station for an interview with the morning drive guys. Russ
chose Cindy at random to do the show.
Cindy went down to the radio station and had a very embarrassing experience!
"Oh, God, I've never felt so stupid in my life!" Cindy cried out when she got back to
the hotel.
"Was there a problem at the radio station?" Bex asked.
"Yeah!" Cindy whimpered. "I got in the studio, and the DJ said,
'Mademoiselle Antimat, quand vous allez en Paris, quelle est la premiere chose que
vous voulez faire?'"
"When you go to Paris, what's the first thing you want to do?" Bex translated.
"And you said?"
"Vomir sur la Tour Eiffel," Cindy sighed with regret.
"Throw up on the Eiffel Tower?" Ellen burst out laughing.
"I meant go up, not throw up!" Cindy despaired. "But everybody laughed at
me! I'm being made fun of all over the tabloids now!"
"Oh, come on, Cindy," Ellen encouraged, "I'll help you learn some French,
and then we can do the next interview together!”
"Forget it, Ellen," Cindy conceded, "I'm never gonna another language!"
Ellen pulled Cindy aside. "I just snuck in to the radio station and stole an
advance copy of tomorrow's radio interview!" Ellen whispered, holding up an
envelope. "When I got back, I wrote out all your answers for you! So all you'll
have to do is just read them tomorrow!"
"You did what?!" Cindy responded in shock. "I can't do that! It'd be
cheating!"

"C'est la vie," Ellen commented as she left the room.
The next morning, Russ, Cindy, and Ellen gathered for breakfast in the hotel
lobby. "Good morning girls," Russ welcomed, "how would you feel about a nice
hot breakfast? Sausage, pancakes, fresh squeezed orange juice?"
"Sure!" they both exclaimed.
Cindy, however, looked like a mess. "I look awful, and it's all your fault!" she
snapped at Ellen.
"What did I do?" Ellen demanded.
"I was up all night looking at this stupid envelope!" Cindy complained.
"You mean, you didn't even look at what I wrote for you?" Ellen chided.
"Part of me wanted to," Cindy explained, "but part of me didn't.”
"Good morning, ladies," Bex announced as she entered the lobby for
breakfast.
"Hi, Bex, bye, Bex," Cindy and Ellen rushed to respond as they scurried off
for their radio interview. Bex became suspicious. She waited right by the front
door of the hotel when Cindy and Ellen returned from their interview. "Hi Bex,"
they both greeted.
"Hello, ladies," Bex replied, "how was your interview?"
"I made a fool of myself again!" Cindy moaned.
"It went great for me!" Ellen enthused.
Bex shot her back a look of disgust. She then turned to Cindy and said, "I'm
very proud of you, Cindy, and you should be very proud of yourself!"
"Hey!" Ellen interjected. "What's going on here?"
"Because I know all about you stealing an advance copy of the interview,"
Bex informed them, "how you both had the opportunity to cheat. One of you didn't,
and unfortunately one of you did."
"I didn't even look at the questions they were going to ask me!" Ellen
protested.
"Then how come it went so great for you?" Bex demanded.
"Because I learned French when we were in Montreal," Ellen explained, "they
speak French there."
"You mean you didn't cheat?" Bex quivered.
"Nope," Ellen indignantly pronounced.
"I did!" Cindy suddenly confessed.
"But you said you made a fool of yourself again!" Bex commented in
astonishment.
"I had the answers all written down for me," she explained, "if only I had

pronounced them right!"
Bex started to feel dizzy. "And now, if you'll excuse me," Bex stumbled, "I
need to go take a long nap."
Moving right along with their tour into the United Kingdom, the Antimats
were overwhelmed with awe as their date in London approached. "You know,
you've really arrived when you get a gig at Wembley Stadium!" Bex reverently
remarked.
That night at Wembley, just before the show began, they had a very special
visitor come backstage to meet them. The girls absolutely freaked out when they
saw Elton John enter their dressing room! "Hello, girls," he announced, "your road
manager told me that you would just love it if I sang one of my songs together with
you on the show tonight."
An opportunity like this only knocks once, so the Antimats reached out and
grabbed it! "Yeah we would!" they all shouted.
"Right, then," Elton John responded, "so what song shall we sing?"
"Oh, gosh!" Bex gushed. "There's so many good ones to choose from! Um,
my favorite is 'A Word In Spanish.' What about you, Amy?"
"'Daniel' would be such a sweet one to perform," Amy cheered.
"I like 'Little Jeannie'," Cindy suggested.
"I'd like to pick 'I'm Still Standing'!" Ellen insisted.
"How about 'Your Song'?" Coleen decided.
"Well, come on, girls," Elton John requested, "pick one!" After they argued
amongst themselves for a while, Elton John decided on a song for them. "I think I
got a special treat for you that will be perfect," he offered, "how about you girls sing
'This Town' with me?"
"Ooh, you haven't performed 'This Town' since December of 1986," Coleen
admired, "and now you want to sing it with us?"
Elton John was impressed with her trivia. "They told me you were the smart
one," he responded. "This Town (Live At Wembley)" went on to be such a smash
hit that it was released as a single while they were on tour. It became a sensational
number one hit for both artists.
The Antimats were really getting around the globe! One day while they were
in Italy, Bex noticed how hard Coleen was working on the fan mail. "Have you got
any problems, Bex?" Coleen enthused. "I solve problems! Is there anything
bothering you, Bex? Talk to me."
Russ entered the room. "Hasn't anybody started dinner?" he complained.
"Oh, yeah, Russ," Coleen explained, "I started it, but then I decided against

it."
"Coleen, it is your turn to fix dinner tonight!" Russ reminded her. "I'm
starving! Here. I'll help you out."
Russ and Coleen started to prepare a meal. "Well, is there anything you'd like
to talk about? Anything bothering you?" Coleen began to converse.
"Well, I'm hungry," Russ replied.
"Come on, Russ," Coleen scolded. "Any major problems in your life you'd
like to discuss?"
"Um, no," Russ remarked. "Once I eat I'll be just fine!"
After dinner Coleen got back to work on her fan letters. She read aloud a sad
letter to Amy from a fan who just broke up with her boyfriend. “Gosh, how would
you feel?" Coleen wondered.
"I don't know," Amy responded, "I haven't even had my first love yet."
"But when you do," Coleen insisted, "you'll come to me for advice, right?"
"For sure!" Amy agreed.
"So how are you feeling today, Amy?" Coleen wondered.
"I'm working on writing a song for our next album," Amy replied.
"Still?" Coleen questioned. "I thought you finished that. What's the
problem?"
"It's really a problem of finding the right balance between the rhythm and the
rhyme," Amy explained.
"Writing music got you down, Amy?" Coleen advised, "Here's a suggestion
for a quick pick-me-up: go buy yourself a new pair of Italian shoes, a pair that's
splashy, something stylish. Buy me a pair, too! It'll make you feel better!"
With Coleen's advice, Amy decided to go out shopping, but she didn't want to
go out all alone in Italy, so she started asking around for someone to go with her.
She finally got Bex to reluctantly agree to go with her. But while Amy was getting
ready to go, Quirico approached. "I'll take her shopping," Quirico offered.
"Oh?" Bex suspiciously quizzed. "Why the sudden burst of helpfulness?"
"'Cause what he really wants to pick up is that hot babe that works at the
snotty suede and leather place," Ellen informed her.
"Oh," Bex rolled her eyes.
"Yeah," Quirico confessed. "You'd like her though, Bex, she, uh, she kind of
reminds me of you: real pretty, and she doesn't like to talk to me, either."
"OK, Quirico, go ahead and take her," Bex conceded.
Amy entered the room ready to go. "I'm ready to go shopping, Bex!" she
announced.

Bex handed the keys for the rental car to Quirico. "Have a nice time!" she
exclaimed.
The first place Amy and Quirico went was to a shoe store. "Alright, look,
Amy," Quirico instructed, "just go buy your stupid shoes, OK? We'll meet back
here in twenty minutes."
After dropping Amy off, Quirico headed straight to the suede and leather
shop. "May I help you?" an attractive Italian saleslady named Gloria asked.
"No, I'm just looking," Quirico mumbled as he pretended to browse through
some merchandise.
"Is there anything you might be interested in?" Gloria suggested, "Maybe a
leather jacket?"
"Well I guess that depends on who is wearing it," Quirico tried to charm. "I'm
Quirico," he introduced.
"I'm busy," Gloria rudely rebuffed, "but feel free to browse."
"Yeah, thanks," Quirico mumbled. A few moments later he returned to the
counter with a pair of pants. "These, uh, leather pants are pretty nice," he feigned,
"how much?"
"Those will cost you six hundred dollars," Gloria warned.
"Oh, yeah?" Quirico tried to converse, "Don't they make your cheeks sweat?"
"I wouldn't know," Gloria remarked, "and I don't think you will, either!"
Just then, Amy popped her head into the store. "Hey, Quirico, come on, let's
go!" she called out.
"Alright, I'm coming, I'm coming!" Quirico shouted back. "See ya," he sighed
to Gloria.
"Say, isn't that one of the Antimats?" Gloria suddenly enthused.
"Yeah, that's Amy Antimat," Quirico grumbled.
"Oh!" Gloria gushed, "And you take her shopping and stuff?"
"Yeah," Quirico replied.
"I think that's real awesome!" she gushed.
"Hey, Quirico, come on already!" Amy shouted into the store again.
"All right!" Quirico quickly responded. "Well, I gotta go, I, uh, I promised
Amy that I'd take her to get some real Italian ice."
The following day Quirico approached Amy. "Hey, Amy, you wanna come
with me into town?" he invited.
"What do you want me to come with you for?" Amy wondered.
"I, uh, I though it'd be fun," Quirico explained, "I enjoy your company. I
mean, we had a good time yesterday, didn't we?"

"Sure," Amy guessed.
"All right then," Quirico insisted, "let's get out of here!"
They didn't come back until late at night. Coleen was still awake working on
her fan letters. As soon as Quirico left the room and they were alone, Amy sat
down next to Coleen. "Hey, Coleen, can I ask you something?" she began.
"Sure, Amy," Coleen replied.
"If a guy, someone you've known a while, all of a sudden starts hanging
around, wanting to do stuff with you," Amy questioned, "do you think that means
that maybe he likes you a little?"
"Sounds like it to me," Coleen guessed.
Meanwhile in another room Quirico related to Russ how his night went. "So I
took Amy to the leather shop, right?" he narrated. "And it turns out that it's Gloria's
day off! How am I supposed to show her what a cool guy I am when she's not even
there?"
"I don't know, Quirico," Russ angrily groaned, "sounds kind of like a lousy
way to use Amy!"
"What are you talking about?" Quirico dismissed. "I took her to the movies.
We saw a double feature."
"So, what do you think, Coleen?" Amy enthused in the other room with
Coleen. "I mean, does he have the hots for me, or what?"
Coleen began to worry. "That doesn't sound good!" she blurted in panic. Just
then Quirico walked in.
"Hey, kiddo," he suggested, "what do ya say we hit the town again tomorrow,
just you and me?"
"Sure!" Amy trembled to reply, with butterflies in her stomach.
The following evening Bex found out what was going on. When she walked
into Amy's room, a strong stench of perfume permeated the air. "Phew!" she cried
out.
"Look at this!" Amy delighted, "See what Quirico got me? It's a real leather
bookmark! He bought it for me at this fancy leather and suede shop. Pretty classy,
huh?"
Quirico ran into the room. "Hey, come on, Amy!" he demanded. "It's getting
late!"
"Hello, Quirico," Bex angrily greeted.
"Hey," Quirico replied, unaffected.
"Can I see you out in the hall?" Bex insisted. Bex and Quirico went out into
the hall. Bex closed Amy's door behind them. "You and Amy off to the town

again?" Bex interrogated.
"Yeah," Quirico replied. "You need something?"
"An explanation might be nice," Bex growled.
"Huh?" Quirico cluelessly asked.
"Well, I know you're into leather," Bex informed him, "but my question is, if
three is a crowd, where does Amy fit in?"
"Hey, I didn't do anything!" Quirico protested. "It's just that Gloria wouldn't
give me the time of day until she saw me hanging out with Amy."
"Oh, I see!" Bex raged.
"Look, all we do is go into town and goof around and stuff!" Quirico casually
dismissed. "What's the big deal?"
"The girl thinks you have a crush on her," Bex angrily intoned, "and what's
even more inexplicable, she seems to have one on you!"
"What?!" Quirico responded in total surprise. "That's crazy!"
"Yes!" Bex agreed. "Yes it is!"
"Amy and I are just pals, that's it!" Quirico insisted.
Amy came out of her room wearing her best formal dress and reeking of
perfume. "I'm ready!" she announced.
"You look very nice, Amy," Bex complimented. "Don't keep your pal out too
late this time, Quirico!"
Quirico drove dangerously fast because he was worried that they wouldn't get
to the leather shop before it closed. They arrived at the movie theatre, which
happened to be right next door to the leather shop. "Hey, listen," Quirico instructed
Amy, "why don't you go get our tickets while I go across the street and get a corn
dog?" Amy joyfully agreed.
But instead of going across the street to get a corn dog, Quirico went into the
leather shop. "I heard you came around looking for me last night," Gloria cheered,
"you just don't give up, do you?"
"No, I guess I don't," Quirico nervously replied.
"Well, I get off in five minutes if you want to do something," Gloria
suggested.
Just then Amy walked in. "What's going on?" she wondered.
"How would you like to join Amy and me at the movies?" Quirico asked
Gloria.
"Oh, that would be so cool!" Gloria gushed. "You know, Amy, the first time
Quirico came into the store, I just thought he was this big jerk hitting on me, but
then, when I saw him hanging out with you, I figured, he must be a pretty cool

guy!"
Amy was instantly heartbroken. "Yeah," she whimpered, desperately holding
back tears. "Listen, I gotta go. I got a doctor's appointment!"
"Hey, hey, hey, wait a minute!" Quirico called to her. "I thought we were
going to the movies!"
"That's OK," Amy shouted as she ran out of the store, "I think I've been in the
dark long enough!"
Amy drove back to the hotel. She ran straight for her room, and cried her eyes
out! Quirico decided to go to the movies alone with Gloria. After the movie, she
drove him back to the hotel.
"I'm back," Quirico announced.
"Yes you are," Bex commented while watching Love Connection on the TV in
the hotel lobby.
"Come on, Bex, give me a break!" Quirico copped out. "I wasn't gonna..."
"Nuh-uh!" Bex interrupted. "I am not the Antimat you should be talking to!"
She pointed to the dining lounge, where Amy was getting a snack. Quirico
shamefully walked over to the dining lounge.
"Hey," Quirico cautiously greeted.
"Hey," Amy responded, barely audibly, without even looking up from her
sandwich.
"That's a pretty big sandwich," Quirico noticed.
"Yeah, well, driving back from town helped me build up a really big appetite,"
Amy explained. "It's OK, though, I mean, I've been to town enough times by now
to know the way back by heart!"
"Look, I'm sorry, OK?" Quirico tried to apologize.
"Yeah, yeah, yeah," Amy dismissed.
"I never meant to give you the wrong idea," Quirico pleaded, "and I didn't
mean to hurt your feelings."
"You didn't mean what?" Amy demanded. "To use me? To parade me around
like your personal celebrity just to help you make it with some hot Italian broad?"
"Amy..." Quirico began.
"Look, just forget it, OK?" Amy interrupted. "I was dumb to think you ever
liked me in the first place! Now get out of here! My sandwich is getting soggy!"
For the first time Quirico began to feel genuinely sorrowful over what he had done
to Amy.
"Anyway," he spoke after a long pause, "after you left, Gloria and I went to
the movies."

"Really?" Amy replied with sarcasm. "I'm shocked!"
"Yeah," Quirico continued, "and you know something? She turned out to be a
real dud! You're so much more fun to spend time with!”
Quirico got down on his kneeds and begged. “Listen, Amy," Quirico tearfully
pleaded, "I'll never take advantage of you again. I promise!"
It was a very special experience for the Antimats when they arrived in Ukraine
on their tour. The Basilian monks who had raised them were from Ukraine. They
finally got to see in person all the different places they had heard about growing up.
The most memorable event for the Antimats on their entire tour happened just
before they went on stage for their scheduled show in Kyiv on Saturday, August 24,
1991. That was when they received the news that Ukraine had just declared
independence. "If only the monks could have lived to see this day!" Bex sweetly
wept for them. It was an extremely festive night!
When they returned to the hotel after the show, Coleen was so excited that she
couldn't sleep. She stayed up all night answering fan mail. The next morning Bex
found Coleen still up from the night before. "How are you coming along?" she
asked. "How many letters have you answered tonight?"
"I stopped counting after one hundred," Coleen replied.
"You're doing way too much!" Bex protested. "I can't believe how many
hours you're putting in on this!"
"I know," Coleen responded, "Bex, I've been working hard, but it's worth it.
When you're in the public eye as we are, your time just isn't your own."
Bex started to become worried. "Coleen, I honestly don't know how you
handle all this," she cautioned, "I'd find it completely exasperating!"
"Dear disturbed Bex," Coleen spoke as if she were composing a reply letter to
her, "you let the little things in life bother you. You lose sight of what you really
have: how much you mean to your sisters."
"Oh, you're good!" Bex complimented. “Why don't we put down all these
letters for a while, and clear our heads over a hearty breakfast?"
"Coming up with advice sure makes you eat a lot!" Coleen commented as they
were finishing breakfast.
"What an experience this has been!" Coleen exclaimed. "I never read so many
problems, saw so many tears.”
On April 10, 1992, Bex and the Antimats finally returned home to the United
States to perform for their final tour date at Cypress Gardens. They arrived at the
theme park in the middle of the afternoon and did some brief rehearsing at the stage
area. Then they decided to take a look around the park.

After watching the water ski show, the Antimats got a spontaneous idea for an
aquatic adventure, and they decided to act upon the impulse. They handed the
water ski show announcer a new recording they had made for their next album, and
asked him to play it while they went out and water skied themselves!
The song which was played during their ride around the water in front of
dozens of surprised fans was the world premiere of their cover of the greatest
summertime pop song of all time, the Go-Go's "Vacation"! "We're so happy at the
wild response we got!" Bex later announced at the show. "It's going to be our first
single off our new album coming out this fall!" The crowd cheered in anticipation!
"Yeah, Cindy wanted us to cover 'My Boy Lollipop,'" Ellen jokingly
remarked, "but we thought 'Vacation' was a better choice!" The crowd erupted in
laughter.
As the show neared its end, it was time for Bex to bring the contest winner on
stage. "As most of you devoted fans probably know, we've been running a fan
appreciation contest over this past year," Bex spoke to the cheering crowd. "We
received thousands of entries, and we thank you all from the bottom of our hearts
for your interest and support! And so now it is time for me to introduce to you our
winner!"
A drumroll accompanied Bex as she started to announce, "Our number one
best fan in the whole wide world is: Mandy --" Suddenly the drumroll stopped, and
Bex stopped speaking, because nobody walked up onto the stage as was planned.
"Something's wrong," Bex worried. "Excuse me, everyone, I'll be right back!"
Bex ran backstage to find out what has going on. She found an eight year old
girl named Mandy crying in the dressing room. "What's the matter, dear?" Bex
asked in surprise.
"I don't deserve to win!" Mandy cried.
"Of course you do honey," Bex consoled. "Russ worked very hard to choose
the best fan he could find. I trust his decision, so why don't you?"
"Because it's all my fault your show got cancelled last year," Mandy
explained.
"That wasn't your fault," Bex dismissed, "we missed that show because of a
tropical storm!"
"But it was my fault!" Mandy confessed, sobbing, "Last year I wanted to see
your show, but my dad and mom wouldn't let me go, so I prayed to God that it
would rain so hard that nobody else could go, either! And it did rain! Real bad!"
Bex was genuinely touched. "I think you've learned your lesson," Bex tried to
counsel, "be careful what you pray for, because you just might get it! But listen,

dear, I really don't think God brought a tropical storm here just because of you. It
might have been part of His plan all along to delay our show until you could come.
And we're really glad you're here! So come on with me up on stage!"
Mandy cheered up and agreed to accompany Bex onto the stage. When they
arrived, Bex introduced Mandy to the crowd as their best fan in the whole world.
"And guess what, everybody?" she announced, "Our sources tell us that today is
Mandy's birthday! So, for our special final song to end not only this concert, but
our entire tour, me and the Antimats are going to sing 'Happy Birthday' to our best
fan in the whole wide world!"
After the song was finished, and the show was over, they went backstage.
"Thank you, Bex!" Mandy cried as she hugged Bex with sincere gratitude. Bex
gave her a pensive look. "I sense something very special about you," she predicted.
"Someday you'll become as world-famous as we are!"

CHAPTER 13
I Say a Prayer With Every Heartbeat

About a month after the world tour was over, everyone had settled in nicely
back at Bex's Mansion in Clifford Falls. Bex came in the door one evening
grinning from ear to ear.
"I have some wonderful news!" Bex announced. “The record company has
given us some vacation time to enjoy until our next album is released in the fall,"
Bex explained, "so I purchased a beautiful hide-a-way for us where we can spend
our vacations relaxing in peace. And best of all, it's in Florida!"
"Translation: somebody stuck her with a plot in the Everglades!" Ellen
cynically remarked.
"No such thing!" Bex protested. "I bought one hundred acres in a place called
Lake Tillman through an ad in this magazine."
"You bought a hundred acres by mail?!" Coleen shrieked.
Bex showed her the magazine. "You see here?" she pointed out. "With the
purchase of any land in Lake Tillman we get the use of their wonderful recreation
facilities, excellent transportation, and it's smog free! Plenty of water, close to I4..."
"Oh, Bex, it sounds wonderful!" Cindy cheered as she grabbed the magazine
to read. "'For family fun and relaxation come to Lake Tillman.' Even I'll have to
admit that sounds like the kind of place I'd like to have fun in."
"Oh, we're all going to have such a wonderful vacation!" Amy exclaimed.
The next day everyone was packed and ready to depart for Florida. "Well, I
guess everything's ready!" Russ announced.
"Are you ready to leave, Bex?" Amy asked.
"I'll be right with you, Amy," Bex informed her, "I'm on the phone talking to
the real estate agent who handles our property. I'm letting them know that we're
coming down to Lake Tillman."
The others waited out in the station wagon while Bex made her phone call.
"Hello," she greeted, "this is Bex Antimat. I bought a hundred acres from your ad.
It was in that magazine in which you advertised."
"Oh, yes, one of our many satisfied customers," Ruth Pipp answered in a
disguised voice.
"Who is it?" Robb asked her.
"It's Bex," Ruth replied, "it seems that she fell for our ad in that phony
magazine you asked me to sneak into her mailbox." Ruth took Bex off hold. "Ah,
yes, Bex, what can I do for you?" she asked.
"Well, I thought I'd take the Antimats out for a road trip today to see our new
property," Bex informed her.

"Uh, Bex," Ruth worried, "do I understand you to say that you are going down
to Lake Tillman?"
"That's right," Bex enthused.
"Bex, when are you planning to go?" Ruth asked.
"Today!" Bex cheerfully responded.
"Today?!" Ruth freaked out.
She immediately hung up the phone and started to conference with Robb.
"Hello? Hello? Hello, hello?" Bex kept asking until finally hanging up the phone.
"Must've been cut off," she guessed. Oh well, it's off to Lake Tillman!"
They drove to Florida and followed the directions in the magazine to Lake
Tillman. "Here we are, Lake Tillman!" Russ announced. They all got out of the
station wagon and started to take a good look around.
"You know, Bex," Ellen remarked, "I had heard that these real estate
magazines were inclined to exaggerate, but this is more beautiful than they
described it! It's just, it's just, absolutely breathtaking!"
"Just as advertised," Cindy said while pointing towards the nearby interstate
onramp, "there are the superb transportation facilities!"
"Oh, and look!" Amy cheerfully pointed at a fishing pond. "Plenty of water!"
"Lookie here!" Russ pointed out as they ventured further into the property.
"Secluded away by at least ten acres of forest on each side, here are seven spacious
log cabins! One for each of us!"
"Yeah," Ander added, "and they're all arranged in a circular pattern around this
wonderful campfire site!"
"And there are plenty of excellent entertainment and recreational facilities
nearby!" Coleen chimed in.
They each chose a cabin and unpacked their things. Later on, as they all
gathered around the campfire, they heard footsteps. Bex got up and ran down the
trail to see who it was. She was elated and surprised when she discovered Paula
Abdul staggering down the trail towards her! "Omigosh!" Bex gushed, "Paula
Abdul?!"
"I am so glad to see you!" Paula Abdul uttered with supreme exhaustion.
"The bathroom in our tour bus broke down back on the interstate, so I got out to
take a pee in the woods, and then I got lost! I never thought I was ever going to see
anyone ever again!"
"Well it appears that it was fortunate running into you," Bex commented.
"Yes, it certainly was!" Paula Abdul responded with relief.
"Well come on back to the camp fire with me and rest a while," Bex invited.

Meanwhile Robb was scrambling for pathetic explanations. He knew the land
he sold Bex wasn't worth the money she paid for it. Most of it was swamp. It was
only a matter of time before they found out that he was the real proprietor hiding
behind the phony real estate company.
While he schemed, a couple of unexpected visitors knocked on his door.
"Good evening, Mr. Pipp," one of them said, "we represent a major resort enterprise
in Florida. We have plans to use that area you own in and around Lake Tillman to
build a new theme park. We're here to make you a flat offer of fifty million dollars
for the entire piece of land."
"It's a deal!" Robb rapidly accepted.
"Fine," they responded, "we'll be back in a week to finalize the deal. We'll see
you then."
"But Uncle Robb!" Jennifer pointed out after they left, "You don't own all of
that land in Lake Tillman! You unloaded some of it to Bex, remember?"
"Jennifer, Bex is going down to look at the property today, right?" Robb
asked.
"Right," Jennifer concurred.
"OK," Robb explained, "so she takes one look at all that swamp land she
bought, we offer to refund her two million, and we're in the clear for the other
deal!"
Back at the campfire Paula Abdul was enjoying a nice fish dinner with the
Tohrs and Antimats. "Yum," she cried out, "I haven't had a bite to eat since I got
lost in these woods!"
"Well nothing beats fresh fish," Ander enthused, "I caught them in that pond
Amy found. It's teeming with fish! No challenge at all catching them!"
It was getting late, so Bex invited Paula Abdul to stay the night in her cabin.
The next morning, Russ got up and went outside to start the campfire. As soon as
he sat down on a wooden bench next to the campfire, the old dry-rotted wood
collapsed underneath him! "Oh dear me!" Russ cried out. "I'm afraid I've damaged
the recreational facilities!" He picked up the broken pieces of wood and threw them
into the fire before anybody else noticed.
Eventually everyone got up and gathered around the campfire for breakfast.
Everyone except Coleen. Bex went to see if she was alright. "Coleen," Bex called
as she opened her cabin door, "breakfast is ready!"
"No thanks, Bex," Coleen busily replied, "I already ate." Bex walked in to
find Coleen already dressed up for the day and buried in a pile of books and
paperwork. "Hope you don't mind that I drove the station wagon this morning,"

Coleen explained, "nobody else was up yet, so I went in to town by myself."
"What are you up to Coleen?" Bex immediately interrogated.
"Bex, you remember how much fun I had helping fans with their problems?"
Coleen narrated, "Well, I was talking about that experience with this nice man down
at the diner over breakfast, and he thought I might like to try a career in politics!"
"Politics?!" Bex shrieked.
"Yeah," Coleen enthused, "the nice man informed me that there is an opening
on the city council here, and that it would be a good place to start! He put me in
touch with a well-respected political consultant who wants to be my campaign
manager!"
Bex was too overwhelmed with surprise to comment before Paula Abdul came
into the cabin looking for her. "I have a concert scheduled for today," Paula Abdul
explained, "could you please take me to the venue, Bex?"
"Pardon us, we're leaving now," Bex informed everyone, "I'm going to take
Paula Abdul to St. Petersburg. She's due there soon for her next show."
A couple hours after Bex left, Robb and Ruth Pipp arrived wearing elaborate
disguises. "We're looking for Miss Bex Antimat," Robb introduced.
"Well, I'm her friend Russ," Russ greeted, "she's not here right now."
"We're the real estate agents who sold you folks the property," Robb
explained.
"Oh, I can't tell you how much we love this place!" Amy enthused.
"You love this place?!" Robb couldn't believe.
"Uh, look, I think there's something you should know," Robb tried to explain,
"uh, this place is nothing but swamp land."
"Swamp land?" Amy cheered, "Isn't that wonderful, Russ? Just the kind of
seclusion we were hoping for!"
"Excuse us a minute," Robb groaned. He took Ruth to a secluded area in the
woods. "What do you think?" he asked.
"Maybe they heard about the theme park deal and they're just trying to boost
the price up?" Ruth guessed.
"That's right!' Robb complimented. "I'll offer them double their money back!"
Robb and Ruth returned. "Now, you were saying?" Russ asked.
"I'll get right down to business, sir," Robb offered, "we're ready to pay you
double your money if you'll sell us the property back."
"Oh my, no!" Russ insisted. "We're all so crazy about it, and I'm sure Bex
wouldn't sell it at any price! But thank you for your flattering offer. You
understand. It's so hard to find a good vacation home here in Florida."

"Yes, well, uh, goodbye," Robb grumbled as he left.
Later that day Ander was busy at work making a gigantic sub sandwich.
"Ander," Russ interrupted him, "excuse me, but, are you planning to eat that by
yourself, or is that intended for the entire Buccaneers defensive line?"
"Leave me alone, Russ," Ander snapped, "I'm hungry!"
Just then, Bex came back. "Hey everyone," she announced, "I found the
greatest place for all of us to go this weekend! It's only two hours away. Paula
Abdul has invited us all to a health spa, her treat, to thank us for our hospitality!"
Bex showed Russ the brochure to the health spa.
"These people are sitting in mud!" Russ objected.
"Of course," Bex replied, "it's a family resort. And this is very special mud.
It's very healthy for drawing toxins out of your body.”
"So what do you say, Russ?" Bex invited.
"I don't think so," Russ rejected.
"Come on, Russ," Cindy pleaded, "you don't want to be the only one who's not
going."
"Is Coleen going?" Russ challenged.
"Well, we haven't asked her yet because she's been busy working on
something in her cabin all day, but I'm sure she would love to come," Bex assumed.
"I really doubt it," Russ insisted, "there's no way she's gonna put herself in
mud."
"Well why don't we just find out?" Bex challenged. She went to Coleen's
cabin and knocked on the door. "Coleen, will you come out here for a minute,
please?"
"Sure," Coleen answered from behind the door.
"You watch," Russ predicted, "she'll come out here, pretend to be really
interested, and then come up with some off-the-wall excuse for why she can't go."
"Hi," Coleen greeted as she came out of her cabin, "you have something you
want to ask me?"
"Yeah, we found this terrific place and we want you to go there with us this
weekend," Bex encouraged as she handed the brochure to Coleen, "take a look."
"Well, I'd love to go, but I can't," Coleen decided.
"Oh, why not?" Russ sarcastically pondered.
"Well, I wasn't gonna tell you all about this yet, but, I've decided that I want to
run for city council."
"Oh, that's a good one!" Russ guffawed.
"No, really!" Coleen insisted. "I'm gonna run for office, so I have to work on

my campaign."
"If you weren't running for office," Bex interrogated, "would you come to the
spa with us?"
"And sit in the mud?" Coleen replied. "Don't be ridiculous!"
The next morning Coleen emerged from her cabin dressed in formal business
attire. "My new campaign manager is coming here Friday to meet me," Coleen
explained, "so I want to make sure I look like candidate material."
Russ approached with a stack of papers. "Listen, I had some free time, so I
put this together for you," he offered. "It's a database of the addresses of people
considered most likely to vote in the primary. You could use it to decide which
neighborhoods would be most worth your time to canvass."
"Russ, I am truly touched," Coleen complimented, "If I was actually gonna
canvass at all, I'd probably be moved to tears right now. But it was a lovely
thought."
"You're not going door to door for your campaign?!" Russ shrieked.
"Why should I?" Coleen presumed.
"Coleen, you only got until Tuesday!" Russ warned. "This is a hotlycontested primary! If you don't win the primary, you don't get nominated to run for
office!"
"I'm not worried," Coleen casually deflected, "I have natural ability."
"Sometimes that's not enough," Russ informed her.
"It is when your natural ability is being famous," Coleen shot back.
"Coleen, you can't win an election on fame alone!" Russ insisted.
"Russ, I only want to do what's right," Coleen explained, "think about it.
There are lots of people who aren't well-known enough to win an election.
Wouldn't it be awfully unfair of me to be canvassing neighborhoods, and winning
on my fame and popularity, too?"
"I never thought about it quite that way," Russ remarked.
Friday came, and Bex, Ander, Amy, Cindy, and Ellen were almost ready to
leave for the spa. They sat around the campfire and ate lunch. Bex went in to
Coleen's cabin to say goodbye. She was impressed with how Coleen was dressed.
"Coleen!" Bex complimented, "Oh, your campaign manager is gonna be
overwhelmed! You look wonderful!"
"Thank you!" Coleen accepted, as she started spreading teen magazines and
music journals all around the cabin.
"Coleen, it probably isn't necessary to impress your campaign manager with
all the reading you do," Bex cautioned.

"Oh, these?" Coleen casually replied. "Oh, these are just some magazine
covers we've been on."
"But you don't need to use your influence as a celebrity!" Bex protested.
"You're bright enough to do this the traditional way."
"For pop tarts, this is the traditional way!" Coleen wisecracked.
There was a knock at the door. When Bex opened the door she saw a sharpdressed man with a bulging portfolio of papers in his hand. "Hello," Bex greeted.
"Good afternoon," he said, "I'm here to see Coleen Antimat."
"Right this way," Bex invited, "oh, Coleen, here he is! Good luck!" Bex left
the cabin.
"I'm Miss Antimat," Coleen introduced, "you must be Ed. So pleased to meet
you, sir! I've really been looking forward to this meeting!"
"Well, yes," Ed agreed, "shall we begin?"
"Of course," Coleen mumbled as she deliberately tried to trip and stumble
over all the magazines she had lying around, "oh, I'm sorry! Are these magazines
with stories about the immense popularity of Bex and the Antimats in your way?"
"A bit," Ed commented.
"Just put them anywhere," Coleen boasted, "I'm sure there will be more stories
after our next big album."
"Well, the way things are these days we do need to rely heavily on name
recognition," Ed explained.
"Oh good!" Coleen cheered. "So do I!"
"Alright, Miss Antimat, let's start by reviewing your candidacy," Ed began.
"Now, I see that your exceptional intelligence and overall presentation seem quite
satisfactory, and you have substantial appeal to the public. So have you decided
what neighborhoods you're planning on canvassing first?"
"Oh, I wasn't planning on going door to door," Coleen informed him.
"What?" Ed shrieked. "Miss Antimat, keep in mind that for you to be even
considered a viable candidate, you'll need to score at least 42% in the polls!"
"42%?" Coleen dismissed. "Ha ha ha, come on! Piece of cake!"
"That's 42% in a race between 8 other candidates," Ed enlightened her.
"Uh, is there something I can get you, sir?" Coleen scrambled. "Um, coffee?
Tea? A hit song about you?"
"Now, Miss Antimat," Ed admonished, "you wouldn't be trying to influence
me to do all the canvassing for you, would you?"
"I wouldn't think of such a thing!" Coleen objected.
Ed handed Coleen some paperwork. "Get familiar with these flyers for when

we start canvassing with your volunteers. I have to be going now. Nice to meet
you."
After Ed left, the word "volunteers" was still ringing in Coleen's ears. "OH!"
Coleen started to worry. "That doesn't sound good!"
A little while later, just before leaving for the spa, Amy came to Coleen's
cabin to say goodbye. "I am desperate!" she overheard Coleen praying, "I gotta
round up a bunch of volunteers by tomorrow, and I'm not even remotely prepared!"
Amy left before Coleen noticed her, and ran to see Russ.
"Can I talk to you for a minute?" she asked Russ. "Something must have
gone wrong with her meeting, because she's down on her hands and knees praying
to get help with her campaign. I'm telling you, she's desperate!"
"Sorry to hear that," Russ insincerely remarked.
"Anyways, I need to borrow that database you made for Coleen," Amy
begged. Russ was touched that Amy was willing to give up her weekend at the spa
for Coleen.
"Ooh, it's a daring plan," Russ admired, "but look, you go sit in the mud. I'll
help Coleen."
"Really?" Amy replied, "I mean, I know she was pretty rude to you when you
offered to help her."
"Hey, when it comes to a friend like Coleen, I don't get mad," Russ reassured
Amy.
"Great!" Amy cheered with gratitude. "Alright! Thanks, Russ!"
As soon as she was gone, Russ finished his sentence. "I get even!" he
mischievously grinned.
That evening after dinner Russ got out the pile of papers he had previously
offered to Coleen. "I'm just gonna, uh, throw these in the campfire," Russ casually
threatened, "no reason to have them lying around here, huh?"
"No," Coleen faked, "none that I can think of."
"Well, good," Russ replied as he started to toss them in.
"Wait a minute, Russ!" Coleen interrupted. "You don't have to go to all that
fuss. I'll burn them for you."
"Would you do that for me?" Russ suspiciously questioned.
"Sure," Coleen replied, "what are friends for?"
"Nah, no, I wouldn't feel right about that," Russ rejected, "I made this mess, I
should be the one to clean it up."
"Yes, " Coleen objected, "but you made that mess for me. As a matter of fact,
those are my papers, and I need them!"

"What for?" Russ quizzed. "You already said you're not gonna canvass,
right?"
"No, of course not," Coleen fabricated, "but I have a friend who wants to run
for office, too."
"A friend?" Russ wondered. "What's her name?"
"Her name?" Coleen scrambled, "Um... Trudie!"
"Never heard you mention a Trudie before," Russ remarked.
"Let's just say she's someone I really care about, and she's in trouble," Coleen
nervously continued, "she's going to be in the primary Tuesday, too."
"And she put off canvassing until today?" Russ chuckled. "What an idiot!"
"Listen, Russ," Coleen broke down, "here's the real truth. I can't win this
thing on popularity alone. I need to do some door to door campaigning!"
"Why didn't you just say so?" Russ encouraged, "Here, take the papers. Was
there something else?"
"No, no, no," Coleen hesitated, "I'll just go out there and start knocking on
doors, all by myself, and I'll say, 'Good, Coleen! You convinced them to vote for
you! You're doing just fine for someone canvassing all by herself!'"
"Come on, Trudie," Russ volunteered, "let's get to work!"
"Alright, we don't have enough time to cover the whole district," Coleen
explained, "but if we split up and concentrate really hard on where the database
indicates are the most likely voters, I'll have a fighting chance!"
"OK," Russ agreed. The next morning they met Ed in town, and the three of
them were about to go out canvassing.
Coleen practiced what she was going to say first. "Value judgments forfeit
their impunity when the context in which they are set forth is such as to comprise
their expression of instigation to some pernicious act..." she began to rattle on.
"Whoa there," Ed warned, "you talk like that to people and you'll scare them
away! Just act natural, OK?"
"Alright," Coleen sighed.
The three of them split up and canvassed Lake Tillman as much as they could.
At the end of the day Russ had finished his list of houses, and he came to check on
Coleen. He found her deeply discouraged. "It doesn't matter!” she grumbled.
"Look, Coleen, I know these people's problems may sound trivial to you, but
this is what you're here for, to help them!" Russ reminded her.
"I don't care anymore," Coleen cried out in exhaustion, "it's late, I'm tired, it's
not worth it, I'm giving up!"
"Alright," Russ replied, "let's go back to our cabins."

When they got back, Russ went into his cabin and sat down in front of his TV.
"Let's see what's on tonight," he mumbled as he flipped through the TV Guide.
Coleen walked in. She walked in front of the TV and turned it off.
"Russ, what are you doing?" Coleen demanded to know.
"Watching TV," Russ replied.
"Don't you know what comes next?" Coleen asked.
"No," Russ responded. "How can I? You turned off the television!"
"No, between us," Coleen clarified, "this is where you're supposed to give me
a pep talk."
"It is?" Russ questioned.
"Yes!" Coleen insisted.
"Oh, how right," Russ insincerely rattled, "uh, you can do it. Don't give up."
He then started looking at the TV Guide again. "Oh gosh, look," Russ enthused,
"Wonder Woman is on!" He turned the TV back on and started to watch Wonder
Woman.
"That's it?" Coleen freaked. "That's all I get?"
"That's the way it goes," Russ carelessly remarked, "gosh, I haven't seen
Wonder Woman in years!"
"Russ, you're not trying very hard!" Coleen scolded.
"Oh, alright!" Russ yelled as he got up and turned off the TV. "You're being
shallow and lazy these days, Coleen, so it's no wonder you're giving up!"
"If Bex was here," Coleen explained, "she'd say something like, 'Coleen, when
you found out popularity wasn't enough, you suddenly wanted to win this primary
more than ever! And you're scared, because this is the first time your voice and
brains can't get you something you really want, and you don't know if you can do it
on your own.'"
"Looks to me like she taught you how to handle these things by yourself,"
Russ commented, "and I have faith in you too! You're strong enough to face this, if
it's what you really want."
"You're right!" Coleen cheered.
The two of them ate a bushel basket of apples for dinner as they sat in front of
the TV watching Wonder Woman. "You ever notice how she's always getting
defeated by poison gas or chloroform?" Coleen commented, "I would have expected
Wonder Woman to be smart enough to add a gas mask to her equipment by the
second or third episode!"
The following Monday, Ander, Bex, Amy, Cindy, and Ellen returned from the
spa, and they all helped Coleen canvass the neighborhoods. At the same time, Robb

and the Pippettes were in a car headed for Lake Tillman.
"Look," Robb explained, "we can't buy the place back, so we'll scare them off,
see? It's a swamp, right?"
"Right," Ruth concurred.
"So tonight we'll turn up dressed as swamp monsters! Wait 'til they hear
strange noises, and screams, and the whole works! They'll go out of their skulls!
And tomorrow they'll be begging us to take the place back!"
That night the campfire was starting to go out from lack of wood. "Russ, will
you go gather some more wood for the fire?" Bex requested.
"Right away, Bex!" Russ was eager to oblige. He had a really difficult time
chopping up the wood with an axe. "But it looked so easy on television!" Russ
mumbled to himself.
He finally came back carrying a large pile of firewood. He started up the fire
again, and they all sat around it.
"Where'd you get all this wood, Russ?" Bex wondered.
"I chopped down a whole tree, Bex!" Russ exaggerated to impress Bex.
"You know, Russ," Bex pondered, "I've been thinking about those visitors we
had. You said they were so anxious to buy this property back. I wonder why."
"It's very simple, Bex," Russ explained, "they probably realized what a
paradise it really is here."
Not far away Robb and the Pippettes were getting into their swamp monster
costumes. "We'll have these Antimats running in no time!" Robb enthused.
"Yeah, we'll really scare them!" Ruth agreed.
They started to approach slowly, making scary noises. Russ got scared, but
didn't want Bex to see him frightened, so me made up an excuse to leave. "Well, I
think I'll toddle over to my cabin and get some sleep," Russ casually remarked,
"goodnight." Once he was behind the girls' backs, he ran like crazy back to his
cabin! Ander was right behind him running into his cabin in fear!
"What a great place for a vacation!" Bex exclaimed. "You know, this reminds
me of the places we used to hide out in when Rex would come looking for us back
in the antimatter dimension. We used to sit around the fireplace, just like this, and
share a few laughs to ease the tension."
"Yes," Amy agreed, "hardly a night went by when we didn't enjoy camping
out. I remember --"
"What was that?" Cindy interrupted when she heard the scary noises. They all
got up and quickly looked around. They saw the swamp monster costumes, but
weren't scared in the least.

"Whew! It's just some animals in the woods!" Ellen burst with relief. "For a
minute there, I thought Rex had found us! Thank God we're no longer in that
danger!"
"They're just ignoring us!" Robb exasperated.
"Well, I'm not going to let a little noise spoil my evening," Coleen announced,
"why don't we all go to bed?"
"How do you like that?" Robb whined. "They're going to bed!"
"Bex, we can always enjoy the peace and solitude of our own little vacation
home right here!" Amy commented with gratitude as they walked away from the
campfire.
Robb became supremely furious and frustrated! He returned with the
Pippettes to their home on Long Island. "You realize we'll have to back out of the
fifty million dollar deal now," he complained. "Oh, how I hate those Antimats!
Now more than ever! That's it! I'm not wasting any more of my time!"
"What are you going to do?" Jennifer wondered.
"We're going to Clifford Falls," he schemed, "and we're going to break into
Bex's Mansion while they're away in Florida. We're going to carefully search
around, and try to find out every thing we can about them. There must be some
weakness we can exploit, and I'm going to find out what it is!"
The next day was Tuesday, and everyone was at the polling place to support
Coleen. "So how do you think we did?" Russ wondered.
"Pretty well, I think," Coleen guessed, "but if not, what difference does it
make?"
"Coleen, I can't deal with this giving up stuff again!" Russ scolded.
"I'm not giving up!" Coleen clarified, "I'm just saying that if I didn't do well
enough, then I'll try to run for office some other time. And I'll run again if I have to,
until I win one!"
Russ was proud of her. "Sounds like a plan," he complimented.
"Good," Coleen replied as she started to walk away.
"Uh, wait a minute," Russ stopped her, "aren't you forgetting something?"
"Hmm?" Coleen carelessly responded.
"Like, 'Thank you, Russ, for campaigning with me?'" Russ demanded.
"'Thank you, Russ, for being a true friend, I couldn't have done this without you?"
"Mmm-hmm!" Coleen halfheartedly mumbled as she turned and ran off.
"No, please, don't go getting all mushy on me," Russ remarked to himself.
Later that night Russ was really sad for Coleen when she came in last place in
the primary. But true to her word, she didn't let it bother her. She remained strong,

confident, and willing to try again some other time. Russ sat alone in front of the
campfire reflecting upon her inspiring example of courage and confidence in the
face of defeat.
He took it personally because he had been having a struggle with confidence
going on inside himself for almost a year and a half. He was in love with Bex, and
the feeling had not faded, but instead had grown exponentially during that time. He
had been making up excuses for himself, and distracting himself with his duties as
road manager while they were on their world tour.
Russ started to remember how he felt years ago when he wanted to express his
feelings but it was too late. Soon Bex came out of her cabin and sat down at the
campfire. Russ shuddered with fear, but he redoubled his resolve because he
wanted to be brave and confident like Coleen, and never blow another opportunity
again. "This love is strong," Russ wondered to himself, "why do I feel weak?"
"Bex," Russ nervously stumbled to pronounce, "there's something..." Bex
turned and looked at him attentively. "...something I, uh, want to ask you," Russ
struggled to speak. He was trembling, short of breath, and every heartbeat felt like
a clap of thunder going through his body!
"What is it, Russ?" Bex asked.
Russ forced himself to speak. Years of pent up feelings were about to erupt.
He couldn't hold them back any longer! He profoundly professed to Bex how much
he loved her in such an emotional outburst that this writer cannot find words to
adequately describe! Suffice it to say that by the time he was done serenading her,
he was down on one knee proposing marriage. In his hand was a beautiful diamond
ring he had secretly purchased in the Netherlands while they were on their world
tour.
Bex was taken completely by surprise. The thought had never even crossed
her mind before. If it had been anyone else giving her such an extreme burst of
affection, she would have flat out rejected him as a lunatic. But she liked Russ too
much to dismiss his feelings.
"Wow! Russ," she replied in shock, "I really don't know what to say. I, I, I'm
really flattered! You're a wonderful fellow, but I, I need some time to think about
this, you know? I mean, I'm not even sure if I'd want to get married this young. To
anybody. There's just so much to consider! I, I just need some time to take all this
in. I hope you understand."
"I understand. Take all the time you need," Russ reassured her, "it is a
decision not to be taken lightly."
"Thank you for understanding," Bex gratefully responded.

"I'm really sorry I surprised you like that," Russ apologized as he calmed
down. "I promise I won't pressure you, or even mention it again. The decision is
entirely yours. Just remember, my offer is always out there, anytime you're ready to
decide!"
"I appreciate that, Russ," Bex softly responded, "so, if you'll excuse me, I
need to get some sleep now."
Bex went back to her cabin and sat up most of the night in stunned silence and
deep contemplation. Russ continued to sit by the campfire, filled with a sense of
relief and accomplishment, permeated with hope for an ultimately positive
outcome. He jumped right up when he suddenly felt a pat on his back! It was Ed.
He had discreetly observed Russ's sensational proposal from a distance.
"Hey, brother," he remarked, "that was quite a display of affection there! You
must really love that girl!"
"Thanks," Russ blushingly replied.
"Well, I just dropped by to see Coleen," he explained.
"She's in her cabin," Russ told him, "and I'm sure she'll want to see you. She's
not discouraged in the least by her political defeat."
"That's great to hear," Ed cheered, "I just know she'll win an election
someday; I hope you win your little campaign too, my friend. Good luck to ya!"
During the rest of their vacation Russ went on to become good friends with Ed.

CHAPTER 14
I'm Not Trying To Make You
Anything At All

After enjoying a relaxing vacation in Florida, it was time for the Tohrs and
Antimats to return to Bex's Mansion in Clifford Falls. The second Bex and the
Antimats album was being released in September 1992, so they had to get back and
prepare for their upcoming promotional tour for the new recording.
One evening after dinner, Russ was sitting on the couch in the living room
watching TV. Coleen walked by, and noticed that Russ's eyes were filled with tears.
"Oh, Russ," she remarked, "Are you watching Wonder Woman again?"
"No," Russ sobbed, "Phone company commercial. They had this father and
this son, and he called him!" Russ exclaimed. "Oh, man! You know, Coleen, I wish
my dad could call me! But he's lost in the antimatter dimension with the rest of my
family..."
"Have you been drinking, Russ?" Coleen accused.
"No!" Russ indignantly responded. "Sometimes I don't think I spend enough
time with Ander. You know, he's the only family I got left." He got up from the
couch and called out into the kitchen, "Ander! Ander, come here!"
Ander was in the kitchen playing Pinochle with Bex, Cindy, and Ellen. He
excused himself and went to see what Russ wanted. "What did I do, Russ?" Ander
groaned as he approached Russ.
"Nothing," Russ explained, "it's just that we don't seem to talk too much
anymore. How's things going for you these days?"
"Well I was watching a video earlier today," Ander observed, "and did you
know that if you look really carefully, you can see Elvis in one of the crowd scenes
in Ghandi?"
"Sorry I asked," Russ grunted with disappointment.
"Ander, Elvis Presley died in 1977," Coleen informed him.
Just then, Amy passed through the room on her way out the door. "Amy,"
Coleen asked, "uh, where are you going tonight?"
"I'm going down to Quirico's house and watch some TV," she replied.
"Oh," Coleen was surprised to hear, "uh, Amy?"
"Yeah, Coleen?" she responded.
"If you're gonna be late, call?" Coleen requested.
"Of course," Amy reassured her.
The next day Bex got on the phone in the study. She wanted to coordinate
plans with the record company for their upcoming album. Unfortunately Magenta
Mountain Records was suffering from the bad economy and were making cut backs.
They informed Bex that there would be no more casually paced concert tours.
From then on they would have to do the airplane-hotel-airplane-hotel routine like

everybody else in the business.
And worst of all, they left it up to Bex to inform Russ that he was fired as
their road manager. They unceremoniously replaced him with a frugal, whipcracking slavedriver. "Your tour starts in two days," he commanded Bex over the
phone, "so you girls get your bags packed pronto!"
Bex was devastated! Not only did she dread the upcoming tour, but she
dreaded having to break the news to Russ even more. She was really worried that
Russ would take it the wrong way. She started to scramble to find the right setting
to discuss what had happened with Russ and the Antimats.
"Hey everyone," Bex suggested, "let's go out tonight, you know, to a
restaurant or something."
"Nah," Ander rejected, "eating out costs a fortune, Bex! We have so many
expenses right now."
"But in a couple of days we're gonna be leaving for our tour," Bex explained.
"Alright," Ander conceded, "where do you want to go eat?"
Later that day Russ decided to invite Skipper Doo to accompany them on their
outing. While they were gone on the world tour, Skipper Doo had made an amazing
recovery from his injuries, and was feeling better than he ever did before. The
doorbell rang. "Oh!" Russ responded. "That must be Skipper Doo. I told him he
could come with us."
After Skipper Doo came in and greeted everyone, a car horn was heard
beeping outside. "I'm sorry everybody," Ellen apologized, "but I can't go with you.
I got a date. Gotta run!"
"Hold it, hold it a minute!" Bex demanded. "Some guy honks his horn, and
you go running off? I want to meet him."
"You can't," Ellen insisted, "he doesn't meet family. It's his policy."
"Well, he sounds like a very nice boy," Ander said with a volatile mix of
sarcasm and anger, "so I think I'll go out there and meet him. By the way, what's his
name?"
"I don't remember," Ellen squirmed, "but please don't scare him away, Ander,
because I love him!"
Ander went out to the driveway to meet Ellen's date. While they were waiting
for Ander, Skipper Doo decided to make conversation. "So, have you met the man
that moved into the house across the street?" he asked Russ.
"Someone moved into that house?" Russ asked back.
"What's he like, Skipper Doo?" Bex wondered.
"His name is Aaron King," Skipper Doo informed them, "let's see, he's in his

early fifties, and he has a southern accent. Maybe I better go outside and make sure
that Ander doesn't do anything he might regret." Skipper Doo went out to the
driveway to check on Ander.
"This is so embarrassing!" Ellen cried out. "I just know Ander is gonna
misinterpret the dog collar around my date's neck!"
"I can't believe they've been out there for over an hour!" Bex complained after
a long wait. "What could they be doing?"
"It is a long time for two people with nothing in common to be spending
together," Coleen commented, "but then again, Skipper Doo went out there to make
sure Ander doesn't do anything he might regret. That could take a while."
Ander and Skipper Doo finally returned. "Good!" Ellen cheered, "Can I go on
my date now?"
"Sure, honey, go ahead," Bex conceded, "have a good time!"
"Sure, I'll have a great time!" Ellen remarked with sarcasm. "The best spots at
the drive in are probably already taken by now!"
"Ander, we're starving!" Russ chided. "What were you two doing out there
for so long?"
"Russ, we just outsmarted that boy," Ander announced.
"We sure did!" Skipper Doo enthused. "Russ, you wouldn't believe it!
Underneath all that rust, that guy was actually driving a 1976 Plymouth Volare!"
"That's what you were doing for an hour?" Bex complained. "Looking at a
sixteen-year-old rusted pile of junk?"
"No, of course not," Ander replied, "I bought it! It's a great car, Bex! Now
you girls can drive the station wagon around, and we can have the Volare for us
men, right Russ?"
"You betcha, Ander!" Russ enthused.
"And it's not just a car, Bex," Skipper Doo pointed out, "it's a piece of history!
A 225 Slant Six with a 2-barrel carburetor and 3-speed TorqueFlite automatic
transmission! Come on, Ander," Skipper Doo encouraged, "let's get out to the
driveway and strip the rust off this baby!"
"Hey!" Bex objected. "What about our dinner?"
"I can't afford to eat out now," Ander excused, "I just bought a car!"
Ellen came in the door right after Ander and Skipper Doo left. "I thought you
had a date," Bex observed.
"Well my boyfriend said he sold his car," Ellen explained, "do you think I'm
going to be seen walking into to a drive in movie with a guy who wears a dog
collar?"

"Why don't I make us something special for dinner tonight?" Russ volunteered
to Bex. "We still got one more night before we have to leave for the tour. We can
all go out tomorrow, OK?"
"Alright," Bex gratefully accepted as an opportunity to procrastinate.
The next morning at the breakfast table, Ander was all hyped up. "We've
found him!" he exclaimed. "We've found Elvis! The King lives right across the
street from us!"
"Oh, come on!" Russ dismissed.
"Look," Ander continued, "The man's name is Aaron King. Elvis's middle
name is Aaron, and he's king of rock and roll!"
"I am not convinced," Russ groaned.
At that moment Skipper Doo knocked on the door. "Why don't you just forget
this Elvis nonsense," Russ suggested, "and go work on the car with Skipper Doo?"
Later that day Bex looked out the window at Ander and Skipper Doo. "Well,
you have to admit," she commented, "those guys have certainly been getting along
really well today."
"Today at lunch I brought it to Ander's attention that his fingernails were
dirty," Cindy related, "and do you know what he said? He said, 'That's not dirt. It's
Volare juice, baby!'"
Ander and Skipper Doo entered Bex's Mansion.
"Bex, Cindy," Ander greeted, "we just wanted you to know we rebuilt one of
the carburetors in the Volare!"
"Listen, road warriors," Bex informed them, "we're hungry! Come on, Ander,
it's our last night in town and we're all going out to dinner!"
A little while later they were all ready to go. "Sorry to keep you waiting,"
Ander apologized, "I had to run up to my apartment and dig through the hamper to
find a shirt that didn't have grease stains all over it. Bex, did you make the
reservation?"
"Oh yes," Bex enthused, "and we're gonna get a great table!"
When they got to the restaurant, Bex started looking for just the right moment
to breach the subject of Russ's termination as road manager, but Ander monopolized
the entire evening talking about Elvis instead.
"Look, Russ," Ander conceded, "I've been thinking about this Aaron King
thing, and you're right. I can't go around saying he's Elvis without proof, so I got
you proof: Elvis's lyrics. Listen to this hidden message: 'Since my baby left me, I
found a new place to dwell.'"
"That's down at the end of Lonely Street," Russ debunked, "not across the

street from us!"
"You've convinced me, Ander," Russ insincerely replied, "we are living across
the street from Elvis Presley, and Bex is Janis Joplin, and Skipper Doo is Buddy
Holly!"
"That'll be the day!" Ander chuckled.
The following morning the Antimats were all packed and ready to depart for
their tour. Russ had also packed his things because Bex had not yet told him that he
was fired. "Russ, before we leave," Bex invited, "why don't we go into the kitchen
and have some toast? Just a quick breakfast, and I also want to talk to you about
something."
Russ and Bex went into the kitchen together. Bex was about to make toast
when she noticed that all the bread was gone!
"So what are we gonna do about breakfast now?" Russ despaired.
"Don't worry," Ander offered, "I'll make yas some breakfast before you have
to leave."
"Ander's gonna make us breakfast," Russ told Bex, "so why don't we go out to
the living room and discuss whatever it is you want to talk to me about?" Russ and
Bex went out to the living room and sat on the couch.
It wasn't until they sat down that Russ noticed that Bex was in tears. "What's
the matter, Bex?" he began to worry.
"Oh, Russ," she wept, "I have some bad news for you. I should have told you
a couple of days ago, but I just kept procrastinating!"
"Bad news?" Russ wondered.
"Now, Russ, I don't want you to take this the wrong way," Bex worried, "it's
not personal, and it is certainly not my decision! I have been instructed by Magenta
Mountain Records to fire you as our road manager." Russ's heart instantly sank to
the bottom of the floor as all kinds of crazy ideas started filling his mind!
"Believe me," Bex pleaded, "I thought you did a great job on our world tour,
and I would much rather have you as our manager now than this Marine Corps drill
sergeant they hired for us!" Bex saw a look of uncertainty in Russ's face. He wasn't
completely convinced that Bex hadn't canned him for his emotional outburst. He
desperately feared that this termination was Bex's way of refusing his proposal, and
Bex really feared that he would jump to that conclusion. She gently held both of
Russ's hands and looked straight into his eyes.
"Russ, honey, I am really heartbroken over this whole thing," she insisted,
"and just in case you were wondering, I haven't forgotten about your proposal. I
have been contemplating it, and I plan to continue to give it serious consideration

while we're away on tour."
"It's always best not to rush things," Russ commented with a fragile smile.
"I'm really gonna miss you, sweetheart!" Bex encouraged. "I can't wait until
we get back!"
Just then Skipper Doo came bursting through the door. "Great news!" he
yelled out towards the kitchen, "I got an original antenna for the car!"
"An antenna?" Ander exclaimed as he ran out from the kitchen.
"We gotta go right now though, 'cause he's got another offer," Skipper Doo
explained.
"Come on, Skipper Doo," Ander shouted as they immediately ran out the door
together, "we're going to the ghetto!"
"We have to be going now, too," Bex announced after Ander left.
Russ ran up to her and gave her the biggest hug he ever gave anyone! "I'm
going to miss you too, Bex!" he cried.
Once the Antimats left, Russ was all alone in the Mansion. He sat on the
couch in complete silence and solitude torturing himself with all sorts of irrational
fears. "Maybe Bex will meet some better guy out on that tour," he began to
agonize, "and then she'll just forget all about me!" In reality, nothing could have
been further from the truth. Bex's new road manager had her on an extremely tight
schedule, with shows every night, and rehearsals every morning. She didn't have
time to socialize if she wanted to.
Later that day, Ander and Skipper Doo returned to Bex's Mansion. Ander
proudly held the antenna in his hand. "It's beautiful!" he remarked. "Look at it,
Russ! It's in great shape! This antenna can withstand speeds of over 170 miles per
hour!" Russ didn't even notice that Ander was home. He was completely zoned out
with intense feelings of disappointment and defeat.
"Now, I'm gonna go put the antenna on the car," Ander announced.
"And I'll help," Skipper Doo offered. Ander and Skipper Doo went out to the
driveway and started to install the antenna into the car.
"You know something?" Skipper Doo cheered. "It doesn't get any better than
this!"
After it got too dark to work on the car anymore, Skipper Doo went home, and
Ander came back into Bex's Mansion. "Hey, Russ," he asked, "what's for dinner
tonight?" But there was no dinner prepared. Russ hadn't gotten up off the couch all
day.
"There's nothing like a nice, healthy salad," Russ suggested.
"A salad?" Ander rejected. "Russ, that's no meal for a man who's been

working on a car all day!"
"Man, I'm just tired and bored with myself," Russ despaired as he continued to
stare off into space.
"You didn't make dinner?" Ander questioned.
"Sorry," Russ chanted in a daze.
"I never thought a man could have this much love in his heart!" Ander
remarked.
"You mean for Bex?" Russ asked.
"Yeah, and that car!" Ander replied in a daze of his own.
"Well, you go get something to eat, Ander," Russ finally responded, "I'm not
hungry." Ander went down to the diner for dinner, and then returned home to bed.
Russ remained on the couch, and ultimately fell asleep there for the night.
The next morning Russ woke up to the sound of Ander and Skipper Doo in the
driveway singing along to "Born To Be Wild" playing on the car radio at full blast!
After the song was finished, Ander came in the door. "Good news, Russ," he
announced, "we got the antenna in!"
"Where's Skipper Doo?" Russ wondered.
"He's still out there playing with the radio," Ander informed him, "you know,
he gets carried away."
Just then the phone rang. Russ answered it. "Hello?" he replied to the
operator, "Albany? Collect? Hell no I'm not gonna..."
"Wait a minute!" Ander interrupted. He grabbed the phone from Russ. "We'll
pay for the charges!" Ander spoke on the phone, "Hello? Doctor Volare? You got
the hood ornament? Then you got yourself a deal! We're leaving right now to go
pick it up!"
Ander ran out to the driveway and informed Skipper Doo about the hood
ornament. As they were talking, Ander noticed Aaron King emerging from his
house across the street with a suitcase. He went over to talk to him.
"So, I see you're going on a little trip there?" Ander pried.
"That's right," Aaron replied as he placed the suitcase into his van, "I'm gonna
spend a few days in Michigan."
"Michigan?" Ander was intrigued to hear.
"Yeah, Kalamazoo," Aaron informed him, "you ever been there?"
"No," Ander responded, "can't say that I have. But good luck to ya!"
"Thanks," Aaron said as he got into his van and drove away.
Ander walked back across the street. "Skipper Doo," he proposed, "why don't
you go to Albany and get that hood ornament for me? I'm going to take the restored

Volare on its maiden voyage to Kalamazoo, Michigan! I won't rest until I prove
that man is Elvis Presley!"
"Great idea, man!" Skipper Doo replied. "Hope you find the clues you're
looking for. See ya later!" Skipper Doo immediately took off on his motorcycle for
Albany.
Ander walked back into Bex's Mansion and informed Russ of his travel plans.
"Russ, he said he was going to Kalamazoo!" Ander insisted.
"So?" Russ challenged.
Ander handed him a tabloid newspaper. "Well, just look at this!" Ander
suggested.
"'Elvis spotted pumping gas in Rome, New York,'" Russ read aloud.
"No, not that," Ander corrected, "the one below it. See the article about Elvis
being seen in Kalamazoo, Michigan? That's where he goes to pick up his
Minoxidil."
Russ couldn't believe his ears. "But if you go to Kalamazoo," Russ reasoned,
"how are you going to know where to find him?"
"Read the article," Ander enthused as he pointed to the tabloid newspaper,
"Burger King is his Minoxidil connection. So all we have to do is visit all the
Burger Kings in Kalamazoo until we find him!"
Russ threw his hands up in the air. "I give up!" he despaired.
"Why don't you come with me, Russ?" Ander invited.
"Nah," Russ rejected, "I want no part of this."
"But Russ," Ander reasoned, "you're just gonna sit around here all day and
mope about your misfortunes anyway. What else you got to do? Come on!"
"Well, I am already packed," Russ remembered.
"There ya go!" Ander encouraged. "Yeah, come on, let's take this restored
Volare for its first road trip!"
When they got out to the driveway, Russ was really impressed with the
fabulous job Ander and Skipper Doo had done. The Volare looked like it was brand
new from the factory. The only thing missing was the hood ornament, which
Skipper Doo was already on his way to purchase.
"Russ, get in the car," Ander commanded, "I'll drive. Now Mr. King already
left ahead of us, but I figure if we cut through Canada, we ought to catch right up
with him. You just sit there and lean coolly out the window, and we'll pretend we're
cruising for chicks, alright?" Ander started up the car and revved up the engine.
"BORN TO BE WILD!" he sang at the top of his voice as he backed out of the
driveway.

For the entire trip Russ just sat in the passenger seat completely oblivious to
his surroundings. He was present in body, but his mind and heart were with Bex,
wherever she was. That's all he could think about anymore.
Once they got into southern Ontario, things got even worse for Russ. He
started to hallucinate. Every time they would stop for gas, or a bathroom break,
Russ would swear that every female he saw was Bex. When they stopped that night
for dinner at a pizza place in London, Ontario, Russ thought that the waitress was
Bex. He finally snapped out his spell when Ander paid the waitress in U.S. money,
and she replied, "Oh, you guys are from the States?" Russ was embarrassed and ran
out to the car to cry his eyes out. Ander apologized for Russ's outburst and gave her
a big tip.
As they approached the Michigan border, they ran into a long line of cars
waiting to cross. They waited at least half an hour before Ander cried out, "What's
going on up there?" He got out of the car and started walking up the road asking
people in the other cars if they knew what was going on.
One of the drivers who had a CB radio informed Ander that the bridge was
temporarily closed in both directions for a few hours because some guy was trying
to truck an entire house across the border! That didn't sound good! Ander looked
ahead and could barely see a house delicately balanced on top of the bed of a tractor
trailer slowly coming across the bridge. "This is going to take forever!" he
despaired.
Russ decided to fiddle with the radio while he was waiting for Ander to return
to the car. As he flipped through the AM dial, he found a station that was playing
pop music. This initiated a whole new set of sad feelings. "How come these
Canadians can successfully operate a music station on AM, but we couldn't?" he
began to cry.
As he sat there teary-eyed, they played Olivia Newton-John's song "I Honestly
Love You." As the song began, Russ suddenly found himself floating upwards,
high into the sky, on top of a fluffy cloud. At that very same moment, Bex was
listening to the same radio station in her hotel room in Detroit, where she was
scheduled to perform that night. She suddenly found herself rising into the sky on a
cloud as the song began, too!
Russ and Bex stared across the sky at each other in amazement as they sat
atop their separate clouds. They then both looked ahead and saw Olivia NewtonJohn singing "I Honestly Love You" as she floated above a huge batch of white
cumulus clouds. Behind her singing along in perfect harmony were a whole choir
of angels.

Russ and Bex were totally amazed as they listened in awe to such an
incredibly beautiful melody, a sound unlike anything ever heard before by mortal
men! As soon as Olivia Newton-John finished the line "so I guess we'll just be
leaving it at this..." suddenly Russ found himself back in the passenger seat of the
Volare being interrogated by a Border Patrol agent.
"Citizenship?" he questioned as if it weren't the first time he had asked.
"Oh, I'm sorry," Russ replied as his head spun, "United States."
"What's wrong with you, Russ?" Ander worried.
"You wouldn't believe me if I told you Ander," Russ responded.
Also at the exact same moment when Olivia Newton-John finished the line
"so I guess we'll just be leaving it at this..." Bex instantly found herself back in her
hotel room. Amy walked in the door. "Bex, I've been looking all over for you," she
worried, "where have you been?"
"I'm not sure," Bex answered in a daze.
Amy sat down next to Bex. "There's something heavy on your mind, Bex,"
she suspected, "I can tell. I can just feel it oozing right out of you. What's going
on?" Bex hadn't told her sisters about Russ's proposal yet because she didn't want
to say anything until she had made up her mind. The only people who knew about
the proposal so far were Ander, Russ, Bex, and Ed.
Bex decided to break the news to Amy about the decision with which she was
struggling. "I don't know what to do, Amy," she explained, "I mean, I went on a
few double dates with him and Ed and his girlfriends this summer, and they were
wonderful, but I'm still unsure."
"Well, you've known Russ for long time now," Amy pointed out, "I don't think
you're going to get to know him any better than you already do."
Then Bex, fearing that she might be losing her sanity, decided to confide in
Amy about the experience she just went through up in the clouds. "Please don't tell
the others," Bex pleaded, "I don't want them thinking I'm going crazy!"
"You're not crazy," Amy reassured her, "and I promise not to tell."
"Thank you, Amy," Bex sighed as she hugged her sister.
"Of course it's totally your decision to make," Amy began, "but if you want
my advice, I think I would be very happy about it if you married Russ!"
"Really?" Bex replied.
"Yeah," Amy insisted, "I mean, the way he rescued us from Rex the Lunatic,
it's almost like he's your knight in shining armor!"
"Oh Amy," Bex dismissed, "you always over-romanticize things!"
"That's just the way I am," Amy enthused, "but don't worry. Whatever you

decide will be OK with me."
Once Ander and Russ arrived in Kalamazoo, Ander bought a city map and
started looking through the yellow pages for Burger King locations. At the first
Burger King they came to, they saw Aaron King inside eating a Whopper. "There
he is!" Ander shouted. "See? I told you I'd find him!" Russ just sat there as if he
were brain dead.
Ander waited until Aaron was done eating, and then followed his van back to
a motel. When they arrived at the motel, Ander got out of the car, snuck up behind
Aaron, and took a peek into his van. He was delighted to see all kinds of Elvis
memorabilia inside!
"You're Elvis Presley!" Ander cheered. "I knew it! I knew it!"
"I'm not Elvis Presley!" Aaron denied.
"Yeah right," Ander sarcastically replied, "and I don't live across the street
from you!"
"What are you doing here, anyway?" Aaron pondered, "And come to think of
it, haven't I seen you before? You're that guy I saw winning it big in Vegas a few
years back."
"Vegas?!" Ander freaked. "You've been to Vegas? That proves it!"
"Proves what?" Aaron challenged.
"That you're Elvis!" Ander insisted.
"Wait a minute," Aaron deflected, "let's get back to who you are. Didn't you
fall in love with one of the Pippettes?"
"Yeah, but we're not together anymore," Ander mumbled.
"Man, that's a shame," Aaron remarked, "but let's be reasonable. Why would
somebody like Elvis want to pretend he was dead? What do you do all day long?
Look for dead celebrities? Really, to tell you the truth, Ander, you caught me in
kind of a compromising position."
"What do you mean?" Ander wondered.
"Well, I'm not exactly alone here, if you get my drift," Aaron informed him,
“So you won't think I'm rude if I don't invite you in?" Aaron explained.
"Of course not," Ander responded, "just keep playing those Elvis records!"
"Look," Aaron pleaded, "I wish I was Elvis, buddy. But I'm just a truck driver
from Tupelo. And that's as close as I'll ever get to being The King."
Ander returned to the car. "Where's The King?" Russ chuckled.
"We don't have a king," Ander replied, "this is America."
"I meant Elvis," Russ clarified, "you went over to that motel room to pester
that guy, didn't you?"

Ander was so excited, he stayed up all night driving home. Russ got in the
back seat and tried to get some sleep. As they were going through Toronto in the
middle of the night, Russ awoke in to hear "Alone" by Heart on the radio. It was an
incredibly intense and memorable moment for him.
Early the next morning they arrived home to find Skipper Doo waiting for
them in the driveway, anxious to install the hood ornament. Ander and Russ were
too tired to help, so they went straight to bed.
Later that evening when they got up, they found Skipper Doo still in the
driveway admiring the car. "Hey, Ander, I got the hood ornament on!" he enthused.
"Fits real good, too! How did your trip go?"
"All I got were denials," Ander groaned, "I got nothing."
About a week later, as Ander and Russ gathered for breakfast, Todd knocked
on the door. "Hi, Todd, come on in!" Ander greeted.
"You'll never guess what happened," Todd informed them, "Aaron King
moved out in the middle of the night!"
"Isn't that strange?" Ander wondered.
"Todd, I know what you're thinking," Russ cautioned, "and he's been dead a
long time."
"I thought that, too, at first," Todd replied, "but you mark my words, Russ,
that man who lived across the street from us was Buddy Holly!" After having
breakfast with them, Todd went home.
"Boy is he gullible!" Ander ridiculed behind his back. "Everybody knows that
Buddy Holly runs a bait and tackle shop in Phoenix!"

CHAPTER 15
Greater Love Than This Nobody Has
(Turn On Your Heartlight)

One November afternoon in 1992, about a week before Thanksgiving, Robb
Pipp and the Pippettes were sitting around the table in their home on Long Island.
In front of them were piles of papers, photographs, and other items they had been
collecting on Bex and the Antimats. They were sifting through everything in
frustration.
"How come I can't find anything on these girls before 1989?" Robb wondered.
"No school records, no birth certificates, it's like they didn't even exist until then!"
"They seem to have suddenly appeared out of nowhere around the same time
that Russ got in trouble with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission," Jennifer
informed him, "maybe that's a clue?"
"Intriguing," Robb commented, "what do you think, Ruth?"
"I think she's on to something," Ruth concurred.
"But what have they got to do with Russ's science experiments?" Robb
wondered.
"Well, I have a theory," Ruth suggested, "just listen to what I heard when I
played this Bex and the Antimats song backwards."
Robb took a listen for himself. "Inter-dimension telewave?" Robb marveled,
"is that what I'm hearing?"
"It must be a clue!" Ruth insisted.
"It says here that Russ was working with scientists from Berkeley," Sue
pointed out, "maybe you should go ask them about the nature of his scientific
studies, Uncle Robb?"
"Great idea, Sue!" Robb complimented. He got right up and made the
necessary travel plans to leave right away for Berkeley. "You know, girls," he
cheered, "I think this time, we're going to get to the bottom of this whole thing!"
Bex and the Antimats had been touring non-stop for two and a half months.
They were completely exhausted from what seemed like an eternity of concert
nights and hotel rooms. One thing their road manager used to motivate them was
the promise of a special treat on the final date on their tour, the night before
Thanksgiving in Clifford Falls.
As they were flying home to Clifford Falls early in the morning of that longanticipated day, they were told that none other than Neil Diamond would be
performing with them for the homecoming finale show that night! As soon as the
plane landed, Bex called for a cab. "Bex, what are you doing?" Ellen freaked. "We
have to go straight to rehearsals!"
"I don't care," Bex insisted, "there's something I have to do first! Cover for
me, won't you?"

"Alright," Ellen reluctantly and suspiciously agreed.
Bex took a cab straight to Bex's Mansion and came bursting through the front
door! "Russ!" she called out, "I'm home!" Russ jumped up from the couch. Bex
ran over to Russ and leaped right into his arms! He could hardly believe it. It was
only when Ander came into the room and said, "Welcome home, Bex," that Russ
was certain he wasn't hallucinating.
"Oh it's so good to see you again!" Russ cheered once he was sure he was
talking to a real person.
"I know," Bex delighted, "I just couldn't wait any longer to see you! How are
you feeling?"
"Never better in my whole life since you got here!" Russ enthused.
"Russ, you're never gonna believe it," Bex explained, "but we got Neil
Diamond performing with us tonight!"
Russ became even more ecstatic than he already was. "He's one of my most
favorite singers ever!" Russ exploded.
"I know!" Bex rejoiced. "But, listen. The cab's waiting outside. I gotta hurry
back to the venue. Neil Diamond is over at there right now rehearsing with the
other Antimats. And I want you to come with me and meet him, alright? Let's go!"
Russ and Bex got into the cab and hurried over to the concert venue. Once
they got there Bex got a severe tongue lashing from her road manager for sneaking
out during rehearsal, but she didn't care. It was the last day of the tour, she was
happy to see Russ, and she delighted in being able to make him happy by
introducing him to Neil Diamond.
"Mr. Diamond," Bex introduced, "I want you to meet my boyfriend, Russ
Tohr." As soon as she said "boyfriend," all of Russ's irrational fears and worries,
which he had been suffering from for months, instantly disappeared.
"It's a real pleasure to meet you, sir!" Russ gushed. "And I know you're
running late on rehearsals, so I'll just stand over here out of the way." Russ stood
by and witnessed their rehearsal.
"For a final encore we'd like to sing one of your songs, Mr. Diamond," Bex
suggested.
"That sounds like a good idea," Neil Diamond agreed, "which of my songs
shall we sing?"
"How about 'Forever In Blue Jeans'?" Bex suggested as she looked
meaningfully Russ's way.
"'Heartlight'!" Amy shrieked.
"I'd like 'Hello Again,'" Cindy informed them.

"'I'm a Believer'," Coleen cleverly proposed.
"I think 'You Don't Bring Me Flowers' would be perfect for us to all sing
together," Ellen reasoned.
Everybody liked Ellen's idea except for Amy. "Oh, please, Bex," she pleaded,
"Let's sing 'Heartlight'? It's one of my favorite songs ever!" Her sisters were
shocked. Never before in her life had Amy ever put anything she wanted for herself
ahead of the wishes of others.
"What do you say, Mr. Diamond," Bex requested, "would you like to sing
'Heartlight' with us?"
He nodded positively. "'Heartlight' it is," he agreed.
That night's concert was one of the best shows they ever performed.
Everyone was so happy and excited, no mistakes were made, and everything fell
right into place. Amy was happiest of all when they finished the show with
"Heartlight." Nobody knew it at the time, but "Heartlight" would wind up being the
last song Bex and the Antimats ever performed together as a group.
The next day was Thanksgiving, and the Antimats had so much to be thankful
for. Most of all they were thankful that they were finally home again after such a
long and grueling tour. "Home is the most excellent place of all," Amy was still
singing that morning when she woke up.
Ander was down in the kitchen making the turkey dinner. Once the turkey
was in the oven, and things were pretty much set for a while, Ander went out to the
driveway to polish his car. Todd noticed this spectacle and walked over.
"Hey," he interrupted.
"Yeah?" Ander asked.
"You polish your car every day, even on Thanksgiving?" Todd was amazed to
observe. "Wow! Boy would those car strippers love to get their hands on some of
this!"
"Car strippers?!" Ander shrieked.
"Yeah," Todd told him, "there's a whole gang of them going around the
neighborhood!”
When everyone gathered for Thanksgiving dinner, Ander announced that he
was taking his plate out to the car to eat. "I won't let those car strippers touch my
Volare!" he insisted as he got into the car.
"Feel safer now, Ander?" Russ challenged.
"Russ, it's very smart of me to eat out here," Ander explained, "it's absolutely
vandal-proof!"
"You worried about vandals?" Bex wondered.

"There's car strippers in the area!" Ander informed her.
"Ander," Bex laughed, "why would they want your old car?"
"I can't let it get vandalized!" Ander insisted. He turned on the car radio.
"Over 150 cars have fallen prey to a gang of car strippers..." they heard on the radio
broadcast.
"I can't stand the thought of that happening to the Volare!" Ander whined.
"Maybe I ought to sleep out here in the car until they catch those guys."
"Don't be ridiculous, Ander," Russ ridiculed, "come on back in Bex's Mansion
and have Thanksgiving dinner with us!"
Ander reluctantly headed back inside, but first he had a plan. As he sat down
at the dinner table, he started tying a piece of rope around his big toe.
"This is all part of a very intricate alarm system that I've rigged up," Ander
explained.
"In case someone tries to steal your big toe?" Russ guessed.
"No, it's a booby trap, Russ," Ander informed him, "you see, this way if
anyone tries to mess with the car, I'll know it."
"Good," Russ responded, "then you can eat Thanksgiving dinner with us now,
right?"
"Sure can," Ander agreed.
Suddenly he felt a tug on the rope attached to his toe. "Uh oh!" he yelled.
"Now what's the matter?" Russ quizzed.
"My booby trap's working!" Ander exclaimed. "Somebody's out there!"
Bex ran to the window and looked out. "Is anybody there?" Ander asked.
"Yes," Bex answered, "he has long white teeth and hair all over his body."
"What?" Ander shrieked.
"Yes!" Bex delightfully giggled. "It's the neighbor's dog."
"Oh," Ander responded, "well, the booby trap worked, I just got the wrong
booby!"
That night Ander headed out to the driveway in his pajamas. "What in the
world are you doing?" Russ interrogated.
"I'm gonna sleep out in the car," Ander explained.
"You got to be kidding!" Russ challenged.
"Don't try to talk me out of it!" Ander demanded. "I made up my mind. I'm
gonna sleep out there."
"You're acting silly about this whole thing!" Russ chided. "What's a grown
man doing sleeping in a car in his own driveway?"
Just then they heard foot steps approaching. "I think I hear something!" Ander

freaked.
"OK, now settle down!" Russ cautioned.
"Who is it?" Ander called out.
It was Todd. "Ander, Russ," he wondered, "what are you guys doing out here
at this hour? I came down to the kitchen for a glass of milk and I saw Ander getting
into the car in his pajamas!"
"Ander's worried about the car strippers," Russ explained.
"You're being silly," Todd ridiculed, "people don't sleep out in their
driveways! I got a better idea. Why don't you rent a room downtown at the Hook
Stratton Hotel until the police catch the car strippers? They have a secure parking
garage at the Hook Stratton. No chance your car will get touched."
"That's a great idea!" Ander enthused.
"That is a rotten idea," Russ shot back.
"Well it's better than having your uncle sleep out here in the car," Todd
replied. "Good luck with the car, Ander. I gotta get to bed. Happy Thanksgiving
you guys."
"You too, Todd," Ander responded. "Alright, Russ, go tell the girls that I'm
headed over to the Hook Stratton Hotel."
The next morning Robb and the Pippettes were in their car somewhere in the
Catskill Mountains on their way to Clifford Falls. As he drove, Robb explained to
the Pippettes what he planned to do. Jennifer forcefully objected. "Uncle Robb!"
she scolded. "That's murder!"
"Shut up!" Robb yelled back.
"No I will not!" Jennifer insisted. "That's the final straw, Uncle Robb! I don't
want anything to do with any more of your plans! Rat me out to authorities if you
want, I don't care! I'll rot in jail before I'll sink any lower into your filthy slime!"
"I've had enough of your mouth!" Robb shouted. He pulled the car over,
dragged Jennifer out of the car, and then slapped her in the face. "You want to stand
up to me?" he challenged. "Then fine! Fend for yourself all alone up here in the
mountains!" He got back into the car and drove away without her.
Ruth and Sue began to have second thoughts, too, but they were too afraid to
stand up to Robb, so they fabricated an excuse. "You know, Uncle Robb," Ruth
explained, "today is Black Friday."
"So?" Robb challenged.
"So," Sue replied, "they got a lot of good sales going on today!"
"Yeah, Uncle Robb," Ruth added, "when we get to Clifford Falls, maybe you
could drop us off at the mall?"

"The mall?!" Robb shrieked. "But we got a job to do!"
"You can handle it by yourself, can't you?" Sue pleaded.
"Meanwhile we can get you some really nice Christmas presents," Ruth
suggested. Robb really liked the sound of that.
When they arrived in Clifford Falls, he dropped off Ruth and Sue at the mall,
and then he drove over to Bex's Mansion. He parked in a discreet location, and then
got out of the car and hid behind some bushes waiting for just the right moment.
That afternoon Ander called from the hotel. "Hey, Russ," he invited, "why
don't you and the girls come on over? They got a heated indoor swimming pool
over here, and they said I could invite guests!"
"Of course," Russ remarked, "I'm sure they got all kinds of luxuries over
there! Don't you know how much this is costing us?"
"I realize it's a terrible inconvenience for everybody," Ander reasoned, "but at
least it's worth it. We foiled those car strippers, huh?"
"I have a feeling this is going to cost us more than the car is worth!" Russ
predicted.
"So are you coming to swim in the pool or not?" Ander nagged.
"Yeah, why not," Russ reasoned, "we're paying for it anyways!" Russ invited
the Antimats to come with him to the hotel for a swim. They were all interested
except for Amy. She had already made plans to visit with Quirico that day.
"You go on without me," Amy insisted, "I'm gonna hang out with Quirico
today, see how he's been, and tell him all about how our tour went!"
"Alright, Amy," Bex agreed, "but if you change your mind, just give us a call
at the hotel, and I'll come around and pick you up, alright?"
"Thank you, Bex," Amy replied with cheer.
Russ, Bex, Cindy, Ellen, and Coleen piled into the station wagon. As soon as
they left, Robb emerged from behind the bushes. "Both cars are gone from the
driveway," he mumbled to himself, "now's my chance to sneak into Bex's Mansion
and find a place to ambush them when they return!"
In his right hand he was carrying a beaker filled with a bubbly chemical
substance. He pried open the front door, and was surprised to find Amy heading
right towards him. She was on her way out to see Quirico.
Immediately Amy was overcome with the most intense feeling of sheer terror!
Every hair on her body was standing on end! Just the mere presence of that beaker
made her whole body convulse! "Hello, sweetheart," Robb insincerely greeted.
"Robb!" Amy shrieked. "What are you doing here?"
"I'm here to pay a final visit to my beloved Antimats," he announced, "where

might your sisters be?"
"They're not here right now," Amy trembled.
"Oh?" Robb wondered. "When do you expect them back?"
"I don't know," Amy shuddered.
"Well why don't we just sit down here and wait for them?" Robb insisted.
"What's that you got in your hand?" Amy worried.
"Oh, this?" Robb replied. "It's just a batch of chemicals I picked up at
Berkeley."
"Berkeley?" Amy whimpered.
"Yes, Berkeley," Robb responded in a sudden change of tone to anger, "I know
all about the rutherfordium dust which makes your existence possible! I just blew
my entire fortune on my friends at Berkeley in exchange for this potion which will
completely dissolve your rutherfordium dust..." He then flashed an evil smile as he
finished saying, "and anything antimatter which might be inside of it will be
instantly annihilated!"
Amy was petrified! "Calm down, honey," Robb patronized, "unlike that blast
which brought down the high school, the scientists at Berkeley have perfectly
balanced this solution with a time-release formula in just the right amount to
annihilate five human beings without any explosion. No muss, no fuss! You'll just
quietly and painlessly fade away."
"You'll never get away with this, Robb!" Amy cried out.
"Oh won't I?" Robb challenged. "It's the perfect crime! Once I'm done, there
will be no dead bodies, no clues, no evidence at all of what I did! Now you just sit
down here on the couch with me and take your portion of this solution like a good
girl."
"NO!" Amy shouted as she ran for the front door. Robb ran ahead of her and
stood in the open doorway, blocking her exit. He held up the beaker. "There's just
enough solution to dissolve you and your sisters quietly and painlessly," he
explained, "but if you force me to use more solution than I need to on you, the pain
will be unimaginable! So if I were you, I'd sit back down right now!"
Amy quickly considered her options. She rapidly concluded that if she could
get Robb to use the entire beaker on herself, there wouldn't be any left to destroy
the other Antimats. But the threat of unimaginable pain caused her to be more
frightened than she had ever been before in her entire life! Just the mere presence
of that stuff radiated waves of terror throughout her entire body!
All her life Amy had bravely volunteered to sacrifice herself for others,
always to be forbidden by her sisters; now that the moment she had been waiting for

all her life had arrived, she was utterly dismayed to find herself having second
thoughts. But instead of letting doubts discourage her, she decided to turn on her
heartlight. She redoubled all the love she had in her heart for her sisters, and
against every raging terror in her body and soul, she defiantly lunged towards
Robb! With incredible bravery she grabbed at the beaker in his hands, its contents
already pouring upon her, and forced it upside down so that the entire amount fell
upon her!
Immediately Amy felt such unimaginable pain, of a magnitude no human
being had ever felt before! It started out feeling like every single atom in her body
was a blazing inferno! Nothing else ever hurt so bad. Nothing else ever hurt so
good.
Five person's worth of solution all on Amy alone destroyed the delicate
balance the scientists had designed, and instead of a quiet dissolution, Amy's
annihilation erupted into an incredibly violent explosion! The shock waves
instantly flung Robb out the front doorway, clear from the blast. The entire
Mansion then exploded with an ear-splitting, ground-shaking thunder that definitely
did not sound good! The whole Mansion then vaporized into flames, forming a
mushroom cloud in the sky above. A few moments later the mushroom cloud
morphed into a great big red heart shape, before finally dissipating.
Robb picked his bruised body up off the scorched lawn and ran away
frightened out of his mind. He ran to his car, only to find it completely stripped. So
he ran down to the mall on foot to find Ruth and Sue.
The whole city came out of their houses to see what was going on. Russ and
the Antimats heard the noise as soon as they arrived at the hotel. They turned and
looked just in time to see the heart-shaped cloud in the sky. Ander came running
outside to see what was going on. They were all concerned because the explosion
occurred in the direction of Bex's Mansion, so they all got into the station wagon
and raced back.
They were devastated when they arrived to find an empty lot of burnt grass
where Bex's Mansion used to be! Bex took a quick look around at all the people
who had gathered to witness the event. "Wait a minute," she worried, "where is
Amy?"
She spotted Quirico and ran up to him. "Quirico, where's Amy?" she begged.
"I don't know," Quirico replied, "I was waiting for her at my house when I
suddenly heard this huge blast!" Bex started praying and hoping against hope that
Amy was somewhere on her way to Quirico's house at the time of the explosion.
Todd walked up to Ander. "Ander, I gotta hand it to you," he commented,

"you're one in a million. You're the only guy I know that would stay at a hotel so
his car wouldn't be stripped, and then have his house blow up! Boy you really take
the cake, you know that?"
"Did you see what happened?" Russ requested.
"No," Todd replied, "but I did see Robb Pipp running away from here after the
blast."
"Robb Pipp?" Russ angrily wondered with suspicion.
"Yeah," Todd responded as he handed Russ a charred piece of paper, "I saw
this piece of paper fall out of his back pocket as he ran off. I don't understand any
of it. Maybe you can figure it out."
As soon as Russ saw the chemical symbol for rutherfordium, his legs started
to shake wildly underneath him! He stumbled over to Coleen. "Is this what I think
this is?" he trembled to ask.
Coleen took a quick look at the charred piece of paper. She suddenly fell to
her knees and started weeping bitterly. She lifted her sopping wet face to the sky
and intoned, "Majorem hac dilectionem nemo habet," before falling prostrate to the
ground, convulsing in uncontrollable tears. As soon as Russ saw her reaction, he
fell prostrate to the ground also, crying harder than he ever cried before.
"What's wrong?" Bex demanded. But they couldn't stop crying. "One of you
tell me what happened," Bex insisted, "you're really starting to worry me!" Russ
and Coleen managed every ounce of their strength to pull themselves together and
have a talk with Ander, Bex, Cindy, and Ellen.
"Robb Pipp was here," Russ sobbed, "and he knows about the rutherfordium
dust. This piece of paper that fell out of his pocket describes a process to dissolve
the rutherfordium dust, am I right, Coleen?"
"Yes," Coleen wept, "it looks like a complex formula designed to prevent an
explosion like the one we just heard, if it had been used on all five of us."
"But what if it was all used on just one of us?" Ellen speculated as tears
welled up in her eyes. Nobody had to answer. They all knew Amy too well.
Bex instantly collapsed to the ground, pounding the dirt with her fists.
"AMY!" she ferociously raged at the top of her voice. "How many times have I
told you not to sacrifice yourself for us?! If I told you once, I told you a million
times! NO! NO! NO! NO! NOOOOOOO!!!" She cried and cried, face flat on the
ground, until a puddle formed underneath her face. She was never so angry at Amy,
but she was never so proud of her either. "You saved us," she sweetly whispered as
she continued to cry. "Oh, Amy, I love you so much!"
Later that night, after everyone else in the city had left and gone home, Ander,

Russ, Bex, Cindy, Ellen, and Coleen remained all night long huddled around each
other on the empty lot, crying and sleeping on and off. It was the blackest Black
Friday anyone could have ever imagined.
The next morning Quirico came over to the lot and found them still sitting
there in silence. "Sorry about your home," he consoled.
"Thanks, man," Russ quietly uttered.
"So, Bex," Quirico wondered, "did you ever find Amy?" Bex erupted into a
whole new wave of agonizing tears!
"I hate to break this to you, Quirico..." Ander began to explain.
"She was in the house, wasn't she?" Quirico guessed. Immediately he grabbed
his head with both hands and fell down weeping in dismay. "She was the best
friend I ever had in my whole life!" he cried out. "Even after I was rotten to her in
Italy, she never held it against me! We became such good friends after that!" They
all gathered around Quirico and consoled him as he sobbed for quite some time.
Once Quirico pulled himself together, he decided to be helpful. "Listen," he
volunteered, "you guys can stay at my house. I'll go talk to Father Macewicz and
help him set up the church for the funeral. I'll make all the arrangements for you,
OK?"
"Quirico, you don't have to do it all alone," Russ replied, "we'll all work
together on this."
"No," Quirico insisted, "I want to do this myself. It's the least I can do for the
most beautiful person I've ever known! It would be my honor!"
The Tohrs and Antimats spent the following weekend at Quirico's house,
where he quietly secluded them away from all the media and fans which were
converging upon the city. They just sat around the whole time, mostly in sorrowful
silence, while Quirico took care of all the details for the funeral, which was
scheduled for Monday.
People from all over the world came to Clifford Falls for this occasion: news
crews, countless fans, and celebrity friends alike. Many fans left flowers on the
empty lot where Bex's Mansion used to be. By the time they were done, there were
so many flowers, not a single patch of burnt grass could be seen.
On Monday morning, one celebrity friend was on her way to Clifford Falls for
the funeral, when she noticed a young woman lying by the side of the road halfalive, but mostly dead. She stopped the car and got out to help her. It was Jennifer
Pipp. She was completely exhausted, starving, and dehydrated from being stranded
in the mountains for the past three days.
"Linda Ronstadt?" Jennifer barely managed to utter in surprise.

Linda Ronstadt picked her up and took her to a diner in Roscoe. Jennifer
cleaned herself up in the ladies' room, and then she enjoyed the most delicious
breakfast she had ever had in her life. "Thank you so much for rescuing me!" she
gushed.
"My pleasure," Linda Ronstadt replied.
"So what brings you up to the Catskill Mountains?" Jennifer wondered.
"I'm headed to a funeral up in Clifford Falls," she responded.
"Oh no," Jennifer trembled, "don't tell me it's the Antimats!"
"I'm sorry, but it is," Linda Ronstadt informed her, "Amy Antimat to be
precise."
"Oh, not Amy!" Jennifer shrieked as if a dagger had just been placed into her
heart. "Please, Ms. Ronstadt, can I come with you to the funeral?"
"Of course you can!" Linda Ronstadt invited.
St. Josaphat's was jam packed with guests for Amy's funeral. The entire
church was filled wall-to-wall, with people overflowing outside into the streets.
Ander stood at the front door as an usher. When Ander noticed Linda Ronstadt
coming into the church, he was elated because she was one of his most favorite
singers ever! But he was suddenly enraged to see Jennifer Pipp entering the church
with her.
"What are you doing here?" he angrily demanded.
"She's my guest," Linda Ronstadt explained. Ander backed down.
"Anything for you, Linda Ronstadt," he fawned, "have a seat."
During the reception afterwards, some of the guests were wondering why
there was no casket. "Her body was completely annihilated," Russ explained.
Among the crowd was Russ's high school Latin teacher.
"Speaking of annihilation," Mr. Fuss quizzed, "do you know what Latin word
comes from that, Russ?"
"Of course I do, Mr. Fuss," Russ replied, "the Latin word is nihil."
"Did the rest of you catch that?" Mr. Fuss inquired.
"What I'd really like to catch is Robb Pipp," Russ remarked, "he's the one who
I accuse."
"That's whom, Russ, not who!" Mr. Fuss corrected. "Have you forgotten your
first year grammar lessons?"
After the funeral the Tohrs and Antimats decided to head down to Lake
Tillman for a while to hide out from all the media and fans crowding around
Clifford Falls. They would have really loved to hunt down Robb Pipp, but what's
the point of going to look for him when you don't know where to look? "That

animal could be anywhere by now!" Russ groaned.
"Hey, don't insult the animals!" Bex corrected him. They arrived at the only
home they had left in Lake Tillman, and retired to their cabins for the night.
Bex woke up the next morning looking at the clock on her cabin wall. It was
6 AM. She hadn't had much sleep because she was up most of the night in deep
reflection. Amy's death had changed her whole perspective on life. She had reevaluated what was really important to her, and what mattered most.
When she came out of her cabin, she found Russ at the campfire with a
griddle making breakfast. "Good morning, Bex," he greeted, "I made some eggs,
made some pancakes, too."
"What about maple syrup?" Bex requested.
Russ pointed to the picnic table. "I put it right there for you," he pointed out.
Bex sat down at the picnic table. "Where are the others," Bex wondered, "still
sleeping?"
"No, they went out for a walk," Russ replied. He brought a plate to Bex.
"Oh, look," Bex appreciated, "you broke the yolks and made a smiley face,
just the way you know I like!"
After breakfast Bex went back to her cabin to brush her teeth and get dressed
for the day. Without even thinking, she left the light on as she exited her cabin. She
took a deep breath, and a good look around. Russ was sitting alone there by the
campfire. Bex walked over and sat down on the bench right next to him and put her
arm around him.
"Yes, Russ" she blurted out.
"Yes what?" Russ asked. After all that had happened, he had completely
forgotten about his proposal.
"I accept your proposal," Bex announced.
"Really?" Russ cheered. He jumped right up and ran into his cabin. He took
the ring he had left in his desk drawer the previous summer after he proposed, ran
out of the cabin, and joyfully presented it to Bex. She immediately placed it on her
finger.
"I finally decided that you were meant for me," Bex declared, "and I was
meant for you."
Just then Ed came by. He had a cup of coffee but he didn't want to talk. He
showed them the paper. It was more bad news. After an extensive investigation of
what happened to Amy and Bex's Mansion, Russ was accused! The next thing he
knew, federal agents appeared out of nowhere and tackled Russ to the ground. They
handcuffed him, and dragged him away to federal prison.

That night in a holding cell, Russ decided to have a conversation with the
other inmate in his cell. "Hey," he inquired, "what are you in for?"
"Cat burglary," the inmate replied.
"Oh," Russ responded.
"Stole some cats," the inmate clarified.
Just then the warden approached. "Russ, come on," he announced, "you're
being bailed out."
Russ was led out of the cell, and met with Bex and Ed. "Hi, Ed," Russ
nervously greeted.
"Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Russ?" Ed freaked out. "Nuclear? Are you
out of your mind?"
"It's just a slight misunderstanding, Ed, OK?" Russ explained.
"Do you know what it takes to raise fifty million dollars cash?" Bex
exasperated, "I had a heck of a day, but you're worth it, sweetheart!"
"What did you do?" Russ wondered.
"Well," Bex replied, "a local bail bond company now holds the mortgage to
our property in Lake Tillman, the only home we got left."
"Bex, I appreciate that," Russ gratefully responded, "I really do!"
"The bail bondsman would only give twenty million for our property," Bex
continued, "so I had to get the rest of it from the Magenta Mountain Records
discretionary fund. I said it was for office supplies."
"That'll work," Ed commented.
"THAT WON'T WORK!" Russ exclaimed at the top of his lungs. "That won't
work! Look, Bex, please don't get yourself in all this trouble over me! I really
appreciate it, but I'll just stay here in prison. Please, before you sign over
everything you have, and a lot of what you don't have! I only pray that you can get
the money back to the record company before their bookkeeper discovers a
requisition for thirty million dollars worth of office supplies."
"Staples," Bex clarified.
"Staples!" Russ shuddered. "Thirty million dollars worth of staples!"
"Well, alright," Bex reluctantly agreed, "but we won't rest until Robb is
convicted, and your name is cleared!"
"Thank you, Bex, thank you!" Russ accepted.
"Would you do me one thing?" Ed requested. "Would you look me in the eye?
I want you to look me in the eye. I want you to tell me you didn't do it."
"I didn't do it, Ed!" Russ insisted.

CHAPTER 16
Jackpot!

Ed was sitting around the campfire having breakfast with Ander and the
Antimats.
"I don't know what to do!" Bex despaired. "There must be something we can
do for poor Russ!"
"I'd be glad to help you, Bex," Ed volunteered, "before I became a political
consultant, I was a news reporter. And, you know, sooner or later in this game of
life, a man gets tired of being a spectator. Let me handle this investigation, and I
promise results."
Ander and the Antimats delightfully accepted Ed's helpful offer. "The first
thing we need to do is try to find Robb Pipp," Ed decided, "do you know where he
lives?"
"Somewhere on Long Island," Bex replied, "in Mineola, I think."
"Alright," Ed schemed, "Bex, you and I will take the station wagon up to
Mineola and search for clues. Ander, you take Cindy, Ellen, and Coleen in the
Volare up to Clifford Falls. Get some friends together and start gathering clues.
Bex and I will meet you up there when we're done."
When Bex and Ed arrived in Mineola, Ed found a phone booth with a phone
book in it, and started writing down every address in town for people named Pipp.
After a while, they came to the right house. Jennifer Pipp was heading out the door
with a suitcase when they arrived.
"What are you doing here?" Ed asked.
"I live here," Jennifer answered.
"Yeah, right," Ed refused to believe, "then why do you have a suitcase?"
"Because I'm moving out!" Jennifer announced, "I'm through with my uncle,
and I want nothing to do with him ever again!"
"That's Jennifer Pipp," Bex verified for Ed. "Where is your uncle, Jennifer?"
"I don't know," Jennifer responded, "he hasn't been home since I got back
from the funeral."
"You were at the funeral?" Bex quizzed.
"Yeah, I was Linda Ronstadt's guest," Jennifer explained, "just call her, and
she'll tell you everything I said is true! When she brought me home, nobody was
here, and nobody's been here since except me."
Bex decided to go into the house and help herself to the use of Robb's phone
to make a long distance call to Linda Ronstadt. Ed stayed out on the front porch
with Jennifer. "Now, you make it easy on us, we'll make it easy on you," Ed started
to explain. Jennifer told him about Robb leaving her in the mountains, and Linda
Ronstadt rescuing her. She offered to help Ed and Bex find Robb and bring him to

justice.
Bex came out of the house. "Looks like what you're saying is true," she
concluded.
Jennifer got down on her knees and pleaded with Bex. "Bex, I want to
apologize for all the things I've done to hurt you guys over the years," she poured
her heart out with tears in her eyes, "honestly, I am so sad about what happened to
Amy! And I want to do anything I can to help you find Uncle Robb! Can you find
it in your heart to forgive me?" Even though she seemed sincere and her story
checked out, it was still very hard for Bex to forgive Jennifer. Every instinct in her
body was repulsed to the idea.
But then she considered what Amy would do, and, inspired by her consistent
example of kindness and forgiveness, and her firm belief that people can change,
Bex decided to forgive Jennifer with all her heart. She grabbed Jennifer by the
arms, helped her up off her knees, and gave her a big hug! "Apology accepted, my
friend," she cried. Jennifer could hardly believe it.
"Welcome aboard," Ed invited, "we need all the help we can get!"
Meanwhile in Clifford Falls, Ander and the Antimats decided to make their
first stop at the empty lot where Bex's Mansion used to be, and pay their respects.
They were deeply touched by the beautiful display of flowers all her fans had left
there. But as they stood there and admired it all, Ander started feeling nauseous.
Todd came over from next door. "What's going on?" he wondered.
They explained to Todd why they had come to Clifford Falls. Todd invited
them to stay at his house for the duration of the investigation. "You girls go in and
have lunch with Todd," Ander decided, "and I'll join yas after I get back from the
drug store."
"And while you're out," Todd requested, "pick up some cream for the coffee."
Ander returned about the same time as Bex, Ed, and Jennifer arrived. Ander
informed them that Todd had graciously let them all stay at his house. When they
came into Todd's house, he was on the phone. "Yeah, man," he said, "come on over
right away."
When Ed saw Todd, he was starstruck. "Hey, man, I know you," he gushed
after Todd got off the phone, "you're a football superstar!"
"Yeah, that's me," Todd enthused, "now, listen. That was my buddy Donald.
He's chief of security at the Hook Stratton Hotel. There's been another robbery in
one of the rooms. Do you realize they've had six robberies in that one hotel in the
last four days?"
"Somebody must be warming up for the Democratic Convention," Ed

wisecracked.
"I'll bet Uncle Robb is behind it," Jennifer predicted.
"I think so, too," Todd concurred, "that's why I invited Donald over. I think
Robb is right here in town."
"Why do you think that?" Ed asked.
"Well, the other day I found Robb's car parked down the street," Todd replied,
"and it was all stripped down to nothing."
"The car strippers!" Ander gasped.
"Yep," Todd agreed, "Robb is stranded here."
"And he doesn't have any money to leave town, either," Jennifer added,
"because he spent his entire fortune on those scientists at Berkeley."
"Mind if I make a long distance call?" Ed asked Todd, "I wanna get Berkeley
on the phone."
"That won't work," Jennifer informed him, "Uncle Robb bribed them with
every last cent he had not to tell anyone what they were working on."
"Well, looks like those chums are gonna stay mum," Ed mumbled.
Just then, Donald came into the house. "Thanks for coming, man," Todd
greeted, "I can appreciate the pressures you're under."
"Tell me about it!" Donald despaired. "Six robberies in four days! I can't
come up with one solid lead. And if I know the hotel management, they'll blame it
on my drinking."
"You drink on the job?" Todd was surprised to hear.
"I do now!" Donald confessed.
"Ander, Jennifer," Ed commanded, "I want you two to set up a stakeout. Go
back to the hotel with Donald and check in as husband and wife, you got that?"
"Yeah," Ander reluctantly agreed.
"Sure," Jennifer replied.
"Alright, now," Ed continued, "in order to lure the thieves, I want you two to
appear to be affluent. Don't be afraid to spread some money around."
"But all I got is twelve dollars and thirteen cents!" Ander objected. "Oh, and
two IOUs from Russ."
"Why don't we just charge everything to Uncle Robb's credit card?" Jennifer
suggested as she held up his card.
Ander couldn't help but laugh at the irony of that solution. "What's so funny?"
Jennifer wondered.
"Nothing," Ander replied, "I just get a kick out of how you think, you know?"
"What's that supposed to mean?" Jennifer demanded.

"It means I like your style," Ander responded.
"Thanks," Jennifer insincerely groaned.
"You sure know how to take a compliment, don't ya?" Ander challenged.
"Not when it's hiding in an insult I don't," Jennifer shot back.
"There's no insult!" Ander insisted. "Hey, if I wanna insult ya, I'd make a
sarcastic remark about your hair."
After Ander, Jennifer, and Donald left, Todd, Ed, and the Antimats sat around
the table brainstorming. "You know John?" Todd speculated, "Russ's old friend
from high school?"
"What about him?" Bex replied.
"He came by here the other day looking for Russ," Todd explained, "I wonder
if he knows something."
"Maybe he does," Ed agreed. "Look, here's my idea. Between Todd here and
you Antimats, you got an incredible amount of star power. I want you all to go
down to the TV station and record a commercial asking for help in finding Robb.
That ought to get some response. And I'll go talk to this John guy. Where can I find
him, Todd?"
"He's usually down at the university science lab," Todd informed him.
"OK," Ed directed, "meet me down there when you're done at the TV studio."
Todd and the Antimats went down to the local television station. Ed went
down to the university to look for John. He found him in the science lab pleading
with Ruth Pipp. "Please, can't you get me just a little more funding?" John begged,
"I'm making some great scientific advances here!"
"No, John, I'm sorry," Ruth rejected, "it's out of my hands. You have to fold
up this project first thing tomorrow!"
Ed didn't know who Ruth was, but as soon as he saw her, it was instant
infatuation! "Hi, I'm Ed," he greeted, "I'm a friend of Russ Tohr. Todd told me you
were looking for Russ, John."
"Yes, I am," John responded, "but he'd better hurry, 'cause I only got 'til the
end of the day before I have to leave all this behind."
As soon as Ruth heard Russ's name, she bolted for the door. Ed didn't want to
let Ruth get away without talking to her. "Uh, listen, John," he hurriedly rumbled,
"it looks like you got things pretty much under control here. You're doing a good
job. Just wait here, and Todd and the Antimats will be over soon. Um, I'm just
gonna step out, and get a little, uh, air."
Ed ran out the door and chased after Ruth. "Hey!" he called out as he ran.
"Excuse me!"

Ruth reluctantly stopped and turned around. "Hey, listen," Ruth complained,
"I'm really sorry about John losing his research funding, but I'm running late."
"Me too!" Ed replied, "I gotta go this way, too. I'm buying a stuffed walrus."
Ed ran over to a carnival which was going on across the street, bought a
stuffed walrus, and ran after Ruth with it. "Your walrus?" he offered.
"Thanks," Ruth laughed.
"Sure!" Ed tried to charm. "Listen, you know, so you've been helping John
out on his science project?"
"I did," Ruth replied, "I was helping him find financial aid for a sonar device
he was trying to develop. When the university ran out of funds for him, I found him
someone who was willing to make an investment in his work."
"Then what went wrong?" Ed wondered.
"It's not the sonar equipment anybody's questioning," Ruth responded, "but
the fact is nobody else knows how to use it but John. Some people say that John's
emotional involvement with his invention has, uh, skewed his results. His
financiers are pulling out. John has to leave the science lab first thing tomorrow."
While Ed was trying to get to know Ruth, Todd and the Antimats arrived at
the science lab. John showed them his discoveries. "These images are all computer
translations of what my sonar device has been recording," John explained, "it can
survey everything that's happening in the entire city!"
"I have to admit, John, this is really incredible!" Bex remarked.
"Well, actually, it's simple," John humbly deflected, "once you know that
sonar waves can be interpreted as sort of word-pictures. You see, my sonar device
scans things, and then it stores them."
"So this machine translates using what," Coleen concluded, "Sonic
induction?"
"Yes!" John enthused. "A kind of echo location. This sonar invention is my
little baby. How I started out was I got some toys and took them apart, and took out
the radio control jobbies..."
"Oh you're working with radio waves?" Todd asked.
"No, not radio waves," John clarified, "high frequency sound waves operate
the motors."
Ed returned to the science lab. "Anyways," John continued as he pulled out a
video tape, "I was looking for Russ because I wanted him to see these images."
"What are they?" Ed asked.
"This was recorded by my sonar device on the day when that terrible
explosion destroyed Bex's Mansion," John explained, "after the blast, I remembered

the sonar device was still on, so I retrieved its information and zoomed in on your
property. Take a look at this!"
Todd, Ed, and the Antimats sat down and watched the fuzzy black and white
images on John's screen. "There's Robb Pipp going into Bex's Mansion!" Todd
pointed out.
Words could not adequately describe the cocktail of emotions the Antimats
felt when they saw Amy's sacrifice with their own eyes. "I tried to show this
evidence to the authorities," John explained after they calmed down, "but they said I
had no credibility! The next thing I knew, I lost all funding for my project. That's
when I found some private investment, but now that's drying up, too!"
"Well we can't just let this evidence disappear," Ed insisted, "so why don't we
all help John pack up this stuff and hide it out over at Todd's house? We can return
it to the university once we've convicted Robb and exonerated Russ."
Meanwhile at the hotel, Ander and Jennifer helped Donald interview a couple
who had just been robbed. "A very professional job," Donald concluded, "just like
all the others. They just slept right through it. Didn't see anything, hear anything."
"Good for them, bad for us," Ander commented.
Ander and Jennifer checked in as Mr. and Mrs. Smith, and asked for the
luxury suite. Once they got to their room, Jennifer headed for the bathroom.
"Think I got time to get my hair done?" she sarcastically cracked.
"Boy, you never let up, do ya?" Ander whined.
The bus boy came by with their luggage. "We have valet service from eight to
ten," the bus boy explained, "and, uh, oh, uh, room service ends at midnight."
"Oh, is that right?" Jennifer asked with interest.
"Well, here's your luggage, Mr. Smith," the bus boy offered.
Jennifer immediately got on the phone. "Hello, room service?" she called.
"This is Mrs. Smith in 602. We'd like to order dinner. We'd like two shrimp
cocktails, um, two sirloin steaks medium rare, two Caesar salads, and we'll have a
bottle of champagne."
"Pretty fancy here, huh?" Ander observed.
"Yeah," Jennifer agreed.
"Hey, uh, how much you think that meal cost?" Ander wondered.
"Plenty," Jennifer replied, "the girls you date could never afford to take you to
a nice place like this."
"Women don't take me places," Ander objected, "hey, look, if I go to a hotel
with a woman, I take her, she don't take me!"
"OK!" Jennifer dismissed. "You make it sound like a tug of war!"

"Oh yeah?" Ander responded. "So maybe I'm old-fashioned."
"Whatever turns you on," Jennifer shot back.
"Look, uh," Ander nervously suggested, "I guess, uh, I guess we oughtta go
downstairs and check out the hotel."
"I think we oughtta unpack and make it look like we belong here," Jennifer
insisted.
"Yeah, you're right," Ander agreed.
Ruth went to see Robb. "Look, Uncle Robb," she pleaded, "one of Russ's
friends was snooping around the science lab. The Antimats can't be far behind.
Maybe we can back off a little bit? Maybe there's time to undo what we've done?"
"They're not bringing us down, Ruth!" Robb demanded. "None of those
frivolous, air-headed Antimats are gonna bring down everything that I built ever
again!"
"OK, so what now?" Ruth requested.
"Now, same as before," Robb schemed, "get me that sonar device!"
Over at Todd's house, while John was setting up all his equipment, Ed was on
the phone trying to call Ruth. "Yeah, hi!" he spoke into the phone. "Oh, no? OK,
well can you... can I leave Ruth my number then? OK! Yeah, same one as it was
before. OK, thanks." He then looked at everyone and confidently smiled. "She's
crazy about me!" he insisted.
"Hey," John bragged, "did you know that I can use my sonar device to dial the
telephone?" He started looking through all the numbers it had stored. There was
one he didn't recognize, so he decided to call it.
"Penguin Club" someone answered.
"Oh, uh, sorry, I must have dialed a wrong number," John faked, and then
quickly hung up.
"The Penguin Club?" Todd gasped. "That place is known for serious drug
traffic!"
"Oh, no!" Bex cried out. "Drugs?"
"Yeah," Todd quivered, "I'm terrified to go near the place!"
"Well, I did volunteer to lead this investigation, didn't I?" Ed reluctantly
stepped up. "Anyone brave enough to join me?" After a long pause, Coleen started
thinking about all the help and encouragement Russ had given her on her political
endeavors. So she redoubled her courage and offered to go with Ed.
As soon as they left, the phone rang. "Hello?" John answered.
"John, is that you?" Ruth was surprised to hear. "I was returning Ed's call. He
left this number. Look, um, the university knows you stole the sonar device."

"Yeah, I kinda figured that they did," John replied.
"They're really serious about getting it back, too," Ruth warned, "but I got an
idea how to get you out of this. If we can prove what the device was saying was for
real, I think I can get them to take the project back!"
"Really?" John enthused. "Are you serious?"
"I am," Ruth convinced him, "I can't promise anything, but I am pretty sure.
Tell you what. If you can get the sonar device and bring it down to the drive in
theatre, you can project your images on the big screen, and we'll see where that
leads us. How about it? Can you meet me there?"
"Yes," John agreed, "if I can get some help." Bex, Cindy, and Ellen offered to
help.
Coleen and Ed made a stop at the mall. They bought a couple of pastel
Armani sport coats, black T-shirts, white linen pants, a couple pairs of slip-on
sockless loafers, and two Ray-Ban sunglasses. Then they went to the mall's
restrooms to change clothes. Ed looked in the mirror and noticed that he forgot to
shave that day. "This five o'clock shadow will come in handy, too," he remarked to
himself. They then went over to a car rental agency and rented a silver 1986 Ferrari
Testarossa. They hopped in, and drove it over to the Penguin Club blasting New
Wave music on the radio all the way there.
"I just don't see why we needed this car," Coleen complained.
"When you deal with these kind of people, Coleen," Ed explained, "I mean,
there's a certain image you gotta have, you know? They expect it. Don't you ever
watch TV?"
"Why are we dealing with drug people, anyway?" Coleen second-guessed.
"No, I'm serious! I mean, shouldn't we be talking to the police?"
"And tell them what?" Ed challenged. "We got a hot tip from a wellconnected sonar device?"
"There are a lot of unanswered questions here," Coleen continued, "I mean,
how did that device know to call this place? And not to mention the fact this whole
thing is making me... Are you listening to me?"
Ed had already gotten out of the car and was admiring his new look. "I look
pretty good in this stuff," he remarked, "don't you think, Coleen? I mean, do you
think Ruth would go for this look? What do you think?"
Coleen heaved a sigh as she got out of the car and approached the front door
of the Penguin Club. "After you, Mr. Crockett," she pointed.
"No," Ed insisted, "after you, Miss Tubbs!"
Coleen and Ed walked into the club and looked around. There didn't seem to

be anybody there. "Is anybody in here?" Ed called out. The bartender came out
from the back room. "Hi," Ed greeted, "had a heck of a time trying to find this
place! Got directions from the owner. I met him at a party. Nice guy, really nice
guy!"
"So, you are looking for Robb?" the bartender asked.
"Jackpot!" Ed whispered to Coleen.
"Yes," Coleen cheered, "we would very much like to see Robb."
"Well Robb's not here right now," the bartender informed them, "but you can
wait in his office if you like." He showed then to Robb's office.
Once they were alone Ed started going through Robb's desk. "Come on and
help me look around," he commanded.
"I don't know, Ed," Coleen worried, "if Robb comes back and we don't have a
real reason for being in here..."
"Coleen, we know the guy is dealing drugs out of here, right?" Ed reasoned.
"Now all we gotta do is find out what this has to do with Bex's Mansion blowing
up, and then we can take it to the police, OK?"
Ed found a photograph of Robb with the Pippettes in Robb's desk. As soon as
he recognized Ruth in the picture, his heart sank! "Oh," he groaned in heartache.
"Ed, what is it?" Coleen wondered. He showed Coleen the picture and
pointed at Ruth.
"Ruth Pipp?" Coleen exasperated, "She's the Ruth you got a crush on?!"
"I guess that explains why she never returned my calls, huh?" Ed conjectured.
"More importantly it explains how the sonar device knew how to call this
number," Coleen replied, "at one point she must have used it to call Robb. Ed, we
have got to tell John! He doesn't know Robb's involved. We gotta warn him!"
"Look," Ed insisted, "I told John to stay at Todd's house. He wouldn't do
anything stupid. Let's keep looking around for more clues."
After snooping around for a while, Coleen came across a dossier Robb had
compiled on Russ. "I got something," Coleen announced. Ed ran over, and they
both carefully started reading through it.
After reading for a while, Ed suddenly felt the cold barrel of a Luger against
his back. "Come with me, you two," Robb demanded. He led them to the club's
exercise room and shoved them in. "Get in there, punks!" he shouted.
"OK," Coleen snapped, "you don't have to shove!"
"Shut up!" Robb yelled. "You're in enough trouble already!"
"What?" Ed objected. "We didn't do anything!"
"Just stay in there until I figure out what to do with ya," Robb insisted, "right

now, though, I have to go take care of your friend John." He locked the only door
to the exercise room and departed for the drive in theatre.
"I should have known this is where your plan would have led us," Coleen
complained.
"This has not been the best of afternoons for me either, Coleen," Ed confessed.
"At first I find out the girl of my dreams is in cahoots with scarface," Ed whined,
"then I end up locked inside of an exercise room with no windows."
"Ed, think!" Coleen demanded. "If we don't get out of here, John could be in
big trouble!"
"Yeah?" Ed responded. "Well what about us?"
Ed started to think about all the evidence he had read through in Robb's office.
"You know what I think?" he finally asked.
"What?" Coleen wondered.
"Here's how I put this all together," Ed deducted, "Robb had been doing some
serious snooping into Russ's background. He learned from the high school
principal that Russ had been threatened by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission not
to work on any more science experiments. So he went to Berkeley and bribed them
to make an explosive device which gave off nuclear radiation. He took it to Russ's
place of residence and set it off. And then, when the Geiger counters went off at the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and they came to investigate, he went to them and
told them that Russ was responsible."
"Uh, not exactly," Coleen disagreed, "but I think you got the gist of it
anyway."
"And that sonar device is the only thing that can show us who is really
responsible," Ed continued, "so Robb had to get his hands on it. He informed the
university of John's involvement in Russ's earlier experiments, and they cut funding
for his project. Then Robb started stealing from hotel rooms to raise some seed
money, which he then multiplied exponentially in the local drug trade using his
criminal mastermind. After that, he sent Ruth over to John to pose as a private
investor. Once he had invested enough money into the project, he pulled the plug
on it, and told the university that because of all the money he sank into it, the sonar
device was rightfully his."
"Sigh!" Coleen heaved. "And John is the only one who knows how to operate
the device! Ed, I really fear that John is gonna wind up being found by sonar
himself at the bottom of a lake somewhere in cement overshoes!"
"Alright, well, we'll just have to get to John first," Ed concluded, "alright,
think! What would Sonny Crockett do in a situation like this?"

Skipper Doo came by Todd's house on his motorcycle. "Hey, Todd," he
greeted, "I think I found a clue."
"That's great, dude," Todd enthused, "what is it?"
"I had my aunt who works at the motor vehicle department check the records
like you asked, and see if Robb's name came up," he informed Todd, "and she found
out that a van was recently registered in his name."
"Jackpot!" Todd shouted. "What's the address?"
"The Penguin Club," Skipper Doo hesitated to announce.
"Oh no," Todd shuddered, "Coleen and Ed are over there right now."
"They are?" Skipper Doo was worried to hear, "I better get over there and help
them!"
Robb arrived at the drive in theatre with his van. He had Ruth hold John and
the Antimats at gunpoint while he piled all of John's equipment into the van. Then
he told John and the Antimats to get into the back of the van. Ruth kept watch on
them while Robb started to drive to a secluded beach on Lake Ontario. There he
had a motor boat waiting, which he planned to use to take John and the Antimats
out to the deepest part of the lake, tie them up to the heavy sonar device equipment,
dump it overboard, and sink them all to the bottom.
Meanwhile Ed became enamored with the ski training machine in the exercise
room. "It works!" he insisted to Coleen. "More oxygen gets to my brain when I
exercise. It makes me think better!"
"Then you should exercise more often!" Coleen advised.
"Come on, lay off!" Ed pleaded. "You girls have been in worse situations,
haven't you? Haven't you always come to the rescue with your brilliant mind? You
must be able to think of some way to get us out of here," Ed casually concluded.
"How?" Coleen shouted as she gradually became angrier. "Huh? How, Ed?!
Contrary to what you've come to expect, I, in and of myself, do not get us out of our
problems. I do not get us out. I used my extraordinary brain to figure out some
stupid situation, or some brilliant solution. Now you look around, Ed. Look
around! Do you see all the solid cinder block walls around us? Do you see any
possible way out of here? Huh? Do you see any windows to jump out of? I don't!"
"Coleen, have we paid a second visit to Mr. Coffee?" Ed jovially accused.
"No!" Coleen violently denied. Ed knew what he was doing. He started
quietly laughing to himself, which made Coleen even more angry!
"And you know what I think?" Coleen roared. "I think that you have been
taking an awful lot for granted! Yeah, I mean, what if I can't get us out of this
mess? What if we got into trouble and I was just an average, ordinary, everyday,

run-of-the-mill girl who didn't have a four-digit IQ? Then all we could do is just
scream and shout until somebody got us out of here! Or maybe, maybe I just get so
mad, and so angry, that I just break down a wall or kick in a door!" In full rage, she
kicked in the door so hard that the deadbolt snapped in two as it flew open!
Coleen stood there in amazement. "Maybe I bottle things up too much," she
reflected.
Ed patted her on the back. "Don't ever change, my friend!" he insisted. They
ran down to Robb's office, gathered all the evidence they needed, and rushed out to
their expensive rental car.
When they got to the car, they were dismayed to discover that the gang of car
strippers in town had stripped it down to almost nothing! "Aw! Come on!" Ed
cried out, “It was just a rental!"
Just then, Skipper Doo came by on his motorcycle. "Skipper Doo!" Coleen
called out. "Come on! Let's get out of here! We gotta warn John!"
"Did you go by Todd's house?" Ed inquired. "Was John there?"
"I went there," Skipper Doo informed him, "but John wasn't there. Todd was
all alone."
"What about the sonar device?" Ed requested.
"Nah, I don't think so," Skipper Doo replied.
"We need to get this evidence to the police right away!" Coleen shrieked.
"Well, I can take one of ya," Skipper Doo offered.
"You guys go ahead," Ed decided, as he helped Coleen up onto the motorcycle
behind Skipper Doo, "I'll catch up on foot." Skipper Doo and Coleen sped away for
the police station.
Meanwhile Ander and Jennifer were pretending to sleep in their hotel room.
Suddenly they heard their door starting to open. The next thing they knew, Sue
Pipp came into the room wearing a maid's uniform. "Sorry, I thought the room was
empty!" she fabricated.
Jennifer grabbed her arm. "Hold it right there, Sue!" she demanded.
"Jennifer! You're alive!" Sue was relieved to recognize. "Oh, Jennifer, I
really thought you were a goner!"
Donald proudly led Sue into the police station in handcuffs. When he saw
Coleen there, he shouted out, "We caught her, Coleen, red handed!" Ander and
Jennifer followed in behind him.
"Wait 'til you hear this," Jennifer enthused. She turned to Ander. "Do you
wanna tell her, or do ya want me to?" she asked him. Before he could answer, she
just blurted the story out: "We pretended to go to sleep, and she came into our room.

Well wait 'til you see what she had on her: wallets, necklaces, watches, rings, an
ashtray..."
"Everybody takes those!" Sue interrupted.
"That's the way she works, Coleen," Ander pointed out, "she goes into a room,
she puts all that stuff into a bag, and then she just splits."
"What an appropriate costume," Coleen commented to Sue, "you really have
been cleaning up!"
"She wouldn't tell us where Robb was," Ander complained.
"I told you I don't know," Sue insisted, "Uncle Robb and Ruth wanted to get
involved in drugs, and I wanted no part of it. Stealing from hotels was good enough
for me."
"Well at least you have some level of standards," Coleen remarked, "too bad it
won't keep you out of jail!"
The police put out an all points bulletin for Robb's van, but it was too late.
Robb was already in his motor boat with Ruth, John, and the Antimats, racing
towards the deepest point of Lake Ontario. Ruth sat pointing a pistol at John and
the Antimats while Robb drove the boat. Robb was absolutely ecstatic! "Not only
do I get to dump that sonar device overboard into the deepest part of the lake," he
rejoiced, "but I also get to drown three Antimats along with it! And I got the last
Antimat locked up back at the Penguin Club! I'll find a way to get rid of her, and
then I'll finally be done with those Antimats forever! WHOO-HOO, this is the best
day of my whole life!"
John started thinking of a plan. "Ruth," John requested, "would you mind if
me and the girls say a little prayer together before we die?"
"Go ahead," Ruth conceded, "but don't try anything funny or I'll shoot!" John
and the Antimats huddled together and pretended to pray. John whispered his plan
to the Antimats.
His sonar device normally used high-frequency sound waves, which cannot be
heard by the human ear. But if some adjustments were made to the equipment, it
could be made to emit high-energy, ear-piercing sound waves capable of being
heard for miles around. John carefully instructed Bex and Ellen how to adjust the
equipment. He then asked Cindy to help him distract Ruth.
Cindy sat next to John and blocked Ruth's view of Bex and Ellen. "Ruth, I
wanna know," John began, "when did you make up this plan? Why did you stick up
for me at the university?"
"Just drop it, OK?" Ruth demanded.
"Because you were my friend," John pleaded with compassion, "because you

believed in me, right? Not just because you wanted to use me and my invention?
Right? It was because of me, right?"
Ruth agonized inside with guilt. "Wrong!" she angrily confessed. "OK? Are
you happy? Does that make you feel better, John? Does it?"
While Ruth was distracted with guilt-ridden conversation, Bex and Ellen
made all the necessary adjustments to the sonar device. "Cover your ears, Ellen,"
Bex whispered, "this is definitely not going to sound good!" As soon as Bex threw
the main switch, the loudest, most ear-splitting siren sound came bursting out of the
sonar device! It was loud enough to be heard across two countries, ten counties,
and most importantly, at the police station in Clifford Falls.
The sudden loud noise startled Ruth so much that she involuntarily flung the
pistol overboard into the lake. Robb was not happy with that! He was desperate to
get rid of the sonar device before anybody could locate them. John stood up and
refused to let Robb touch the sonar device. The two of them got into a fist fight for
a while, until Robb lost his balance and fell overboard. Ruth threw him a life
preserver, but as soon as she pulled Robb back into the boat, John tied them both up
with the rope from the life preserver.
Soon the Coast Guard located them and towed them back to shore. The police
were waiting there in great numbers. Robb and Ruth were arrested and dragged
away to a holding cell. The police also confiscated the sonar device as evidence in
their case against Robb. Everyone else gathered back at Todd's house to celebrate
their accomplishment.
The next morning, Bex sat in Todd's kitchen staring out the window at the lot
next door where Bex's Mansion used to be. She talked with the other Antimats, and
they decided that they wanted to convert the property into a charitable cemetery for
those who cannot afford a cemetery plot. It's what Amy would have wanted, they
concluded. In the center of the lot they commissioned a life-sized statue of Amy.
At the base of the monument it read "Greater Love Than This Nobody Has, Amy
Antimat, 1972-1992"
Soon after news spread about the new cemetery, Bex received a surprise
phone call. The members of Expose offered to sing at the dedication ceremony.
Bex delightfully accepted. When the time came for the unveiling of Amy's statue in
May of 1993, Expose were on stage ready to sing. They decided to sing their new
hit single to honor the event, "I'll Never Get Over You (Getting Over Me)".
Todd was sitting next to Bex while Expose were singing this song, a song
whose every word expressed precisely how Todd felt at that moment. What hurt
most for him was that he knew that it was all his own fault that he was no longer

with Bex. By the second verse, Todd was down on his hands and knees making a
spectacle of himself, a big football player crying like a baby! "What's the matter,
Todd?" Bex finally asked.
Todd looked at Bex with teary eyes full of gratitude and remorse. "Oh Bex,"
he wept, "you've always been such a polite neighbor to me! Even though I was
completely rotten to you on that Christmas Eve in 1989, you never held a grudge...
I, I know it's way overdue, but I, w-want to apologize with all my heart to you! I'm
sorry, Bex! I'm so sorry!"
Bex simply could not believe her ears! "I'm so touched by your apology,
Todd," she sincerely accepted, "it really means a lot to me!"
They looked into each other's eyes for a couple of moments; Todd heaved a
sigh. "Russ is a real lucky man!" he remarked.
In August of 1993, Robb finally had his day in federal court. In addition to
murder and drug charges, Robb was also convicted of all the nuclear regulatory
violations he had framed Russ for. It was decided that Robb be incarcerated into
federal prison, and that Russ be released. As the prisoner transport took Robb away
to federal prison, a whole caravan of cars followed behind, filled with all of Russ's
friends who had helped get him out of trouble.
They couldn't have been coming any sooner for Russ. He was terrified of a
certain inmate named Clarence. That big, muscular guy had an infamous
reputation, a perfect record he always bragged about, that no prisoner was ever
released from that prison before he had had a chance to sodomize him first. Russ
had been carefully and cleverly avoiding Clarence, but he worried that he couldn't
keep up his evasion forever.
Russ was breaking up rocks down in the bottom of a quarry when the warden
came to give him the good news that he was being released, and that Bex was
waiting for him at the prison gate. Immediately Russ threw his tools in the air and
screamed, "Yabba dabba doo!"
Normally, walking up the steep incline to get out of that quarry completely
exhausted Russ, and left him totally out of breath; this time he ran full speed up that
steep hill as if it were all downhill, and kept right on running without fatigue!
Suddenly up ahead he saw Clarence standing defiantly in his path. "You ain't
leaving here, Tohr, until you've paid a visit to my cell first!" his gruff voice
thundered! Normally Russ would have been terrified, but he was so focussed on
running, so intent on seeing Bex again, that he knocked Clarence down like a
bowling ball hitting a bowling pin before he even had a chance to think about being
afraid of him!

Russ kept on running. As the prison gate came up on his horizon, Bex started
running out to meet him. As soon as they met, he grabbed her hand, and, as they
spun a complete 360 degrees, he gave her a passionate kiss, and then, without
missing a step, he continued running, Bex right behind him holding his hand the
rest of the way, to the prison gate! As soon as he got out of prison, Russ found all
of his friends outside cheering. "WOW!" Russ exclaimed in an impersonation of
George Bailey, "I never knew I had so many friends!"
Clarence was still lying face down on the ground in humiliation. He was
furious that Russ had shattered his perfect record. As his rage started penting up, he
decided that he was going to vent all his frustrations on the next person who walked
by. That person happened to be Robb.
Clarence reached out for Robb and tripped him over. "What's the matter with
you?" Robb yelled as he picked himself up off the ground. "You ever do that again,
and I'm gonna kick your ass!"
Robb's anger quickly turned to terror when Clarence got up off the ground and
turned out to be a full two feet taller than him, and fifty times as muscular!
Clarence grabbed Robb by the throat and lifted him up into the air. "Jackpot!"
Clarence exclaimed.
Clarence dragged Robb back to his cell. He then put on an old Jerry Lee
Lewis record at full blast to drown out the sounds of his violent sexual assault.
Goodness gracious, great balls of fire!
Back in Clifford Falls John threw a party for Russ at the university science
lab. Things had really turned around for John. Donald asked John if he could
modify the device to scan, not a whole city, but just a small property like a hotel.
John obliged, and Donald helped him sell a bunch of devices to the entire chain of
hotels all across the country as security systems. With that financial success, and
John's name being all over the news for his involvement in the Robb Pipp trial, the
university decided to resume funding for his project.
"Wow!" Bex cheered. "Sounds like you and your sonar device are pretty
much set up here for life, huh?"
"Well, maybe not that long," John conceded, "and oh, it's, uh, not just me and
my sonar device anymore."
"What do you mean?" Bex wondered.
"Well, I got to thinking that maybe it's not such a good idea for that sonar
device to be my only friend," John explained. He introduced his new girlfriend.
"John, did you get a girlfriend?" Bex asked.
"Yeah, without even trying!" John blurted out with amazement. "She just

followed me home one night! At least, that's how I see it."
"See, even John gets to have a girlfriend!" Ed lamented.
"You want a date with a sonar device?" Coleen offered. "I'll fix you up."
"Come on, Coleen," Ed chided, "you know what I'm talking about. I was
thinking about her, you know? Ruth? And you know what the real embarrassing
thing is, as a man? All the time I was thinking about nothing but her, all she was
thinking about was some fancy X-ray vision recorder."
"Don't put yourself down," Coleen consoled, "sonar uses sound waves."

CHAPTER 17
I Had To Do Something With Them

As soon as they returned home to Lake Tillman, Russ and Bex went to the
local church to make plans for their wedding. They were dismayed when the priest
informed them that they had to wait six months before they could get married. It
wasn't as though they had rushed into their decision. They already had been waiting
more than nine months while Russ was rotting away in federal prison.
Bex tried to be optimistic. "Well, let's put this next six months to good use,"
she attempted to enthuse, "that's all the more time we have to make the most
fabulous wedding plans!" Russ decided to move in with Ed for the next six months
to avoid even the slightest appearance of impropriety.
"Thanks a lot for letting me stay here, Ed," Russ gratefully greeted as he
brought his last piece of luggage into Ed's house.
"No problem, brother," Ed graciously welcomed, "we'll have a great time!"
"Yeah, still," Russ complained, "suffice it to say I have to do something with
myself for the next six months," Russ concluded.
"Don't worry, bro," Ed encouraged, "I'll help you find a job you'll like, and the
six months will just fly by!"
"What job?" Russ despaired. "Who wants to hire a jailbird?"
"But you were exonerated, dude! Look, I got a friend who owns a ham radio
factory," Ed suggested, "I'll put in a good word for ya! Come on, you like radio,
don't you? It'll be fun!"
Russ began to cheer up. "Thanks, man," he cheerfully accepted.
Ed introduced Russ to his friend Chuck, who owned a factory which
manufactured ham radios. Chuck was impressed with Russ's resume, especially his
experience running a radio station. He hired Russ immediately. Chuck had high
hopes for Russ, but Dave, his personal assistant, took an instant dislike to Russ.
Dave had framed, slandered, and backstabbed his way to the top. He was paranoid
of any employee that he perceived to have ability or potential beyond his own.
After having worked a couple of weeks, Russ decided to buy a car so that he
wouldn't have to inconvenience Ed to take him to work everyday. He bought a new
silver Ford Tempo, which just so happened to be the same make and model of car
that Dave drove. It wasn't because he wanted to imitate Dave. He just thought it
was the best car for the price at the time. As soon as Dave saw Russ's car in the
parking lot, he ran out that night and traded his car in for a brand new Ford Mustang
convertible. Russ couldn't stop laughing at Dave giving himself financially
crippling car payments just to be one up on him!
One day several months later at Bex's Cabins the Antimats decided to look
through some fan mail. "Remember the days when I thought that junk mail was

flattering?" Bex reminisced. "And now here we are getting real bona fide fan
letters!"
"Hey, look at this!" Cindy jumped up with a photo in her hand. "You know,
these people look familiar!"
"Oh my gosh," Ellen gushed, "that's Ace of Base!"
"Ace of Base are fans of ours?" Coleen marveled.
"The 'All That She Wants' people?" Bex cheered, "Wow!"
"I tell ya," Cindy remarked, "we got the greatest fans of them all!"
Bex grabbed the letter which came with the photo and started to read it. "Oh
my gosh!" she blurted. "They're coming to Lake Tillman, and they're inviting us to
a new restaurant here in town!"
"Let's go!" Ellen begged.
"They want to get together with us and collaborate on some songs, and
explore goals and dreams," Bex explained, "and then maybe someday go skiing, or
skydiving, or something."
"Skydiving?!" Ander shrieked as he stumbled into the conversation.
"Yeah, Ander," Cindy informed him, "Ace of Base is gonna come over here
and share their ideas and goals with us."
"You ever jump out of a moving plane?" Bex asked Ander.
"I took a big tumble on my last day of work," Ander reminded her, "I fell at
Mach 16!"
"Were you scared?" Bex wondered.
"Not once I stared plummeting," Ander replied, "but don't worry about it. You
don't have to prove anything. You're a great singer, you got a great family, and
friends, you don't run around, and your life is incredibly predictable and safe now."
The next day Russ offered to treat Ed to lunch. They went to Ed's favorite
place for lunch, the club house at the local golf course. While there, Russ asked Ed
to be his best man at the wedding. Ed was glad to accept. As they started
discussing plans for Russ's bachelor party, Russ spotted Joe Namath playing out on
the golf course. He started jokingly speculating about Joe Namath coming to his
bachelor party.
Before he knew it, Russ's casual daydreams became the hottest rumor on the
golf course. "Hey, have you heard the news?" people started to whisper, "Joe
Namath's gonna be at Russ Tohr's bachelor party!"
The next thing Russ knew Dave was approaching his table. Apparently Russ
couldn't go anyplace nice for lunch without Dave deciding to go there for lunch,
too! "Alright, alright, come on, now, who started it?" Dave demanded. "Who

started it?"
"Who started what?" Russ asked.
"The rumor," Dave pointed out, "the rumor that Joe Namath's gonna be at your
bachelor party."
"Well, don't look at me," Ed dismissed.
"I was just casually daydreaming about it," Russ confessed.
"So that's it, huh?" Dave scolded. "Blowing your own horn, huh, Russ? Now
look, Russ, get this, and get it straight: I doubt very much that Joe Namath's gonna
be at your bachelor party because Joe Namath doesn't even know that you're alive!"
Dave stormed off in a huff.
Russ heaved a sigh. "Well, there goes my fantasy," he lamented.
"What are you getting so disappointed for?" Ed consoled. "Listen, it's a
beautiful day outside. Let's take a ride around in one of the golf carts."
"Believe me, Joe Namath is gonna know that Russ Tohr is alive!" Russ blurted
out.
"What are you gonna do?" Ed worried.
"I'm gonna strike up a conversation with him," Russ informed him.
Just then Joe Namath entered the club house. "Excuse me," Russ intruded, "I
see you've been playing a little golf! Nothing like a good golf game!"
"Are you interested in golf?" Joe Namath suspiciously questioned.
"Oh, well, certainly I'm interested in golf," Russ lied, "sure. Say, that is a nice
bag of clubs you got there!"
"Thanks, mister uh..." Joe Namath responded.
"Tohr is the name," Russ greeted, "Russ T. Tohr. Ring-a-ding-ding!"
"Well what kind of a game do you play, Russ?" Joe Namath inquired.
"Oh, well, I, uh, I uh, play like..." Russ stumbled.
Ed jumped in to conversation. "Don't be modest, Russ!" he encouraged. "Mr.
Namath, you put a golf club in this guy's hand, and he's dynamite! I'm telling ya, he
could be a champion!"
"Oh, so you're in the championship class?" Joe Namath was impressed to hear,
“Well, maybe I'll run into you someday, and we can shoot a few holes together."
"Yeah, that'd be nice," Russ chuckled.
"Why don't you make it definite?" Ed butted in. "How about Sunday?"
"I'm sorry," Joe Namath rejected, "I'm booked up on Sundays."
"Oh, you are?" Russ was relieved to hear.
"Well, what do you say about Saturday?" Ed offered.
"Now, that's an idea," Joe Namath agreed, "let's see, uh, I'm sponsoring a

charity golf tournament on Long Island four months from this Saturday. Would you
like to participate, Russ?"
"Perfect, perfect!" Ed answered for him.
"OK! I'll sign you up," Joe Namath accepted, "it's always a pleasure to play
with a good golfer. I'll see you in Long Island four months from Saturday."
As soon as Joe Namath left, Russ blew up. "What's wrong with you?" he
screamed at Ed.
"Hey, I know you don't play golf, but he don't," Ed replied.
"Yes, but he's going to find out I don't!" Russ scolded. "What's gonna happen
four months from Saturday when I get on the golf course?"
"You don't have to play golf," Ed explained, "You make up an excuse, and in
the meantime you invite him to your bachelor party. You got four months, anything
can happen in four months. And if you have to play golf, you got me here to show
you exactly what to do."
"You know how to play golf?" Russ couldn't believe.
"Let me tell you something," Ed insisted, "I qualify as an expert on golf! I'll
take ya out to the driving range this weekend and we can practice your swing."
Later that day after work Russ came by Bex's Cabins to see Ander and the
Antimats. "Hey everyone, I got something to tell ya!" he announced. "Good news!
Joe Namath's coming to my bachelor party!"
"He is?" everyone was surprised to hear.
"Yeah! Mr. Namath and I had a very friendly chat today," Russ boasted, "and
he invited me to play golf with him."
"Joe Namath invited you to play golf with him?" Bex was shocked to hear.
"Russ, didn't you tell him you don't know how to play golf?"
"If I told him that, he wouldn't have invited me," Russ objected.
"You don't mean you're actually going out on the golf course with him?" Bex
worried.
"Look," Russ replied, "that date is four months away. By that time I'll be real
friendly with him, and he'll already have come to my bachelor party. So when the
golf date comes up, I'll just tell him I got another engagement, that's all."
That weekend, Russ and Ed headed out to the driving range. Russ came all
dressed up in the finest and trendiest golf apparel. "Well, Ed, how do I look?" he
asked.
"Divine!" Ed complimented. "I don't know how you're going to do with those
clubs, but in that outfit you look divine!"
"Thank you, Ed," Russ accepted.

Russ put a golf ball on the tee and started to take a few swings. He missed the
ball every time. "There's something the matter with the club," Russ guessed.
"There's nothing wrong with the club," Ed pointed out, "it's the way you swing
at the ball."
"Then give me some instructions please," Russ requested.
"First, step up," Ed instructed, "plant your feet firmly on the ground and
address the ball. Now, I cannot overemphasize the importance of the correct
swing."
"I thought it don't mean a thing if you ain't got that swing?" Russ joked.
"Well, in golf it does," Ed informed him, "now, step up to ball. Relax. Head
down. Keep your eye on the ball. Bend the knees. Straighten your left arm.
Straighten your right arm. Lower your right shoulder." Russ did everything Ed told
him. "Now you got it, Russ," Ed encouraged, "follow through and you can't miss!
Swing!"
As soon as Russ swung at the ball, he heard someone yelling "OW!" way off
from the next tee on his right! The ball had hit some poor old man in the back!
"What did I do wrong?" Russ wondered.
"Well, I, uh," Ed hesitated, "I can't exactly put my finger on what ya did
wrong, Russ, but after seeing you swing at that ball, I think the biggest thing you
did wrong was tell Joe Namath you could play golf!"
"You're right, Ed," Russ mumbled in discouragement.
"Let me show ya," Ed offered as he picked up a golf club. "Plant your feet
firmly in the ground, address the ball, and swing," he described as he performed
those simple tasks and hit some golf balls down the driving range. Then it was
Russ's turn to try. "OK, now, Russ, relax the muscles," Ed instructed, "get rid of the
tension."
"How?" Russ wondered.
Ed reached over to his golf bag, which was equipped with a state-of-the-art
sound system, and blasted "I'm Alright" by Kenny Loggins. "Just start dancing," Ed
demonstrated as he gyrated his hips, "this'll loosen you up!" Russ joined in the
dance.
Suddenly there was the sound of tires screeching. Bex jumped out of the
station wagon and came running over laughing hysterically. "Hey, Bex," Russ
cheered, "did you come to see me practice playing golf?"
"I was on my way to the movies," Bex chuckled, "but I could see a better
show right here!"
"Yeah, well, the show is over!" Russ angrily informed her.

After Bex left Russ reached a profound conclusion. "Now I know why men
play golf," he declared, "it's not because they like this game. It's just to get away
from their wives!"
"You're getting all tense again!" Ed warned. "Listen, relaxation is essential to
a good game of golf."
"I can't relax!" Russ insisted. "She upset me!"
"Well, you gotta relax!" Ed demanded. "Now come on, let's go through it step
by step. Make the approach, plant your feet firmly in the ground, head down, eyes
on the ball, relax, that's it, keep your left arm straight, your right arm straight, relax,
lower your right shoulder, and go!" Russ, still angry, swung the club so hard that it
came flying out of his hands and right through the windshield of his new Tempo!
And with that, Russ's golf lessons came to an abrupt end.
Monday afternoon Dave approached Russ at work. "I got a message for you,"
Dave informed him, "Joe Namath just came by the front office. I guess I was
wrong about you, Russ. Looks like you stand in pretty good with him."
"Did you hear that, everybody?" Russ boasted. "I stand in pretty good with
Joe Namath! What's the message, Dave?"
"Well, he wants you to do him a favor, Russ," Dave replied, "He wants you to
play golf with him on Sunday."
"Sunday?" Russ was shocked to hear.
"Yeah, that's right," Dave gloated. "You see, Mr. Namath and his partner were
going to play a very important match this Sunday, but his partner was suddenly
called out of town, so he wants you to play with him instead." Russ just stood there
speechless. "Congratulations, Russ!" Dave added with delightful sarcasm.
That Friday night Bex had her bridal shower. It was an extravagant event
attended by all her female celebrity friends. Bex sat among her sisters and started
to make a speech. "Thanks, everybody," she announced, "I'm very, very touched!
Well, I don't think I've got too much to complain about, that's for sure! I have my
health, I have a bunch of wonderful friends, one of which I'm going to marry..."
"OK, great speech," Ellen interrupted, "let's open the presents!"
Bex decided to open Ellen's present first. "I hope you got me jewelry," Bex
wished out loud; her wish came true.
Next Bex opened Coleen's gift. "Oh, Coleen!" Bex cheered. "It's a new set of
encyclopedias! Thank you, dear! Just what I needed. The last set we had was from
1927." Coleen picked up one of the volumes and started writing something in it.
"What are you doing?!" Bex wondered.
"I'm correcting the more glaring errors," Coleen explained.

"I'd like to keep it just the way it is, thankyouverymuch," Bex replied as she
grabbed the book back from her.
Later on Bex was talking with Julie, who had come all the way down from
Clifford Falls for the shower and the wedding. "So, Julie," Bex chatted, "how is
Quirico doing these days?"
"I heard that he went to New Guinea and never came back," Julie replied.
"Oh, that's too bad," Bex was disappointed to hear.
"Some tribe made him their king," Julie explained.
"Does he have any real power," Bex wondered, "or is he just a figurehead?"
"Well, um," Julie stumbled to think, "he's on their stamps."
Bex became more serious. "Julie," she inquired, "do you think of me as
incredibly predictable and safe?"
"No, of course not," Julie replied, "what gave you that idea?"
"Well that's what Ander said to me," Bex explained, "and it really started to
bother me! So I decided I'm gonna go skydiving with Ace of Base tomorrow."
"Skydiving?!" Julie couldn't believe. "Wow! How does Russ feel about
that?"
"He's scared," Bex responded, "but he said he was willing to support me if it
was something I really wanted to do. He even made the arrangements for me."
"He did?" Julie asked.
"Yeah," Bex enthused, "Russ's boss goes skydiving all the time, so Russ asked
him if Ace of Base and I could join him this weekend, and he was delighted to have
some celebrity guests jump from the plane with him!"
That night Bex had a dream that she was at a graduation ceremony. "Where
am I?" she wondered.
"You're at your graduation," Coleen announced from a podium.
"What am I graduating from?" Bex asked.
"This is a dream, Bex," Coleen explained, "its purpose is to point out how
inadequate you are compared to everybody else."
"Sounds like fun," Bex remarked.
"Would you mind standing off to the side?" Coleen requested. Bex got off the
platform. "Quirico, come on out and accept your diploma!" Coleen announced.
"Congratulations, Quirico, on being a successful New Guinean king!"
"Thank you!" Quirico accepted. "Here are some stamps and coins."
"You're on the money, too?" Bex shrieked.
"Congratulations, Quirico!" Bex called out.
"Thanks," Quirico accepted.

"And now, our next recipients need no introduction," Coleen announced,
"ladies and gentlemen, Ace of Base!" Ace of Base walked up onto the platform.
"Thanks!" Ulf replied. "Hey, what's going on here?"
"Bex is having a dream," Coleen pointed out.
"Hi Bex!" Jonas called out.
"Oh you guys," Bex apologized, "I'm sorry to drag you into this!"
"Oh hey, that's cool," Jenny responded, "we've been doing a lot of dreams
lately."
"We've even done a few nightmares," Linn added.
"Oh gosh, Ace of Base," Bex gushed, "you're doing awfully well for
yourselves these days! Say, would you autograph this for me?"
"Absolutely," they replied. They all signed a photograph and handed it back
to Bex.
"Thanks!" Bex accepted. Then she read aloud what they wrote: "To Bex, we
love how safe and predictable you are, love, Ace of Base." Bex turned to Coleen in
desperation. "I'm going skydiving tomorrow!" she pleaded.
"I'm going skydiving tomorrow!" Coleen mockingly repeated back. "Sorry.
You had your chance. And now it gives me great pleasure to introduce our man of
the century, someone whose accomplishments put the rest of us to shame, a person
of whom it could truly be said: he changed the way we look at the world. Ladies
and gentlemen, I give you Mister Ander Karl Tohr!" Ander walked up onto the
platform.
"Hey, Ander, great to see ya!" Quirico greeted.
"Way to go!" Jonas cheered.
"What a guy!" Ulf added.
"He's the best!" Jenny enthused.
"Say, Ander, can we have your autograph?" Linn pleaded.
"Sure, Ace of Base!" Ander agreed. He signed four pictures of himself, one
for each of them.
"Oh ho," they shouted out, "wait 'til our friends see this!"
"Ander!" Bex called out.
"What Bex?" Ander replied.
"Ander?" Bex couldn't believe. "You're the man of the century?!"
"Yeah," Ander responded, "what a surprise! I was happy just to be
nominated."
"Well, congratulations!" Bex cheered.
"Thanks!" Ander accepted. "Hey, Bex, you never know. They haven't

announced the woman of the century yet. It could be you!"
"I don't think so," Bex hesitated.
"Hey, come on," Ander encouraged, "don't be so negative! All you have to do
is take this parachute and jump, Bex! Jump! Jump! Jump!" Bex woke up with the
word "jump" echoing in her ears.
Russ woke up that morning in a terrible mood. "Come on now, Russ," Ed
pleaded, "eat your breakfast!"
"I can't eat, Ed, I can't," Russ explained, "boy I really got myself into it this
time! Me and my big mouth! I can't learn to play golf by tomorrow! It'd take me
at least a couple of weeks!"
"No more golf lessons for you, bro," Ed protested, "trying to teach you how to
play golf is about as futile as a one-legged cat trying to bury a turd on a frozen
pond!"
"Then what am I gonna do?" Russ worried. "Never again will I brag, never!"
Just then there was a knock at the door. Russ answered it. "Hello," the visitor
greeted, "I'm looking for Russ Tohr."
"Arnold Palmer?!" Russ gushed. "Oh, yes sir. I'm Russ Tohr. How are you?
Come right in!"
"Well, I see you know me, huh?" Arnold Palmer remarked as he entered Ed's
house.
"Oh, certainly!" Russ enthused. "Ed, look who's here! It's Arnold Palmer!"
"How do you do, Ed?" Arnold Palmer greeted.
"Russ, I'm sorry to intrude on your breakfast," Arnold Palmer apologized, "but
I just left Mr. Namath in the hospital, and he asked me to drop by to see you."
"Mr. Namath is in the hospital?" Russ worried.
"Oh, yes," Arnold Palmer explained, "nothing serious, really, but he won't be
able to play golf tomorrow. The doctor says he won't be able to play for about a
couple of months, so he asked me to drop by and tell you how sorry he was to
disappoint you."
"Boy, that's great!" Russ blurted out with relief, then he quickly faked
concern. "I mean," he continued, "what a disappointment this is! I was all ready to
play golf with him tomorrow, too, wasn't I, Ed?"
"Well, Mr. Namath tells me you're quite a golfer," Arnold Palmer enthused,
"championship caliber, huh?"
"I don't like to brag," Russ boasted, "hahaha, just like the guys down at the
golf course say, if you put a club in my hand, I'm dynamite! As a matter of fact,
while we were out there playing tomorrow I was gonna give Mr. Namath a couple

of pointers."
"Well, I tell you, uh," Arnold Palmer proposed, "as a matter of fact I think Mr.
Namath gave me the solution this morning. He suggested that I take his place and
play with you. So you see, the arrangements are still the same! Well, I'm awfully
glad to have met you, Russ! We tee off tomorrow at 10."
Russ almost let him out the door, but he finally called him back. "Wait a
minute!" he pleaded, "I'm very sorry, Mr. Palmer, but I can't play golf with you
tomorrow."
"What?" Arnold Palmer responded. "Why not?!"
"Because..." Russ hesitated to confess. "I can't play golf. Not well. Not at
all!"
After a tense and awkward moment, Joe Namath suddenly came walking
through the door behind Arnold Palmer. "I'm not in the hospital, Russ," he laughed
wholeheartedly, "it was all a practical joke Arnold Palmer and I set up to teach you
a lesson!"
"Oh," Russ groaned with disappointment, "so I guess that means you're not
coming to my bachelor party then, huh?"
"Don't worry, Russ, I'll be glad to come!" Joe Namath enthused.
"Yeah," Arnold Palmer added, "and I'll be there, too, if you want!"
"Sure!" Russ was elated to accept. "Thank you!"
"I don't get it," Ed wondered, "how did you guys know that Russ couldn't play
golf?"
"I got a phone call from your friend Todd," Joe Namath explained, "Bex was
worried about Russ so she asked Todd if he would talk to me, and, well, I owed him
a favor, so..."
"So let this be a lesson to you, Russ," Arnold Palmer scolded, "don't ever
pretend to be something you're not! After all, it's not what you know, it's who you
know!"
Meanwhile Ander and Bex were eating breakfast around the campfire. "You
know, Ander," Bex conversed, "I had the strangest dream last night, and you were in
it."
"No kidding!" Ander replied.
"Yeah," Bex continued, "it was really weird. There was you, and Quirico, and
Ace of Base..."
"What's weird about that?" Ander wondered.
"Well, what were you doing in it?" Bex pondered.
Ander was concerned. "Look, Bex," he apologized, "I'm sorry! I feel really

bad about you risking your life going skydiving just because of some stupid remark
I made."
"It's OK, Ander," Bex replied, "you actually helped me to come face to face
with an internal struggle. You know, of all the adventures I've been through in my
life, I've never accomplished anything all by myself. So I found something I can
see through all alone. I'm gonna do this on my own."
Russ came by to pick up Bex. "So you ready to go skydiving?" he asked.
"Yeah, I'm ready to take the plunge!" Bex enthused.
"And don't try talking her out of it!" Ander insisted.
"You're really serious about this, aren't you?" Russ admired.
"Yep," Bex replied.
"Why are you doing this?" Russ wondered.
"'Cause I saw the sign, and it opened up my eyes," Bex responded.
"You're not afraid?" Russ inquired.
"I am afraid," Bex confessed, "but I feel that this is something that I have to
do."
"Well, if jumping out of an airplane at five thousand feet is that important to
you, you should do it!" Russ encouraged.
Russ dropped Bex off at the airport, where Ace of Base were waiting for her.
Russ then went to the ham radio factory to pick up Chuck. "Ready to go, sir?" Russ
asked.
"Yes I am, Russ," Chuck replied, "Dave, would you hand me my parachute,
please?" Dave went over to the corner by Chuck's desk where there were two
identical backpacks. One of them contained a parachute, and the other contained a
prototype Chuck had designed for a ruggedized portable ham radio.
For months Russ had pleaded with Chuck not to store the two backpacks next
to each other; the more Russ begged, the more Dave insisted they be kept together.
"But someday you're gonna mistake the one for the other!" Russ had argued; Dave
would always answer, "I know the difference between a parachute and a ham radio,
Russ! I'm not stupid!"
Well, it finally happened. Dave picked up the wrong backpack, the one with
the ham radio in it, and handed it to Chuck. As soon as Russ noticed the subtle
difference, he begged Chuck to take the backpack with the parachute in it instead,
but Chuck wouldn't listen.
Over the course of the past few months Dave had managed to convince Chuck
that Russ was an imbecile. "Don't be silly, Russ," Chuck condescendingly
dismissed, "Dave knows more about this business than you do! He wouldn't

mistake a ham radio for a parachute! Dave never makes mistakes!" Russ blocked
the doorway, and refused to let Chuck leave the office until he took his parachute
with him. "I've had enough of this, Russ!" Chuck warned. "Get out of my way, or
today is your last day here!"
"But you'll die, sir!" Russ pleaded. "That's it," Chuck shouted, "you're fired,
Russ! Now get off my property, or I'll have you arrested for illegal trespass!"
Russ refused to get out of Chuck's way unless he took his parachute with him.
"Dave, call the police!" Chuck commanded. Dave was only too delighted to
comply. After a thirty minute standoff, the police arrived and dragged Russ away in
handcuffs to jail. Dave then took Chuck to the airport.
Bex and Ace of Base were already waiting for him in the plane. "What took
you so long?" Bex asked Chuck.
"Oh, your fiance is a stubborn mule!" Chuck complained. They plane flew
high into the sky, and then came the big moment. "We're now directly over the drop
zone,” Chuck announced, “OK, skydivers, watch out for that first step!"
At the last second Bex became overwhelmed with terror! "It's my first time,"
she trembled to confess.
"Nervous, huh?" Chuck consoled. "There's nothing to worry about! Just like
jumping off a cliff!"
Bex hesitated for a moment and changed her mind about jumping, but Chuck
angrily challenged her decision, so she reflected for a moment, and finally
concluded that if she chickened out, she would beat herself up for the rest of her life
with regret! "Ah, what the heck?" she flippantly remarked as she jumped out of the
plane, "AAAAAHHHHH!"
Ace of Base filed out of the plane after her. When the time came, they all
pulled their rip cords and formed a beautiful formation in the sky of five colorful
parachutes. Then it was Chuck's turn to jump. He was not afraid. He casually
leaped out of the plane just like he had done hundreds of times before.
It wasn't until it came time to pull his rip cord that Chuck finally noticed that
what he was holding in his hand wasn't a rip cord. It was a microphone for a ham
radio! "HHEELLPP!" he screamed into the microphone!
"Pull the rip cord, Chuck!" Dave answered back on the radio.
"I don't have a rip cord, you nimrod!" Chuck shouted back. "You gave me the
backpack with the ham radio in it!"
But Dave was in complete denial. He never makes mistakes! "Hurry up!"
Dave insisted. "Pull the rip cord, Chuck!"
Chuck's whole life started passing before his eyes. He then heard the scolding

voice of a ragged old woman on his radio, another sycophant employee of his,
screaming, "For God's sake, Chuck, pull your rip cord!" Chuck rapidly began to
regret his decision to surround himself with suck ups.
The next thing Chuck knew, his body was crashing right through the roof of
an ice cream sandwich factory! As he smashed through the roof, his fracturing
bones ruptured the main gas line for the whole building. By the time he thudded
onto the factory floor (and that didn't sound good), the entire building had erupted
in flames. As Chuck laid there in a pool of blood, every bone in his body broken,
his final thoughts as the flames began to engulf him were, "Boy, I sure would like
an ice cream sandwich to cool off with!"
By the time the fire department arrived, they found nothing left to his charred
remains except for a ham radio, out of which Dave's voice kept constantly
repeating, "Pull the rip cord, Chuck! I don't see your parachute up there yet! Pull
the rip cord, Chuck!" It was a testament to the durability and fine quality of the
ruggedized ham radio Chuck had designed. He had successfully manufactured a
unit which could withstand a heavy impact and continue operating throughout an
intense fire. It was also a testament to Dave's incredible stupidity that he thought
Chuck was still up in the air after all that time.
After Bex and Ace of Base landed safely, Bex received the news that Russ
was in jail. She rushed over to the police station and bailed Russ out in time for
him to go to his bachelor party.
"We have to stop meeting like this," Russ tried to joke.
"No problem, sweetheart!" Bex enthused.
"Yes it is," Russ insisted, "I'm so ashamed landing myself in jail like this!"
"Russ, you have nothing to be ashamed of!" Bex protested. "On the contrary,
I'm very proud of you!"
"You are?" Russ was shocked to hear.
"Yeah!" Bex cheered. "You bravely tried as hard as you could to save Chuck's
life, no matter what it cost you! You're a hero!"
"So how did your jump go?" Russ wanted to know.
"Oh, Russ, it was wonderful!" Bex enthused. "What a beautiful sight from
way up there!"
"Well, honey, tell me," Russ inquired, "what's next for my conquering
heroine?"
"Oh, uh, I don't know," Bex responded, "I was thinking about that on the way
down. I think I'd like to discover a new galaxy, or maybe join the WNBA, or
possibly visit Quirico in New Guinea. Of course, first we have to get married!"

CHAPTER 18
A Million Lights Are Dancing,
and There You Are, a Shooting Star

It was the day Russ and Bex had long been waiting for: Saturday, April 9,
1994. The church was elaborately decorated, especially with the tons of flowers
sent as gifts by adoring fans. Since Bex's father died long ago in the antimatter
dimension, she asked Ander if he would give her away at the wedding. Ander was
deeply touched, and happy to accept the honor.
It had been slightly more than five years since Russ had begun his wonderful
adventures with the Antimats, and now they were culminating in a whole new
beginning. Everything proceeded joyfully and smoothly. But when it came time
for Russ to kiss the bride, he and Bex both sparkled all over for a second. Most of
the guests assumed that it was some sort of spectacular special effects.
After the wedding, they all proceeded to the Lake Tillman City Park, where a
massive outdoor wedding reception party was arranged. When Bex ceremoniously
tossed her bouquet, Jennifer Pipp caught it. Then it was time for the band to play,
and for the dancing to begin.
"I got a very special surprise for you, Russ," Bex enthused.
When he saw Susanna Hoffs get up on stage to sing with the band, he freaked
out! "Oh, Bex, that was so wonderful of you!" Russ exclaimed.
"I'd like to dedicate this first song to our new couple," Susanna Hoffs
announced. "Congratulations, Russ and Bex! I'm honored to sing for your first
dance together!"
When the band started to play the music to the song "Xanadu", Russ's eyes
bulged wide open! It sounded so good to him! "How in the world?!?" he uttered in
total amazement.
"I saw what you wrote in the margin of Lucky Larry's Dream Book," Bex
explained, "this is the most important day of your life, isn't it?"
"No doubt about it!" Russ delighted.
Russ and Bex started dancing in total bliss. At the beginning of the second
verse, they both started to sparkle again. Everybody wildly applauded, but Russ
and Bex didn't even notice. It wasn't a special effect like everyone had thought.
Russ and Bex had become so totally one with each other, so perfectly united in
body, mind, and soul, that the rutherfordium dust could no longer distinguish where
Bex began and where Russ ended. The sparkling was the result of their complete
and total union, molecule for molecule, atom for atom, of matter and antimatter.
As the second chorus of the song began, Russ and Bex started to rise up off
the ground as they danced! By the time Susanna Hoffs came to the line, "Now that
I'm here, now that you're near..." Russ and Bex were glowing brightly as they
joyfully danced across the sky, high above the city, oblivious to the frightened cries

of everyone below. Finally, during the last, drum-thumping, long drawn out
syllable of the song "Xanaduuuuu", Russ and Bex, while sharing a passionate kiss,
suddenly rocketed straight up into outer space!
By the time they got about as far as Saturn, the rutherfordium dust became
completely unstable. It dissolved into a temporary porthole directly ahead of them.
As soon as Russ and Bex flew through the porthole into the antimatter dimension,
the porthole instantly collapsed, causing a massive subatomic thunderclap which
echoed throughout the entire universe. That set off an incredible explosion, which
from earth looked like a supernova as it lit the night time sky brighter than day for a
moment, setting off brightly colored shooting stars towards the ground in its wake.
Before Russ and Bex had realized what had happened, they slowly descended
back to earth in the antimatter dimension. They landed in the middle of a tropical
island paradise. Much to his blissful surprise, Russ's long lost family came rushing
from out of nowhere to meet them! It turned out that once Rex the Lunatic had
died, the antimatter dimension was rid of its last dangerous criminal. Russ's family
had been living in the antimatter dimension in peace and comfort ever since. They
tearfully welcomed Russ and Bex, and they lived happily ever after on Tohr Island.
Back in our material dimension, everybody at the wedding reception stared up
at the sky, completely captivated by all the bright, beautiful colors of the
innumerable shooting stars in the sky! There were so many shooting stars, it
seemed as though there was one for each person on earth, each brightly shining in
that person's favorite color.
When Ander and Jennifer saw their shooting stars, they were standing right
next to each other. Jennifer was still holding the bouquet. For the first time in her
life, she realized that she really did love Ander. She sincerely begged him to give
her another chance. Ander couldn't resist; shortly afterward, Ander and Jennifer fell
in love. They got married about a year later. They were honored and delighted to
have Linda Ronstadt sing "I Don't Know Much" at their wedding.
When Cindy and Ellen saw their shooting stars, they decided to continue their
singing careers. They formed a pop rock duo called "Cinder-Ellen." Their first
single, a cover of Chaka Khan's "I Feel For You", rocketed straight to number one.
After that, they went on to have a successful string of hits and albums that rivaled,
if not surpassed, their success with Bex and the Antimats.
When Coleen saw her shooting star, she decided to apply her talents full time
to politics. With Ed's help, she climbed up the political ladder all the way to
eventually becoming President of the United States; after serving two terms as
president, she became the first former president to become a Supreme Court Justice.

When Ed saw his shooting star, he dreamed of political success, too. Coleen
chose Ed to be her running mate when she ran for president. He served as Vice
President of the United States for eight years, after which he enjoyed a lucrative
career as an expert commentator on The Fox News Channel.
When Robb saw his shooting star from the window of his prison cell, he
angrily cursed at its beauty as he stomped off to bed. Up until that time he had been
bitter and resentful, incorrigibly convinced that he had done nothing wrong. But
that night he had a dream. In his dream he saw Amy hovering above his bunk,
showering him with heart-shaped rose petals. "I forgive you, Robb!" she joyfully
announced. "I am praying for you, that you change your ways for the better." The
next morning Robb woke up a whole new man. His attitude and demeanor had
completely changed. He was released from prison early for good behavior, after
which he enrolled as a lay brother at the monastery adjacent to Sister Lucy's
convent in Vestal. He took his own voluntary vow of silence, and spent the rest of
his life in penance and works of charity.
When Sister Lucy saw her shooting star, her vow of silence was put to the
ultimate test. She had been completely faithful to her renewed vow of silence ever
since leaving Bex's Mansion. But that night, after seeing her shooting star, the
entire text of the Third Secret of Fatima was revealed to her. She was sorely
tempted to reveal it; just like her namesake in Portugal, she faithfully kept her vow
of silence to her dying day.
When Todd saw his shooting star, his football career really began to
skyrocket! He became the first quarterback in history to win seven Superbowls in a
row! He later became the first active playing quarterback to be inducted into the
Hall of Fame.
When John saw his shooting star, he was at a wedding party of his own. His
newfound girlfriend had blinded him with science, and they were getting married at
the same time back in Clifford Falls. They later moved to South Florida, where
John's fondness for fish led him to buy a pet dolphin. He experimented with his
sonar equipment until he finally discovered a way to communicate perfectly with
the dolphin. He won the Nobel Prize for his breakthrough in human-animal
communication.
When Ruth Pipp saw her shooting star, she decided that after she had served
her sentence in prison, she wanted to pursue a career in Real Estate like her uncle
Robb had done before. After being released from prison, Ruth started her own Real
Estate company, where she discovered that it was a lot more rewarding and
profitable in the long run to operate a decent, honest business, than it was to employ

all the deceitful tricks and shenanigans her uncle had taught her.
When Sue Pipp saw her shooting star, she had just been released from jail
after serving time for her theft charges. She decided to go to culinary school and
become a world-famous chef. She went on to open a nationwide chain of Pipp's
Paradise diners, which became famous for their advertising slogan: "You Don't
Have To Rob a Bank To Eat Great Food."
There was even a shooting star for Leona; unfortunately she wasn't alive to
see it. During the time when Russ had been globetrotting with the Antimats as their
road manager, the steel mill had finally completed its comprehensive investigation
into the sabotage of Ander's safety gear, and his debilitating fall. They concluded
that Leona was at fault, and fired her immediately. She felt so sorry for herself that
she committed suicide.
When others who knew Leona saw her shooting star, they went to pay a visit
to her tombstone in the cemetery. They were all surprised, shocked, and saddened
to see a deep, bottomless pit where her cemetery plot used to be. About three days
after Leona had been buried, the earth opened up and swallowed her, body as well
as soul, into hell. Nobody had ever noticed before because nobody had ever
bothered to mourn at her gravesite before. Leona finally got what she had always
wanted: people were feeling sorry for her. (Not that it did her any good.)
When Derek saw his shooting star, he finally decided to quit his job at the
steel mill and pursue an acting career on Broadway. He was so successful, his
popularity blossomed into TV and movie roles. But even though he became a
world-famous millionaire, he did not enjoy the lifestyle of the rich and the famous.
His entire fortune was confiscated to pay the incredible number of child support
claims filed against him. It seems that Derek had impregnated every woman who
ever worked at the steel mill, with the exception of Holly and Leona. Once he
became a rich and famous movie star, Derek could no longer cry poverty to the
judge. Derek's multitude of children finally received the overdue child support they
justly deserved.
There was a shooting star for Clarence, but he couldn't see it because he was
blind from syphilis by that time. But when all the other inmates (excluding Robb)
had seen their shooting stars, they finally found the courage to group themselves
together and retaliate. They tackled Clarence to the ground, gathered every little
stick, rock, or anything else that could fit, and shoved them all into Clarence's rear
end. Clarence died two days later from a punctured rectum.
When Dave saw his shooting star, he was lying on the ground, about to go to
sleep under a bridge. After Chuck died, the ham radio company went out of

business. Dave had already been on the verge of bankruptcy with his unaffordable
car payments. The loss of his job cost him everything: his car, his home, his
girlfriend. All he had left was a large piece of baggage, and the clothes on his back.
Seeing his shooting star, he found the courage to turn his life around and find
another job, a new job where he discovered that applying himself, and utilizing his
talents, got him much farther than tearing down other people around him ever did.
When Julie saw her shooting star, she received word that she had just
inherited a vast vineyard, complete with its own winery. She successfully designed
her own recipe for champagne-flavored wine coolers, which she marketed with the
slogan "They're Skull-Cracking Good!"
When Hal saw his shooting star, he decided to become generous with his
affluence. He bought several oil wells in Texas, and then flooded the market with
oil, which brought down gas prices considerably.
When Quirico saw his shooting star, he decided as emperor of New Guinea to
invite Nestle to build a chocolate factory in his realm. The new factory provided
many jobs and raised the standard of living for most of the members of the tribe
which revered him.
When Skipper Doo saw his shooting star, he suddenly came up with a design
for a new carburetor which would allow his motorcycle to get one hundred miles
from a gallon of gas. He then raced with his modified bike, and won first place in
the Motorcycle Grand Prix! From then on he became an instant sports celebrity.
When Michelle saw her shooting star, she was working late at an antique
store, cleaning out a grandfather clock. After work that night, all of a sudden, out of
the blue, she thought with her heart that it would be a good idea to take a road trip
up to Clifford Falls. When she got there, she spontaneously decided to play the
field at a biker bar. There she met Skipper Doo. Immediately she got lost his eyes.
The two of them instantly woke up to love. The affection between them was red
hot. By the end of that night, Skipper Doo pulled up next to Michelle in front of the
biker bar with his motorcycle and loudly revved the engine. "Let's run away!" he
invited. She hopped on the bike with him, and they rode off into the night
helplessly in love.
When Al Rosebush saw his shooting star, he realized that he was tired of
programming music on radio stations. He discovered a new passion in radio:
conservative talk radio. He bought the old, run-down studios and transmitter which
used to be WBEX from Ander, and turned it into a fifty-thousand-watt talk radio
superstation.
When Holly saw her shooting star, she was listening to the winning lottery

numbers on the radio. She was ecstatic when all the numbers she picked were
announced! She was an instant multi-millionaire! The next day she quit her
worthless job at the steel mill, and moved far away to a tropical resort town, where
she spent most of her time relaxing on the beach.
When Pete saw his shooting star, he was doing exceptionally well in the
seminary. He went on to become a priest, and when it came time for Fr. Macewicz
to retire, Fr. Pete was assigned to be the next pastor of St. Josaphat's. Under his
pastoral care, St. Josaphat's grew into a Basilica.
When Aaron King saw his shooting star, he decided to go to Vegas and
become an Elvis impersonator. His act was so good, he won an award as the best
Elvis impersonator in the world. He went on to have a spectacular career appearing
as Elvis at night clubs, weddings, parties, and even in some movie roles.
When Donald saw his shooting star, the hotel chain he worked for promoted
him to chief of security for the entire national franchise. Later, during Coleen's first
term as President, she hired Donald as her chief of White House security. In her
second term, Coleen invited Donald to a prestigious position in her cabinet.
There's one more shooting star up in that sky. It's shimmering ever so brightly
in the finest shade of your favorite color. So look up. Aim high, and dream big.
Make your fondest wish. Consider your highest aspirations, and your wildest
desires.
The dream you dream, well it will happen for you!
THE END

APPENDIX I
Bexae Amorem

"Bexae Amorem" is a special love song Russ composed for Bex. He sang it
when he serenaded her during his dramatically emotional proposal in Chapter 13. It
is sung to the music of "Love You Inside Out" by the Bee Gees.
O, O! O! O, O!
Bexa,
Oscula tua
Sicut mel mihi gustant.
Deliciae meae,
Quid judicabitis?
Amor meus crescit intus me
Ad te solam tantum ut fleam
Effrenate!
Te amo nimis
Immoderate
Ad insaniam -am, -am, -am, -am!
O, et potestatem nemo habet
Subsistere amorem meum.
Amatores multi in vita una
Tibi non bene.
Si putes quod ludens faciam,
Ut ridiculus sim,
Et nuger ad stultitiam.
Non ridiculus sum,
Vir sum qui
Intus extra te amo!
Bexae amorem, Bexae amorem
Ago, et semper agam
Bexae amorem
In saecula saeculorum!
Cor meum est tuum sempiterne.
Angores multi in vita una

Mihi non bene.
Amor cor tuum foveat.
Amor mutuus
Ad aeternum comburat et crescat.
Non ridiculus est,
Vir sum qui
Intus extra te amo!
Bexae amorem, Bexae amorem
Ago, et semper agam
Bexae amorem
In saecula saeculorum!
Noli dicere te non amare me!
Si dicas illud, ne audire possem!
Nemo amare te
Potest plus quam ego!
Sentio majorem INTUS!
Propter te solam rideo et fleo.
SI CANDELAM INFLES, DENUO CRAS COMBURAM!
Nemo in terra
Stare inter te et me
Potest nunc
Et usque ad meam
Mortem ultime.
Non ridiculus sum,
Vir sum qui
Intus extra te amo!
Bexae amorem, Bexae amorem
Ago, et semper agam
Bexae amorem
In saecula saeculorum!
Intus extra te amo!
Bexae amorem, Bexae amorem
A(A!)go(GO!), et semper agam

Bexae amorem
In saecula saeculorum!
Intus extra te amo!
Bexae amorem, Bexae amorem
Ago, et semper agam
Bexae amorem
In saecula saeculorum!

APPENDIX II
Official Soundtrack
For Bex and the Antimats

I know a book usually doesn't come with a soundtrack, but since this is a
musically-themed book, I've chosen twenty special songs which I think will remind
you of the main elements of the story. Some of these songs you will definitely
never hear the same way again after reading this book.
1) "The Other Side of Life" - The Moody Blues
2) "Only Hope" - Mandy Moore
3) "The Look" - Roxette
4) "Toy Soldiers" - Martika
5) "What You Don't Know" - Expose
6) "You Make Me Feel Brand New" - The Stylistics
7) "One More Night" - Phil Collins
8) "How Can We Be Lovers?" - Michael Bolton
9) "Listen To Your Heart" - Roxette
10) "Magnet and Steel" - Walter Eagan
11) "This Town" - Elton John
12) "Vacation" - The Go-Go's
13) "Born To Be Wild" - Steppenwolf
14) "I Honestly Love You" - Olivia Newton-John
15) "Heartlight" - Neil Diamond
16) "You Were Meant For Me" - Jewel
17) "I'll Never Get Over You (Getting Over Me)" - Expose
18) "Great Balls of Fire" - Jerry Lee Lewis
19) "I'm Alright" - Kenny Loggins
20) "Xanadu" - Olivia Newton-John

